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j^^HeSdCton,

This, it seems, is where we came in!

Two years ago (August 1947), after

five years of editing Mammoth Detective
and Mammoth Mystery, we lit out for
Hollywood to get our hands on some of
that studio gold w'e’d been hearing aboiit

and to paw the ground whenever one of
those luscious movie-star dames went un-
dulating by. Too, there were promised such
added .attractions as sunshine 397 days a
year, mountains, beaches, oranges and
canary-yellow convertibles. Heaven wasn’t
straight up; it was straight West!

WELL, Hollywood and its environs
didn’t let us down. True, two inches

of snow fell one day, but nobody really
minded except the natives and they blamed
it on the Ipwans in Long Beach. And while,

we never did get enough of that movie
money to retire on, we once sat at a res-

taurant table next to Susan Hayward, and
she’s even more beautiful off the screen!
The mountains were swell, the beaches, big .

and clean, and the oranges in our backyard
got to be the size of golf balls.

WE v/rote a couple of books and a flock

of radio plays and a number of

science-fiction novels (The Man From
Yesterday, Forgotten Worlds, Return of
Tharn, etc.)—all of v/liich added up to a
comfortable- living during those two- years,
And then one day Ray Palmer decided to

be a publisher himself, and Mr. Davis asked
us to come back and take over. 'We thought
about it for fifteen seconds or so, then
said okay... and that brings you up to

date, in ca.se you v.erc interested.

J
UST what, if anything, does this change
in editors mean as far as this magazine
is concerned? To begin with. Amazing

Stories is exactly v.diat its title proclaims
it to be: stories that will amaze and en-
terta'n you, written by the best writers in

the business. During most of its twenty-
five years. Amazing Stories has served as
a challenge and a spur to scientists by Its

example of “what man. can imagine, man
can dol” Television, radar, supersonic
speeds, rocket warfare, nuclear fission—

-

these and many other of today’s achieve- -

ments were first revealed in the pages of

this magazine. And in these pages will ap-
pear the first mention of other forthcoming
miracles of science—often before they have
reached the drafting boards, not to mention
the minds, of our scientists themselves!

S
ECONDLY, we mean to bring to you a
much wider selection of stories—tales of

high adventure in interstellar space, stories

of the terror that lurks in the unplumbed
depths of the human mind, yams of travel

through Time. Even our features will show
a change: since this is a magazine of the

future, w'e shall bring you vignettes of life

'in the' years ahead and previews of what
advances will be made in many of our
customs and machines.

More, you’ll find new writers on our
contents pages—as well as authors

whose work you’ve acclaimed through the
years. As you’ve already noticed, the lead
novel this month bears the by-line of one of
the best writers in Amazing St07ies’ histo-

ry: William P. McGivern. Bill has become
one of this country's leading detective story
writers, with tw'o novels that have won
him no small amount of praise from reviev,'-

ers.... Authors like Robert Moore Will-

iams, Rog Phillip:;, and Craig Browning
will continue to bring you the tops in

rcicncc-fiction, or course.

THIS issue will give you a good-sized

portion of v.hat to expect in the future

from the pages of your favorite science-
fiction magazine. But reext month! ...we!!,

listen to thi.s: First, 19G pages! This means
that Amazing Stories goes back to its old

position as the BIGGES'T science-fiction

magazine on the stands—not only in quality
but in quantity! Second, a novel by a new-
comer in the field! His name is Robert
Abernathy and he gives you a breath-tak-
ing yarn of a war between worlds. Third,
novelettes by such masters in the field as
Willard Hawkins, William Temple and
Ward Moore. Fourth, the return of
DISCUSSIONS—a department too long
absent from our pages. Why not sit down
now and write us what you think of the

changes we propose for Amazing Stories—
as w'ell as what you want . to go
into it? HB
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The wide arched corridor and
the imposing doors at its end
were familiar to him; and he

knew the feeling that came when the

four-man guard military guard

snapped to attention at their ap-

•oroach.

His right hand moved instinctively

to return the salute, and then stopped

short.

The rigid respect of the guards

was not for him, John Storm knew.

Hardly. It was the the vice admiral

at his side, who returned the salute

casually and put a friendly hand on

Storm’s arm as the doors swung open.

“Go right in, John. They’re ex-

pecting you, of course,’’ he said. “It

was damn nice of you to come after

—

Well, bygones are bygones, I always

say and a good thing too,’’ he fin-

ished hastily.

“Oh, sure,’’ John Storm said, and

there only the barest sarcasm in his

Before the Earth could hope to fee saved, the

maiii who defended her must learn humility
I

Color poured into the girl's cheeks. "If

you can stop staring at me," she snapped,
"I'd like to have back my uniform iacketi
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flat hard voice.

They walked together into a large

bright room, unadorned except for

floor-to-ceiling maps that covered the

walls and the green and white stan-

dards of Earth Federation hanging
above the conference table at the far

cnb of the room.

Seated at the table were eig^t of-

ficers of the Federation, representing

top authority in each world zone

—

men whose most casual word was
considered important, and whose
commands could send millions of men
and thousands of fighting units into

action.

They stood as Storm approached
and the Controller, a slender graying

man who wore the yellow epaulets

of a First Marshal, came forward and
extended his hand with a smile.

"It’s good to see you again, John,”

he said. “It’s been eight—no—nine
years, hasn’t it?”

“Eleven,” John Storm said, and a

smile flickered on his strong dark

face.

"Of course. Well, you know every-

one, I think.”

Storm glanced at the men behind

the table and nodded.. He knew them
all. Stoddard, Logistics: Malcom,

Communications; Baley, Supply;

Millholland, Electronics ; Crestweath-

er. Space Arm—that was good. Space

Arml
They all sat. down, then and the

Controller, glanced at a paper before

liim, and then at Storm with a slight

smile.

“You know why we asked you to

come here, I suppose?”

"Yes," "Storm said. He crossed his

legs and settled back comfortably:’ in

his chair. There was a controlled and:

deliberate sense of power in ' every

move he made. Too thick and massive

through the shoulders to be consid'

ered well built, and too dark and bit'

ter to be considered handsome, he

was nevertheless a man to be looked

at twice. His eyes were a quiet gray,

and his hair was black as jet and

straight.

“Yes,” he said again. “I know why
you want me. The threat from space

is more acute than it was eleven

years ago—when I was cashiered

from the service for being a wide-

eyed radical who wanted the Feder-

ation to build up its Space Arm.”

The Controller spread his hands in

a helpless gesture. "Mistakes were

made then, John,” he said. “We didn’t

see what was coming. Men like Com-
mander Griffith and yourself—you

were the casualties of our blindness.”

The name of Commander Griffith

brought a frown to Storm’s face, and

as the Controller talked soothingly

and placatingly, a flood of bitter

memories swept over him. . .

.

/COMMANDER GRIFFITH had

made the first long Space flight

of history in the late Seventies. To
Jupiter. Storm had been in his crew.

It was not a military flight; there

were no funds for that. Griffith, a

dedicated, fearless and brilliant sci-

entist paid for the trip from his own
pocket. Accompanying him were his

wife Grace and his daughter Karen,

They had stayed on Jupiter for three

months, and then had received a

trans-space message from Earth or-

dering them to return. There had

been a vicious public reaction to the

trip from influential ignoramuses

who said the mysteries of space were

not for man to unravel, and now these

fools had forced the Federation - to

order Griffith’s ship the Astra Star,

to return at once to Earth.

Griffith had refused and. the Fed-

eration sent its entire fleet of. four

ships to Jupiter to enforce the order.

They: had arrested the crew, but
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Griffith, his wife and daughter and

a man named Thatcher had escaped

into the wilds of mountainous vol-

canic ash that dotted the planet, and
were deserted, left behind when the

Federation crafts returned to Earth.

This was regarded as poetic justice

by those who had fought the trip in

the first place. But Storm had begun

then to wage a campaign for the res-

cue of Commander Griffith and for

an immediate development of the

Federation’s air arm. For even then

Galaxy X was causing concern among
the enlightened members of the com-

mand.

But John Storm was not tactful or

diplomatic, or politic. He raged at

his superiors, he conducted experi-

ments of his own without official

sanction and he talked—to newspa-

permen radio reporters, to every

agent of communication he could get

to listen. The result was that he be-

came a thorn in the sides of the top

brass of the Federation, a stern log-

ician, who went directly to the peo-

ple instead of clearing things with

his superiors and so he was arrest-

ed, court-martialed, and thrown out

of the service. . .

.

6i... AND SO,” the Controller said,

“that’s what we are hoping you'll

do for us. Take a ship to Jupiter, not

to look for Commander Griffith,

since that I fear would be futile, but

to establish an outer defense post

there in case our worst fears of Gal-

axy X arc realized.”

“How many ships?” Storm asked.

The Controller looked embarrassed.

“One,” he said.

Storm stood up and dropped his

cigarette on the floor, then ground it

out with his heel. “You’re still fools,”

he said bitterly. "You want me to es-

tablish an outpost to give you warn-

ing against any raiders from Galaxy

X—and be in the first line of de-

fense against them. Yet you talk of

one shipl”

"Appropriations,” the Controller

said, with a helplera shrug. "We're

not politicians. Storm. We have to

trim our sails to their commands.”

Storm looked over their heads to

the bright green-and-white standards

of the Federation and his thoughts

went slowly back across the years of

his bitter fight for a Space Arm and

he knew that now, as then, he’d have

to take any chance that was offered.

But one ship 1 He rubbed his fore-

head and grinned bitterly. “All

right,” he said. “What rank do I

take?”

"Commander. We couldn’t do any

better.”

“Okay,” Storm said impatiently.

“Send me my orders as fast as you
can.”

He turned and without another

word strode from the silent cham-

ber. . .

.

'^HE SHIP was a shining tube of

deadly beauty, four hundred

yards long and towering a hundred

yards in the air. From the tapering

nose with its multiple banks of yisi-

screens, to the flaring fins and blast

nacelles, the giant space craft was a

tribute to the men whose dream had
made it live.

Storm stood at the foot of the

ramp leading to the amidships en-

trance and let his eyes travel over

his ship. H/s ship! Far above him he

saw the name gleaming blackly on
the soaring curve of the prow

—

Astro Star II.

He drew a deep breath and walked
up the incline to the ship, returned

the salute of the cadet on duty and
went forward to his combination of-

fice and sleeping quarters.

Inside, Storm closed the door and
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sat down at his desk. He lit a cigar

and began the laborious process of

reading through the reports prepared

for him on each man in his crew. He
studied their firing records, their

communication reports, their physi-

cal Conditions and even glanced at

their clothing allov/ance and innocu-

lation charts.

Finishing, he pushed the neat stack

of papers aside and slumped deeper

into his chair. He smoked thought-

fully for several minutes, enjoying

the heavy fragrance of tobacco and

savoring the thought that the routine

details of flight preparation were

over and done with.

They were ready to go now. Six

weeks had been spent in training.

The men were as ready as they’d ever

be. There were good men aboard,

good officers too. But it would take

the gruelling job ahead to test them.

How they’d stand up was anybody’s

guess.

He pushed a button at his elbow,

then stood and poured himself a

drink from the table at his reading

chair. His apartment was sparely fur-

nished. There were a cot, desk, read-

ing chair, and of course his books

and charts.

A knock sounded and he said,

“Come in.’’

It was his chief engineer, MacDon-
ald, a tall graying man with thought-

ful eyes and a reserved manner.

"Yes, sir,” he said. He stood at at-

tention easily.

"That’s all right, MacDonald,”

Storm said. “Will you have a

drink?”

MacDonald hesitated almost im-

perceptibly, then said, "I think not,

sir, if it’s all the same to you.”

“Very well,"

Storm put his drink down. He bad

no flair for relaxing with his men,

for being genial and off-handed. It

didn’t bother him particularly; he

knew he was respected but not liked

by most men. There was a wall of

stubborn steel around him that re-

buffed all but the most impersonal

contact.

"We will blast-off sometime to-

morrow morning, probably before

eight, and not after nine. I want

everything ready by six."

“Yes. sir. Will that be all?”

"That’s all,” Storm said curtly.

TI7THEN MACDONALD had gone

Storm walked into the inter-

com panel and flicked open the

switch. "Hear this,” he said, in his

hard flat voice, and in his imagina-

tion he could see men stopping their

work in all parts of the craft, of men
in bunks rising up one elbow, of

sleeping men waking, as his voice,

the supreme voice on the ship, was

carried echoing throughout the cor-

ridors and compartments of the

craft.

“Hear this,” he repeated. “All

leaves are cancelled as of now. No
one will be allowed off the ship un-

less he has my written permission.

All personnel except guards on duty

will assemble in the forward gun

chamber in fifteen minutes. That is

all.”

Storm flicked off the switch and

went into his bedroom where he

washed his face and hands and put

on a clean shirt. He put on his tunic

and fastened the command belt with

its five-starred buckle about his flat

waist.

Turning toward the door he saw
himself in the mirror, and noticed

the lines of exhaustion at the cor-

ners of his mouth, the hard look of

his eyes. Readying the Astro Star II

had meant twenty hours of work
every day. It hadn’t been fun; but

there was nothing else he’d rather
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have done.

Smiling, he left his office and

walked down the companionway to

the forward gun chamber where he

had scheduled the meeting of the

ship’s company.

DOORS leading to the gun

chamber were ajar and Storm

stopped as he heard a great shout of

laughter from inside the room.

Someone called for silence and as

the laughter faded another voice said,

“Really, men. I'm not that funny.

The credit should go to our indomi-

table skipper who supplies me with

all the material."

Storm took an involuntary step

forward, bis great hands clenching.

But he stopped as the carefree

mocking voice beyond the doors con-

tinued speaking.

Storm knew the voice. It belonged
to Captain Larry Masterson, a gun-

nery officer, whose recklessness and
irresponsibility bad worried him
since the first day of training. He
had thought of getting rid of him;
but Storm didn’t like admitting he
couldn’t handle the situation.

Larry Masterson now was telling

the men in the gun chamber the cir-

cumstances of his first meeting with

Commander Storm. The muffled
laughter was a tribute to his ability

as a mimic.

Storm pushed the doors open
gently and watched with hands on
hips, as Larry Masterson continued
his story.

Masterson was facing a semi-circle

of seventy or eighty crew members,
and speaking in a broadly comic im-

itation of Storm’s hard flat voice.

“The hand salute,’’ the young captain

was saying, “is not intended to con-

vey anything but respect. It is not

a gesture by which one indicates

high spirits or personality, Captain.’’

“Quite fight," Storm said mildly,

and walked into the room.

Larry Masterson stiffened sudden-

ly and the circle of crew members
after one horrified look at Storm

raised their eyes in agonized inno-

cence to a point high in the air

Storm said to the captain, “You’re

carrying your childishness too far,

young man. You’re getting infantile."

Larry Masterson stared over

Storm’s shoulder, stiffly at attention,

but there was a hint of secret laugh-

ter at the corners of his mouth.

"Captain,” Storm said, "do you

think you’re amusing?”

Larry hesitated an instant before

saying, “Yes, sir,” in a meek voice.

Someone laughed; and Storm knew

he was allowing the situation to be-

come difficult.

“Report to my quarters in ten

minutes” he said to the young cap-

tain, and then turned to face the

semi-circle of crew members. They

fell into immediate silence.

“I asked you to come here for one

reason,” Storm said, speaking in a

tight clipped voice. “Leaves are can-

celled, as you know, and you deserve

to know why. Tomorrow morning we
blast off for Jupiter. I

—

”

Someone let out a yell and then the

entire crew was cheering. Storm

watched them for a moment, then

held up his hand for silence. He was
not touched or impressed by the

demonstration. It meant nothing.

The time to cheer was when some-

thing had been accomplished.

"You know the job ahead of us,"

he said. “It may be difficult, tire-

some and dangerous. But understand

this, gentlemen : we will do that job.

I will accept excuses, but not failure.

Carry on !”

CT'TORM was lighting a cigar

when a knock sounded on the
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door of his quarters. He opened the

door and saw Captain Larry Master-

son standing there at attention.

“Captain Masterson reporting as

ordered, sir,” he said.

“Come in,” Storm said.

He puffed on his cigar until it

was drawing to his satisfaction,

then looked at the young officer and

said, “Don’t you like this assignment.

Captain?”

Captain Masterson made the slight-

est of shrugs. "Is my attitude im-

portant, sir?”

"Not to me, but I thought it might
be to you.”

Storm studied the younger man
thoughtfully. Larry Masterson was
tall, slimly built, with curly blonde

hair and merry blue eyes. Except
for a certain untried look about his

mouth he vras an extremely handsome
young man. Storm knew that he came

from a wealthy influential family,

which had placed many of its mem-
bers in top military and diplomatic

posts. The boy’s father was a re-

tired secretary of Conservation, and

several of his uncles had been in the

World Parliament.

Storm said, “Are you worried about

the uncertainties of inter-planetary

travel, perhaps?”

The young captain flushed. "I

asked for the assignment, sir. I’ve

been a space flier since I graduated

from the Cadet Center. I know what

space is, sir.”

"Oh, I’m sure you do,” Storm said

with heavy irony. “Then what is it

that makes you undermine my au-

thority aboard the ship?”

"Do I have to answer that ques-

tion, sir?”

“I would prefer that you do,”

Storm said dryly.

"Very well, sir. I find it difflcult

to serve under an officer who has

been dishonorably discharged from

the service.”

Storm stood motionless for an in-

stant, and then he carefully knocked
the ash from his cigar.

“That will be all, Captain.”

“You asked for it,” Larry said,

hotly. “That’s the way I feel and—

”

Storm’s voice cut harshly across

his sentence. “I said, that will be all,

Captain.”

“Very well, sir.”

When he had gone Storm stared

at the closed door for several

moments without moving. Then he

pounded a fist into his palm and his

eyes were hot and bitter.

CHAPTER II

'’T’HE BLAST-OFF was without

incident. The mighty Astro Star

II moved up through Earth’s atmos-

phere under auxiliary power and
then, at sixty thousand feet, the aft

atomic rockets crackled into life.

The ship leaped upward trailing

a mile-long stream of orange fire in

its wake. It hissed through the thin-

ning atmosphere and cleared the

Heaviside layer in a matter of sec-

onds. Void-bound, it wrenched itself

clear from the pull of Earth, and
shot outward with flashing silent

speed.

Storm left the bridge then and re-

turned to his quarters where he

snapped on the visi-screen. He
watched the depths ahead for a few

moments, noting asteroid clusters,

and. comets that: appeared on their

course. Everything was routine so

far. The powerful deflector rays of

the Astro Star II spread thousands

of miles beyond the ship and nothing

smaller than a class I comet could

penetrate that buffer.

Nothing of incident occured until

the second day. Storm was at his

desk checking reports from his sub-

commanders on the operation of the
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ship, when his orderly knocked and
entered with an anxious expression

on his face.

“Sir, ti'ere’s trouble in compart-

ment B.”

“What happened?” Storm said,

rising from his chair. .

“A cadet has gone berserk sir.”

“A little early for hysterics,"

Storm muttered, and went down the

corridor toward B at the half-trot.

The doer to the compartment was
locked

; and there was no response to

Storm's resounding knock.

lie stared at the door for a second,

then pulled his heat gun. Compart-

ment B, he knew, was the sleeping

and recreation quarters for the cadet

members of the crew, most of them
youngsters in their last year of

training.

Storm adjusted his gun for a two-

foot target and played a ray of white

heat against the lock of the door. It

dissolved instantly and he nudged
the door open cautiously with his

foot.

Through the aperture he saw that

eight crewmen were standing against

one wall with their hands raised in

the air. They were all officers, and

among them he noticed Captain

Larry Masterson.

On the floor were lying two cadets

in shorts and beside them were long

handled brushes and buckets of

soapy v/ater. The two men were
looking fearfully past a third cadet

who stood above them with a heat

gun in his hand. The gun was trained

unwaveringly on the officers.

This cadet was a slightly built

youth who wore the green tunic,

black trousers and white cap of a

first class cadet. Storm couldn’t see

his face.

“I don’t intend to be treated as a

child by you barbarians," he was
saying in a light cool voice to the

officers as Storm eased through the

door and began to close in on him
from behind.

“You may humiliate these other

cadets if they allow it, but I’ll put a

hole through the first man who tries

to give me a bath I don’t need.”

Storm moved with savage speed as

he came up behind the cadet. His

right hand chopped down in a blur-

ring arc and the rock-hard edge of

his palm cracked against the cadet’s

arm. The gun flew upward and

Storm caught it in mid-air ; the cadet

cried out in pain and dropped to the

ground, clutching his injured arm.

Storm glanced at the two cadets

lying on the floor. “Get up,” he said,

and then he swung around to face

the officers, who had lowered their

arms and were facing him sheepishly.

"I think you men understand my
orders about hazing,” he said curtly.

“Return to your rooms and consider

yourselves under arrest. I will talk

to you later.”

Several officers had come in be-

hind Storm with guns drawn. They
put them away at a motion from
him^ He glanced down at the cadet

who still lying on the floor clutching

his arm, and said, “Report to me
immediately in my quarters,” and

left the compartment. . .

.

«TI^HAT’S YOUR name?” Storm
” said to the cadet a little

later in his office.

“Thomas, sir,” the cadet said in a

low voice.

Storm sat at his desk, a dark frown

on his face. He studied the cadet

carefully. The boy was slim, with

fine features, fair skin and deep,

vivid-blue eyes. His hair was black

and cut short: He was older than

Storm had first judged. There was a

weary, tired bitterness in his face

that contrasted oddly with the

boyish fairness of his skin.

"What was the idea of that tan-
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trum?” Storm asked quietly.

“I—I saw no reason to submit my-
aelf to the indignity of being

scrubbed with a stiff brush.”

“You realize you could be shot for

drawing a gun on a superior offi-

cer?”

“Yes, sir."

“How’s your arm?”
“All right, sir.” The cadet touched

it with his other hand and winced
painfully.

“Take off your jacket,” Storm
said, and turned to his desk. He
wanted to get to the bottom of this

situation, for any tempermental ex-

plosion like this might set off a

series of them, like a string of fire-

crackers. He found his resentment

against Captain Masterson growing.

Trust that young fool to precipitate

such a situation.

He turned around and his anger

suddenly sharpened as he saw the

cadet still wearing his jacket.

“It’s all right, sir,” the cadet said

hastily.

“By God, I don’t give orders to

hear the sound of my voice” Storm
snapped. "Take off that jacket!”

The cadet made no more to obey;

and Storm’s patience ran out. He
stood and grabbed the young man by
the arm and jerked him about. The
cadet struggled in his grasp and
kicked backward at Storm’s shins.

“You need a taste of discipline,”

Storm said grimly.

He twisted the cadet’s uninjured

arm sharply and brought him to the

floor in a kneeling position. Then he

gripped the collar of his jacket and
ripped the garment down over his el-

bows. Buttons spattered the floor.

“Now stand up and finish the

job,” Storm said.

The cadet got slowly to his feet,

and the jacket slipped from his arms
and dropped to the floor.

"Tarn around,’” Storm ordered.

The cadet obeyed slowly, smiling

bitterly, and Storm suddenly felt

the breath leave his lungs in a rush.

“Good God,” he said.

The “cadet” was a girl!

CHE FACED him unashamedly
'^ defiantly, nude from the waist

up, her shoulders thrown back and

her head held high. Her breasts were

small and firm and perfect and her

waist could have been encircled with

his two hands.

On her left forearm—the arm he

had struck—was an ugly, swelling

bruise.

“Put on that jacket,” Storm said.

“A second ago you tried to jerk it

off by main strength,” the girl said,

quietly.

Storm stooped and retrieved the

jacket. He held it while the girl

slipped into it awkwardly, favoring

her injured arm.

Storm nodded to the chair beside

his desk. "Sit down and we’ll get to

the bottom of this. You stowed away
last night, I presume. Did you take

Cadet Thomas’ place?”

"That’s right,” the girl said.

“Where is Cadet Thomas now?”
“At my apartment. That is, he was

there. I presume he has waked by

now. He probably has a horrible

head.”

“You drugged him, took his uni-

form and papers and came aboard.

Why?”
The girl said “Did you ever know

a man named Thatcher?”

“Thatcher?” Storm looked at the

girl closely. “Yes, I knew a man by
that name. He accompanied Com-
mander Griffith to Jupiter eleven

years ago. He remained there with

Griffith to die.”

The girl sprang to her feet. “No’

That’s a lie. He can’t be dead.’

“You knew him?” Storm said

quietly.
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The girl sat down again and her

deep eyes grew bitter. “Yes, I knew
him,” she whispered. “I loved him. I

was seventeen then and we were

going to be married.”

“You came on this trip hoping to

find him alive?”

“There’s a chance, isn’t there?”

the girl said. “Don’t you see, I had

to take it.”

“No, I don’t,” Storm said harshly.

“You’ve ruined a young man’s ca-

reer, you’ve forced yourself on a

trip where you’ll cause trouble, just

on the thin chance that your fiancee

might still be alive.” He rang im-

patiently for his chief medical offi-

cer. “What’s your name?” he said.

“Margo.”

Storm sat in silence, a heavy frown
on his face, until the ship’s medical

officer appeared. He was a portly,

gray-haired man with very red

cheeks, which got even redder when
Storm explained the situation to

him.

“Well, well,” he said, peering down
at the girl as if she were some hi-

therto undiscovered fauna. “Well,

well,” he added.

“I understand what you mean,”

Storm said drily. “Put her into a

compartment away from the run of

ship’s business, and take a look at

her arm. She will receive her meals

there, and I’ll have a guard posted

to see that she stays put. Also, you’d

better inform the crew of this de-

velopment. Give them all the facts.

I don’t want a lot of stupid gossip

and speculation started.”

“Very v.'cll,” the medical officer

said. He nodded to the girl, who had

gotten to her feet, and said, “Just
come along with me, please.” He
started to offer her his arm, but

seeing Storm’s frown, cleared his

throat and proceeded her from the

room.

The girl paused. She looked at

Storm and there was pity in her

smile. “You’ve never loved anyone,

have you?”

“You are excused,” Storm said

firmly, and turned to his desk.

CHAPTER III

'-pHEY LANDED on Jupiter six-

teen days later. Storm set to

work immediately to convert a tiny

section of the planet into an effi-

cient space base. The men were rest-

less after the enforced inactivity of

the trip and needed a period of di-

version. But Storm drove them with

out let-up. He knew the danger; but

he made no man his confidant.

They, had landed in the shadow of

an immense mountain. The weather

was bitingly cold, the ground hard

as flint.

The Astro Star II was unloaded

and a headquarters building erected

for Storm, and his records and
graphs. Prefabricated dwellings were
set up in a semi-circle about Storm’s

quarters, and towers were erected to

hold the great lamps which bathed

the area in warming light. Every-
thing necessary for comfort and ef-

ficiency had been built on Earth

and shipped in parts aboard the

Astro Star II.

Storm ordered a separate hut
built for the girl, Margo, and saw to

it that she was lodged there with as

much comfort as possible, although
his bitterness toward her had not

diminished.

When the encampment was made,
^torm ordered the fighter space

ships uncrated and assembled by a

crew working days, while a, night
shift started the work of clearing a
field, sinking blast-off tubes, and
preparing a maintenance section.

'Phe mood and kejmote of the place

was work. Storm drove the men, but
drove himself twice as hard. He was
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everywhere at once, keeping an eye
on all details, and occasionaly throw-
ing his big shoulder against a stan-

chion that refused to budge, or tak-

ing specifications into his office and
working through the night to correct

errors, or to adjust them to fit an
emergency.

Tempers grew short. The men
complained to their immediate super-

iors, but those officers were afraid

to pass the complaints on to Storm.

They knew what his reaction would
be. He drove the work on by sheer

will, and he kept himself going with

black coffee liberally laced with whis-

ky.

He had a telescope set up in his

office, and this was focused on a

visi-screen which he had taken from
the Astro Star II. Storm spent part

of each day studying the visi-screen.

He made notes occasionally and con-

sulted his charts. When he came
away from the telescope everyone

knew it was time to look busy. His

temper was apt to be shortest then.

’HIRTEEN days after the land-

ing, the girl, Margo, came to his

office. She had tried to see him
every day since they arrived but he

had been too busy. This time she

walked in the door and planted her-

self beside his desk.

“I must speak to you,” she said.

Storm looked up from his work.

He needed a shave and his eyes were
tired. He saw that she had made
herself a costume of sorts from camo-

flage material. She v/ o r e black

leather boots, shorts made of yellow

canvas, and a leather vest. Her legs

were slim and shapely and her short

black hair was brushed back above

her ears in small, flaring wings. Ex-

cept for the bitter darkness of her

eyes, and the sadness of the mouth,

she was an exciting woman.
"What do you want?” he said.

his voice blunt and unfriendly.

“I came here to find Thatcher,”

she said. “I—I want to look for him.

Please let me go.”

"No; once and for all, no!” Storm
said, and slammed his fist down on

his desk top. “You’d get lost and

we’d have to take valuable men away
from important work to look for

you.”

"Don’t you have any heart at all?”

she cried, and caught his arm as he

got to his feet. "I must know if he’s

alive or dead. I’ve got to search for

him.”

Storm smiled mirthlessly. "You’re

on a planet roughly ten times the

size of Earth. Where would you
start to look for this man?”
"You were here with him and

Commander Griffith,” Margo said

breathlessly. "You’d know where to

look. Are we in the same area now?”
"We arc within a hundred square

mile area of where we landed eleven

years ago,” Storm said. "But what
good does that do? A hundred square

miles is as vast a million square

miles when you’re on foot.”

“You aren’t going to send out a

searching party?”

“No,” Storm said flatly.

“What is so important about this

work you’re doing?” Margo cried.

“You’re killing your men, digging

holes and working all night to get

space ships ready. Is that more im-

portant than looking for human be-

ings who still may be alive, who may
need help?”

"My job comes first,” Storm said,

angrily. “Now get back to your

quarters.”

Margo stood facing him, her

breasts rising and falling under her

quick breathing. Her eyes were

flashing and Storm was suddenly

acutely conscious of her as a woman.
He saw the smooth swelling sweet-

ness of her breasts, the long supple
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lines of her bare legs, the smooth

column of her throat.

They were alone in a vacuum then

into which nothing else could pene-

trate. Outside, the noises of work

seemed distant and faint.

She came closer to him and sudden-

ly her arms were around his neck

and her mouth was pressed against

his and her slender body strained

against him. Storm felt a sharp des-

perate need that drove everything

else from his mind.

And then he suddenly tore her

arms from his neck and flung

her away from him. She fell to the

floor and began to sob.

Storm wiped his mouth with the

back of his hand, his face black and

bitter. “You thought I had a price,

didn’t you? You thought to buy me
as you would buy a hungry man with

a beefsteak. Get out!”

When he was alone he went into

the bedroom and splashed cold water

over his hands and face, and rubbed

himself dry with a coarse towel.

Then, be poured a canteen cup full

of black coffee and dumped four

ounces of whisky into it. He- drank

it down in three gulps and then ad-

justed the telescope and turned his

eyes on the void ....

He was still at the scope when
McDonald, his cliief engineer, en-

tered. They exchanged perfunctory

salutes and McDonald said, “The
fighter ships are ready, sir. We had

some trouble with the tubes on num-
ber three ship, but it’s all cleared

up.”

“Good,” Storm said. “Then we can

blast-off any time now?”

“Well. . .yes, but I don’t know that

it would be the right thing.”

“What do you mean?” Storm asked

sharply.

"The men, sir. They’re tired, worn

out. If we start patrols now, it’ll

mean keeping extra crews at the

field, plus the pilots and crew mem-
bers for the flying

—

”

Storm lit a cigar and glanced al-

most involuntarily at the visi-screen.

Then he turned back to McDonald.

“I’m nob~ a martinet for the fun of

it,” he said. “But it is necessary that

we use the men up to their last

ounce of strength. That’s all there

is to it.”

“Very well, sir,” McDonald said.

“The ships are ready.”

“Fine. You’ve done good work.

Tell the flight captains to report to

me here immediately.”

'T'HERE WERE four flight cap-

tains assigned to the Astro Star

II to pilot the fighter ships she car-

ried and these men were in Storm’s

office within five minutes. Boyd, a

stocky tow-head; Miller, a gangling,

sleepy looking man with lightning

reflexes; Carney, a grinning Irish-

man; and Larry Masterson, looking

like a sullen angel—stood before

Storm, who was seated at his desk.

The captains were tired now, their

clothes dusty, their eyes bloodshot,

and they needed shaves, baths and
sleep.

Storm’s first words caused an al-

most imperceptible sigh from all

four men.

“Regular patrols will start tonight.

Two ships v/ill cruise this area con-

tinuously. During a change of re-

lief, one ship will remain out, well

away from the planet, and continue

to rcconnoiter, while the two ships

of the next shift get away,”

“What are we supposed to be look-

ing for?” Larr}^ Masterson said, sar-

castically.

Storm ignored his tone. He turned,

faced the visi-screen and pointed to

a milky chain of star clusters in its

upper left comer.
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“You know something about Gal-

axy X, I presume?”

Three captains nodded, but Larry
said, “The old bogey man, eh?”

Storm looked at him and said,

“Men a damn sight smarter than

you, Captain, think otherwise.” He
turned to the screen again. “Fifteen

years ago we knew there was a life

force in this galaxy. Commander
Griffith proved to his own satisfac-

tion that sections of this vast uni-

verse were at war with other sections

of it. He theorized that one section

might win a decisive victory and

then turn its war-like attentions to-

ward Earth.

“Commander Griffith was called a

crackpot, of course. But time has

proven him right. There is one sec-

tion of the galaxy in the ascendancy

now. That section has been massing

its life units along a chain of stars

on the earth-side of the galaxy. Our
mission is to patrol the area between

Jupiter and the galaxy, to watch
what happens to that star-chain on

this side of the galaxy, and to relay

our information to Earth.”

“You say this starts tonight?” Lar-

ry said.

“Yes,” Storm said, standing.

“Why?”

T ARRY LOOKED at the other^ three captains, and then squared

his shoulders. His curly blond hair

hung over his forehead and his face

was smudged with dirt. “I’ll speak

for ' myself then,” he said. “We’re
worn out with this damn work here.

We need a day or two to get rested.”

Storm laughed harshly. "You
boasted to me once of loving to fly,

of knowing what it was all about, of

liking the Space Arm. Sure! You
liked fl3ring fat admirals and their

wives on trips around the moon. You

liked the idea of being a space flyer.

You like the uniform. That’s all the

Space Arm has been for the last fif-

teen years. A repository of incompe-

tents. Well, times change. We’re

going to work here and do our job.

And the patrols will start tonight

and continue twenty-four hours

every day that were here. That’s all,

gentlemen.”

Larry stared at Storm and his

face and eyes were rebellious, hot.

But he shrugged finally and strode

from the office.

Storm sat at his desk for a few

moments studying the' visi-screen.

He lifted his cup and drank a last

mouthful of cold coffee and whisky,

then rail a tired hand across his fore-

head. It was four in the afternoon.

He went into his bedroom and threw

himself down on the cot, an arm
across his eyes. The fighter ships

wouldn’t blast-off for two or three

hours yet, he estimated. Time for

him to get some sleep. He closed his

burning eyes.

But sleep wouldn’t come. He
thought of Margo, of the feel of her

body against his, of the smoothness

of her skin, the womanly sweep of

her hips and breasts. . .

.

Storm clenched his big hands and

tossed restlessly on the cot. Sne had

said once to him that he had never

loved! That was both right and

wrong. He had loved and loved ar-

dently, but the object of his passion

was a cold abstraction. He had loved

Earth. He had wanted it to be free

and safe. But nothing had come from

that love but bitterness and shame.

At last without warning sleep came.

His body triumphed. The swilling

weary thoughts were conquered by

the needs of bone and muscle. He
slept deeply, dreamlessly, an arm

across his eyes, one leg trailing on

the floor. , i

.
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CHAPTER IV
/

A SHOUT penetrated Storm’s

sleep. Another brought him to

full wakefulness. He swung him-

self up and was striding into his

office when the door flew open and

a cadet dashed in, his face and eyes

terrified.

“\yhat is it?” Storm snapped.

“They're coming up the hill,” the

cadet gasped. "Major McDonald sent

me to get you. He—

”

Storm shoved past the cadet and
stepped outside. Directly ahead of

him, about two hundred yards away,

a slope began that led down into a

broad valley. Storm had gone over

the valley carefully the first day

they arrived and found nothing but

the usual purple-tinted, flint-like

soil, and occasional tufts of vegeta-

tion tougher than steel wire.

Now Storm saw a knot of his men
at the crest of the slope, and several

men running back toward the com-
pound.

He started to run.

Major McDonald turned as he

charged up and Storm was shocked
at the ghastly pallor of the engi-

neer's face. The man couldn’t speak.

He waved to Storm and pointed to-

ward the valley.

Storm trotted up the sharp rise

to the crest of the hill and looked

out at the valley, and the sight that

met his eyes brought an icy film of

perspiration to his face.

Coming toward him with the in-

exorabilit> of a glacier, were hordes

of great metal monsters, rank after

rank of them, stretching down into

the valley as far as his eye reached.

The clanking, grinding noise they

made carried clearly on the dank
cold air, and there was something
in their progress, an inevitability in

their approach, that raised the hack-

les on his neck.

They were moving faster than he

had first judged. Within five min-

utes the vanguard of the weird crea-

tures would reach the spot where the

Earthmen were standing. Storm

could see them clearly, now make
out the details of their construction.

They stood six feet tall, with arms

and legs attached in a semblance of

the human form, and above the broad

flat shoulders were bucket-like heads

cut in square ugly angles, with slits

for mouth and eyes.

Light from the artificial suns at

the compound reflected off the rows

of rivets on the machines, and as they

moved forward toward Storm they

winked and flashed as if charged

with electricity.

Storm drew his heat gun and took

careful aim on one of the foremost

robots.

He fired a beam that hit the crea-

ture below its left knee joint. The
metal dissolved and the robot fell

ponderously to the ground where it

lay like a broken toy.

But the remaining horde continued

its inevitable, engulfing march.

"It won’t do any good to shoot

them,” McDonald said, desperately.

“No,” Storm said. “Not with hand
weapons, at any rate.” He swung
around to survey the situation. Men
were coming out of their huts at the

compound and staring toward the

hill where Storm stood. To his right,

a mile off, was the space ship field

with the blast-off tubes pointing up
to the sky. And beyond that was
the mighty bulk of the Astro Star

II. A tight grimace of satisfaction

touched Storm’s face as he saw the

giant atomic cannons protruding

from the hull of their ship.

“We’ll retreat to the Astro Star,”

he snapped. “We can burn these ro-

bots down with one sweep of those
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starboard cannons.”

“That’s right,” McDonald said.

“I didn’t think of it!”

'T’HEY BEGAN a careful but hasty

retreat. Storm trotted ahead and
rounded up all crew members at the

compound and told them to head
for the Astro Star. The girl, Margo,
came out of her hut and he sent her

along with the advance section from
the crew.

Now the leading robots bad topped
the crest of the hill and were lum-

bering along toward the compound.
But half-way there they changed di-

rection and continued after Storm
and his followers, who were bringing

up the rear of the retreat.

“The damn things are after us!"

McDonald shouted. “They’re passing

up the compound entirely.”

“Let’s keep ahead of them, then,”

Storm said grimly. He didn’t know
whether the robots’ intentions were
lethal; but he didn’t intend to inves-

tigate that possibility yet.

Suddenly a shout sounded at the

head of the ragged column of Earth-

men.

“Good God!” McDonald cried.

Storm swung around and saw that

another column of the massive robots

had appeared on the slope below the

space-ship base. This contingent

swarmed in seemingly endless num-
bers past the blast-off tubes and

surged along to meet the first group.

Storm and his crew were caught

in a pinchers movement. They were

cut off from the Astro Star.

There was only one course left

to take. Storm saw. That was to

make a right-angle turn and attempt

to get around the first horde and

back to the compound, where there

were steel shelters and rifles.

Storm heard a scream then went

through him like a cold knife. Wheel-
ing, he saw that the girl, Margo,

had fallen in the pathway of the ad-

vancing robots. She tried to rise,

then fell back to the ground. One
crew member started back for her.

The rest of the crew were rushing to

get out of the closing jaws of the

robot attack.

Storm said to McDonald, “Get to

the compound, and into my office as

fast as you can. You’re in charge.”

T TE TURNED then and raced back

toward Margo. The ground was
uneven and treacherous beneath his

feet, and he saw with horror that he

and the leading robot were going to

reach the girl at about the same

time. The crew member who had gone

to her aid was a mechanic, a husky

fearless man, but his face was ashen

as he tugged at the girl’s arm.

Storm whipped out his ray gun
and burned the metal legs off the

charging robot. The creature fell

with a metallic crash, both great

arms still reaching out for the two
humans.

That gave them. ten seconds.

Storm saw that Margo’s face was
white and drawn. She was pushing

the crew member away from her.

“Don’t stay with me !” she gasped.

“It’s my knee. They’ll get us both!”

Storm scooped her up in his arms
and flipped his gun to the mechanic.

“Cover us,” he shouted to the man,

and ran as fast as he could to get

clear of the engulfing tide of robots.

There was a pathway now about

fifty yards between the two waves

of metal monsters, and through this

rapidly narrowing channel Storm
dashed with the girl. Beside him the

mechanic was picking off robots,

first on one side, then the other.

The robots. Storm saw, were slow

in changing course. On a straighta-

way they could lumber ahead at

surprising speed; but now some of

them were starting to turn to fol-
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low him, and they performed this

maneuver clumsily, haltingly.

It was this delay that gave him a

chance to get away. He dodged

through the last of the creatures as

the two waves came together with a

crack. Some of the robots were

bowled over by the impact, and the

others milled and churned around

as they attempted to get clear and

follow Storm.

By that time Storm was twenty-

five yards up the side of the moun-
tain, and from there he cut left and

ran alongside the unorganized mass

of robots. Some of the creatures on

the fringe of the horde turned and
began a clumsy ascent of the rocky

hill; but Storm outdistanced them
easily.

The compound loomed ahead. Ev-

ery steel door was closed tight, and
from every window squat deadly

atomic rifles were thrust. Nothing

stirred except the slowly moving
muzzles that covered Storm, the girl,

and the mechanic.

Storm trotted straight to his head-

quarters. His arms were aching and

each breath seared his lungs pain-

fully.

The door swung open and they

were inside. The girl was lifted from
Storm’s arm and carried into his

bedroom. Someone thrust a rifle into

his hands.

Questions, babbled questions, beat

at his ears. He held up a hand and
called for silence in his harsh voice.

“I don’t know what they are, how
they operate, or v/ho sent them," he

said. “So don’t worry about that

now. By God, we’re in for a fight!

Don’t waste a round. Shoot them in

bunches if you can. Maybe we can
build a wall of disabled robots that

the rest can’t climb.’’

He told McDonald to call him
when the first robots appeared in

the compound. Then he went into

his bedroom. The girl lay on his

cot. She was pale and her mouth
was twisted with pain.

“You said I’d cause trouble,’’ she

said weakly.

“Never mind that,’’ He straight-

ened her leg and then felt her knee

gently. “Nothing broken,’’ he said.

“A bad wrench.’’

“It doesn’t matter. What in the

name of God are they?’’

“I don’t know. I’m going now. Are
you afraid.’’

“Yes,” she said quietly. “But it’s

all right.”

“Good girl,” he said. He felt sorry

for her. This was bad enough for a

man. He put his hand awkwardly on
her forehead in a gesture of comfort

then got to his feet.

He v/as turning to the door when
McDonald’s voice, loud and fear-lad-

en, shouteo his name.

^TORM hurried through the door^ into his office and pushed his

way through the knots of men who
were clustered there. McDonald was-

at a window, staring out into the

compound, his jaw slack with aston-

ishment.

Storm edged him aside. In the-

compound robots were drawn up in:

ranks on both sides of the encamp-'
ment. Advancing through their cen-

ter was the weirdest sight Storm had
encountered in his life.

Reading a squad of robots was a

tall, voluptuously proportioned girl,

a magnificent Amazon with, flaming;

red hair and ice-green eyes. She worfe

a brief, tight-fitting garment, and a;

long purple cape that swirled back
and away from her powerful shoul-

ders. Her bare legs were slender and:

graceful; but the fine muscles that

rippled in her calves as she advanced

was an indication of steel-spun

strength.

From a jeweled belt at her waiat
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hung a gleaming tubular object from
which poured a streeun of light. In

one gauntleted hand she carried a

ray gun of ancient make, and the

other was raised above her head in a

defiant gesture as she stopped

spread-legged before Storm’s quar-

ters.

“Come out, you crawling cow-

ards !’’ she shouted in a brassy, full-

lunged voice. “There is nothing here

but a helpless girl and a few clumsy

figures of steel.”

Storm had hardly dared believe his

eyes when he saw the girl. Now he

jerked open the door and strode into

the compound. He stopped a dozen

feet from the girl, a hard smile on

his face.

The girl watched him and the ex-

pression of belligerence on her face

changed slowly to one of bewilder-

ment.

"Yes,” Storm said. “We know each

other, Karen. You were eleven when
I last saw you.”

“You’re Storm,” the girl said

slowly. “You came here with my
father on that trip.”

Storm nodded. He could hardly

believe he wasn’t living some
strangely vivid dream. This was
Karen Griffith, daughter of Com-
mander Griffith, who had been left

on Jupiter eleven years ago. Karen
had not only survived; she had
thrived.

“Your father?” Storm said, quietly.

“Dead,” the girl said. “He and
Ben Thatcher, and my mother have

been gone a long while now. That
pleases you, doesn’t it?” she said, in

a savage voice. “You and all the rest

of Earth cowards. You deserted him,

left him here to die.”

“I did not desert your father,”

Storm said in an even voice. “I was
dragged aboard the ship in irons and
taken back to Elarth by force.”

"Lies, lies, lies!” the girl cried

imperiously. She stepped back a

pace, her hand dropping to the tube

at her waist as members of Storm’s

crew crowded out behind him.

“Hold it!” Storm said sharply. He
didn’t know what she intended to

do; but he surmised the tube con-

trolled the robots in some manner.

“We’re not your enemies, Karen. We
are here to continue your father’s

work. Earth is in danger Karen,

grave danger. The danger your father

foresaw and attempted to prepare

Earth to face, is at hand—so close

at hand that days may mean the dif-

ference of life and death to the

entire planet.”

“You expect me to care about the

fate of Earth?” the girl cried scorn-

fully. “I would cheerfully hasten

Earth’s destruction with every means
at my command.”
“Your father didn’t teach you that

attitude,” Storm said.

"My father was a poor, idealistic

fool,” Karen said, laughing. "He held

no malice against Earth. He talked

to me of tolerance of forgiveness.

I listened and when he finished I

spat at his feet. I saw what they had

done to him, I saw the reward he

received for his service, his dedi-

cation, his very life! There is no
forgiveness, no charity in me. Storm
—for you or your kind!”

“We face each other as enemies

then?” Storm said heavily.

•J^AREN LAUGHED, a ringing de-

fiant laugh. “Yes, by Heaven, we
do!” She turned a significant glance

at the column of silent robots lined

up on both sides of her, and stretch-

ing back for what seemed miles.

Then she faced Storm again. “You’ve

seen my pets at work. I warn you.

Storm, I do not intend to make war.

My life is my own, clean, alone, and

unfettered. I will keep it that way
with every weapon I control I
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"I will not interfere with you. But

if you seek me out or attempt to

disrupt my life, I will not rest until

every man of yours is ground to

powder beneath the feet of my army.

Do you understand?”

Storm nodded. His face was dark,

bitter, as he struggled against a

mighty anger. He would have liked

to get his hands on this imperious,

defiant woman for ten seconds. But

the thing that enraged him most was

that she had every right in the world

to her opinion and feeling. Why
should she help Earth?

There was nq reason. The girl had

seen the gratitude of Earth, knew
its pettiness. Who could blame her

for the way she felt?

“Very well, Karen,” he said. ‘‘We

have our work to do, and you have

a right to your own life. They won’t

come in conflict.”

“They had better not,” Karen said,

with an ominous smile.

Still smiling she fingered the tube

at her waist and the army of silent

automatons began to rearrange them-

selves in formation, Karen backed

away from the compound, her cool,

ice-green eyes flicking contemptu-

ously across the groups of silent

men who watched her, and when she

reached the crest of the slope, she

wheeled and disappeared.

The last they saw was the flash

of her purple cape, elusive and mys-
terious as smoke on the horizon.

CHAPTER V

OTORM TURNED and nodded to

the crew members clustered at

the entrance of his office. “Carry

on with your regular work, men.” He
hesitated a moment, then added
grimly. “You know as much about

this thing as I do.”

Entering his office. Storm found
McDonald standing by his desk. The

engineer was grave.

“Two men were killed at the

blast-off chute,” he said. “They

didn’t get started fast enough.”

“I see.” Storm sat down at his desk

and rubbed his forehead tiredly. He
had been known in the service as

a steel-hard, void-cold commander:

but no one knew the effort it cost

him to preserve that front of imper-

sonality.

McDonald filled a cup with coffee,

poured whisky into it and brought it

to Storm.

“You need this,” he said. “You
can’t last much longer at this pace,

you know. Why don’t you rest to-

night?”

Storm took the coffee and sipped

it. He was touched by McDonald’s
concern, and he didn’t know quite

what to say. “There’s too much to

do,” he said finally. "But thanks just

the same.”

McDonald nodded and left the

office. Storm finished the coffee and

stood up and walked into his bed-

room. Margo still lay on the bed.

She was staring at the ceiling. He
saw that she had been crying.

“Knee hurt?” he said.

“No, it’s stiff, that’s all.”

“Will you let me tape it for you?"

“Yes. Maybe I can walk then.”

Storm got out a first-aid kit and
pulled a chair beside the cot. He sat

down and applied a tape cast to the

injured knee.

“That may hurt a little,” he said.

“No, it’s all right.”

He fought down a feeling of an-

noyance. “Well, something’s hurting

you. You’re crying.”

“She had a pretty loud voice. I

heard about Thatcher.”

“Oh,” Storm said. He felt clumsy.

“I’m sorry.”

“Don’t be sorry. It was the end of

a dream. All dreams do end, don’t

they?"
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“I don’t know,” Storm said, stand-

ing. “I think you can walk now.”
She stood and tested the leg by

walking haltingly to the door. “It’s

all right, I guess. Thanks, Storm.”

Turning, she limped across his office

and he heard the door slam behind

her.”

Storm threw himself on the cot and
pressed both hands against his

aching eyes. There was faint, deli-

cate fragrance in the room, a subtle

essence as elusive as a smile.

He lay there, staring at the ceiling,

stony-faced, wondering what had
happened to him....

T TALF AN hour later he pushed
up on one elbow, frowning.

Something was wrong. It took him a

moment to decide what it was. There
was no sound of activity from the

compound. The normal, everyday

bustle of v/ork was lacking.

Storm walked out of his office

and saw half a dozen men talking in

a small group. Other groups were

clustered in the compounds. No one
was working.

The talk faded as he glanced from
group to group, his jaw hardening

grimly.

“I told you men to carry on your
regular work,” he said harshly.

“Didn’t you understand that?”

Larry Masterson, the young flight

captain, moved out from a group and
sauntered over to Storm. He stopped

and lit a cigarette and blew smoke
in the air. His blond hair hung over

his forehead and there was a sardonic

smile at his lips.

“We don’t see much reason to get

back to work. Commander Storm,”

he said mildly. “We’re tired of being

driven like dogs to satisfy your ego.

We don’t believe the fairy stories

about Galaxy X, and we don’t intend

to invite more attacks from those

murderous robots.”

“You’ve said enough to hang your-

self, Captain,” Storm said grimly.

He raked his eyes over the crew
members clustered in the compound.
“I’ll give you exactly ten seconds to

get on with your work!”

He swung his arm up and watched

the second hand on his watch move
inexorably across the dial. Larry

Masterson yawned elaborately.

Storm put his arm down and

squared his big shoulders. “So it’s

mutiny, is it?” he said quietly.

“Oh, no, not at all,” Larry Master-

son said. “We think you’re unfit

to command this squadron, Comman-
der. When we return to Earth it is

you who will stand trial, not us.

Now, we are relieving you of com-

mand.”

“You don’t know what you’re

doing!” Storm shouted.

“Yes, we do,” Larry said, his voice

hard. "We heard the pact you made
with that murderous girl, and we in-

tend to change it. We’ll take her

robots and put them to work for us,

and we’ll see that she causes no
trouble.”

Storm spun suddenly and dove for

the door of his office, but half a

dozen crew members sprang after

him and caught him before he got

inside. Struggling furiously he was

borne to the ground.

The crew must have prepared for

the attack. Storm realized, for steel

hoops were produced, slipped about

his arms and tightened until he was
pinioned helplessly. Then he was
jerked to his feet.

"You will be kept a prisoner until

we return to Earth,” Larry Master-

son said. “Your treatment will de-

pend on how you behave yourself.”

"You’ll die for this!” Storm raged.

“No. I’m merely trying to save all

of our lives.”

McDonald, the tall, graying en-
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gineer, came forward slowly from
the ranks and stood beside Storm.

"I’m too old for mutiny," he said in

a cold precise voice. "Commander
Storm is my superior officer. I

recognize no other.’’

“Very well,” Larry said drily.

“You may accompany your com-
mander into honorable imprison-

ment.”

He was turning away when a clear

but firm voice said, “If you move
I will blast you to hell

!"

Storm looked up and saw the girl,

Margo, her face ashen, clenching a

heavy gun in both hands and
pointing it unwaveringly at Larry.

“Don’t be a fool,” he called to her.

She stood at the edge of the com-
pound, a slight, determined figure.

“Release him," she said.

She didn’t see the man slipping up
behind her, nor did she see his hand
until it came down suddenly and
sharply, knocking the gun from her

grasp. By then it was too late. She
sank to the ground, weeping.

Larry shrugged. “Take these three

down to the blast-off field and lock

them up there. We’ve got work to

do....”

CHAPTER VI

*T^E PLACE they were taken' to

was a steel building used to

house tools and supplies. It was a
one-storied unit about twelve hy four-,

teen feet, with glass windows that

were strong as chrome steel.

Storm stood at one window staring

across the mile-long sweep leading

to the compound. He could see men
moving about even at that distance,^

for the atmosphere was burned clear

by the powerful sun lamps.

He stood there unmoving, his face

black with rage, his eyes hot. He
wanted nothing else in life but to

get his hands on Larry’s throat.

McDonald joined him. “They may
change their minds, you know,” he

said. “Some of those men have sense.

When they start thinking this over

they may snap out of it.”

“I didn’t ask for a recapitulation,”

Storm said harshly.

McDonald cleared his throat.

“Very well, sir,” he said, and sat

down with his back to the wall.

“Bite and snarl, that’s all you

know," Margo said hotly. “He
stuck with you, didn’t he, while the

rest of your men mutinied?”

“Do you think he deserves some
special credit for doing what he

swore he would do when he was
commissioned in the service?” Storm
said.

“He wouldn’t get it from you, at

least,” Margo said. “You think people

should be made of steel, knowing
nothing but duty, having no doubts,

or problems, or anything but their

dedicated service to Earth.”

“Am I a monster because I want
Elarth to be safe?” Storm said.

“No,” Margo said in a weary voice,

“But you've never learned that two
people can want: the same thing in

different ways. You treat disagree-

ment with scorn instead of respect.

Your men want what you want,
Storm, but you drove them away.”

“Shut up!” Storm said angrily.

“That’s ‘ how you settle all issues.

Very well. I’ll shut up."

Storm watched: the compound, his

face stony. Soon- he saw a figure

'

leave there and . head toward them,

toward the blast-off field. When the ‘

man neared Storm recognized him as

Boyd, the fighter pilot.

“Where are you going, Boyd?” he
shouted.

Boyd grinned. “Just for a pleasure

jaunt, my friend,” he said, and con-

tinued on. A little later Storm heard
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a ship take off under auxiliary pow-
er. He peered upward and saw the

slim fighter streaking upward and
then bank toward the mountains.

He frowned and rubbed his jaw
trying to guess what the men were
planning,

T_TALF an hour later twelve men
left the compound. They car-

ried packs. The man in the lead

'talked like Larry, but at that dis-

tance, Storm couldn’t be sure.

For another hour he watched the

compound, looking for more indica-

tions that might help him decide

what was happening; but nothing of

significance occured. Men strolled

across the compotmd to the hall, or

moved in and out of their dwelling

units, in normal, casual fashion.

He lit one of his stubby black cig-

ars and glanced up at the thick,

green sky. High and almost directly

above the compound he saw a small

black globe settling toward the

ground. He watched it for a mo-
ment without expression ; and then

his hands tightened instinctively.

“McDonald,” he said. “Come here.”

Storm pointed to the descending

globe. He didn’t speak. McDonald
moved closer to the window and
peered upward, a slight frown on his

face.

They could see the object more
clearly now. It was circular, saucer-

shaped, and w» spinning slowly as it

descended. From ports on its narrow
sides bright lights flashed.

“Well?” Storm said. He kept his

voice quiet, even,

“I don’t know,” McDonald said

slowly. “Look at the compound.”
The men at the compound had

come out of their steel huts, were
gazing upward at the settling globe.

Some of them were waving.

“Fools !” Storm raged. He beat a

fist into his palm. “The hopeless.

danuied fools! Don’t they realize
—

"

The door behind them opened and
a corporal came in, plainly worried.

He looked at Storm awkwardly.

“Sir,” he said, “There’s a— You’ve

seen it, I guess.”

Storm didn’t answer. “Let me have

your binoculars.”

“Yes, sir,” the corporal said, with

relief in his voice. It was obvious

he was willing, even anxious, for

Storm to resume responsibility and

command.
Storm studied the globe with the

glasses. It was several hundred yards

above the ground now, and moving
slowly. He saw nothing revealing at

close rairge. The ship was made of

black metal, and the lights flashing

from discs on its side were bright

and dazzling.

As he watched the discs revolved

and beams of light struck down to-

ward the compound.
McDonald shouted involuntarily.

“Watch outr
Storm swung the glasses to the

compound and saw that his men had

been scattered to the ground like

broken dolls. The light from the still-

settling ship played over them,

flashed into the buildings, over the

whole area, bathing it brilliant radi-

ance.

The men under the light didn’t

move ; they: lay still in the undigni-

fied sprawl of death.

“Oh God!” Margo cried. “What
happened to them. Storm?”

OTORM failed to answer. He^ watched the ship as it stopped

fifty yards above the ground, then,

after a wait of several minutes,

dropped gently to rest in the com-

pound.

A powerful tension grew in Storm.

It wasn’t fear! It was anticipation!

He knew with calm strong certainty

that he was about to meet the thing he
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had foug^ht aj^ainst all his life. He bad

never known the enemy; he had bat-

tled shadows. Now the curtain was

lifted, the antagonists could face

each othei', measuringly, appraising-

ly, finally.

Apertures appeared in the sides of

the ship and things moved out of it

and onto the rocky ground of Jupi-

ter.

Storm centered his glasses on the

first of the creatures, and hot anger

coursed through him as he made out

details : fat, toad-like bodies, gray,

scabrous skins, pendulous heads, and

great round stumps of feet.

“It's incredible!” McDonald whis-

pered. “They’re—they’re old, older

than hell."

"The last crawling filth of a dead

universe,” Storm said. “They want

the plains and flowers of Earth now.

They need its sun and air and young

vigor.”

They counted five of the creatures.

They watched in fascinated silence

as the invaders moved sluggishly

about the compound, in and out of

the buildings. Then, after this ex-

amination^ the creatures came togeth-

er for several minutes near their

ship. Finally four of them left the

compound and traveled in the direc-

tion of the slope where the robots

had first appeared—and where the

twelve crewmen had gone.

Once started they moved with

greater speed, and in a matter of sec-

onds they had disappeared over the

crest of the hill.

For several minutes no one spoke.

Storm glanced at Margo and saw that

her cheeks were wet but her eyes

were flashing defiance.

"Good,” he said gently. “Maybe if

you thought about them all of your
life you might turn into the kind of

person I am. It’s not a nice thing to

turn into, of course. Nobody likes

you very much.” He turned to the

corporal, who snapped to painful at-

tention. “Let me have your rifle,” he

said.

Holding the rifle in readiness,

Storm stepped carefully through the

door and dropped to his stomach. He
wriggled ahead for perhaps a hun-

dred yards until he reached a slight

rise, from where he could clearly

see the creature who had remained

behind in the compound.
He settled himself on his stomach

and put the stock of the rifle into

his shoulder, enjoying the feel of cool

metal against his cheek. He sighted

on the toad-like creature and began
to squeeze the trigger gently.

The creature moved back and
forth restlessly, as if sensing that

something was wrong. From its

waist hung a small disc which
glowed brightly. The beam from the

disc flashed about in a wide quest-

ing circle as the creature moved in

an aimless circle.

Suddenly the ray of light flashed

to a greater length and leaped across

the plain toward the blast-off field,

toward Storm.

Storm fired a blast of heat at the

creature, as light from the disc

struck him full force. For an instant

a terrible, unendurable pain swept
over him. Then it was gone, and he

clambered to his feet, shaking his

head like an injured animal.

The creature was lying on the

ground, and attempting to move, to

crawl. Storm fired two n^re blasts

and the movement stopped.

McDonald came hurrying up,

caught Storm’s arm. "That light

—

what was it?” he gasped.

“I don’t know. But another tenth

of a second and I’d have been gone.

My first shot got him just in time.

Let’s get going.”

T^HE COMPOUND was a night-

marish scene of death. Men lay
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sprawled on the ground, slumped at

workbenches, or collapsed in their

cots. No one was alive.

Storm made directly for his head-

quarters. Inside he snapped on the

visi-screen above his desk. McDonald
was at his heels.

They stood looking at the void, at

the mightly jeweled star-chin on the

Earth side of Galaxy X. Beneath it,

several inches on the screen, but bil-

lions of miles in the void, was a

shadowy cluster of black dots, thou-

sands of them, poised in space.

Storm spoke matter-of-faclly, bit-

terly. “You are looking at the space

fleet of Galaxy X. They’re ready. Are
we, McDonald?”

He turned without cutting off the

machine and went outside. There

were no clear thoughts in his mind.

He didn’t know what they could do.

He heard a ship overhead and in-

stinctively he ducked ; but the whine
of the auxiliaries was familiar, and

when it flashed into sight he rec-

ognized it as one of their own fight-

ers, the one Boyd had left in an hour

or so before.

Storm watched the ship circle for

a mooring at the blast-off field, and
then he trotted in that direction, the

beat rifle still in bis hands.

CHAPTER VII

TUTHEN STORM, McDonald and
” the girl had first been led

away, Larry had outlined his plans

quickly to Boyd, the squarely-built

towhead, and Carney, the Irishman.

They were in Storm’s office.

“For better or worse we’re in

charge,” he said crisply. “Our necks

depend on what we do with our au-

thority. If we do a sensible job, it

will prove we were right. If not,

we’ll hang as mutineers.”

“Hell, everybody is back of us,”

Carney said, his voice shaking.

“Okay, fine. First we have to find

the girl, the one Storm called Karen.

We’ve got to find out how she con-

trols those robots, and make sure she

doesn’t use them against us. Here’s

my idea ; Those robots must return

to some central area and the3'’re

probably still on the way there.

Boyd, you take a fighter ship and

cruise around this area until you
pick up the trail. Meanwhile Carney

and I will take a party in the same

general direction the robots took.

When you establish contact, radio us

the directions and we’ll close in on
the girl. Okay?”
There were a few questions, a few

details to iron out, then Boyd left

on the double for the blast-off tubes.

Larry told Carney to select a party

of twelve men and pack enough sup-

plies to last them a week.

When both men had gone, Larry

lit a cigarette and sat down in

Storm’s chair. He frowned at the tip

of his cigarette for a few minutes.

He had been trained in the best

ideals of the service. Mutineer in

his eyes was a mad dog. Yet he had

taken that step, confident he was
right. The babbling about Galaxy X
had never impressed him. It was an

old scare story of those who wanted

Earth to build bigger armies, bigger

space ships. It was one of those semi-

sacrosanct fables that everyone dis-

cussed gravely, but no one believed.

At least none of the cadets in his

class had believed it, and they were

a well-informed, sophisticated group.

Suddenly he realized it was Com-
mander Storm’s desk he was sitting

at and he got up hastily, with the

uncomfortable certainty that be

didn’t belong there.

But that was foolish. Storm would
have killed them all with his fana-

tic’s ideas; and if Storm hadn’t, then
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the giiT with the robots might well

have.

Larry lit another cigarette and

pushed the hair from his eyes. He
had had but one quick glimpse of

this girl, but something about her,

some quality of defiance and arro-

gance in her attitude, made him eag-

er to see her again, eager to test that

steel. . .

.

T WAS AN hour later that he re-

ceived the first radio message

from Boyd. His party was halted

near the narrow mouth of a valley.

They were about ten Earth miles

from the compound, and the air was

stingingly ‘cold, while the flakes of

flint like dust hurled by the wind
made their progress slow and diffi-

cult.

Larry raised a jubilant hand as

Boyd’s deep sure voice came over

the portable unit:

“It’s the valley ahead of you. Cap-

tain. Bear right, into an opening in

the mountain. That’s where every

robot has disappeared.’’

“Check,” Larry snapped with satis-

faction.

The men with him had heard the

message and they pressed forward

with renewed enthusiasm as Larry

led the slender column through the

narrow opening of the valley. His

eyes swept along the right side of

the vast purple mountain that soared

above their heads to the green-col-

ored sky.

H^e found the opening Boyd had
spotted about a quarter of a mile

from the valley entrance, and its

appearance immediately suggested

Hurculean labor combined with in--

telligence. The aperture was fifty

yards square and led to a shaft that

seemingly stretched into the heart of

the mountain, a tunnel with silk-

smooth walls and gracefully arched

ceiling high above the stone flooring.

They followed the shaft for near-

ly half a mile before it turned to the

right. As they followed this new
route they heard a swelling, murmur-
ing sound that seemed to emanate

from the heart of the mountain.

An irridescent glow from the

sheer, glass-smooth walls provided

illumination as they proceeded cau-

tiously down the gleaming corridor.

The sound was becoming more in-

tense now; it was a gigantic hum-
ming that echoed from the walls and
set up a throbbing in their ears.

Larry glanced at Carney uneasily,

then shrugged. There was nothing to

do but keep going.

A quarter of a mile ahead they

saw that the corridor fanned out on

both sides before ending abruptly

—

leading to nothing but bright and
empty space..

They hurried along this last

stretch and the swelling sound now
filled their heads with an almost in-

tolerable clamor.

Reaching the widening section of

'

the shaft, Larry moved forv/ard more
cautiously to the very lip of the floors

—until he could look down into the

pit where the roaring sounds seemed
to originate. •

Carney crowded alongside him
with the other members of the party

as Larry heard a somebody say,

“Good God !” in a hushed voice.

TTALF A mile below them, and ex-

tending as far as. they could
see, was a mighty vault cut into the

granite heart of the- mountain.

Working deep in that immense pit

were thousands and thousands of
the ponderous, carefully- moving,
robots.

The sight of that incredible metal:

army spreading for miles in all di-

rections was enough to catch at their
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throats with a nameless horror.

Carney touched Larry’s arm and

said in an awed voice; "Do you see

what they’re doing? They’re making
more robots! Look! There on your

left! They’re coming off that line,

getting up and walking ahead under

their own power!”

Larry rubbed a hand over his fore-

head. He saw squads of the creatures

carrying loads of metal, others work-

ing with ringing sledges, and that

other groups were working at long

tables supporting fabulously intricate

machines.

“Let’s keep going,” Larry said ta

Carney. “We’ve got to find that girl.

You can imagine what would happen

if she ever turned this loose on us!”

They stood indecisively for a mo-
ment at the cross-corridor, above the

great pit. Larry finally sent half the

party to the left while he, Carney,

and four others, proceeded to the

right.

At the next cross-corridor Larry

selected two men and told them to

follow it for half an hour, then re-

turn to the main corridor. Again, a

quarter of a mile on, he sent two
more men down a cross-corridor,

while he and Carney continued on

alone. Fpr a mile they went ahead;

then they came to a third cross-corri-

dor and Larry looked helplessly at

Carney.

Carney shouted an answer to the

unspoken question on Larry’s face.

“We might as well follow it. If we
find nothing we might as well collect

the men and get out of here.”

The new corridor did not run

straight. Instead it curved back and

forth, and was considerably narrow-

er than the one they had just left. As
they followed its undulations the

noise from the robot factory faded

away to a gentle, distant murmur.

Then, as they rounded a corner,

Larry caught Carney’s arm. Ahead
was a wide arched door on the right

side of the corridor.

They approached it cautiously.

There was no knob or handle but it

swung inward slowly, silently, as

Larry put his shoulder against it.

Beyond the door was a short, nar-

row hall that turned to the right and

led them to a pair of closed doors.

Larry stopped before them, his

heart beating almost audibly.

T TE PUT HIS hand against the

^ panel of one and pushed.

Through the aperture formed by the

opening door he saw a large, high-

ceilinged room with gleaming walls

and a metal floor that shone like al-

uminum.

He eased the door open another few

inches; and his breath caught as he

saw the red-haired girl.

She was lying on a low oval bed in

the center of the room and her full,

sharply pointed breasts rose and fell

with her even breathing. Her eyes

were closed, and she was apparently

asleep.

Larry glanced at Carney and put a

cautioning finger to his lips; and

then stepped through the arched

doorv/ay into the room. Carney

moved quietly at his heels.

The girl who had called herself

Karen turned restlessly as they

moved toward her. She wore a light

silken garment open at the throat

and extending halfway to her bare

knees. The pale silver light from the

walls glinted on her fiery red hair

and glazed the milky smoothness of

her slender, exquisite legs.

On a table beside the bed Larry

saw the belt she had worn the first

time he had seen her, and the tube

with which she bad seemed to con-
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trol the robots. Also, close to her

hand, was the ancient ray gun.

Carney moved up beside Larry and

as he did so his foot slipped on the

silk-smooth floor. He lost his balance

and fell to one knee with a thud.

The girl sat upright with the in-

stinctive, light-swift reaction of an

animal in danger, her icy green eyes

flicking across the faces of the two

men.

For a second they stared at one

another in a tense, breathless silence,

and Larry saw the muscles in the

girl’s arms and legs beginning to

coil.

“Calm down, beautiful,” he said

softly. “We’re not going to hurt

you.”

“I told you not to follow me,” the

girl said, a slow ominous anger in

her voice. “I want nothing from you

but to be let alone.”

“Cut it out,” Larry said curtly.

“You’re an Earth girl, and you can’t

live here like this.”

“You fool!” the girl cried, and

with a flashing movement that

caught them both by surprise, she

flung herself from the bed and

lunged for the ray gun.

Larry dove after her, catching her

about the waist as she wheeled, gun
in hand, to face them. A bolt of daz-

zling silent heat shot past his shoul-

der, as his attack deflected her arm.

Carney closed in on the girl as she

struggled with Larry.

“I’ve got her!” he yelled, lunging

for her arm.

But the girl swung Larry about

with savage, incredible strength, and
Carney’s hands closed on empty air.

As he stumbled forward she slugged

him across the side of the head with

the gun barrel. He went down in an
inert heap.

T ARRY suddenly stepped back^ from the girl and chopped his

hand down on her forearm. The gun

clattered to the floor and she lunged

at him with a cry of anger and pain.

“Stop it, you hellcat!” Larry pant-

ed.

“Never !”

“Okay, you asked for it,” Larry

said. He caught her arm and pulled

her close, then snapped a short hard

right to the point of her jaw. She

slumped against him, her eyes glaz-

ing, and he caught her before she

could fall to the floor.

Lifting her in his arms he carried

her to the bed, then stripped off his

belt, and Carney’s, and bound the

girl’s elbows and ankles.

Breathing hard, he bent over Car-

ney and looked at the ugly lump on

his head. The fallen man was breath-

ing, but showed uo signs of regain-

ing consciousness.

Larry sat down beside the girl on
the bed and waited until her eyes

flickered open. For an instant she

stared at him without comprehen-
sion : then she attempted to move,

only to become aware of the bonds at

her arms and ankles. A spasm of de-

fiant fury contorted her face and
she began to writhe and twist on the

bed.

“You’ll die for this!” she panted.

Larry held her by both shoulders

to keep her from rolling onto the

floor. He said, “You’re a spoiled and
unpleasant brat, Karen. The thing

you need is a thorough spanking and
a short lecture on the fact that

you’re not the most important and
wonderful person in the universe.

Possibly then you might start be-

having like a human being.”

"I hope I never behave like the

humans I’ve known,” the girl cried,

humans who left my father to
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die; humans like you and that clod

on the floor who know no rule but

strength, no rules but the ones you
make. I’d die before I molded my-
self after you.”

Larry felt almost helpless before

the blazing fury and conviction in

the girl’s eyes. In a way, he could

see that she had reason behind her

attitude.

“Now listen to me just a minute,

please,” he said, in a calmer voice.

“We probably seem like savages to

you in one sense. But try to under-

stand our attitude. We’re a small

group of Earthmen who have been

driven to the point of collapse by a

neurotic commander. We—

”

“You mean Storm?” the girl said.

She had ceased struggling, and in-

terest showed in her face.

"That’s right. The man is a ma-
niac. So we put him in irons—and
took a hell of a chance in doing it!

Now we want to get safely back to

Earth and present our story to the

Earth Federation. Frankly those

robots of yours scared us and we in-

tend to make sure they don’t attack

us again. That’s why you find your-

self in the spot you’re in.”

T ARRY’S last words were colored^ with faint sarcasm, but the girl

appeared not to notice.

“What is it Storm feared?” she

said. “Why did he come here?”

Larry shrugged. “The old familiar

bedtime story about Galaxy X. You
know, the one they use to frighten

children on Earth. Storm, being

slightly cracked, eats it up. He’d
kill himself and everyone of us to

fight this non-existent menace.”

“My father often talked of Galaxy

X,” the girl said. “When—” A trou-

bled frown appeared cm her face.

“I’m not sure of time anymore. But
once he told me he built the robots

to fight for Earth against the gal-

axy.”

Larry saw that her mood had

changed, that her attention was ar-

rested by his story, tie decided to

take advantage of that to get inform-

ation.

“We saw the robot pit on the way
here,” he said. “Do those creatures

actually mnke themselves, or was I

drunk?”

“They make themselves, of course.

Father worked for years to make
them self-perpetuating. They’ve gone

on since he died, reproducing them-

selves to the last rivet and coil.”

“How are they controlled?”

That question broke the girl’s odd-

ly submissive mood. She stared at

.him as if she had suddenly awakened.

Suddenly she strained against her

bonds, and cried, “I’ll tell you noth-

ing more. Release me at once!”

Larry smiled at her and folded his

arms. “You have to learn humility,

Karen. I’m not going to release until

you tell me what I want to know,

and give me your promise you’ll be-

have. Think that over, young lady,

while I take a look at my friend.”

He bent over Carney, his back to

the girl and the tall doorway, and be-

gan shaking the man’s shoulder gent-

ly. Carney stirred and his lids flut-

tered.

“That’s the boy,” Larry said.

A sound from the girl caused him

to turn quickly. She was staring past

him, toward the doorway, and the ex-

pression on her face sent a cold trem-

or of alarm down his spine.
^

Her face was ashen, her breath

laboring in gasps., Her teeth were

closed on her lower lip, and a thin

trickle of blood stained her chin. But
it was her eyes that sent horror into

Larry’s soul. They were wide, star-

ing, agonized.

Her lips moved, and she whim-
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pered, “No!" in complete terror.

T ARRY wheeled, still on his knees,

and the sight that met his eyes

contracted his throat with nauseating

horror.

Standing silently in the doorway
were four creatures that could have

been spawned only in the nightmares

ot a diseased and ravaged mind.

Leprous gray in color, squat and

thick as great toads, they stood on

clumsy round feet, while their

heads, huge and pendulous, swung
slowly back and forth.

They were old, hideously old and
evil, and the folds of flesh that

hung in putrefying folds and loops

over their bodies, looked as if it

had been created from slime and
filth.

About their waists were belts

which supported pale, gleaming discs.

The discs glowed with gelid light,

their beams playing downward on
the floor at their feet.

Larry swallowed dry terror and

rose instinctively to his feet. He took

a step backward—and then a beam
of light flashed upward and caught

him in its glare.

Instantly pain, numbing, incredi-

ble, maddening pain, flamed through

every muscle, ' tendon and nerve of

his body. He was transfixed, held

motionless in its grip. He tried to

fight, tried to throw himself to the

floor, to scream. But the light was
binding as a mold of steel. He stood

rooted and paralyzed in the dread-

ful beam until his limbs were on

the point of cracking and his skull

felt as if it v/ere ready to split like

a rotten melon.

From the corner of his straining

eyes he saw Carney move suddenly,

lunging toward the ray gun on the

floor, but as he did a beam of light

from another of the creatures flashed

out and, Carney screamed—a scream

torn from the depths of his soul.

Blood streamed from his nose and
mouth and he dropped to the floor

like an animal crushed by some mon-

strous weight.

The light receded from the limp,

huddled body, and Larry knew he

was dead, the life driven from him
forever by one touch of the crea-

ture’s light.

The creatures hadn’t yet moved ex-

cept for the swinging swaying mo-
tion of their great heads; but now
they advanced slowly into the room,

and fixed sunken eyes on the girl.

The light that held Larry in a

grip of agony left him suddenly, and
he fell to the floor, drained and help-

less. From where he lay he could see

the girl, see the creatures advancing

slov/ly toward her, their eyes moving
over her body as restlessly as ants.

"They’re asking me about the ro-

bots,” she cried brokenly, “Their

minds are in mine—like fingers, prob-

ing and twisting.’’

“Good God !’’ Larry gasped.

“No I” the girl screamed sudden-

ly, drawing back. “No! No! No! I’ll

tell you nothing, you rotting fiends!”

The intruders were motionless for

a moment, but Larry sensed they

were communicating with one an-

other.

Then a whimpering cry broke from
his lips as one of the creatures moved
closer to the bed, and light from the

disc at his waist flashed over the

girl's slim figure.

CHAPTER VIII

'T’HE TWO bodies lay sprawled at

a cross-corridor beside the vast

robot pit in the heart of the moun-
tain.
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Storm dropped to his knees beside

them, saw instantly that both men
were dead. He said to McDonald,

“We’re on the right track.’’

They stood, Boyd, McDonald, and

Storm, staring ahead along the gleam-

ing corridor. Boyd had told Stonn

of Larry’s plans, and they had set

out after the twelve-man party, leav-

ing Margo and the corporal behind

at the compound.

“These were two of the men Larry

took with him, I’m sure,’’ Boyd said.

“Okay, let’s keep going. And keep

your guns ready,’’ Storm said. “If we

find those damn things we’ll only get

one chance.’’

They went on, heat guns drawn

and held in readiness, until they

reached a corridor that ran off in a

long curve. In that respect it was
different from the other halls they

had passed ; and for that reason Storm

decided to follow it. They were look-

ing for a needle in a 'haystack, he

knew, and their chances of success

were slim. But they had to keep on.

As they followed the new course

they became aware that the sounds

from the pit were fading behind

them; and half a mile on they came

to a door in the right side of the

wall.

Storm glanced at McDonald, a look

that told him to be ready for any-

thing, and pushed the door open,

slowly. They stepped through the

door into another corridor and fol-

lowed that to a pair of high doors

that were standing slightly ajar.

Storm looked into the room, then

grabbed Boyd by the arm and jerked

him against the wall. McDonald had

seen also, and he had ducked dov/n

on the opposite side of the corridor.

Ahead, through the door, they saw
the four gray monsters from the gal-

axy standing near a long bed, on

which the red-haired girl lay help-

lessly bound.

Light from the discs at the waists

of the creatures played across her

slender straining figure, transform-

ing her hair into a halo of foaming
gold and coating the alabaster whit-

ness of her flesh with shimmering ra-

diance.

Her body was bent in a straining

tortured arc. Her bare feet pressed

flat against the hard matting of the

bed, her head was thrown back in

agony.

She v/as held in the vise-strong

grip of the light, helpless as a vic-

tim on a rack, and every muscle and
tendon of her body quivered and trem-

bled against the incredible agony she

was undergoing.

Storm whispered, “Boyd, take the

one on the right, McDonald, the left.

Now !’’

T_TE SNAPPED up his gun and

sent a searing blast of destruc-

tive heat through the head of one

creature. Every nerve in his body
knew a macabre satisfaction as the

leprous, putrefying flesh disintegrat-

ed into streams of obscene slime.

McDonald and Boyd fired with the

same deadly accuracy, and Boyd
leaped into the room and dashed to-

ward the remaining creature.

“Get down!’’ Storm shouted.

Boyd’s impetuous charge brought

him in the line of fire. McDonald
cursed and tried to find an open-

ing to blast at the slowly turning

creature. But he was too late.

And so was Boyd. He had waited

too long to fire, and a lashing,

vengeful beam of light from the crea-

ture’s disc cut him down in a crum
pled heap.

Storm fired twice, deliberately,

coldly, and the fourth and last of

the galaxy raiders crashed to the
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floor in a mass of putrescent ooze.

McDonald hurried to the side of

the girl, removed the bonds and

helped her to a sitting position. She

was conscious, but her face was ashen

and drav/n and she was trembling

violently. McDonald put an arm
about her shoulder and held her

close.

Storm’s face tightened as he saw
Larry Masterson getting to his feet.

The young captain’s face was
strained and gray. He looked unsee-

ingly at Storm, then turned to the

girl and stumbled to her.

“I know what it was,” he said, in

a choked voice. “They—did it to me.

I know what you stood—for us.”

“Captain Masterson,” Storm said in

a cold precise voice. “You will con-

sider yourself under arrest.”

Larry turned to him slowly, a hand
moving uncertainly to his face. He
sighed and there was a bare trace, a

ghost of a weary smile on his lips.

“You were right, of course,” he
said. “Hanging’s too good for me.”
Storm turned to McDonald and

suddenly the helplessness of their

position was plain to him. Out in the

void a great fleet of ships from Gal-

axy X was poised to strike at Earth.

And here they were, three men and
a girl, a helpless, futile unit.

McDonald’s thin, whipcord body
looked tired, and a strand of graying
hair hung over his forehead. But his

hard soldierly face was still firm,

knife-sharp.

“Your orders, sir?” he said.

Storm hesitated, then shrugged. He
said drily, “There’s nothing to say,

is there?”

“Perhaps not,” McDonald agreed.

“But we still have our brains and a

source of power that has probably

never been equalled in the history of

the universe. I mean the robots, of

course.'^

"You’re right!” Storm said, and

suddenly new excitement, new hope

kindled in him. He turned and strode

over to the girl. He looked directly

into her ice-green eyes. “Will you
help us?” he said. “Will you tell us

how the robots are controlled?”

"Of course,” the girl said. Her eyes

were listless, her face dispirited ; but

slowly as Storm held her gaze, her

expression began to change. Her eyes

came alive, color touched her cheeks.

“I’ll do anything to drive creatures

like these into the slime where they

belong.” She shook her head sudden-

ly, and moved her shoulders. “What-
ever they did to me doesn’t seem to

have a permanent effect. I’m all

right—but I’ll remember. One second

under that light gives you a sensa-

tion to take to your grave.”

She swung her legs off the bed
and got to her feet. “Come with me,”
she said.

OHE LED them out of her quarters^ and along the edge of the vast

robot pit to a stairway cut in the

solid, granite-hard walls of the vault.

Ascending this stairway for a nearly

a quarter of a mile, they entered a

great dome-shaped chamber fitted out

as a laboratory. In the center of the

room a great machine rested, a ma-
chine fully fifty yards tall and a hun-
dred yards in diameter at the base,

with sides of curving metal that

gleamed like silver.

“This was my father’s workshop,”

Karen said.

McDonald stared about, his eyes fi-

nally stopping on the machine. From
its depths they could hear a gentle

murmur. "This is what motivates the

robots I suppose,” he said, in a mus-
ing voice. Data is fed in here and
transmitted into electrical impulses

that affect radio cells in the robot’s

heads or bodies. Is that it?”
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“Yes,” Karen said. “The blueprint

of what you want has to be made
with care, and takes time. After the

blueprint is made it is fed into the

machine, which does everything then,

even to correcting small errors.”

“Where are your father’s records?”

McDonald said, his voice sharp. “We
can't waste a minute.”

Karen indicated a long desk at one

side of the chamber and soon Mc-
Donald was surrounded by charts,

graphs and records. He studied them
for several minutes, then shrugged

helplessly.

Storm said, “Fabulously complicat-

ed, eh? It’s as I feared.”

“I can help,” the girl said.

“Thank you,” McDonald said. He
tapped a pencil thoughtfully on the

desk. “It’s complicated, of course, but

not fabulously so. The principle, the

basic idea is simple enough, and is

used by every office on Earth today.

It’s a question of extension. But to

extend it as far as this machine in-

dicates your father did is rather stag-

gering. The machine has a million

choices at a million separate points

in even the simplest diagram. To at-

tempt to make something complicat-

ed—that is, to make the robots make
something—well, that gets one into

mathematics of an extraordinary na-

ture.”

"And we need something compli-

cated,” Storm said grimly.

“Exactly! Battering rams, projec-

tiles, something of that sort.” He
rubbed his forehead and then squared

his shoulders stubbornly. “We’ll give

it a try—Karen and I. Won’t we
Karen?”
“Why, certainly,” the girl said, and

laughed. “And we’ll do it, too.”

She looked at Larry as she

laughed ; but he avoided her eyes.

“What’s the matter with you?” she

said.

“Nothing,” he muttered.

She put her hand on his arm. “I’m

not angry with you. I think you used
your best judgment. Don’t brood
about it now.”

“That’s not possible,” he said.

Storm cleared his throat. “We, the

captain and I, will return to the

compound, McDonald. Carry on here,

and we’ll keep in touch.”

“Eight, sir.”

Storm and Larry left the great

vaulted room together, and the girl

stood silent by McDonald, staring

after them, a curious expression on
her face . .

.

CTORM watched the visi-screen in

his office every hour of the day.

Margo and the corporal made his

meals, and twice in the next forty-

eight hours Karen came down to re-

port on their progress. She said that

McDonald was becoming more opti-

mistic.

“Fine,” Storm growled, and re-

turned to the visi-screen.

The spreading space fleet of Gal-

axy X was still in position. He had
noticed some motion among ships on
the outer edge of the formation, and
for several hours he was sure the at-

tack on Earth was commencing.
During that time he paced to and

fro before the huge visi-screen, his

mood black. Margo brought him cof-

fee and stayed with him. He was
learning he could talk to her.

“You see,” he said, jerking a thumb
at the screen, “they’re restless. That
could be because the ship they sent

here hasn’t returned, and they’re get-

ting ready to come after it. Or may-
be they’re getting ready to make for

Earth.”

“Well, it won’t help to prowl

around like a tiger. Sit down and
have some coffee.”

“I suppose you’re right.” He sat on
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the edge of his chair and hammered
a fist into his palm. “If McDonald
can just get a model ready in time!

Karen said he seems optimistic.’’

“She’s pretty cheerful herself,”

Margo said.

Storm shot a look at her. “What do

you mean?"
“Naturally you wouldn’t notice,”

Margo said drily. “But she’s in love

with Larry.”

“That’s fine t” Storm said. "She can

have the satisfaction of loving a trai-

tor who will die on our return to

Earth.”

“Storm, you can’t do it.”

“That’s all I want to hear about

it,” Storm said coldly. “You can

leave now. I’ve got work to do.”

T ATER THAT day Storm snapped^ on the telescreen they had con-

nected with McDonald. The connec-

tion was made at the opposite end

and the engineer’s lean face appeared.

He was smiling.

“Glad you got in touch with us,

sir,” he said. “We’ve got the model.”

He held up a slim metal tube, the

size of a cigar, for Storm to see. In

the background Karen, too, was smil-

ing.

“It’s very much like the V-2’s used

after World War II, except of course

it is made for space, and is about a

hundred times as fast. I’m making a

blueprint of this now to feed into the

machine. Work should get underway
here by tonight.”

“Great, great,” Storm said. He was

grinning, he knew; but he couldn’t

help it. To have a weapon once more,

to be able to strike! “I’ll be in touch

with you again a few hours from
now.”

“Right, sir.”

Storm snapped the switch and Mc-
Donald’s face disappeared. He walked
back and forth for several minutes,

making plans, seeing already in his

mind’s eye the fight that would de-

veldp between their robot-built mis-

sies, and the fleet from Galaxy X.

The tactics, strategy, and deploy-

ments, of such an attack crowded
everything else from his considera-

tion.

For half an hour he was oblivious

to everything else. Then, having done

as much as he could to explore all

contingencies, he put the matter from
his mind and turned back to the visi-

screen.

He saw instantly that all his plans

were pointless—the fleet from Gal-

axy was moving, slowly but inevita-

bly, away from Jupiter.

They were reassembling, forming

in a wedge-shaped cluster that had

its spear-end aimed at Earth.

Storm stared at the screen for a

full thirty seconds ; then wheeled

and, with a mighty oath, snapped on
the contact with McDonald.
“The attack is starting,” he said,

harshly, when McDonald appeared.

"They’re forming to blast-off for

Earth. What chance have we got?”

“I need hours yet,” McDonald said,

his voice strained. “The blast-off pits

are being made now, thousands of

them. God, it’s immense, it’s stagger-

ing, what we can do—could do in just

a few more hours.”

“How about the projectiles?”

“The blueprint is in the machine.

Within a few hours the first will be

ready. The directional apparatus—
everything will be set.”

Storm glanced at the visi-screen.

The movement of the great Galaxy X
fleet was proceeding at a smoother,

faster rate.

“Do what you can, McDonald. We
won’t quit; but we need a miracle

now. They’ll be out of range in half

an hour.”

“There’s no chance then,” McDon-
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aid said, his voice dull and empty.

“Keep at it!” Storm said harshly.

“By God, I’ll take excuses, but not

failure!”

He walked to the visi-screen and

stood glaring at the shadowy clus-

ters of ships—ships, he knew to be

moving at incredible speed beyond

his reach. He felt almost like smash-

ing his fist into the screen to destroy

a sight he hated to watch.

A knock on the door sounded, and

he said, “Come in.”

TT WAS Larry Masterson. The
young captain stood at attention,

his eyes level.

“Well?” Storm snapped.

Larry glanced at the visi-screen.

He said, “They’re leaving, aren’t

they, sir? They’re leaving fqr Earth.”

"What of it?” Storm said coldly.

Larry flushed. “I know what you

think of me, sir. You have good rea-

son to, of course. But Earth is my
home, my country. You can’t believe

I love it, I know. But I do. I want

to help now.” He pointed suddenly

to the visi-screen. "I want to stop

them, sir.”

“Yes?” Storm said. “A laudable am-

bition. How would you go about it?”

“Let me take the Astro Star after

them,” Larry said eagerly. “She’s

faster and bigger by far than their

units. All they have -is numbers. I

could disrupt their formations, burn

hundreds of them from the void be-

fore they—well, before it was over.

Don’t you see, sir, it’s our only hope.

Earth’s only hope. I can delay them
an hour, maybe two, and by then Mc-
Donald may have the self-propelled

missies ready to shoot after them.”

Storm stood stock still a moment,
then wheeled and snapped mi tele-

screen. When McDonald appeared

Storm said, "You may get those ex-

tra hours you need, after all. Listen

:

I’m going after that fleet in the

Astro Star. You’re in command here.

If you get your missies up in time,

and all goes well, you can return to

Earth in one of the fighters.”

“You’re committing suicide, sir,”

McDonald said.

“Possibly. But that’s beside the

point. You understand your orders?

Get that fleet from Galaxy X, then
return to Earth in one of the fight-

ers. And, McDonald, for God’s sake,

make them believe you when you get
there. Stay at their throats until they
build a Space Arm. That’s all.”

“Very well, sir,” McDonald said.

He suddenly straightened and
raised his arm in a crisp salute.

“Goodby, sir.”

Storm chuckled as he returned the
salute, then snapped off the switch.

When he turned he saw that Mar-
go had entered and was standing by
the door. Larry was staring at him
with hot flushed eyes.

“You can’t leave me out of it,” he
cried. “It was my idea. You can’t de-

prive me of a chance to clear myself.”

“You’ll have your chance for that

on Earth, after due process of court-

martial,” Storm said. “I wouldn’t

trust you to take the Astro Star.

You’d probably by-pass that fleet out

there and scuttle for home.”

"Take me with you. I’m a gunnery
officer. A good one. I can help.”

“No!” Storm cried, and the word
fell like a bar of iron in the room. “I

go alone.”

X^ARGO clapped her hands togeth-
^ er in applause; but her expres-

siem mocked him.

“Now you finally have what you
want,” she said. “You can d^ alone

for Earth. You can prove conclusive-

ly that no one else really cared for

Earth, that everyone else was stupid,

cowardly and indifferent. They’ll
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put up statues of you!”
Storm said, "I want none of those

things. Why do you deliberately mis-

understand me?”
“Because you’re such a bitter,

twisted, wonderful person,” Margo
cried out. She ran to him and pound-

ed her fists against his chest. “There

was never a man like you. Storm!

You’re strong and fine and good in

some ways, but a brooding freak in

others. You see no viewpoint but

your own. Here on this compound

more than one hundred and fifty men
died for Earth; here a man named
Thatcher died for Earth; here Boyd
and Carney died for Earth, and

Karen and Larry suffered for Earth.

"Some of those people thought you

a madman; but they gave you the

credit for loving Earth, for wanting

to do the right thing, even though it

was opposed to what they wanted.

“You can’t do that. For you, there’s

only one way ! Storm’s way. The
other ways are wrong, criminal,

traitorous. I said once you never

loved anyone. I was wrong! You love

yourself with an all-consuming pas-

sion. There is no room for anyone

else.”

Storm turned from her and sat

down slowly, heavily at his desk. He
put a shaking hand to his face.

“You are wrong,” he whispered. “I

loved someone.” He looked up at

Margo then, and his eyes devoured

the fine lines of her face, the flar-

ing wings of black hair that swept

back above her ears, the slim, vital,

quick-moving strength of her body.

She met his gaze for a long, tense

moment, and then a touch of color

came to her cheeks and she turned

away, sobbing. "Then take us with

you,” she said, brokenly. "Let us love

something and die for it, too. Don’t

be selfish. Storm. Give us that much.”

For a moment, too, the silence

was thick and oppressive in the small

room. Dust motes danced in the still

air, and tiny shadowy ships moved on

the visi-screen.

Storm put his head down and

rubbed his eyes; and then he got

slowly to his feet. He spoke and his

voice was strong and sure, but there

was a softness in it no one had ever

heard there before.

"Let’s go,” he said.

CHAPTER IX

A HEAD OF them the fleet from

Galaxy X loomed and spread

across the forward visi-screen of the

Astro Star II.

Storm was ait the controls, Margo
beside him. Larry was in the waist of

the ship, at the batteries of atomic

cannons.

“It’s incredible,” Margo whispered.

“There must be hundreds of thou-

sands of them. .

.”

“They’ve seen us too,” Storm said.

He pointed. "See that formation at

the rear. They’re dropping back.”

"How long now?”
“Minutes.”

Margo’s hand tightened on his arm.

“I don’t care. I know what you feel

toward me. I was afraid I’d never

know for sure.”

Storm touched her hand. "It’s not

much, really,” he said. “I mean, it’s

so damn little to have, actually. We
had nothing. We just knew about it,

that’s all. You don’t mind that too

much?”
"No, not too much,” Margo said.

Storm smiled at her and said,

"That’s all the talking we have time

for. I’m throwing on the boosters

now.”
“Okay.” She smiled. “Are you a

good pilot fighter?”

“Very good,” he said. He was glad

in a small way that he was, and that
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she was going to see him working.

“Yes, I’m damn good,” he said, and
flipped the booster switches and
flung the Astro Star in a mighty
arching dive across the top of the

rear echelon of the fleet from Gal-

axy X.

They flashed through the void, a

streaking, silver flash of speed, and
from their waist a solid wall of flame
suddenly lashed out and struck

against the ships of the galaxy.

Storm made two more looping pass-

es that brought Larry’s batteries into

position, and then they were streak-

ing on tov/ard the main body of the

fleet. The rear echelons had joined

the black nothingness of the void.

“Larry, much as I hate to give the

young pup credit, is damn good,”

Storm said. “But now the fun is

over.”

Ahead, the main section of the fleet

had changed course swiftly and was
deploying its units across the path

of the Astro Star II.

Storm hurled his ship into combat
with a cluster of ships in the dead

center of the formation.\ Lights

flashed out from the enemy ships

and he^elt the Astro Star lurch and
shudder under their impact. He knew
a fin was gone by the sudden slip-

ping list he went into, but he cor-

rected that by stepping up the blast

from the rockets on that side.

From the side^ of the Astro Star

the atomic cannons flashed solid

walls of light, and the ships from
Galaxy X were burned out of exist-

ence by the hundreds.

But their numbers were inexhaus-

tible, and they flung themselves at

the Astro Star in increasingly confi-

dent waves, as the mighty ship began

to slow down and lose its maneuvera-

bility.

Like a crippled shark attacked by
thousands of tiny parasites, the Astro

Star was gradually weakened, crip-

pled.

Storm swore as it failed to answer
his hand. He flung it out in a scream-

ing dive that should have brought
him clear of danger, but only made
his position worse.

'T’HE FIGHT ranged- across thou-

sands of miles of space and in

spite of the destruction brought by
the powerful cannons of the Astro

Star, the inevitable end came closer

with each blazing, flame-filled mo-
ment.

Soon the Astro Star would lose its

speed, its ability to maneuver; and

then the attacking ships could draw
back and blast away until its mighty

hull weakened, its sections collapsed,

and it died in the void.

Storm caught Margo’s hand.

The ship was sluggish now, almost

as if it were bound by thick heavy

atmosphere. It was becoming noth-

ing more than a huge target.

Margo’s fingers tightened convul-

sively on his hand.

“Look, Storm !” she cried.

Storm swung his eyes to the visi-

screen, and a grin split his weary

face, light danced in his eyes.

“Thank God !” he shouted.

Streaming across the screen to-

ward the Galaxy fleet were eight

flashing columns of projectiles, slim,

deadly, inevitable.

Tiny flames glowed from exhaust

blasts at their rear as they arced

through the void to close with their

targets—to close inevitably, implaca-

bly, irrestibly.

Storm gave the Astro Star every

last ounce of power, throwing on all

the rockets and the auxiliary, and

like a spirited horse answering the

demand of its master, the ship

lurched ahead and cleared the galaxy

fleet in a mighty soaring arc.
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They were not a second too soon,

for the area they left was trans-

formed in a matter of seconds to a

scene of violent destruction.

The slim missies flashed into the

heart of the Galaxy fleet. Hundreds
of them were burned down, but thou-

sands more poured into the catyclys-

mic fight. Storm, watching, saw thou-

sands more breaking away from the

pull of Jupiter and flashing up to

fulfil their mission.

Storm cut his auxiliary power and
headed for their base. . .

.

Margo was laughing and crying

and Storm knew how she felt as he

put his arms about her and held her

close.

CHAPTER X

^TORM stood up as the door of
^ his office opened and Larry came
in. It was four hours later, and they

knew by then that the threat to

Earth was gone. The fleet from Gal-

axy was debris.

“There’s nothing much to say,”

Storm said. “Maybe we’ve both

learned something out here. Captain.

I know I have.”

“Didn’t you forget something when
you called me ‘Captain’?” Larry said.

“No, it wasn’t a slip of the tongue,

if that’s what you mean,” Storm said,

a trace of a smile on his lips. “You’re

a captain of the Earth Federati<Mi,

and a damn good one.”

Larry grinned and put out his

hand. “All I want, now or ever, is to

stay in your command, sir.”

“I appreciate the sentiment,” Storm
said drily, “although I realize you
don’t mean it.” He glanced through
the window, saw Karen passing, and
released Larry’s hand. “There, for in-

stance,” he said, “is something you
want, too.”

Larry smiled, saluted, and left.

Storm stood in the doorway of his

office, smoking a cigar, and studying

the atmosphere of the planet. It was
clear and clean. Soon they would
leave here, cleaving through that at-

mosphere to the silent void that lay

between the planets of his universe.

A void that was now free.

He saw Margo come from her hut

at the end of the compound. She

saw him and waved.

Smiling, he waited for her.
\

TOMORROW’S WORKSHOP
®y

CLIFFORD GATES

F>R a reasonable amount of mon-

ey, anybody, right now, can build and
equip a workshop at home, capable of mak-
ing many things in wood or metal. Hand
tools are very cheap, motor powered tools
are fairly cheap—and are getting cheai^r.
This well-nigh perfect system is getting
better all the time.

No matter what activity a man engfages
in, he can’t forget the thrill of creating
something in metal or wood or stone. All
the paper work in the world just doesn’t
give quite the same feeling. And because
all sorts of tools are being brought within
reach of the average person, hell be able
to indulge himself completely in this sort
of pleasure.

By 1976 it is predicted that men will
work no more than twenty or thirty hours
a week. This vast amount of leisure time
that is left, will find a tremendous outlet
in creative activity. And the minute a man
gets his hands on tools, he wants better
ones, which means of course, machines.
We predict that by the year two thou-

sand it will be hard to teU a home work-
shop from a commercial factory, so numer-
ous and so varied will be the equipment
found therein.

“Yes,” says John Smith, “I want that
automatic lathe, and the complete foundry
sent out to the house. I’m building a j^
plane, and it’s tricky!"
Maybe fantasy—maybe not. We’ll bet c«

the second. .

.
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by Peter Worth
Peter Abbott’s stories were hailed as

classics years ahead of their time. And of
course, they were^—by a few centuries ...

P
HIL BACON scanned the al-

most illegible scrawl of the let-

ter with swift thrusts of his

eyes. He grunted. Then he tossed it

onto the growing pile of those al-

ready opened.

“Two thousand already this week,”

he groaned, but there was an under-

tone of satisfaction to the sound.

His eyes dwelt broodingly on the pile

of as-yet-unopened letters. Suddenly
he relaxed with a chuckle. “Why

Ai ka picked up the odd-eppeacing
microphone, the keys of the huge
machine began to click swiftly , ,

'ihr.

6

^5
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read them?” he asked his assistant,

Ralph Hargrave. “They all say the

same thing!”

The phone, half buried under the

letter heap, shrilled harshly. Auto-
matically Phil’s hand scooped it up.

“Phil Bacon speaking,” he said.

“Yes. . .yes. . .yes. . . . Thank you, Mr.
Arnold. Thank you very much.”
He dropped the phone back in its

cradle with his lips puckered in a

silent whistle of amazed delight. He
had just received a hundred dollar

a month raise!

With a faraway look in his eyes

he picked up one of the typed written

letters he had set aside for inclu-

sion in the readers’ column of the

magazine and read it over again. It

was indicative of many others. It was
addressed simply to the editor of

Absurd Stories Magazine. It read

:

Dear sir:

Let me congratulate you on another

story by the greatest author to ever

write for your magazine—or any
other magazine for that matter. Peter

Abbott’s latest story in the Novem-
ber issue, “Life Begins at Birth,” was
the most vivid, gripping, enthrall-

ing. realistic, prophetic, well thought
out, consistent, masterful piece -of

futuristic LITERATURE I have
ever read.

I am an educator, sir, in charge of

the public school system of Kansas
City. I have spent a lifetime of study

in education. I am in charge of three

thousand teachers. I have almost dic-

tatorial powers over the education of

nearly a hundred thousand grade and
high school pupils in Kansas City.

Yet, the educational methods and
technique so casually woven, into Mr.
Peter Abbott’s story, “Life Begins

at Birth,” are so obviously superior

to those now in vogue, that I in-

tend to order all three thousand of

the teachers to study that story and
make immediate plans for a revision

of our educational setup.

Let me congratulate you again, Mr.

Editor, for that story, and for the

best goshdarned magazine being pub-

lished ANYWHERE today.

Respectfully yours,

Clyde B. Brightchild

Phil Bacon laid the letter gently

in the wire basket reserved for Read-

ers Column material and picked up
another letter. At its top was the

letter head of a billion dollar cor-

poration. It was addressed to Mr.

Phil Bacon, Editor Absurd Stories.

It read

:

Dear sir;

I am in charge of Research. Un-
der me are five hundred of the world’s

top flight scientists. Each year we
spend two to three million dollars

on research. During the past two years

over half of my staff has been work-

ing full time on a top secret device

for the United Nations Armed
Branch.

One month ago one of my employ-

ees brought me a magazine I had

never heard of. Absurd Stories. It

viras opened in the middle of a story

by Peter Abbot, entitled, “More Than
One Way to Skin a—.”

In five masterful, paragraphs Mr.

Abbott sketched the COMPLETE
SOLUTION to the major problem

involved in this research. Our robot

brain, of which you have undoubted-

ly heard, has been working steadily

on this problem for six months—and

it performs five thousand man hours

of calculations every ten minutes t

Mr. Abbott, no doubt, dreamed up

the solution with the aid of the mar-

velous scientific intuition which he

so obviously demonstrated inv the

rest of that superb story. It was pure
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coincidence that he happened to hit

the right answer, since no man in a

single lifetime could have worked it

out. But we, and the entire world,

owe him a deep debt of gratitude for

having presented the solution and
made it possible for us to free the ro-

bot calculator for other work.

May I congratulate you again, sir,

for having such an outstanding au-

thor as Peter Abbott. I will surely

make it a point to read all of his

stories as they come out.

Yours truly,

J. J. Jayhawks, Ph.D.

A ND THERE were thousands of

others. A letter from the head-

quarters of the Republician Party

stating that they were constructing

their 1956 Presidential platform on
the political theories “so casually

woven into the background” of Peter

Abbott’s masterful story, “If At
First—.” A letter from the National

Biologic Research Bureau stating

that they were converting their entire

setup to conform with the theories of

genetics “so casually inserted as the

background theme” in Peter Abbott’s

wonderful story, “Organism, 2354

A. D. .” A letter from the Morehouse
Kennels stating that they had suc-

ceeded in crossing a dog with a cat

and creating a new house pet that

showed promise of developing a mil-

lion dollar business, by following the

directions “given so clearly and so

casually” in Peter Abbott’s excellent

story, “The Battle of the Cogs and
Dats.”

More gratifying was the circula-

tion department’s figures showing

that Absurd Stories had risen from
a monthly publication of a mere three

thousand copies to well over the half

million mark.

Slightly wnoying, Phil Bacon
thought, frowning at the stack of

photo offset amateur publications in

the wastebasket, was the growing

feeling of animosity in Impossible

Fiction Fandom for Absurd Stories’

publishing of stories so realistic

they couldn’t be proven to be impos-

sible.

It reminded him of the history of

Science Fiction Fandom in the 1955

edition of The Encyclopedia Britani-

ca. In fact, the snarling fan editors

brought it up themselves, and pointed

out that the very reason Science Fic-

tion was outlawed by international

agreement in 1950 was because its

authors were giving away top de-

fense secrets, and that if Absurd
Stories didn’t watch out Impossible

Fiction Fandom would be forced to

stop reading it out of self protection.

“Oh well,” Phil Bacon said, shrug-

ging off this minor annoyance.

“That would drop circulation by only

ten or fifteen thousand anyway.”

And after all, the legal staff of

Arnold Publications had their proof

readers that read every word before

it was sent to the typesetters. It was
their job to make sure none of Peter

Abbott’s stuff violated international

law in any way—and they had O.K.’d

it all. All, that is, except the one re-

maining Peter Abbott story still left

in the backlog.

ii'-pHAT REMINDS me—” Phil

muttered to himself. “I’d bet-

ter jack up Pete a little. He’s late

with his story this month.”

He punched a small button at one
corner of his desk. A moment later

the ornate office door opened and a

young lady entered, a shorthand book
arid pencil in her perfectly manicured
hand.

Phil Bacon leered at her; it was
his way of paying her a compliment
on her appearance.

“Would you rather work—or—?”
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Phil asked, his leer widening.

Mary Worth yawned with ex-

agerated boredom in Phil’s face. It

was a technique that had been handed

on to her by the former secretary

before she quit, ten days before.

“Take a telegram,” Phil said,

watching Mary as she edged around

to the other side of the desk and sat

down.
When she was ready be dictated:

“To Peter Abbott, Box one eighty-

five, Route one, Pulaski Junction,

Washington. Mr. Abbott colon. Are
you or are you not sending another

story at once question mark. If story

gets here inside of two weeks we will

give you a bonus of a—a sixteenth of

a cent a word.”

“A sixteenth of a cent?” Mary
Worth said, looking up. “How can

the company stand it? Why, that

will be five sixteenths of a cent a

word ! A full sixteenth of what he

could get from any other Impossi-

ble Story editor—if he had brains

enough to shop around.”

“None of your sarcasm, sweet-

heart,” Phil said, grinning. “Every-

thing is relative. He’s happy. We’re
happy. And nobody but us Itnows

where he lives. But between you and

me, I sometimes wonder about it my-
self. Peter Abbott is probably the

smartest man alive—in most things.

Why hasn’t he ever had horse sense

enough to pick up a writers’ journal

and find out what standard rates

are?”

Phil’s attention vacilated between

Mary’s knees and the mystery of

Peter Abbott. The mystery won out

for the moment.
“If I don’t get a reply to that tele-

gram by tomorrow,” he said. “I’ll

have enough of a case to convince

the boss I should take a trip to

Washington and find out what’s hold-

ing Pete up. For quite a while there

he sent in stories so fast he was ac-

tually making a couple of hundred a

month. Then all of a sudden two

months ago they stopped coming.

Why?”
“Maybe he picked up a writers’

journal,” Mary suggested sweetly.

“If he did he found out that En-

thralling Impossible Stories is paying

two and a half cents a word—and

when the boss finds it out you will

be retired to the basement as a proof

reader.”

Phil shuddered at the prospect. He
had thought of that danger himself

more than once, and wondered what

to do about it.

“You know, Mary,” he said—seri-

ous with her for once. “I’ve won-

dered what to do about Pete myself.

When I paid him a quarter of a cent

for his first story I expected him to

send the check back and name the

price he expected. Instead, I got

a letter from him with almost real

tears of gratitude. So I figured may-

be he was completely new at the

writing game—in spite of the superb

style of his writing. Then, as the

stories piled up, even though I want-

ed to ensure him continuing to write

for us by paying him top rates
—

”

He spread his hands in a gesture of

wonder. “How could I boost his

word rate to four or five cents with-

out him wondering if he had been

robbed on the quarter of a cent. But

if he was a country genius, the

money he did get would be enough

so he would want to go to the city

sooner or later. In the city he would

probably run across a writers’ jour-

nal and learn the truth. I hoped if

he did he would jump me rather than

changing markets without even a

‘So long, you.’
”

Mary appeared 'pleased and rather

flattered at this new side of her boss.

She suggested, “Why don’t you of-

fer him four cents a word in this

telegram? It seems obvious he’s
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changed markets. That will bring

him back.”

“No,” Phil said, shaking his head

“I’d never know then if I could have

continued buying from him for less

than a cent. The telegram the way it

stands should get some sort of re-

sponse. If it doesn’t, I’ll drop in on
him and find out what’s what before

offering him what he’s worth. Get

that off right away. Put on it for

him to wire a reply collect.”

TT WAS almost twenty-four hours

before a reply came. It arrived

after a morning of rushing and last

minute shifting around of office

workers so that Phil could catch the

afternoon plane to the coast. It came
just a few minutes after the last de-

tail for an indefinite leave had been

fixed up. It caught Phil sitting at his

desk counting the five hundred dol-

lars expense money, a dreamy, satis-

fied light in his eyes, the round trip

plane tickets on the desk at his el-

bow.

Mary Worth brought it in and

dropped it on top of the pile of

money, then watched Phil’s expres-

sion as his face lit up with the re-

alization that it must be from Peter

Abbott, and alter subtly, reflecting

his thoughts, as he glanced regret-

fully at the money and at the tickets.

She watched his face as he opened

the telegram and read it. His ex-

pression changed from quiet concen-

tration to incredulity, through dis-

gust, to anger. She took the yellow

paper from his lax fingers and read

the message.

The message itself was very short.
“ ‘My typewriter’s out of order !’ ”

Phil shouted. “That’s what Abbott

tells me. ‘My typewriter’s out of or-

der.’ For two months or more he

doesn’t write a story because his

typewriter’s out of order. The money
he could have earned would have

bought a half dozen typewriters!”

“Not the money you pay him, San-

ta Claus,” Mary soothed. “Anyway,

I doubt if they have a typewriter

repair shop in Pulaski Junction. It

doesn’t sound like the name of a

place that could support a typewriter

repair shop.”

“I’ll send him a new typewriter,”

Phil said. “I’ll wire it to him, com-

pliments of the company.” He looked

regretfully at the plane tickets. “No,”

he added. “I’ll take it to him myself.

I’ll—I’ll—I’ll buy it out of my ex-

pense money. That’s what I’ll do.”

“Maybe it’s a stall,” Mary suggest-

ed. “Maybe he’s selling to one of the

other magazines and didn’t have the

nerve to tell you.”

“That’s why I’m going anyway,”

Phil said firmly. “The only way to

get at the bottom of this is to go

there. I’m going to buy him the finest

electric typewriter money can buy,

and charge it to the company.”

“Better find out if Pulaski Junc-

tion has electricity first Phil,” Mary
suggested dryly.

“Why don’t you come with me

—

dear,” Phil leered. “Then you can

find out those things for me.”

Mary started to yawn elaborately.

Something in Phil’s eyes stopped her.

The yawn changed to a smile. The
leer on Phil’s face changed slowly.

It was replaced by a slow flush.

There was an intense silence.

“How about a show when I get

back, Mary?” Phil broke the silence,

gruffly.

“O.K.,” she answered.

“Well,” Phil said, his voice chang-

ing to all business. “I’d better get

out and buy that typewriter. The
plans leaves this afternoon.”

He left the office with his eyes

averted.

HE WEATHERBEATEN road-

sign was not even a standard
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highway marker. The rented car Phil

had picked up in Spokane protested

shimmyingly and with vociferous

rattling as he forced it into the weed
flanked, lanc-and-a^half wide dirt

road.

There was a feeling of accomplish-

ment in his heart. Pulaski Junc-
tion had not been listed on any map.
No service station attendant had
ever heard of it. The main telegraph

office confessed they had no office

there; but simply phoned telegrams

to the grocery store at Pulaski Junc-
tion and let the telephone operator

locate it.

A half hour at a telephone had
brought out the fact that Pulaski

Junction was seventy-six miles from
Spokane. That information had come
from the main office of the telephone

company. They got that informaton

from a book that listed mileage only.

The State Highway Department
had been quite certain there was no
Pulaski Junction. None of the three

major railroads had any idea where

it could be.

All th^t had exhausted another full

hour. There had seemed nothing left

to do except advertise in the papers

for anyone who knew where Pulaski

Junction was to come forward and
confess—then Phil had remembered
something smneone had told him
once.

On the strength of the information

he had gone to the local stock ex-

change and quietly passed around the

hint that he was interested in buying

some shares in a mine near Pulaski

Junction. After making sure the ru-

mor was well planted, he had retreat-

ed to The Green Lantern a block

away for a long delayed lunch.

He had just finished his dessert

when the fellow sat down casually

beside him at the counter and ordered

a cup of coffee. After the waitress

brought it he glanced casually at

Phil and murmured, *T Hear you’re

interested in the mine just out of

Pulaski Junction.”

Two cigars, five beers, and an hour

later he had found himself in a dusty

office poring over a dirty map of an-

cient vintage and concealing his tri-

umph, at having at last found the lo-

cation of that hamlet, behind a face

filled with naive gullibility and ea-

gerness to become the angel of an

oreless hole in the side of a hill.

The memory of that caused him to

chuckle as the rented car bounced

along the road. The seat beside him
held a pile of maps and papers that

had been forced on him by the pro-

moter.

An ugly, logged-over hill came

down to the road after a mile. The
road followed the base of the hill,

finally leaving it to wander toward

a distant range of mountains. With-

out warning it dipped into a wooded
gulch.. After hugging the base of a

twenty-five foot cliff of black lava

rock for another half mile it turned

north past a clump of sagging farm

buildings and a solitary, lonesome

cow, bringing up between a country

grocery store and a blacksmith shop.

Two old men were sitting on a

bench on the porch of the grocery

store. The metalic ringing of a ham-

mer striking an anvil came from the

blacksmith’s. To Phil it all seemed

unrealistic. As he stepped out of the

car he was conscious of the quiet

domination of the scene that the tall,

motionless pines exerted.

His shoes made sharp hollow

sounds on the porch. The two old

men were eyeing him curiously. He
nodded a greeting and hesitated, then

decided he was more apt to get the

information he wanted from the

storekeeper. Pushing open the swing-

ing screendoor he entered the store.

There were three women. Th :

grocer, a pink-faced middle-aged
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man, was busy running from one

shelf to another gathering the cans

and packages one of the women was
calling off from a list scawled on a

torn fragment of an envelope she

held in her hand.

Phil lit a cigarct and surveyed the

place leisurely, waiting until it

would be his turn. He listened to the

women, and to the quiet friendly

voice of the grocer.

The woman he was waiting on fi-

nally had all her groceries. She mur-
mured something about getting some
money soon to pay her bill with. As
she picked up her sack of groceries

and turned to leave she said some-
thing that caused Phil Bacon to stiff-

en in surprise.

"Thank you, Mr. Abbott,” she said.

pHIL STUDIED the grocer. He was
• about five feet ten, with unruly

light hair. He seemed somewhere in

his late forties. His forehead was
high, with two fine creases between
his eyes that spoke of the quiet in-

telligence coupled with an untroub-

led mind. His voice was cheerful as

he carried on light conversation with
the customers.

It was understandable now why
Peter Abbott had been so unhurried

about getting his typewriter fixed.

As a grocer he had probably been

staying up half the night writing his

stories.

It was remarkable that he had
written what he had. For several

months he had truned out over a

hundred thousnd words a month

—

and that was twice as much as the

average full time writer could dol

Phil smiled to himself. Peter Ab-
bott would be thrilled and surprised

when he saw the new typewriter out
in the car.

In the back of his mind, though,

Phil was growing a conscience. Here
was a grocer who cheerfully let peo-

ple run up bills without paying them.

No doubt he was pinched for money
to get new supplies. He had been
forced to turn to story writing to

get money. And he, Phil, had paid

him only a tenth or less of what
they were worth.

Silently he resolved to correct

that—to some extent. From now on
Pete Abbott would get at least a cent

for his work. Yes, sir. This resolve

made Phil feel better.

At last the third woman picked up
her bag and departed through the

swinging screendoor. Phil was alone

in the store with the pink faced Mr.
Abbott.

The grocer gave him a friendly

smile.

“Yes?” he asked.

“You’re Mr. Abbott?” Phil asked.

“That’s right,” the grocer replied,

frowning slightly.

“I have something out in my car

for you,” Phil said. “Will you help

me carry it in?”

A few moments later they had the

heavy box resting on a clear space
on a counter. Phil took out his pocket
knife and slit the paper tape that

sealed it. He opened the top of the

box and pulled out brown paper, re-

vealing the virgin beauty of an
electric typewriter.

“There you are,” he said proudly,

watching the reactions on the gro-

cer’s face.

“Mine?” the grocer asked doubtful-

ly. “But I don’t understand. If this

is some sort of sales promotion—

”

"You’re Peter Abbott, aren’t you?”
Phil asked.

A light of comprehension lit up the

grocer’s face,

“So that’s itl” he said, laug;hing.

“No. I’m George Abbott. Peter is my
brother.”

He walked over to a safe in a cor-

ner behind the counter and twirled
the dial. Pulling open the safe door
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he brought out a white envelope and
tossed it on the counter in front of

Phil.

“There’s your money,’’ he said

cheerfully. “I’d been hoping when
you discovered your mistake you
would write me. Then I would have

returned all that money without

your having to make this long trip.”

“What are you talking about?” Phil

demanded.
“You’re the publisher that sent

those checks to Pete, aren’t you?”
George Abbott asked.

“Yes, but—” Phil began.

“Well, then,” George Abbott said.

“I guess maybe I’d better explain.

You see, Pete isn’t quite right in his

head. When the checks started com-
ing I knew something must be wrong
someplace. I didn’t say anything
though. Pete is—ah—rather strong. I

humor him rather than sending him
back to the state hospital. So, know-
ing that sooner or later you would
discover something wrong and write

for the money, I talked Pete into let-

ting me keep it for him. He doesn’t

know what money is, anyway.”
“Doesn’t know what money is?”

Phil asked weakly.

“No,” George Abbott said, smiling

cheerfully. ‘He was born that way.

Never learned to read nor write.

Harmless as long as he isn’t upset.”

“Not” Phil breathed. “Now I

KNOW you’re kidding me.”

“Oh no I’m not,” George Abbott

insisted quietly. “If you care to see

him you can. But I’d suggest that

you just take your money and leave.

I’d hate to be responsible.”

“My money?” Phil echoed faintly.

“Yes,” the grocer answered. "Every
cent of it’s there. I would have re-

turned the checks but—well, as I

told you, Pete insisted the money
was his. To humor him I cashed them
and saved the money where he could

see it. But I knew that sooner or later

the mistake would be discovered and

you would want it back.”

“But the telegram—” Phil began,

confused.

“What telegram?” George Abbott

asked, surprised.

PHIL fumbled in his pockets and
brought it out. The grocer read it.

“Now that’s a shame,” he said.

“You came all the way out here be-

cause of that telegram. Well,” he

sighed resignedly, “I’ll pay for your
trip out here, too. How much does

that amount to, on top of the

checks?”

Phil looked dazedly around. Spy-

ing an old chair he went over to it

and sank unsteadily into it. The gro-

cer’s pink face was apologetic and

sympathetic.

“I—I hope that will satisfy you,”

he pleaded. “I don’t have much mon-

ey. All I can do to keep the store

going. This will upset Pete. I had
hoped I could keep him here. He
likes it here better than in the state

hospital.”

“But the typewriter,” Phil sput-

tered. “He DOES have a typewriter,

doesn’t he?”

“No," George said firmly. “And
even if he did, he doesn’t know how
to read nor write. What use would a

typewriter be to him?”
“I don’t know,” Phil said. “In fact,

right now I don’t know anything.”

He eyed the money on the counter

hungrily, tempted to take it and get

out.

Then, he thought of his hundred

dollar a month raise, and the in-

creased circulation that had caused

it, and Peter Abbott’s stories that

were the cause of both.

“Look,” he said, coming to a sud-

den decision. “I’m going to tell you

the truth. We sent those checks in

payment for some very good stories

written by someone calling himself
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Peter Abbott, with Pulaski Junction
as his mailing address. Those stories

were written with an electric type-

writer. They stopped coming. We
sent a telegram here. This telegram

saying ‘My typewriter is broken,’

came from here. SOMEBODY
WROTE THOSE STORIES!”
The grocer looked at Phil Bacon

queerly.

"If you say someone did, someone
did,” he conceded. "But it couldn't

have been Pete.” He sighed. “I sup-

pose you won’t be convinced until

you see him. I’m telling you, though,

it will only make trouble.”

A faraway look came into the

grocer’s eyes. He chuckled sadly.

“Too bad, too,” he said. “If Pete
had good sense he might have made
a good writer. Has a terrific imagi-

nation. Just a few months ago he was
telling me a whopper about taking a

walk through a hole between two
trees. Absurd, of course; but the way
he told it, it sounded almost real. He
even offered to take me with him.

But of course it was a hole in the

side of the cliff—lots of them
around. I couldn’t take the time away
from the store.”

“What,” Phil asked crisply, "did

Pete see when he went through the

hole between two trees?”

“Oh,” George Abbott laughed good
naturedly. “He said he found himself

in a pawnshop—he must have learned

what a pav/nshop was down at the

hospital. He said he bought a won-
derful machine for three dollars.

Even wanted me to go down to the

cabin he lives in and look at it—but

of course—

”

“You, couldn’t take the' time away
from the store,” Phil murmured.
“That's r i g h t,” George Abbott

agreed complacently.

Phil studied the toe of his shoe

for a silent moment. The screen door

squeaked open. It was a little boy.

“Mama wants some stamps, Mr.

Abbott,” he said, handing the grocer

a slip of paper and some coins. The
grocer pulled open a drawer and
brought out a thick pile of stamps.

Phil watched him tear off some
stamps and shove the rest carelessly

back into the drawer. The money
went into the cash register. The little

boy left.

“Do you have to watch Pete any?”
Phil asked.

“Oh, I suppose I should,” George
replied. “But he never runs away.

Sometimes he stays at his cabin, and
sometimes he stays here with me.

When I have to make a trip to Spo-

kane he stays in the store and acts

as a sort of watchdog. Of course I

don’t let him sell anything.”

“This telegram,” Phil said. “It was
sent day before yesterday. Was Pete

by any chance alone here then?”

“Yes!” George exclaimed. “That ac-

counts for it. I had to go to Spokane
in the afternoon.”

“Then he could have answered the

phone,” Phil said triumphantly. “He
could have gotten the message and
given the reply. Not only that, that

machine he bought could have been
an electric typewriter and he could

have—” His voice dwindled impo-

tently.

The grocer chuckled amusedly.

Then he took pity on Phil.

“Tell you what I’ll do,” he offered.

“I’ll lock up pretty soon and take a

walk with you down to Pete’s cabin

and you can talk with him. That
ought to satisfy you—and I doubt
if anything else will.”

'T'HE TRAIL was merely a v/orn

groove in the smooth carpet of

pine needles that blanketed the

ground under t’ne tall evergreens.

After half a mile the two men
reached a small stream which they

crossed by running and leaping.
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Phil Bacon had envisioned the cab-

in as made of logs. It was more on

the order of what he would have con-

sidered a shack, constructed of

boards nailed onto a frame vertically,

with narrow pieces covering the

cracks.

A twinge of homesickness for the

good old days when he himself was a

writer shot through Phil Bacon’s

mind. He had spent almost a year in

a cabin very similar to this one—and
turned out the best work of his ca-

reer. That was back in the days of

science fiction—when the ideal was
to write a story so consistent and
plausible that no one could prove it

was impossible.

The cabin was deserted. George
Abbott called when they were in

sight of it through the trees. There
was no answer. When they looked

in the window there was no one

there.

But there was something else that

made Phil’s heart start thumping
wildly against his ribs. It was a

plasticased science fiction dream.

After the first moment of surprised

paralysis Phil left the window and

pushed open the door.

A strange prickling feeling tugged

at the hair on the nape of his neck
as he came to a stop in front of the

machine. He had seen literally thou-

sands of factory made products. The
lines where steel molds had come to-

gether in the forming of plastic ob-

jects, the little piece-numbers, the

signs of a stamping machine having

made the parts—all added up to the

undeniable fact that the thing was
an assembly line product. A million

dollars worth of tooled machines had

built the thing. And yet, beyond
question, there was not another ma-
chine like it in all the world!

There was a standard typewriter

keyboard at the front, outside the

main case, but covered with a re-

moveable plastic case of its own. The
keyboard was too far from the pla-

ten to run the type mechanically.

Below the section where the pla-

ten was were several metal cased ob-

jects from which ran transparent

tubes filled with many fine wires of

every color.

Above the platen were things that

sent a rush of speculative thoughts

pulsing into Phil’s already over-

loaded mind. The paper on the pla-

ten was from a large role attached

to the back of the plasticase. From
the platen it went up to what could

only be an automatic mechanism for

cutting sheets of standard size and
piling them neatly.

Hanging from a hook attached to

the side of the plasticase was a small

object that appeared to be a micro-

phone, with a cord that went into

one of tlie metal cased things inside.

Phil turned to George Abbott, who
had silently entered to stand beside

him and inspect the thing.

“Impossible though it seems,” Phil

said slowly, “this can be only one

conceivable thing—a robot typewrit-

er. How much of a robot remains to

be seen; but from what you have

told me about Pete, and from the

quality of the stories Pete has sent

me, it must be that this machine is

not only a robot typewriter, but is

also able to write—create—an origi-

nal story equal to ©r superior to any-

thing a living man can write.”

He reached out and touched the

plasticase reverently.

“Somewhere inside this thing,” he

said, "is a robot brain that can ac-

tually think!”

“What makes you think so?”

George Abbott asked skeptically.

“There HAS to be,” Phil said em-

phatically. “Figure it out. Pete can’t

read or write. He couldn’t possibly

dictate the type of story he has been

sending to me. Only a lifetime of
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immersion in literature could devel-

op the powers of expression in those

stories. There wasn’t any trace of

the thinking of someone ‘not right

in his head’ in any part of those

stories."

"But you’re forgetting something,"

George said. “How would he know
where to send them ? Oh, I grant you
that if this typewriter or whatever

it is wrote stories Pete could have
helped himself to the stamps and
given the package to the mailman.

But how would he find out where to

mail them?"

!‘I think I know the answer to

that,” Phil said. “Peter knows what
year it is doesn’t he?’’

"I doubt it," George answered. “He
knows what year he was born, though.

And he knows how old he is. But he

wouldn’t be able to figure out what
year it was from that. Why?"
“Because," Phil said, emphasizing

each word, “the robot brmn inside

this thing could know the proper

address itself, as a matter of ancient

history, and it could figure out the

year from what Peter knows of his

age and when he was born I"

“Think so?" George asked, looking

at Phil queerly.

“Don’t you see?" Phil said eagerly.

“This part of Peter’s story is true.

It follows that the rest is true. He
actually did go through a ‘hole’ be-

tween two pine trees. He actually

did buy this thing for three dollars

from what he thought was a pawn
broker. But the hole between the

trees was a time warp—something

considered impossible. HE WENT
INTO THE FUTURE.”

pHIL WALKED around the table

on which the machine rested. In

the back was the large role of paper,

standard width. There was also a flat

place at the top where the typed

sheets came out. There were other

things, too. In back he could see

another platen that hadn’t been

visible from the front. Just outside

the case in back of this second pla-

ten was an empty shelf.

Phil walked back to the front.

Minute after minute he was seeing

more of the details of the complex
machine. He noticed now what
seemed to be a loud speaker down in

one corner.

Underneath the keyboard, he no-

ticed, was a long slit that might be

for inserting a sheet of paper.

“There’s no cord from this machine

to the light socket!” he exclaimed

suddenly.

George Abbott walked around the

machine.

“Nope,” he said, concluding his in-

vestigation.

“That means that there must be

some sort of atomic power unit in-

side that runs it,” Phil mused. “I

wonder what’s wrong with it.”

A new voice erupted in the silence

of the cabin. It was a cultured, pre-

cise voice.

“Unit A457322 must be replaced,”

it said.

“Huh?” Phil said, startled. “Ohhh.”
He turned to George. “Sec what I

told you?" he said triumphantly.

George Abbott was standing by the

machine, a look of surprise on his

face, the microphone from the ma-
chine dangling in his hand.

Phil took the microphone from
him, guessing that taking it from its

hook had made the connection so that

the robot brain could hear what was
said. He lifted it to his lii>s and
opened his mouth. The sound
of heavy footsteps came from the

porch.

“Put it back,” George whispered

urgently. "He might get mad if he

finds you were monkeying with his

toy.”

Phil put the microphone back on
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its hook as the door opened.

Peter Abbott was a big man. As he

paused, a bewildered expression on
his face, Phil understood why George
Abbott was so anxious not to anger

his brother. His shoulders filled the

width of the doorway. His head
would have scraped the top of it if

he had stood erect; but he had never

acquired the habit of standing erect

with squared shoulders and chest out.

“Pete,” George said quickly, sooth-

ingly, with an undertone of anxiety.

“This is Phil Bacon, the man that

sends you all that money. He’s come
to see you.”

"Peter Abbott turned his soft eyes

on Phil. He stared at him vacuously
for a breathless minute, then broke

into a slow smile.

“George didn’t believe me,” he
said. His voice was deep and pleas-

ant. Phil was beginning to find it

hard to believe that it belonged to

a mind that ‘wasn’t quite right.’

“I guess you can’t blame him,

Pete,” Phil said. “It was a little hard

for even me to believe. But I know
it’s all true now—and so -does George.

Don’t you George?” ,

George nodded without speaking.

Peter Abbott stood silently in the

doorway. Phil was to learn that that

was the major characteristic of Peter

—that he would stand motionless for

an indefinite length of time, uncon-

cerned about silences in conversation

or the events about him.

“This hole you went through,”

Phil said. “I’d like to see that. I’ll

bet it will be interesting. Would you
take us to it?”

"Sure,” Peter Abbott said calmly.

Without another word he turned and
began walking. Phil, with a hasty

glance at George, hurried to catch up
with him.

Peter Abbott walked along^ with

the smooth gait of men accustomed

to walking long distances. He ignored

Phil and George.

HE PATH he took led farther

away from the direction of the

store and blacksmith shop that com-

prised the business center of Pulaski

Junction. Shortly there was no sign

of a path at all. Peter’s steps were

sure, though. This was familiar

ground to him. As they walked along

Phil could picture this almost friend-

less man wandering, day after day,

alone with his simple thoughts, in

this cathedral of Nature, where the

dome of the church was the sky it-

self, and the stately columns that

towered heavenward were trees

—

some of them hundreds of years old.

They came to the creek. Peter

jumped across without a break in his

stride. Phil and George had to make
a running leap. For a breathtaking

instant Phil was off balance on the

other bank, almost falling backward

into the water. He made it safely,

however, and in a moment was again

beside the silent Peter Abbott, walk-

ing toward—what?
That question filled his mind to

the exclusion of all else. For almost

countless years he had edited and
published stories dealing with myste-

rious “holes” through which heros

and villains passed to and from ad-

venture, in time, space, and in alien

dimensions. Now he was taking a

walk to see one—as he might walk a

mile or two to see a geyser at Yellow-

stone Park or an elephant in a zoo.

What would it look like? Would it

be a “queerly distorting space that

tore painfully at the eyes”? Would it

be a "black hole whose infinite

depths held curiously twisting spirals

of obsidian gloom in which strange

shapes moved just beyond the range

of the mind to grasp?”

Would it perhaps “hover motion-
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less a few feet above the earth, vibrat-

ing with a power that seemed neither

physical nor mental—and yet in some
strange way BOTH?”
He kept looking ahead—trying to

see it before they reached it. More
than once he was sure he had dis-

covered it. A . shaft of sunlight

through the trees, a vague shadow in

the underbrush,—even a clear space

framed by bushes, each became sus-

pect. And still Peter Abbott walked
on, his tireless stride eating up the

distance that brought them closer and
closer to something that had long

been considered the legitimate prov-

ince of Impossible Stories literature

because science had proven it to be

impossible.

Once the fleeting thought came to

Phil that no matter what he found

he would never be able to tell about

it. He smiled sadly to himself.

TT WAS THE hollow sound his feet

made on the wooden floor that

jerked him out of his reverie. He
blinked his eyes. Around him weM
the four walls of a room devoid of

furniture of any kind.

Overhead, nestled against the high,

plastered ceiling, was an ordinary

fluorescent tube. It lit the window-
less room.

Phil turned around. At his back

was a rectangular frame the size of

a doorway; but through it he could

see the unbroken continuity of the

wall of the bare room.

There was another door—closed. It

was in the wall, and obviously led out

of the room into another. Phil looked

at it, then turned his eyes back to

the rectangular frame. Obviously that

was where he had “entered” the room.

George, he could see, v/as as amazed
as himself. Only Peter showed no
surprise.

Tentatively Phil stepped toward

the opening. He hesitated, then

stepped through. Immediately he was

back in the forest, the trees around

him. He made a careful about-face.

Before him he could detect no sign of

any "hole” or distortion of space.

There was only the solitude of the

unbroken forest—except at his feet.

He looked down and saw he was
standing on a faint trail that ended

abruptly two feet ahead of his toes.

It ended even with the two thick-

trunked pines. That much was the

way George had said it would be. It

was a “hole” between two trees, all

right ; but nothing visible.

Compressing his lips Phil stepped
forward again. Once more he was in

the bare room with Peter and George.

There had been no slightest sensation

of “force” or “twist” or other phe-

nomenon classically associated with
the fictional concept of “holes in

space or time.”

With his reappearance in the room
Peter went to the door and knocked.

He did it as if he were doing some-
thing he had done before. Then he
Stepped back.

A moment later there was a scrap-

ing of a key in the lock. The knob
twisted. The door opened a crack,

slowly. A face appeared. An eye sur-

veyed them impersonally. The door

closed again with a mild bang. There
was the rattling of a chain. Then the

door opened normally and a figure

stepped into the room, closing the

door behind it.

The figure was that of a man. That
much seemed certain. Phil’s shocked

eyes registered the fact. They tried

to balk at registering the man’s

clothing.

The trousers—the top of the trou-

sers, were held heart high. At the bot-

tom the cuffs were tight fitting

around the ankles, with glistening

gray buttons forming a neat line half
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way up to the knees.

The single breasted coat had
enormously wide padded shoulders

and swept in a gentle curve down to

the knees in a swallowtail effect,

buttoning—not together in front—^but

to the trousers, so that the coat

lacked about four inches of coming

together in front. The lapels were

large and pointed upward.

Phil could see the resemblance to

a zoot suit—but he could also see by

the manner of the man that it must
be a conventional business suit.

All of this took a shocked second

to penetrate. Then the man was smil-

ing and bowing an efusive welcome.

“Ah, Mister Abbott,” he said. “I

see you are back again to get the part

to the typewriter I sold you. And you
are just in time. It got it from the

repair store only a few minutes ago.”

A greedy look came into the man’s

eyes.

“Do you have that nineteen-four-

teen quarter?" he asked.

nETER REACHED into his pocket
^ and brought out a quarter. He
handed it to the zoot-suited man who
took it eagerly and examin^ it with

an obviously tender touch.

“So that’s why you were so curious

about the dates on quarters the other

day!” George said to Peter.

"Uh huh,” Peter Abbott grunted

absent-mindedly.

Phil, watching all this, concluded

silently that Peter had long ago

learned not to let his brother’s at-

titude affect him.

“Very good,” the man said, slipping

the quarter into a pocket. “I’ll bring

you the part. The instructions on

how to install it come with it.” He
" turned to Phil Bacon. ‘T see you have

brought friends with you,” he said,

his voice purring. "Any friends of

Peter Abbott are friends of mine.

Your luunes?” He held out his hand.

“Philip Bacon,” Phil said, smiling

as he took the proffered hand. “And
yours?”

“Simal Wate,” the man replied.

"My friends call me Sim. Any friends

of Peter are my friends. Perhaps we
can do some business together. Eh?”
"Could be,” Phil said, grinning

broadly.

Sim transfered his attentions to

George.

“So you are Peter's brother,” he

said. "You take in lots of money. A
few dollar bills of the nineteen-for-

ties in nice condition perhaps? We
could do business—in a small way, of

course. Not enough to attract atten-

tion.”

“What kind of business?” George

asked bluntly, but with a smile tug-

ging at the corners of his mouth.

Sim’s smile and friendly manner were
infectuous.

"Oh,” Sim said, shrugging his

huge, padded shoulders in a gesture

of indifference. “I have a few second

hand things. Cameras, typewriters,

jewelry, musical instruments. Also, if

you have money of the right kind, I

can get you new things of all sorts.”

“What year is this?” Phil spoke

up.

“That I cannot tell you, Phil, my
friend,” Simal Wate said gravely.

“You must understand that I can’t

tell you things like that. There are

strict laws.”

“I see what you mean,” Phil mur-

mured. “I’m beginning to see the set-

up. The back room, the lock on the

door.”

“You are a smart man, Mr. Bacon,”

Sim purred. “We can certainly do

business. You make a profit. I make

a profit. Everybody’s happy that

way. Isn’t that right?”

“Sounds all right to me,” Phil

agreed. He nodded toward the door.
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“How about showing us some of your
merchandise?”

“Wait right here until I come
back,” the zoot-suited Sim said.

/

T TE WENT to the door, inserted a

key in the lock, and opened it

just far enough to slip through. As
he disappeared he glanced anxiously
over his shoulder to make sure that

none of the three men were close

enough to follow him before he could

get the door closed.

“There’s something very crooked
here,” Phil said with quiet earnest-

ness as soon as Sim had gone.

“Crooked?” Peter echoed. “Then
he’s bad?”

“I think so,” Phil said quickly.

“Don’t you think so, George? It looks

to me like this time travel business is

against the law. He wants certain

kinds of money. Why? Because those

kinds are probably worth an awful
lot of money to collectors. He sells

Peter a part for bis typewriter for

twenty-five cents—but it has to be a

certain kind of quarter, maybe worth
five hundred dollars here. He gives

Peter a robot typewriter for three

dollars. Probably he sold the three

one dollar bills for thousands of

dollars. He’s a crook. This back room
proves it. People who are honest tell

you what year if is. They invite you
to look around. They don’t lock the

door behind you.”

“I think you’re right, Mr. Bacon,”

George Abbott said. “But what can

we do about it?”

“What do I do?” Peter Abbott

asked. Phil looked at hkn. Suddenly

he realized that he had touched some-

thing elemental . in Peter. The man
was simple, in his outlook and in his

beliefs. He knew only two types of

people—good and bad. Now he be-

lieved Sim to be bad. Also, Phil

felt, Pete felt him, Phil, to be good,

and would do whatever he suggested.

Perhaps—Phil shivered at the

thought—perhaps Peter would even

kill Sim if he told him to!

The thought scared Phil a little.

In a way Peter Abbott was himself a

robot—a living robot. He was a big,

simple minded, human dog, with a

firm grasp on a a few elemental

thought processes, but with no ability

to think things out.

But it gave him comfort to know
that Peter was on his side. Now

—

whatever the year was, it was so far

in the future that a quarter minted in

the first part of the twentieth century

was worth a fortune: and Phil, with

his background of years of science

fiction and then impossible fiction,

was determined to .see the world be-

yond the locked door.

Hastily he was forming a plan. It

was more like an idea in a story than

anything he would have considered

in real life. The thought of delibe-

rately planned violence against a

stranger scared him a little.' As he

turned to Peter Abbott to tell him
what to do he hesitated* Wouldn’t
it just be better to ‘do business’ with

Sim, and get what he could in

the way of robot typewriters and

such? That would be the sensible

thing to do, all right, be thought.

But the light of simple faith in Pet-

er’s eyes made him realize he had
said too much to let things ride.

Peter Abbott was waiting for orders.

“This is what we do when Sim
comes back in,” Phil said. “Peter,

you’re strong. Don’t hurt him, but

get hold of him and put him down
on the floor on his stomach so we
can tie him up. After that we’ll de-

cide what to do next.”

"Sure,” Peter agreed. “That will be

easy.” He chuckled.

George started to say something.

The rattling of t^e key in the door
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stopped him. Sim came in with a

small carton.

“Here’s the part for your type-

writer, Mr. Abbott,” he said.

His eyes narrowed suddenly in sus-

picion. Phil realized the man had

noticed the tenseness of their expres-

sions.

Sim had stopped a few feet away
from the door. Now he tossed the

carton to Pete. "Catch !” he said

loudly. The next moment, before any-

one could move, he had darted out

and closed the door.

pETE HAD reacted instinctively

and caught the carton. Phil tried

desperately to - catch Sim before he

got through the door, but failed ; and
before he could get his hand on the

knob and open it again it was locked

on the other side.

"Well, Mr. Bacon,” George Abbott

asked, smiling broadly. "What do we
do, now that the fish got off the

line?”

Phil grinned wryly.

"I guess the only thing to do is

go back where we came from,” he

said. “It would be too bad for us if

Sim shut off that time warp so we
got stranded here.”

“I could break in the door,” Peter

suggested hopefully.

Phil shook his head. “No. Let’s go

home and fix your typewriter. I want
to watch it working.”

"Sure, Mr. Bacon,” Peter said. He
walked over and stepped through the

rectangular opening.

Nothing happened. Instead of dis-

appearing he merely stepped through

to the other side.

“Oh, Lord,” Phil groaned. “What
a sap I’ve been. Now we’re stuck,

but good. But why? Why wouldn’t

that old Shylock be glad to get rid

of us? He could have let us go

through and then shut it off and he

would have been rid of us permanent-
ly!”

“You will soon find out. Mister

Bacon,” Sim’s voice sounded from a

loudspeaker at one corner of the ceil-

ing. “I can’t let you go because you
would publish what happened, and I

would be arrested and corrected.”

"Arrested and corrected?” Phil

echoed. A sudden hopeful thought

came to him. “Why don’t you use

your time wrap machine to go into

the future and find out? If you
aren’t going to be arrested and cor-

rected you can certainly return us to

our own time safely
!”

"Foolish man,” Sim chuckled. "You
live in the era that talked about time

but knew nothing about it. I can’t

find out what is going to happen by
going into the future, because it

might not happen that way. It might
be corrected.”

"What do you mean—corrected?”

Phil asked, puzzled. “I’ve read a lot

of time travel stories—even wrote a

few—^but I never heard of that.”

"I’ll tell you, my friend,” Sim’s

voice came from the loudspeaker.

“You have the classic dilemma of the

man who went back in time and

killed his grandfather when his

grandfather was a little boy. Then, if

his grandfather was killed before he

was old enough to have any children,

how could his grandson go back in

time in' kill him, since he would
never be born? The resolution of that

dilemma is the key to time. The an-

swer is quite simple. When the man
goes back in time and kills his grand-

fathet, and returns to his own time

again, he finds to his surprise that he

made a mistake. It was not his grand-

father at all I And no matter how
many times he goes back and kills

his grandfather, it is like trying to

grab your own thumb poked through

your other fist—he always finds be
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made a mistake. That is because of

correcting."

“I don't get it,” Phil said.

"In plain language,” Sim said ir-

ritably, "if I let you go back you will

publish what you know, and the tem-

poral police will track me down and

arrest me. But they won’t arrest me
now. They will arrest me before I

sold Peter Abbott his typewriter!"

"I still don’t get it,” Phil said

slowly. "If that happened, then none

of Peter Abbott’s stories would ever

be written, and we wouldn’t be here

right now. And if we weren’t here

right now, how could we be here?"

"You probably will never ‘get it’ as

you keep saying,” Sim’s voice said

over the speaker. "But all the past

and future are simultaneous in a time

that might be considered at right an-

gles to it. In that time, 1955 and

—

this time here—are both happening

now. You can maybe understand it

by comparing the dimensions of time

with those of space. Any instant of

time covers all of space and reality

uniformly, so that all things exist in

that instant. So an instant is like a

straight line in space. The movement
of that straight line from the past to

the future generates the two dimen-

sional time plane of events in space.

The time warp is a field that exists

in the third dimension of time.

<<TI7THAT I’M getting at,” Sim
went on. "I don’t know

enough about it myself to explain

it, but every instant of time is mov-
ing in two directions in time. You
are here now, yes—if you understand

that the now you use is a time-point

moving at right angles to the time

stream you call past and future, and
also another point moving at right

angles to it. If the time police find

out about it you will not be here now
in the other time.”

"But how could they find out?"

George Abbott spoke up.

"Very simple,” Sim’s voice spoke

sarcastically. “They would read about

it.”

“Read about it?” Phil echoed.

“Yes,” Sim answered. "They would

read about it if you were allowed to

go back to your own time and print

it. You would print it, and copies of

what you printed it in would still

exist today. They would read in those

books that Simal Wate was doing

black market time-trading, and come
here and arrest me.”
“1 see,” Phil said slowly, thinking

of the Peter Abbott stories he had al-

ready published in Absurd Stories.

“I suppose you’re right. What are

you going to do with us, kill us?”

“I don’t know,” Sim said. "I may
have to, but I don’t like it. I wish I

had sold Mr. Abbott something else

so this trouble wouldn’t have come
up. Always troubles.”

"But,” Phil said eagerly. “If I

printed that information in my own
time it would already be in existence

in this time, and you would already

be arrested, wouldn’t you?”

"No,” Sim answered. "Because, as I

told you, whether that occurs or not,

it lies in a future at right angles to

all time as we experience it normal-

ly, and the time warp doesn’t go into

that future. In that future you might
not even have ever been born !”

“Let’s get this straight,” Phil said.

“Take some given instant—say, two
o’clock in the afternoon on March
twelfth, nineteen fifty. All over the

entire universe things were in such
and such positions and states of ac-

tion. At ten minutes before and after

that time most things were different

than at that instant. What you’re try-

ing to say is that there is another

time stream, in which that instant is

forever that instant in our time, but
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things move about in that time stream

just as they do in the regular one. Al-

ways at two o’clock on that date,

though. Right?”

“If you say so,” Sim agreed tired-

ly. “But it isn’t quite that way. They
stay where and when they are unless

they are lifted out and moved about,

like the time-warp lifted you out of

your time and dropped you into this

time. In the other time stream all

things are naturally stationary. It’s

only a theory anyway. It was invent-

ed to explain the operation of the

time-wrap field and account for it

being possible to alter events that

have already happened.”

“I think Tm beginning to get it.”

Phil said, his eyes on the loudspeak-

er as if it were the man he was talk-

ing to.

Now he turned to see if George

Abbott had, understood anything

about it. Neither George nor Peter

were anywhere in the room.

As he looked about wildly, fearing

to be all alone, a slender white arm
appeared in midair and motioned for

him to come to it.

He glanced anxiously over his

shoulder at the silent loudspeaker,

then went over to the arm and took

a firm but gentle hold on the mani-

cured fingers. Instantly most of the

arm vanished. He felt a firm tug as

the hand tried to lead him forward.

He thought of a checkerboard and

a hand lifting a piece and moving it

to some other square. Then, closing

his eyes, he stepped forward m the

direction the hand was leading.

t^lt^ARY!” he exclaimed. When he

stepped through the time

warp he saw that it was Mary
Worth’s hand he held onto. She was
greeting him with an impudent smile.

“What—how?” He stopped in bewil-

derment.

Around him were the tall, silent

trees, and the path that ended abrupt-

ly between two trees was only a few
feet away. George and Peter Abbott

were there. But there were also sev-

eral men dressed in zoot-suitish

clothes similar to those worn by Sim.

Even though they wore such biz-

arre suits they had the indefineable

something that marks all law officers,

whether police or some other en-

forcement agency.

“Surprised?” Mary asked demure-

ly. “You invited me along, you know.”

“Are you—” Phil began. “I see it

all now. You’re one of the time-po-

lice, and you got a job working for

me so you could find out who was
writing stories with a robot type-

writer.”

There was a light of regret and dis-

appointment in his eyes that Mary
saw and interpreted.

“That’s right, Phil,” she said.

The zoot-suited men were disap-

pearing one by one through thin air

at the spot where Phil had found

himself when he arrived. Each of

them carried a queer looking blunt

tube which Phil guessed to be some
sort of weapon.

The last man to vanish paused and
kissed Mary.

“I’ll be seeing you soon, darling,”

he said. Then, with a friendly grin

at Phil, he stepped out of sight into

the time-warp.

Mary saw the look of utter dejec-

tion on Phil’s face. She laughed de-

lightedly.

“That’s my brother," she explained.

“He’s one of the time-police, and he

got the special assignment for me to

be your secretary.”

She stooped down and picked up
an object like the ones each of the

time-police had carried with them.

Her finger slid a knob on it a quar-

ter of an inch. Then she dropped it
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into her purse.

“Is that all the bigger the time-

warp gadget is?” Phil asked in

amazement.

“Yes, that’s all,” Mary replied,

hooking her arm in his. "We’d better

get going. It’ll be getting dark soon.”

Peter Abbott, carrying the part to

his typewriter, took the lead. Mary
walked along beside Phil, and before

many steps they were walking hand
in hand. She was explaining things

as they walked along.

‘The first that this was brought to

our attention,” she began, “was when
we learned that a publishing compa-
ny had sued a typewriter company
for selling them a robot typer that

was imitating stories written a thou-

sand years ago. The typewriter com-
pany had given them a new typewrit-

er, but the publishing company
claimed that their business had been

hurt.

“In court it came out that the Peter

Abbott whose stories the robot had

been imitating were written bj' the

robot itself. Semantics proved that.

The only way that could be possible

is for some time-trader to be black

marketeering.

"We were called in by the court.

We found that the typewriter com-

pany had sold the typer for scrap.

They hadn’t kept a record of whom
it had been sold to, so we had to

work from this end. That’s where I

came in. My job was to trace down
the typer, and if possible to find out

who had sold it to whoever had it.”

“So you followed me out here,”

Phil said.

“T'nat’s right, Phil,” Mary said

with a timid smile. “Only I did it by

going back to the future and coming

to Spokane in a faster plane than you
did.”

“You could have come by slow

freight and then returned to a time

before I got here, couldn’t you?”
Phil asked.

"Mm-mm,” Mary objected. “There’s

lots of things about time travel that

aren’t that easy. Anyway, to get back

to what happened, I followed you
from Spokane, and the time-police

were with me. You never looked back

once !”

“Hull!” Phil grunted. “I just

thought of something. The typer

was scrapped because it was writing

stories exactly like the ones it had
written a thousand years before it

was manufactured, so it was sold for

scrap—and it wrote those stories a

thousand years before it was manu-
factured because it had been scrapped

for imitating them. If that isn’t a

worse dilemma than the one about

the man going back in time and kill-

ing his grandfather when he was a

child. I’ll eat my hat!’’

'T^HE FOUR walked along in si-

lence. The gloom of dusk was
settling around them as they walked
under the tall Pines, Peter in the

lead, Mary and Phil walking hand

in hand, and George in back.

After awhile Phil glanced at Mary.

She .returned his glance. Each saw a

reflection of their inner thoughts on

the other’s face and turned away
guiltily.

“I suppose you’ll be returning to

the future soon,” Phil said gruffly.

Mary didn’t answer.

"But what will happen now?” Phil

continued. “Sim said the time police

v/ould correct things. I suppose that

means it will be as if the Peter Ab-
bott stories had never been. The
dilemma will be wiped out, huh?”

“I don’t know, Phil,” Mary replied,

“That will be for the courts to de-

cide. We were talking about it on
the trip out from Spokane to Pulaski

Junction. I think they’re going to
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recommend that things be only par-

tially corrected. I—I had an idea I

thought was good, and still do.”

“What’s that?” Phil asked.

“The immediate past and the pres-

ent will have to be corrected,” Mary
said. “But sometimes correcting is

done by what is called a parallel sub-

stitution of events. In this case I

suggested to my brother that he rec-

ommend that Peter’s brain be cor-

rected, and that he become a writer.

Then he will have written the stories

himself—oh, maybe not the same sto-

ries, nor even quite as phenomenal,

but good Impossible Fiction.”

“Think the courts will agree to it?”

Phil asked eagerly.

“I think so,” Mary said. “Also I’m

hoping another suggestion I made
will be carried through. You seem to

have a lot of trouble keeping secre-

taries, and—and I—sort of—like the

job—and maybe the boss.”

“Would they? I mean, do you?”
Phil said, putting his arm around

her.

“It won’t do any harm to tell you,

Phil,” Mary said. “I sort of love you.

But—”
“When is all this correcting going

to take place?” Phil asked, kissing

her.

“As soon as the court hands down
its ruling on the

—

”

There was just the faintest warn-

ing before the forest and the scene

blurred out of existence, and

—

¥)HIL BACON glanced up fropi the

manuscript he was editing as the

office boy brought in the slim stack.

of mail. Ralph Hargrave, his assistant

editor, took the letters and began to

absently slit them open and read

them.

Phil returned to his editing, fight-

ing the boredom within him. The
story was lousy—but they all were

lousy. It was a question of choosing

the least lousy of the lot to put in

Absurd Stories.

He sighed. It was too bad that sci-

ence fiction had had to go. Too many
of the authors were making lucky

guesses about things, and incorporat-

ing devices into their stories that

were top secret in the war depart-

ment.

Now those same authors were try-

ing to earn a living by writing sto-

ries that even they themselves

couldn’t believe in. He forced his

eyes to focus on the typewritten

page,

“All the past and future are simul-

taneous in a time that might be con-

sidered at right angles to it,” the

manuscript read. “In that time stream

Columbus is discovering America

and the great Chicago fire and the

gold rush to California and Lindberg

crossing the Atlantic are all happen-

ing in the same instant.”

Phil shook his head to keep awake.

His eyes focused again with difficul-

ty-

"In this right-angle time stream

all those events are stationary,” the

manuscript continued. "Only the

time-warp field can change them

—

and changing them is changing the

past and the future to something

else.”

“Those guys make nie mad,” Ralph
Hargrove exclaimed violently. He
rumpled the letter he had been read-

ing and tossed it into the waste bas-

ket. “This one said, ‘Not only does

the entire contents of the June Ab-
surd Stories live up to the standard

of Impossible Fiction by being prov-

ably impossible, but also the usual

standard of Absurd Stories by being

provably not even fifth rate fiction

—

except by an Absurd stretch of im-

agination.’ The IFFans ought to have

their ears pinned back!”
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Phil’s eyes fixed on the letter in

the waste basket. He sighed.

“The guy’s right,’’ he said. ,

"That’s what makes me so mad,’’

Ralph said bitterly. "All our authors

are in a rut and there’s nothing wc
can do about it.’’

“We might try getting some new
authors,” Phil suggested maliciously.

“Where we going to get them?”
Ralph jeered. “Out of fandom? Those
guys groan about the stories we put

out; but when they write one and
send it in it’s even worse than the

ones they feud about for being so ter-

rible. Nuts !”

“Maybe,” Phil said. “You know, it

might be a good policy to write and
ask those guys that think our stories

so rotten to try- their own hand. May-
be one of them might develop into a

good writer if he got started.”

He rose wearily from his desk and
crossed over to Ralph’s waste basket.

He picked out the rumpled letter and

smoothed it out, and skimmed its con-

tents. Suddenly he chuckled.

“Did you notice the name of the

guy that wrote it?” he asked.

“No,” Ralph said. “I didn’t get

that far in it. Why?”
“His name is Peter Abbott,” Phil

said, his eyes twinkling.

“Peter Rabbit?” Ralph breathed.

“No I Now I’ve heard everything!”

“At least it would be a refreshing

change to have an author with the

name, Peter Abbott,” Phil chuckled.

“I think I’ll write him and suggest

he try writing a story for us. No mat-

ter how punk it may turn out, it

might have some good ideas in it.”

He frowned thoughtfully. “You
know, Ralph, I’ve got a hunch this

is going to turn out O.K. . I can give

him a quarter of a cent—

”

Something inside him seemed to re-

volt.

“No!” he said. “I’m going to pay

him top rates this time. What am I

talking about—‘THIS time!’? I must

be nuts!”

“Ain’t it the truth,” Ralph mui-

mured.

Phil read the lengthy letter over

again and chuckled.

“Peter Abbott has a knack of pick

ing the right words to express him-

self,” he said. “Even his insults are

literary gems. You know, I like the

guy already.”

TJE GRINNED in delight at

Ralph’s wry expression and

pushed the button on his desk that

would summon his secretary. A mo-
ment later a young lady came in with

pencil and shorthand book. Phil

blinked at her in startled amaze-

ment.

“Ye gods!” he exclaimed. “Can’t I

keep ONE secretary more than a

week?”
He blinked at the new secretary

some more. Something strange was
happening inside of him. He hid it

by leering at her. 'Then he turned to

his assistant editor and winked.

“Ralph,” he said. “Would you
mind leaving the office for a while.

We want to be,” he cast a lewd
glance at the young lady, “alone.”

“No,” Ralph said. “I want to

watch.”

The young lady smiled. She was
still smiling when she sat down and
opened her shorthand book. Phil’s

eyes vaccilated between her knees

the poised pencil. The poised pencil

won out.

“Take a letter to—” He searched

the letter in his hand. “To Peter Ab-
bott, Pulaski Junction, Washington.

Dear Mr. Abbott, colon. Strange

though it may seem to you, it is not

our fault that the stories in Absurd

Stories are so punk. We are contin-

ually searching for new talent dash
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new writere with iww and entertain-

ing ideas and ways of expressing

them. And perhaps k will come as a

surprise to you that we like your
style of expressing your ideas. Why
don’t you direct your obvious talent

into a channel that will do both of

us some good?"
Phil interrupted his dictation to

look into the young lady’s eyes. They
were a deep, sparkling blue. They
held something that made his heart

do things to his ribs.

"What did you say your name
was?’’ he asked, trying to make the

question sound casual.

“Mary Worth,” she said.

"Mary Worth... Mary Worth...”
Phil tasted the sound of the name.

“Let's see. Where were we? Oh yes.

What. I would like for you to do, Mr.

Abbott, is write out a story as long
or as short as you please, built around
the ideas you have as to what makes
a good impossible story. I think you
will find as you go along that it will

come fairly easy to you. And for the

first story don’t worry about style

or anything other than just getting

your ideas down on paper in story

form. I will pay you a cent a word—

”

“A cent?” Mary Worth mocked.

“Three cents,” Phil said. “I’m

crazy.”

Mary smiled at him, the corners of

her mouth twitching mischievously,

as if at some secret, inner amusement.

“About you, baby," Phil completed

the sentence. "Heyl" he exclaimed as

her pencil made marks on the note-

book. “Wait! Don’t put that in the

letter
!”

IS THIS OUR FUTURE? . .

.

BY
RALPH KELLY

KLAN walked riowly through the
rubble heaps. Despair and loneliness

and bitterness were inscribed deeply in his

face. He held the heavy automatic rifle

tightly to him.
The wind waa strong and bit through

the h^yy leather coat he wore. Besides it

was beginning to tear. Klan thought about
the coat. He could still see the Soy’s face
as the bullets struck him. He remembered
how the devil had tried to put a heat beam
on him. Well, he got his.

Klan thought atwut the people and won-
dered when he’d see some. This wandering,
endlessly and hopelessly was a futile exist-

ence. He knew the warfare that went on
between every little hamlet since govern-
ments no longer eidsted. This city, whose
mins he was traversing, was one of the
few which were not radioactive or still bio-

logically contaminated.
No human can ever trust another one, he

thought. But it couldn’t be, for no human
could continue this barren lonesomeness. 1

think I’d be happy to see a Sov, Klan felt;

I wouldn’t even blast him.
But the bitterness and hatred and dis-

trust were still too deep. When you roamed
a war-ravaged country like this, yon eouM
always, you had to always assume that
anybody else was an enemy and you had to
strike Hrst.

Klan’s thoughts were suddenly interrupt-
ed by a bit of motion. He waaa*t quite sure.

He dropped to his belly and watched. Wait-
ing was no novelty to him. He lifted the
automatic rifle with the explosive radio-

active pellets to his check and took careful
sight at the pile of rubble behind which
something had moved.

He waited. Five minutes. Then ten.

Abruptly there was a stirring. A figure
stood up, sure it was safe. It started to

walk directly toward Klan’s prone body be-
hind the little hill of rubble, apparently
unaware. Klan tensed. Should he fire or
wait? Maybe it was a trick. He waited in

spite of his training which told him of the
danger.
Then he caught his breath. It was a

girl 1 He waited until she was only five feet

away. Then he stood up. She screamed, a
frightened agonized cry. She knew what
strange men would do. Klan seized her just
as she drew a knife and managed to rake
him across the cheek.

She started to cry. Klan released one
arm and slapped her across the face. Then
he began talking in low tone. Finally he
released both hands.
“We can’t be alone like this,” he rea-

soned. “Stay with me and I’ll work for
you.^'

The girl looked up astonished. No one
had ever said such a thing to her. She
started to ciy agaim This time Klan took
her in his arms.
He wouldn’t be alone any longer...



MONORAIL MONSTER
BY

GUY GREENE

N’YAWK. Twenty-five hundred. Termi-
nal Center. Monotrains to Keens

—Monotrains to Manns—Monotrains to

Brooks—Monotrains to Hudsin Palisades. .

.

The handsome young pilot watched the
teeming masses of people roll and split and
converge like some gigantic wave. The
vast wash of humanity selected its mono-
cars to all points of the huge urban com-
munity that was N’Yawk. Manson felt

the thrill of it. In spite of his brief train-

ing he knew that he would make this fu-

rious run perfectly.

A surge of pride and power lifted him.
To him and others like him the responsi-

bility of delivering these hordes to their

destination was a signal honor. Others
might describe it as routine but then they
had never sat behind the power throttle

of a hundred-mile-an-hour monotrain and
felt its bone-crushing acceleration in re-

sponse to the touch of a lever.

Manson’s eyes shone with pride as they
traveled down the gleaming magnaloy
length of the Monotrain. It was a three
hundred foot, articulated length of metal
cylinder, suspended from a single rail and
driven by su rising magnetic fields. Its doors
gaped wide and passengers poured into its

comfortable interior. Many commuted hun-

dreds of miles each day but in the Mono-
trains it was like taking a cross-country
rocket as fast and as simple. The Mono-
train loaded to capacity. The doors slith-

ered shut. Pilot Manson stepped into his
cabin in the nose. A red light winked on
the dash-panel. A speaker shuddered;
“Marion—twelve thirty-two—full speed

—

no stops—the Palisades.”
Manson muttered acknowledgment into

the phone, checked the safety lights and
touched the throttle. Effortlessly, control-
ing the gigantic pressure of acceleration,
Manson held the Monotrain in leash. He
breathed a sigh of relief. The Monotrain
shot like a projectile between monstrous
structures, then flashed breathlessly into
the countryside.

Only the hiss of parting air and the
whine of the generators disturbed the
cathedral-like silence of the pilot cab. Thir-
ty minutes later Manson braked the flex-
ible metal cigar to its first stop.
“Terminal Eighteen,” the speaker

squawked.
‘'Got it,” Manson answered, “Monotrain

Seventy-two, under Manson, pulling in on
time!” Pride ran like fire through his
veins. This was the life!

* *

WE GROW OUR AIR!
BY

HOWARD GORMAN

The FIRST time people see the Air
Gardens in Luna City, they’re usually

startled. And it has to be admitted they
are an impressive sight. In the vast room
whose ceiling blazes with artificial light

there are acres and acres of brilliant green
plants, that grow proliferously in their

beds of water. Mechanical harvesters run-
ning on guides trim and keep the foliage
from strangling itself.

But it is the purpose of these Air Gar-
dens that strikes one. Luna City is prob-
ably the most gigantic modem mechanical
and electrical maze in the Solar System. To
build a city on an airless Moon is a miracle
of modern engineering. Luna City is that
miracle.

Consequently, when people are first told
that they’re to visit the “Air Gardens”
they assume that some press-agent has
dreamed up a name for a mass of pumps
and machinery for creating the air of the
city. Hence it is always satisfying to see
the amazement on their faces when they’re
brought into the vast garden.

Creating artificial air for breathing pur-
poses is no easy task. You can use chemi-
cals like potassium chlorate or carry liquid
oxygen as some of the rockets do, but

these are makeshift methods, costly and
inefficient. Furthermore the resulting air
has the flat slightly nauseating quality of
any chemical factory. You have to go back
to nature for the best.

The Air Gardens on Luna are the i»r-
fect example. Here, plants functioning
through their photosynthetic cycle, absorb
carbon dioxide and release oxygen. Because
nitrogen is not absorbed, and because the
calculations have been carefully balanced,
the system of plants and people is in
perfect equilibrium.
We exhale the carbon dioxide after in-

haling the oxygen. The plants do the re-
verse. Simple, neat and effective!

’The visitor’s initial disappointment at
not seeing an impressive array of pumps
in the Air Gardens, changes to admiration
at the sight of the luxuriously blooming
plants among which the technicians have
planted a wide variety of flowers, which
add the note of beauty. It is as if a bit of
Earth has been transported to the cold
bleakness of space, and has thrived.

Felton reports that the hydroponic plant
system is not being installed in a wide
variety of space ships. ’This will enormous-
ly simplify their technology.
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When a scientist's reckless experiment
brought Earth to the brink of destruction, her

only hope lay with a man already doomed

4<npHE WORLD is coming to an

I end, Mr. Hunt!" Cordell, the

director of Power Unlimited,

swiveled around in his chair, propped

a knee against the massive desk in

front of him, and puffed on his

cigar. “Oh, not tomorrow, or the next

day, or even next month. But next

year—that’s what we have to worry

about ! I suppose that surprises you.”

John Hunt said nothing. He wasn’t

surprised at what Cordell had just

said. He had stopped being surprised

at anything long ago—^when he had
learned about the incurable little

lump inside his brain which, at any
moment, might mean death. Probably

this was what had made him a suC"

Her eyes still closed elter he had kissed her, Lois did Rot see him take out

the weapon. "See you in a couple of years," he said, and pulled the trigger

68
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cess in a profession where the old

saw about the first mistake being the

last, never held truer. With the

World State still suffering from
birth pangs and Power Unlimited

trying to gain control of it, there was
always business.

Cordell continued : “A certain

nuclear mathematician of ours named
Gilbert Mitford, was, with our

sanction, doing illegal experimental

work on the internal atomic structure

of the Earth—in the interests of dis-

covering cheaper and quicker methods
of manufacturing power. However,
three days ago, right in the middle

of things, Mitford, a brilliant man,
suffered a mental collapse and dis-

appeared.

"A number of artificial stresses

and strains were set up inside the

Earth’s core by Mitford. This stress-

strain synthesis was to be temporary,

lasting not more than six hours. Mit-

ford disappeared three days ago just

before the end of that six hour

period. Every day the activity curve

of the stress-strain graph is mount-

ing higher and higher. Another year,

and the Earth’s core will theoretical-

ly collapse. No one can follow Mit-

ford’s mathematics—the major por-

tion of which he carried in his head

—

clearly enough to shut off the stasis.

The already slightly altered nuclear

structure v/ill require, even from Mit-

ford, a complete new set of equations

to compensate for the damage
currently done.”

Himt, for a moment, again said

nothing. Cordell and his henchmen
were sure to have rockets hidden

away somewhere. No wonder he

could mention this impending catas-

trophe with no more emotion than

someone discussing a building about

to be torn down. If the blow-up did

come they wouldn’t be here. They
had seen to that first of all. But

everyone else would. Enough space-

ships couldn’t be built for them.

Hunt looked squarely at Cordell and
smiled. “Why not appeal to the

World Council?”

"Appealing to the World Council

for aid is useless. First, they would
smash Unlimited for illegal experi-

mentation. My brother and I have

worked too long and hard to allov,r

that ever to happen. Even Unlimited

isn’t strong enough yet to withstand

the Council. Secondly, we already

have the best scientific brains in the

world working for us. And if they

can’t do anything...

“But to your half of the problem.

Hunt: We, who admittedly are not

experts in the field of hunting, can-

not find a trace of Mitford. It seems

inconceivable that he could dis-

appear so completely without the

help of someone. But apparently he

has. However, Mr. Hunt, that is up

to you to verify. Then, of course,

you will find Mitford and bring him
to us, where, in the hope that it’s not

too late, he will immediately undergo

psychiatric treatment.”

So now I’m going to be a World
Saver, Hunt thought.

“Here is a dossier on Mitford with

complete data and photographs. You
might begin by checking on this

Miles woman. Six months ago he

came close to marrying her. Also,

here is something I advise you to

make use of— it may save you a lot of

talking.” Cordell held out in his

hand a glass and metal object resem-

bling a hypogun. “Those amber
colored pellets in the loading

chamber are a derivative of scopola-

mine and pentothal. Fire the hypo
within six inches of the skin, and

the drug, by osmosis, will be instant-

ly absorbed into the blood stream,

completely knocking out all mental

censors. A true truth serum. Pump
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Vtn full of this, and they’ll tell

things they didn’t even think they

knew. Uh—unfortunately, wre’ll never

be able to market the stuff because it

semipermanently knocks out the cen-

sors, leaving the victim, for a year

or two, with no will of his own.”
Cordell stood up and walked

around to the front of his desk. “I’m

already quite impressed with you.

Hunt. You’ve said hardly a word

—

a favorable sign, I assume, meaning
that future actions are intended to

speak louder than present words.”
' "I hope so,” Hunt said, surprised

at the steadiness of his voice.

T ATE THAT night, John Hunt^ walked into a quiet little bar off

Fifth Avenue called The Robot. No
chrome, no glitter, no video, no noisy

bartender. Only the change booth,

one inconspicuous bouncer and the

soft atmosphere of a summer eve-

ning.

Since talking with Cordell, he had
learned that Lois Miles, after being

jilted by Mitford, had become some-
thing of a solitary lush, frequenting

The Robot in particular. He had
hoped she would put in an appear-

ance tonight.

After getting change,, he made his

way to a secluded section of the long

bar, immediately inserting a coin

and pressing the double rye button.

For five endless seconds he stared at

his reflection in the huge, smoke-
tinted mirror behind the bar until

his drink popped up. He didn’t

look like a World Saver. His face

was curved like a satyr’s and his hair

was much too black and shiny. He
smiled. Some woman had once said

he had a profile like a Greek god.
He hoped he still had it, because he
was intending to pick Miles up. After

that, the rest would be easy. Why
not? Hadn’t little things been the

hardest for him all his life, and
big things always the easiest? Now
all he needed was to drop dead just

as he was about to find Mitford. That
would even ring tears from the Mask
of Comedy.

After, punching another drink, he

stared unseeingly into the smoke-

tinted mirror, his brain turning over

and over

Sometime later, he noticed a

curious thing: there seemed to be a

pool of moonlight to the left of his

reflection in the mirror. It dazzled

his imagination. Turning, he saw the

pool of moonlight was Lois Miles.

She was wearing a severely tailored

suit of blue serge which fit her

curves like a second layer of skin.

It contrasted with her hair—the

pool of moonlight—as night con-

trasts with day. He saw her reflec-

tion smile as she caught him staring

at her in the mirror.

“Where’d you come from—the

Moon?” he asked.

She laughed. “Yes, I flew down on
a moonbeam.”
“What made you pick this place

to land?”

"Oh—I wanted to kill some time.”

"Why kill time? Kill yourself;

it’s simpler.”

“Then what are you doing here?”
It was his turn to laugh. “I really

don’t know. ..waiting for you, I

guess.” They both laughed at the
cliche. ^

She smiled warmly at him. “And
what are you staring at?”

“Your possibilities.”

"I don’t even know your name.”
“John.”

She smiled again. “John what?
Besides, it’s awfully late

—

”

“Johnny-Come-Lately. Is that good
enough ?”

She touched his arm, “You know,
I like you—but I’ve really got to go.
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I’m still a poor working girl.”

"Then I’ll see you home, if you’ll

give me a drink?”

"All right, Johnny-Come-Lately—

I

only live up the block.”

itf-TOTHICH POISON win it be,

Mr. Come-Lately? There’s

everything from beer to vodi^a
—

”

"Whatever you have.”

“Then it’ll be fancy—because I’m

having champagne laced with

Scotch.”

“Isn’t that liable to put us both on

a Lost Weekend?”
“Yes, I’m hoping so.”

"Don’t poor working girls have to

get up and go to work in the morn-

ing?”

"I’ve decided to take the day off

and celebrate.”

"Celebrate what?”

“Finding you.”

"You’re drunk,”

"So are you.”

He leaned back on the couch and

gazed up through the skylight at the

stars glistening wetly like a sky full

of tears. They reminded him of a

fragment of verse by MacNiece, he’d

once learned in his youth:

Double the guard, says Authority.

Treble the bars;

Holes in the sky, says the child

Scanning the stars.

Somebody named Walton had just

flown to one of those holes in the

sky. So now Mars was to belong to

Elarth, as only a year ago the Moon
had belonged. Until he’d learned the

devastating news about the tumor in-

side his skull, he’d once wanted to be

one of the first out among the stars.

Her voice reached him.

"Here’s your drink. Hey! If you

stare at those stars too long, they’ll

hypnotize you and steal your soul.”

"They already lave—long ago.”

“I took this place because of the

skylights. There’s one even in the

bath.”

He took his drink and watched
her cross the rich wine carpet to the

color organ.

“Something soft and pastel?” Her
voice was like that of a sleepy

thrush. Without waiting for an
answer, she selected a tape and in-

serted it in the player section. Then
she turned out the single lamp and
sat down beside him.

For awhile they said nothing,

listening to the music and watching
the hypnotic color abstractions flash

and dissolve on the wall.

“Kiss me,” she said in a smoky
voice.

He quietly felt in his coat pocket

until he touched something cold and
hard. Bending down suddenly, he

kissed her, bringing up the hypogun.
Pressing it lightly on her neck, he

squeezed the trigger. There was a

faint pop.

"See you again, maybe, in a couple

of years,” he said as she stiffened,

then went limp*

Quickly he got up. Turning off

the color organ, he crossed to the

door and made certain the night-

chain was fastened. Then he laid her

lengthwise on the couch and sa*-

down on the edge,

“Lois.”

“Yes...” She said it faintly—as if

from far away.

“You once knew Mitford?”

“Yes.”

“Where is he?”

“Don’t know...”

“He disappeared several days ago.

Do you know any reason why?”

“No.”

At that moment, there was a thud

and the sound of ripping wood. He
turned to see part of the door along

with the night-chain clattering to the
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floor. A dumpy little man appeared

in the doorway pointing a .38 Noise-

less at him.

“O.K.—” But that was as far as

tite little man got. Seconds earlier,

Hunt had jerked out his own Noise-

less, and now there was a neat

round hole in the middle of the lit-

tle man’s chest as he lay coughing
blood on the floor.

Hunt jumped up and dragged the

still breathing body inside the room.

He carefully closed the remains of

the door, propping a heavy chair

against them. Then he picked up the

little man’s gun and placed it in

Lois’ hhind. He told her to sit up
and point the gun at the door, and if

anybody stuck their head in, she was
to blast them.

“Goddamn you !’’ he heard the little

man hiss through clenched teeth as

he ran past him into the bathroom.

TTE STEPPED up on the edge of

the tub, grasped the shower

curtain rod and boosted himself up
into sitting position on it. Bracing

him by putting one foot against

a huge mirrored cosmetics chest, he
started banging away on the sky-

light with the butt of his gun. The
little man probably had friends wait-

ing downstairs, but he hoped not

on the roof.

After the glass was knocked out

and he was putting his gun away,

he thought he saw a flicker in the

chest mirror. Whirling, he fired, top-

pling to the floor as he did so.

The gun in Lois’ hand clattered

to the floor. Slowly her eyes and

nose and mouth disappeared under

a curtain of blood. Then she toppled

backwards . .

.

There was silence except for the

sighing of the wind through the sky-

light.

He was devastated at ' what had

just happened. He tried to move but

his nerves seemed dead. Dazedly he

watched her hair turn to red as the

scarlet pool in which her head lay

grew larger and larger.

He walked back into the other

room. He felt like kicking the little

man, but what was the use of kick-

ing a dead man. Before dying, the

little man must have observed that

Lois was under some sort of drug
and had told her to go into the next

room and shoot him.

The night wind was cool on his

sweating face as he squeezed through
the skylight onto the roof. No one

was in sight. He started running

across the rooftops towards Sixth

Avenue where there was an air-cab

station.

Two people dead—and all for

nothing. He would have to start all

over now. He had learned nothing,

except that someone wanted him out

of the way. He slowed to a walk as

he came up to the air-cab platform.

“Mr. John Hunt?’’ a voice behind

him said.

As he started to turn, someone
smashed him over the head with a

bottle. He could hear the tinkling

glass as he fell into a black sea of

unconsciousness. ..

QHINY spears of light and dark-
^ ness shot through his head as he

slowly fought his way back to aware-

ness. He was lying in front of a

huge booted foot, and when he tried

to sit up and see above the foot, it

drew back and kicked him savagely

between the eyes.

“That’s for bumping Shorty,’’

someone said.

Again he slid down into smother-

ing darkness . .

.

And once more, the pieces of his

consciousness fell into place. This

time, he found himself inside a fly-
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ing suit propped up between two
men. Sitting across from them, was
another man staring out the window
with a gun in his lap. Hunt noticed

he had an abnormally straight line

from his neck through the back of

his head—;the perfect bone structure

for a killer, he thought.

The man turned and grinned at

Hunt. "Hey, boys—the great white

hunter is trying to open his eyes.

Why don’t you give him a little

eye opener?"

The man on Hunt’s left jammed a

flask into his half closed mouth and
tilted it upwards. Liquid fire raced

down his throat. Choking and cough-

ing, he spewed the whole mouthful

straight into the eyes of the man
across from him. With a howl of

pain, the man clawed at his eyes and

Hunt dived for the gun. He was
stopped midway by powerful hands

which instantly threw both his arms

into paralyzing half nelsons. The
other man cleared his eyes, picked up

his gun and, with the butt, smashed
Hunt squarely across the mouth.

Hunt’s eyes watered with pain as

blood and a broken tooth fell from

his mouth.

After a while, the man on his left

said: "That’s all right. Go ahead and

call Louie names. At least he won’t

kick you again. He thinks he broke

his toe that first time.”

"Where are we going?” Hunt said

thickly between broken lips.

"To the North Pole."

Everything was hazy and muddled
in his mind. "Why the North Pole?”

he heard himself asking.

"To visit Santy Claus!”

Everybody laughed—even Louie.

'^HE DOOR of the plane opened

and he was pushed out into win-

dy sunlight. The Arctic whiteness

contrasted dazzlingly with a sky the

color of blue ice. The sun, a sullen

ball of reddish-orange, glimmered

balefully through a murky haze cov-

ering the horizon. The long night

was about to fall again. A heavy gust

of wind swept a cloud of stinging

snow particles and powdered ice

over the men. Someone gave him a

rough shove in the direction of a

long low hill of glittering snow. His

head and feet, uncovered by the

heated flying suit he still wore, were

already numb with the freezing cold.

His mouth had stopped bleeding but

he was unable to close it. Every time

he breathed, the sub-zero air hit his

broken tooth, sending chills of pain

into his head.

They plodded on. No one said any-

thing. Once he glanced over his

shoulder and noticed that the plane

was gone. Indigo twilight gradually

deepened into midnight blue and

stars began to glisten like a handful

of diamonds suddenly sprinkled

across the sky.

He was near collapse when they

finally came to the hill which turned

out to be a perfectly camouflaged

building. Directly in front of them

an opening appeared. Again he vras

given a savage push and this time he

was sent sprawling. Picking himself

up, he managed to stumble through

into a tremendous corridor. He was

too weak to notice much, but it must

have been of immense size. The boot-

ed footfalls of his captors echoed off

the walls like rifle shots.

At last they came to the corridor’s

end and stepped inside a waiting

elevator that immediately shot down
like a rocket. He collapsed on the

floor.

He awoke just as a man in white

—

probably a doctor—was leaving with

an instrument tray. He found him-

self in bed in a small white room.

“You’re all right. Get dressed,”
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the doctor said disinterestedly.

Hunt didn’t like the way his head

was pounding, though. Probably mild

concussion from that bottle and
Louie’s boot. He lay there for a

moment, recalling all that had hap-

pened. Who was running this show?
Mitford? If so, instead of getting to

Mitford first, Mitford had gotten to

him. Well, he might as well wait and

find out the score before trying any-

thing dangerous.

He managed to get dressed and had

just discovered that both hypogun
and Noiseless were missing, when
the door was opened by the man in

white. Another man, in a grey uni-

form with gun holster, was with him.

“Keep in front of the guard. He
will give you directions.’’ The man in

white disappeared down the corridor

in the opposite direction.

“Straight ahead and no talking,”

said the guard, directing Hunt
through countless archways and cor-

ridors.

Then through another archway and

into a luxuriously panelled corridor

with indirect lighting. At the first

door they came to, the guard told

him to halt. A button vras pressed and
after a moment of soft clicks, the

door swung open.

“You’re on your own now,” said

the guard.

TTUNT HEARD the door close be-

hind him as he walked into a

long, low room furnished like an of-

fice-apartment. The lighting was all

soft focus, giving the pastel walls

and airflow furniture an atmosphere

of quiet richness. At the far end was
a gigantic video screen, dwarfing the

desk and man in front of it. The man
who was watching the screen sudden-

ly turned, facing Hunt.

Hunt, for just an instant, felt as

though an electric shock had passed

through him, stiffening his muscles.

The man was Cordell!

“Well, Mr. Hunt. Please draw up

a chair.” Cordell picked up a .38 from

the desk and toyed with it.

At this point. Hunt found he was

having difficulty thinking coherent-

ly, and his head was starting to

pound again.

"I see the dirty-work boys had a

little trouble bringing you here,”

Cordell continued in a hearty man-

ner. “And I suppose, from the look

on your face, you want to be reas-

sured that two and two still add up

to four.

“Yes, I’m Cordell, but not Cordell

—just his twin brother. There—^that

much should help you find your men-

tal tongue. Now, if you like, you can

start the whys.”

“Why am I here?”

“You’re a dangerous man. Hunt;

and up till now, an exceedingly

lucky one. We couldn’t leave you

rimning around loose to discover

where Mitford was. My brother and

all of Power Unlimited would have

been up here sooner or later if we
hadn’t grabbed you when we did.”

“Then why didn’t you kill me?”
Hunt said, concealing his growing

apprehension.

“Unlimited has a wave-band at-

tuned to the electrical impulses of

your nervous system which is non-

directional until you die. Then it be-

comes directional, giving the exact

location of the individual. We
couldn’t kill you because no matter

where we tried to take you, you
would have been discovered. And
once the vicinity was located. Un-
limited with its scientific resources

might have traced the people or thing

responsible for your death.”

“Where is Mitford?”

"Right here, of course.” Cordon
chuckled. “It was all so simple: 1
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received a communique from my
brother explaining what had hap-

pened and the possible consequences.

Shortly after that, my personal

agents had the good fortune of find-

ing Mitford.” Cordell laughed.

“Then, in a later communique, we
learned that the fabulous services of

a man-hunter called Mr. Hunt had
been engaged. So—^we picked you up
before your fabulous services could

be of any use to my brother.”

“How did you know I was going

to be where I was?”

“Oh, the girl was the first thing

we thought of. We figured you
would get around to her sooner or

later, as Mitford tried to do before

we picked him up.”

Hunt was puzzled. “Doesn’t Un-
limited know anything about this?”

“My brother thinks I’m a frus-

trated megalomaniac. So he stuck me
up here on top of the world in

charge of Unlimited’s private space-

ship factory. He told me 1 could

Content myself with dreams of the

conquest of space for Power Un-
limited. But—” and Cordell laughed

again— “that’s all obviously changed

now. Tomorrow night we leave for

the dark side of the Moon, taking

every rocket and, of course, Mitford

with us. My poor brother will have

to stay here with everyone else,

knowing full well what will happen

at the end of the year without Mit-

ford. That is, unless he comes to my
terms and gives me everything I

want. Which is everything!”

ik S HUNT listened to Cordell,

waves of light and heat and

darkness kept pulsing through his

brain. If he could only find some
way of killing himself before tomor-

row, v/ouldn’t Unlimited’s emissaries

instantly be jetting up here. . .if what
this Cordell said was true.

Without thinking. Hunt made a

lunge for Cordell’s gun and felt his

hand jerk it away from the desk and
up to his own temple. He squeezed

the trigger

—

Nothing happened. Again he

squeezed it... After a long moment,
he was aware of Cordell’s laughter.

“That’s a personalized gun, Mr.

Hunt. Every fire-arm in this place is

personalized. Unless the print of

your trigger finger matches the fin-

gerprint inside the photo-cell, the

gun can’t fire. No—I think you will

find it impossible to kill yourself.

Cordell pressed a button. “Guard,

—take this man back to the dispensa-

ry.”

As if in a dream. Hunt was aware

of hurling the gun straight at Cor-

dell’s face. Cordell tried to put up
his hands—but not in time. There
was a crunch as the weapon bounced

off his forehead and fell to the floor.

Cordell slumped in his chair.

Wildly, Hunt looked around for

something with a cutting edge. He
grabbed an antique letter opener.

Seizing Cordell’s hand at the same

time, he placed Cordell’s right fore-

finger on the edge of the desk and

started cutting. The opener was too

dull—it wouldn’t cut through the

bone. There was a sharp snap as he

broke the finger backwards and fin-

ished the job.

Picking up the Noiseless, he stared

at Cordell—and started to place the

severed finger against the trigger.

Instead, he wrapped up the finger in

Cordell’s breast-pocket handkerchief

and stuck it in his own inner pocket

along with the gun.

Then he propped Cordell up in his

chair, swivelled him around facing

the vedio, took a cigar from the hu-

midor, puffed furiously on it to

ignite it, and stuck it into Cordell’s

mouth. All done just in time to hear
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the clinking of the vaultlike door.

Cordell must have been insane to

have let him in here without being

properly guarded, he thought, watch-

ing the door swing open.

“All right! Out here,” said the

guard. But Hunt was already half-

way there. Once, his heart almost

stopped when the guard glanced

rather curiously at Cordell. Fortu-

nately, the cigar was still smoking.

»T»HEY TOOK a different route

back to the dispensary. Soon they

were passing through an archway cind

out onto a railed catwalk overlooking

a huge pit lighted from every con-

ceivable angle by immense flood

lamps. At the bottom, standing up-
right on a tremendous expanse of

floor, were three two-hundred foot

rockets. They gleamed and shim-

mered like oversized needles, casting

reflections high up overhead onto a

gigantic pleated roof. The immensi-

ty of the scene took Hunt’s breath

away.

Finally, back at his room. Hunt
waited for the guard to open the

door. As he stepped through, he
yanked the guard in after him. The
guard let out a yell that was muf-
fled by Hunt kicking the door shut.

Hunt fumbled in his pocket as the

guard jerked out a tear-gas pistol.

Then he had the finger out of the

bloody handkerchief and onto the

Noiseless’ trigger. Blood spattered

from the guard’s hand and the gas

gun clattered to the floor.

Hunt threw him the handkerchief.

“Tie your hand up in that and take

me to Mitford!”

The guard, gritting his teeth with
pain, finished wrapping his hand, and
at a motion from Hunt, opened the

door.

"Now where's Mitford!”

"Across the corridor.”

"Show me!”
They walked out of the room and

across the hall to a door diagonally

opposite the one Hunt had just

closed. As the guard placed his hand
on the knob, the door opened and
the man in white started to step out.

Hunt pressed Cordell’s finger

against the Noiseless and the man
fell backwards with a gaping hole

in his chest. Hunt pushed the guard

into the room and slammed the door.

He recognized Mitford from pho-

tos in the dossier. He lay in a big

bed staring up blankly at nothing,

not glancing over at what had hap-

pened or saying a word.

Hunt turned to the guard. “Get

him dressed.”

While the guard obeyed. Hunt
dragged the body of the other man
over to the bed. Mitford was proba-

bly doped, he thought, as he watched
the guard order him out of bed and

into his clothes. Mitford did all of

these things like an automaton.

With the guard’s help. Hunt got

the doctor into the bed and pulled

the covers over him. Maybe they

wouldn’t miss Mitford for awhile,

he hoped.

“Where do they keep the jets?”

he asked, pushing the guard towards

the door.

“In the entrance cavern.”

"This time. I’ll walk between and

slightly behind you and Mitford, and
if we have any difficulty along the

way—then it’s the end for you. Let’s

go!

At the end of the corridor they

entered an elevator which the guard

said would drop them to the main
level. Another elevator would be

there to take them to the entrance

cavern, the only exit.

“Hotw do they get the rockets out?”

Hunt asked once they were descend-

ing in the elevator.
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“Through folding doors in the

roof.”

Suddenly the descending cage came
to an abrupt stop. Before Hunt could

do anything, an elderly man wearing
a tech-uniform walked through a
door labeled Level II and into the

car. The rest of the way down the

man kept casting curious glances. at

them over his shoulder. As they
touched bottom. Hunt decided to hit

him over the head with the gun

—

which he did. When the doors

opened, Hunt slid back the mainten-

ance panel and smashed the control

relay. Fortunately nobody was yet

in sight.

GES SEEMED to pass as they

walked across the immense floor

expanse supporting the gleaming
rockets. Still no one was in sight ex-

cept a small group of technicians

fueling the furthest rocket. Things
were going too good to be true

—

which was bad, thought Hunt.

But finally they reached the far

side and halted in front of a huge
vaultlike door.

“That’s strange,” said the guard.

“This is the first time I've seen this

door closed.”

“Well, open it!” Hunt said savage-

Jy-

The guard looked terrified. “I

can’t! It’s operated by remote con-

trol from the—

”

Splat!

Misty tendrils of tear gas shot up
on their right. Another shell crashed

in front of them, sending out a dense

cloud of whitish vapor.

Quickly Hunt glanced around.

High up on the catwalk he could

see several men with gas guns ; to his

left, the techs had already started to-

wards him. He yanked out the gun
and finger, and carefully fired. Two
of them dropped, and the others scat-

tered like frightened sheep.
’

Three shells fell in succession. The
guard disappeared into one of the

clouds. Hunt grabbed Mitford by the

arm and started running for cover.

Men were pouring down a stairway

next to the ruined elevator. Hunt
suddenly realized there was no cov-

er I Still pulling Mitford after him,

he dodged behind a scaffolding next

to the nearest rocket. The rocket was
between them and the direct line of

fire of the men on the catwalk. Again

he shot into the mob advancing

across the floor. He heard Mitford

coughing, and turned to see dozens

of shells bursting to the right and

left of the rocket. Long gaseous

streamers, already drifting over, were

settling around Mitford’s shoulders.

Hunt shouted to him to start climb-

ing, and giving him a boost, followed.

The whole floor area around the

rocket was a cottony cloud of ris-

ing gas, rising faster than they could

climb. As they reached the top, both

were clawing at their eyes and cough-

ing.

There was a clang and Mitford fell

back against him, unconscious.

Through watering eyes Hunt saw

that Mitford’s head had hit the open

rocket port. Inside was blackness.

With a heave, he managed to thrust

Mitford through the port. Then he

stumbled in after him, swinging the

port shut.

In the darkness a tiny red sign

flashed WARNING! LOCK PORT!
Below it in the dimness he pushed a

button labeled “Cockpit Light” and

the darkness blazed Into radiance. In

the center of the port was a wheel

stamped "Locking Valve.” He turned

it and the port screwed counterclock-

wise until a green sign blinked

SAFE.
He wondered how safe for how
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long. Well, he still had the gun, and
when they started coming through

the port he could pop them off one

by one, saving the last bullet for him-

self. That way he could tip off Un-
limited, if that wave-band business

was true.

If there was only some way out of

this alive!

TJ^ITH A groan, he leaned back™ and blinked his smarting eyes.

He gazed up at what was apparently

the ceiling when the rocket was in

horizontal flight. A huge fuel dial

with needle pointing to full, was the

only thing that broke the heavy lay-

er of sponge-rubber padding covering

the ceiling and bulkheads. To the

right of the bulkhead on which he

was lying, a door marked “Space-

locker” was the only unpadded sur-

face in the cockpit.

Except for the troubled breathing

of Mitford, there was utter silence

inside the ship. The fuel gauge
glared down at him like an angry
eye.

Fuel!

The word suddenly penetrated deep

into his awareness. If he could start

the motors, the exhaust would burn
to a cinder anybody near the ship.

He climbed into one of the control

chairs, tangling himself in safety

straps and webbing. Not until then

did he realize he knew nothing about

a spaceship.

The instrument panel was divided

into two sections, one labeled “Celes-

tial Navigation,” the other “Ship

Control.” He concentrated on the lat-

ter. In the center of the panel a dial

resembling an aircraft drift meter
was marked “Vertical Tilt Indica-

tor.” Below it were several other Tes-

ters tagged with names he’d never

heard of. A gyroscopic on-off switch

completed the board. To the right of

his chair, on a small ledge, was a

large red button stamped “Igniter.”

Underneath were fuel mixture con-

trols and a conventional-type throt-

tle.

Suddenly things seemed simple

:

set the fuel-mix between rich and
lean, crack open the throttle and push
the button

—

He did just that. Nothing hap-

pened. Then he discovered the fuel

valve on the floor under the seat.

Again he punched the button, and
nothing happened. He'd overlooked

the fuel-pump toggle. He held it m
the os position and hit the igniter.

There was a soft boom, then a

steady roar like wind down a chimney.

He inched the throttle forward,

deepening the roar. The ship began

to quiver. Now let them try to come
near!

Suddenly an idea struck him with

such force that he was almost afraid

to think about it ! Insane as it was, in

the long run it would be their only

chance. He left his chair and dragged

Mitford into the other, connected the

straps and harness, then climbed back
into his own chair and did the same
thing.

Resting his hand on the throttle,

he wondered if he could make it

through the closed doors in the roof,

and if he could control the ship once

he was through? What else was there

to try in his position?

He jammed the throttle full for-

ward.

The roar deepened until it seemed
to fill the entire universe. It was all

through the ship, inside his body,

pounding in his head! He sank back

in the cushioned chair. Then deeper

and deeper... An immense weight

was trying to press his eyeballs into

his brain . .

.

There was a splintering crash!

And he was shooting up into the
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sky with only the blackness ahead.

Slowly the Tilt Indicator began

sliding off to the left. He tried cor-

recting it with the control stick. The
needle slipped still further to the

left. He cut the throttle to half and
again furiously manipulated the

stick. The ship wouldn’t respond 1

The needle was now almost horizon-

tal!

Suddenly he realized what was
wrong. He’d forgotten to turn on the

gyroscope

!

Too late! The ship was already

falling towards earth. Quickly he

closed the throttle and waited for

the end... then out of the corner of

his eye he saw Mitford lift both

arms . .

.

' I *HE HEAVY pounding of his

heart was the first thing he be-

came aware of. It seemed to be right

inside his brain. His eyes hurt so...

he couldn’t tell whether they were
open or closed. Everything was
blackness. He reached out his hand.

The surface on which he was lying

felt wet. He touched his forehead.

It was slippery with blood. With
shaking hands he managed to tear

away a piece of his shirt and tie it

around his head. Reeling, he stood

up only to fall back to the icy cold

floor. But the coldness revived him.

Once more he stood up ind felt

his way around the room. There

seemed to be rubbery garments hang-

ing over the walls. For a moment he

thought be was inside a closet of

some sort. Then it all came back to

him: Before they had crashed, Mit-

ford, out from under the drugs, had

hit him over the head with some-

thing. But what was he doing back

here in a space-locker? Fumbling
around for a flashlight inside a cup-

board, his hand came in contact with

a brace of .38’s. He took one out

and decided to shoot holes in one of

the walls, letting in sufficient light

to find the locker-door catch.

He pressed the trigger. Where
light should have appeared, there was

suddenly a high screaming hiss!

Fear ran through him more icy

than any arctic cold. That hissing

meant only one thing—they were out

in space! They hadn’t crashed after

all. Quickly he grabbed the nearest

spacesuit his hands came in contact

with, and remembering how he’d seen

it done by spacemen in the telecasts,

scrambled into it, clamping down the

fishbowl which automatically turned

on the oxygen and heat. Then, some-

how, with part of another spacesuit,

he managed to get the hole plugged.

Weakly he sat down on the floor

and fought to collect his senses. Out
in space with a psychopath at the

controls! A psychopath inimical to

him. Otherwise why had Mitford

locked him inside here?

It was difficult to think. Blinding

flashes of pain kept shooting

through his head. He was almost

afraid to think what they might

mean.

This looked like the end unless

he could get out of here and regain

control.

/^NCE MORE he made a search of

the cupboards and shelves, and

again found nothing even resembling

a flashlight. He leaned wearily

against a bulkhead, letting his hands
for the first time fall idly to his

sides. His right hand came squarely

in contact with a cylindrical object

clamped to the heavy belt around his

waist. New hope flooded through

him. He should have felt there in

the first place. It was a flashlight.

In a matter of seconds, he found

the door outline, then, without mis-

hap, blasted off the lock.
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He opened the door just in time

to see Mitford, an angry look of

fear on his face, whirl out of the

control chair and produce a .38 from

somewhere. Hunt dived for his legs

—there was a shattering crash and

the fishbowl disappeared from

around his head! Before Mitford

could fire again, Hunt hit him

squarely in the solar plexus with the

butt of his own gun ;
then, as Mit-

ford doubled up, he clipped him
hard on the side of jaw. Mitford

collapsed.

He pulled Mitford back into the

chair and, this time, strapped him
in in such a way that he would be

unable to move either arms or legs.

Wearily he sank into the other

chair. What to do now? He gazed

out the viewport at the alien and

unreal-looking stars. They seemed to

kindle tiny fires inside his brain.

He shut his eyes as he finally

realized what was causing the fire-

works inside his head. He could

almost see the end—maybe in the

next second, maybe in the next

month. It was there inside his brain,

waiting for him. He opened his eyes

again to the stars. No use praying to

them or anyone now. He wasn’t going

to be the World Saver after all.

Lost among the stars!

Then far, far to the left he recog-

nized something that looked like the

Moon. He turned the ship. It was

SMOKE

Atomic energy is still a little way off;

until then we have to get electrical

energy from that age-old source—burning
coal. People are using lots of juice these
days, and each succeeding year will see an
enormous increase in current consumption.
This means tens of millions of tons of
burning coal. And where coal burns there
is almost always smoke.

Things have gotten pretty bad in a lot

of cities
;
so smoky that you can’t see where

you’re going. The electric power plants
however have discovered a new chemical.

the Moon! And the Earth, a shim-

mering globe of blue, wasn’t far from

it.

With a nervous laugh, he glanced

up at the fuel gauge. It was half-

full. He would be able to make it

to the Moon! There was a World
Council science base near Tycho, and

he would land there. This time he

wouldn’t forget the gyroscope.

Suddenly he was happy. Happier

than he had ever been before in his

life. He was out among the stars!

To hell with Cordell and Unlimited!

Why not do the right thing for a

change, instead of what he was paid

to do? He would turn Mitford over

to the Council authorities as soon

as he landed, and let them smash

Unlimited, insuring Earth’s safety at

the same time.

Head pounding like a trip-hammer,

he sat there drinking in the glitter

and darkness of the universe, trying

to feel satisfied with himself, won-

dering if he would be mentioned in

future histories. He smiled. What
difference did it make? He’d only

done another job. Even as the

thought came to him, a flash of pain

more brilliant than the others, darted

through his head. It meant he had

only a little time left for living.

But the feeling was strong that

the Earth wasn’t on its last orbit

after all.

THE END

SCREEN
which when fed to the monstrous boilers,

makes the gases burn completely so that
there is no smoke at all!

Atomic power won’t create a smoke
screen, it's true, but the problem of get-
ting rid of radioactive materials is a
tough one and nobody has come up with
the solution. The government would still

like to know what to do with “hot” stuff.

When they start dumping radioactives,
people want to be far away. Anybody got
an old continent he’s not using?

—Lee Owen



Even as he saw the animal

prepare to charge, reason

told him this was no more

than a figment of madness



I
T WAS horrible, as usual, but

doubly so now, because he had

thought there was nothing more
to fear. He had decided that the ter-

rible visitation had faded into the

nothingness from which it sprang, and
would haunt him no more. Through
untroubled weeks—months—he had
been lulled into a sense of false

security.

And now he lay panting in his bed,

filled again with the terror of it. His

heart was a thundering thing, striv-

ing to tear itself from his breast. His

teeth were set deep into his lower

lip, and the sheets v/ere soaked with

perspiration. Water poured from a

pail would not have been more ef-

fective.

He tipped his feet to the floor and

sat for a time, trembling, head bent

down against his wet palms. His sob

was a shudder of reaction, a twitch

of memory. His mind cleared and.
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again, he thought of the book.

Sliding into a robe, he moved
through dark rooms and snapped on
a light. He was in the library, a high

ceilinged room housing bank upon
bank of richly bound volumes. They
were like mute judges staring down
at him—condemning him without the

formality of a trial.

But the book he sought was not one
of these. He found what he had come
for in a small safe behind a picture

that swung out on hinges. He
dropped into a chair under the light

and opened it. It was a small volume
bound in purple silk. Upon its sur-

face, the word DIARY was inscribed

in gold.

He hadn’t come to learn of any-
thing new. He was merely going
through an old routine. He would
read and then he would wonder, as he
had done so many times in the past.

First he read—words written in a

neat feminine hand, done in purple
ink, long long ago:

I took Robby to the zoo today and he waa
so cute I could have actually eaten him.
His biff blue eyes and his solemn, pink
little face make me so proud of him when
people turn and smile.

In ways he is such a strange child. He
was impressed with it all, but he showed
no great interest until we went into the
eat house. There he stopped me in front
of the Bengal tiger’s cage and refused
to budge. He stood silently staring at
the great vicious beast as though it were
the most fascinating thing in the world.

Tigers make me nervous but when 1 tried
to lead him away he grasped the railing
and set his chin and I knew it was no use.
He has a chin like his father. Then
my little angel mystified me completely.
He looked up at me, very seriously, and
said, "No teef, mommy,” pointing at
the tiger, as he said it.

For the life of me I couldn’t understand
what he meant; the beast certainly had
plenty of teeth. It yawned and showed
us a set of the sharpest fangs in the
world. But Robby kept insisting,

"No teef. Mommy, No teef.”

Then he began crying and I took him
out of the place and home. He was
upset all evening, refusing to eat his
supper. I told Henry of the incident
and he took Robby on his knee and
questioned him.

"What did you mean, Robert, when you
said that the tiger had no teeth?”
I think Henry used far too serious a
tone with a three-year-old child, but
Robby seemed to understand. He slid

to the floor and brought Henry a
picture book that he’d decorated with
a crayon, and pointed to a picture
of a crouching tiger. But, coming
from the tiger’s mouth, he’d made two
long lines in red—two great teeth
extending almost to the tiger’s paws.

I pui Robby to bed after that, hut
when I returned to the sitting room,
Henry was mulling the incident over in
his mind. "Possibly,” he said, Robby
has a tiger mixed up with a walrus."
He went through the book, but he found
nothing in it remotely resembling a
walrus.

Henry, I think, attaches too much
importOfnoe to the incident. I had
quite a time getting him ready for the
theater . . .

.

Now, ‘Robert Clinton wondered, as

he had done so many times before.

He ran gentle fingers over the silken

surface of the book. His eyes soft-

ened. The hand that had written

those pages had been dust for many
years. The mother who had loved her

baby and the father who had won-
dered about the childishly decorated

tiger lay side by side, now, under

sweet green grass. But the son lived

on.

And the tiger lived on, in ghastly

dreams.

Robert Clinton arose and began pac-

ing. As a child of three, he had found
something missing on a tiger in the

zoo. He had never seen a tiger be-

fore, so why had the beast seemed in-

complete to him without the two
murderous tusks that distinguished

the saber tooth tiger of pre-historic

times? And why did the tiger in his

adult nightmares...

Something must be done. A man
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had to sleep. He had to be able to

sleep without having his soul torn

out of him in the night. Robert Clin-

ton put •. vay his mother’s diary and
drank black coffee until dawn crept

in from the east.

T YLE MONROE was a brilliant^ and peculiar man. Having been

born with a question mark embedded
in his brain, he took up psychiatry

because it impressed him as a field

in which there were more answers

than could be found in ten lifetimes.

And, because he was personable and

had a way with rich dowagers, his

practice brought him a lot of pa-

tients and a great deal of money.
He sat now, behind his rosewood

desk, interviewing a patient who was
in a position to pay a tremendous
fee. But Monroe wasn’t too interested

in money. He had plenty of it al-

ready. He was sincerely wondering
whether or not he could do this man
any good. He arose and said,

“Lie here, Mr. Clinton—on this

couch. Might as well relax.’’

Clinton got to his feet a trifle un-

certainly and Lyle Monroe gave him
an easy smile. “Don’t take it too

seriously. Just regard anything you
don’t understand as plain hocus-po-

cus. We have to put on a bit of a

front, you know, to make people

think they’re getting their money’s
worth. The women like it.”

Monroe’s slightly cynical manner
was soothing to Robert Clinton’s

shredded nerves. He stretched out as

directed and Monroe turned on a

small light set in the ceiling over

the couch. “Just keep your eyes on
that and don’t worry. I’ll tell you
about it before I try hypnotism.
Look at the light or close your eyes

if you want to. But don’t go to

sleep.”

Robert Clinton sighed deeply. He
liked Monroe. There was a gentle

power in the man; almost a mag-

netism./

Monroe sat down in an overstuffed

chair and stretched out his legs.

“Now,” he said, “tell me about

those dreams.”

“It will all sound childish to you

—

silly.”

“If it does I’ll let you know.”

Robert Clinton laid an arm across

his forehead. “I’m forty-two now, and
for ten years they’ve been plaguing

me, Or rather I should say it has

been plaguing me. One dream over

and over again.”

“A dream of a tiger.”

“Yes. I seem to be against a wall,

although I never see the wall or feel

it, but I know I can’t go backwards

—

I can’t retreat. I crouch there wait-

ing and I feel a terror that never

diminishes by repetition. I’ve been

through it so many times that you’d

think I could say to myself, ‘It’s

only a dream. I’ll wake up soon and it

will be over.’ But each time the ter-

ror is there. It increases—grows

stronger.”

“Go on. What happens in the

dream ?”

“I wait, crouching there. Then I

hear footsteps—soft padding sounds

and I know that I know what it is—

.

That doesn’t make sense does it?”

"Make it make sense.”

“Well, it’s—it’s that I know it’s

the tiger moving toward me. Yet I’m

surprised when I see the beast.”

“I think I follow. You’re knowing
is really the sense of helplessness

that come from your inability to

awaken; a knowledge that you’ve got

to go through with the thing.”

"Then there it is—waiting to spring

—a tiger larger than a real earthly

beast as we know today. It’s as large

as a colt, and has two great saber-

teeth extending down from it’s upper

jaw. Then I hear a scream from some-

where and for a brief instant I seem
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to be in a cave—^^then the tiger

springs and I go down and those

two fangs bury themselves in my
chest. I can smell a fetid odor of rot-

tenness coming from its maw—

”

Robert Clinton balled his fists. He
writhed on the couch and beat the

air. His voice shrilled. “The fangs

—

in my chest ! I—I—

”

Lyle Monroe had switched on the

brighter lights. He bent down and
gripped his patient’s shoulder.

“Easy—easy. Everything is all

right. Nothing to worry about.

Drink this.”

He took a glass of liquid from the

side table and held it to Robert Clin-

ton’s lips. Clinton drank and looked

around the room, wonderingly.

Monroe smiled. “1 said I wouldn’t

use hypnotism, but it seems that you
did it yourself. Better sit here by
the desk and collect your wits.”

A FTER A time, Clinton’s breath-

ing became normal. His embar-

rassment was greatly in evidence.

"Made a fool of myself,” he mut-

tered. “Sorry.”

“On the contrary, you revealed

something, in two minutes that might
have taken me months to unearth.”

Clinton looked up, his eyes des-

perately hopeful.

“I revealed something?”

“Definitely, but don’t ask me what,

because I wouldn’t be able to give

you an answer.”

“I—I don’t quite understand.”

Monroe dropped into a chair and

sat staring at the tips of his twenty-

dollar shoes.

“There’s something wrong with

you,” he said, his expression grow-

ing dreamy, “and you come to a doc-

tor—a mind doctor—^with the idea of

paying out good money to get fixed

up. On that basis you have a right

to expect results. You don’t know
what’s wrong with you, or you

wouldn’t have come, and frankly we
doctors don’t know either. Just be-

tween you and m3^elf—we don’t

know what the hell we’re doing half

the time.”

Robert Clinton was silent, and
Monroe went on:

“In most respects, we’re pioneers—
blind men blundering along in the
dark. Yet we can’t be blamed too

much. We try. God, how we try 1 But
we work with a wonderful and a ma-
jestic thing—the human mind. And
what do we really know about
know for sure?”

Monroe leaned forward and point-

ed a finger. “Look, you go to an M^D.
and he checks you over and tells yoas
’Mister, you have inside you an or-

gan known as a liver. We know that

because we’ve pulled them out of

people and investigated them. Every-

one, without exception, has one and
it’s a good organ and will do its

damnedest to stick by you if you’ll

only give it half a break. But, Mis-

ter, you’ll have to stop doing some
of the things you’re doing now, or

that liver will turn into a lump hard-

er than a billiard ball and you’re not

going to be around when the last doc-

tor takes it out of you and looks at

it.’

“See what I mean? Medical men
have tangible things to work with.

They can prove that certain abuses

result in definite disorders. But the

human mind...”

Monroe turned the palm of his

hand upward and the tone of his

voice went down. “I’ve probed the

brain for a lot of years, and I’m only

sure of one thing—the mind of man,
as a creation, forces the belief in

God.”

A moment of silence followed, bro-

ken by a short laugh from Lyle

Monroe. “I should sell tickets for my
lectures,” he said, and got to his

feet.
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“You make it quite clear,” Robert

Clinton said, “but you mentioned that

I had revealed something to you—

”

“You showed me that something in-

side you is vitally amiss. You aren’t

as fortunate as half the women who
troop in here with their silly little

fixations. They can be straightened

out in ten minutes. What you’ve done

is make me realize how little I know
about what I’m trying to do.”

“Then you don’t feel that you can

help me.”

“I didn’t say that. But I don’t want
you to get any false impressions

from a well furnished office and a
high sounding title. We’ll dig into

you and see what we can find out.

But we’ll be moving together, like

two explorers. I’ll be taking you by
the hand and leading you down some
dark tunnels. I’m famfliar with a few
of them—I know where some of

them lead. But beyond a certain

point. I’ll be as much in the dark as

you. And, in the end, you may have

to go on—alone.”

Monroe looked into his patient’s

eyes. “Incidently—” his voice got

light, casual— “I’m planting a

thought in your mind right now—or

rather I tried to. That may be lousy

psychiatry but
—

”

“What thought?”

“Never mind that now. Be back
here tomorrow at one-thirty and
we’ll get to work.”
Robert Clinton pointed a great

deal of thought toward Lyle Monroe
that night, and was surprised at his

feeling of confidence in the man,
even though Monroe had seemed not

to want confidence. He talked depre-

catingly, but he exuded power.

Clinton slept well and awoke re-

freshed, although with vague mem-
ories of the tiger waiting in the

darkness—crouching.

'^HE SMALL light in the ceiling

was only a faint brightness

against Clinton’s closed eyelids.-

Monroe’s voice was a low, , soothing

sound; it was a silken probe, uncov-

ering memories buried deep in Clin-

ton’s mind.

“You are looking into the cage.

You mother’s hand is on your shoul-

der. You see the tiger for the first

time. What is your thought?”

Drowsily the answer came: “It is so

small. Keeta should be much larger.

And his teeth are gone.”

“But you never saw a tiger before.”

"Saw Keeta many times. Long
teeth

—

Clinton tensed on the couch. "Saw
Keeta—felt Keeta!”

“Gently, gently,” Monroe’s hand

moved out. “Open your eyes. Look
at the light.”

Clinton relaxed. From below in the

street came the faint sound of pass-

ing traffic. It penetrated Clinton’s

senses, quieted him.

After a time Monroe’s voice came

again.

“Be careful,” he said, “the tunnel is

narrow. Hold my hand tightly.”

Clinton’s hand flexed into a fist.

"Hold tightly. Dark.”

And, to Clinton, the tunnel he

plodded through was dark, cold and

forbidding. The blackness was as

thick and heavy as stagnant water. It

pulled at his clothing, clutched his

throat, held him back. He whim-
pered; but there was Monroe’s voice,

quiet, sane, like a light in the dark-

ness. There was the w^irm feel of

Monroe’s hand in his own, and Mon-
roe’s presence, an anchor to cling to

when all else seemed sheer madness.

“Steady—steady. We are not lost.

We know these passages.”

And, in Clinton’s mind, they

moved on, down, down, and Clinton

thought that they must have ad-

vanced to the very bastions of hell.

But still they pressed forward.

Now the darkness was thickened to
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the point of stifling a man. Nothing
to breathe. Pounding lungs. Blood
smashing out of prison, through his

skin.

Somewhere, in the darkness ahead,

a tiger roared.

Clinton screamed, and in his throat

he formed a word. “Back! Back!’’

Monroe’s voice agreed. “Gently.

We will go back. You know the way.

Remember? Lead me back.’’

And Clinton drew Monroe up
through the black passages, but they

never got quite out of them because

Clinton lost consciousness and was
then lying on a couch, looking at a

light with the safe sounds of traf-

fic welling in through the window.
Monroe appeared to be tired—a tri-

fle wan. He dragged at a cigarette and
said, “Until today I had half hoped

the condition sprang from that first

sight of a tiger in the zoo when you
were three years old. I’ve spent five

afternoons trying to establish causa-

tion somewhere back in your child-

hood.”

Monroe smashed out his cigarette.

“But it’s no good. It goes back far-

ther than that—much farther.”

“It was different today,” Clinton

said, passing a hand over his wet
forehead. “Today I had a dream and
I couldn’t hear your questions any-

more. But you were there—you were
in the dream—leading me down a

dark passage.”

“Yes,” Monroe said, getting to his

feet. “The mind is full of dark pas-

sages. They lead to strange places

—

some of them.”

He jerked himself around, sudden-

ly and stood over Clinton. “We’ve

come to a spot, now,” he said, “where

it’s up to you. You’ve got to make
a decision. Do you want to go on?

Or do you want to call it quits and

walk out of here for good?”

*T don’t quite understand you,”

"No. You wouldn’t. But I’ll try

and explain. We’ve gone quite a dis-

tance together—you and I—a long

way back into the darkness of your
mind. But we haven’t found any-

thing. All we’ve established is the

fact that your problem lies beyond
our farthest footstep. Somewhere back

in there it awaits conquering, and

you—and you alone—will have to go

in and meet it—grapple with it. I

can’t go with you.”

Clinton’s head ached, dully. “If I

go on alone—^what will happen?”
“It amounts to this: You’ll fight

your battle and win—or you won’t

come out.”

Clinton frowned. “That’s absurd.

You’re speaking of death. A dream

can’t kill you.”

“Perhaps I’m not referring to

death. I may be alluding to insanity.

Incurable mental chaos. But don’t be

too sure that a dreeun can’t kill you.

Anything that can affect physical

processes as yours have been affect-

ed—can kill. As I said, the decision

must be yours. I can promise noth-

mg.

Lyle Monroe moved to the win-

dow and stood looking out. He
flipped his cigarette at a passing

pigeon, turned back and sat down. He
stared at Robert Clinton, past him,

through the wall.

“Okay,” Clinton said. “We’ll play

it out.”

“Tomorrow at two,” Monroe said.

He took a few capsules from a draw-

er, slipped them into an envelope and

pushed them toward Clinton.

“Every three hours,” he said.

“I don’t think I’ll have much trou-

ble sleeping tonight.”

“That’s what we don’t want. Those

are to keep you awake. And noth-

ing to eat.”

Clinton spent the night with his

mother’s diary.
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T TE WAS surprised at his feeling

* of freshness when he again

stood in Monroe's office at two the

following day. There were three of

them now. A white-uniformed nurse

had been added. She was a tall dark-

eyed girl, who was busy arranging a

few bright medical instruments on a

tray.

Monroe looked alert and fresh, in

a perfectly fitting two-hundred-dol-

lar suit.

Clinton stared at the instruments.

“Are we going to cut our way in?”

he asked, trying to make his voice

sound light.

Monroe waved a negligent hand.

“Pay no attention. Just trying to

make the place look professional.

This is Miss Baylor. I brought her

in for decoration. If we get bored

she’ll strip down and do a dance.”

The softness of the couch was
welcome to Clinton’s body. Lying

there he realized how tired he was.

His eyes closed and the tiny ceiling

light was oddly restful. He looked

up at Monroe, standing over him.

“This is—it?”
“This is it," Monroe repeated soft-

ly-

There was the soothing drug of

Monroe’s voice, and his firm cool

hand. Clinton held tightly to the

hand.

Now the darkness, the chill, the

desolation. The stumbling now, down,
down, down, and the tangible pillar

of Monroe’s strength moving beside

him. Their path led ever forward,

against an invisible wall that was
sensed rather than seen. A wall that

kept fading backward as they pressed

into it.

“Where—^where ?”

And Monroe’s voice came through
the darkness, close by Clinton’s side:

"Fight the fear—push hard against

it. You are not in a strange place.

You lived here once. Long ago it

was your home and you weren’t

afraid then. It hasn’t changed. This

is all dark because you, yourself,

were the light. You illuminated your

Own existance. As you outgrew these

realms and moved upward, you left

only darkness. Around you, here, lie

all the things that are you. Don’t

fear them.”

Clinton trembled. They advanced.

The darkness thickened to the con-

sistancy of muddy water. There was
great heat and at times it seemed to

Clinton that they were not walking.

Bather they floated against a cur-

rent, driven forward by the pressure

of Monroe’s hand.

“We must turn back,” Clinton

whimpered.

“Forward. Resist the fear.”

Then, after seeming ages, Clinton

realized that Monroe was no longer

with him. He was alone, standing as

on the edge of a precipice he could

not see, in a land he did not know.

He cried out and the voice came
again.

“You must go on alone. You must
eat of your own strength. Live by
your own will to live, or fall by your
own weakness. Go forward. Fight the

fear.”

The voice faded into a far-away

dreaming sound, and was gone.

Clinton turned in panic. He was
alone. He strove to retreat, and then

he knew that there was no retreat.

The wall that had grown up behind

him was a brooding, tangible thing:

the only solid substance in this black

world of madness.

He fled forward, in panic, and
then he was falling—tumbling end
over end—into nothing.

But, as he fell, the darkness

cleared and was gone. He kept

screaming, “Monroe! Monroe!” and
the sound of his own voice echoed
from the vales and summits of a world

he could now see and feel and hear.
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•T’HE SCENE was vaguely indici-

tive of rough-hewn newness

;

there was an adolescent gauntness in

tlie brown-gray panorama as it spread

below him into a narrow-floored val-

ley and reared away into jagged

peaks on the other side. The far side

was similiar to the section up which
he was climbing now. It also had
dangerous footings like the one from
which he had just slipped. He looked

up from the ledge upon which he
lay. He rubbed his knee and laughed,

and high in the blue sky a lemon-
yellow sun grinned back.

He glanced quickly downward into

the valley toward the village far be-

low. But there was nothing strange

to him at sight of the tiny huddled
thatches or the valley itself or the

peaks. Nothing strange because he
had lived here all his life. This was
the only world he knew.
There was a brown hand upon his

forehead. He pushed it, roughly
away and got to his feet, avoiding

Mala’s jet black eyes. She stood close

to him, her slim naked brown body
touching his own. He pushed her and
scowled, glad the while that no one
had been near enough to see his fall.

He knew that he should hit Mala
—^hit her with his hard hand. She
should not have done what she did.

When he fell she should have turned

away until he was again on his feet

and climbing. Then she should have

followed meekly behind him.

But Mala wasn’t like that, and
there seemed no way to teach her.

While he climbed steadily, she

bounced all around him—above and
below—like a sure-footed mountain
goat. Brown skin, white teeth, heavy
black hair. She broke all the rules

and laughed innocently while she did

it. Somehow it didn’t seem right

—

hitting ^ala.

He picked up his short-spear and

set himself again for the climb, but

Mala stood eyeing him uncertainly.

She spoke and her voice was low,

musical.

"Cree—when you fell you— Who
is Mon-roe?”

“Monroe?”
“You said it when you fell. You

said it more than once. There is no
Mon-roe in the village.”

"Monroe.” Cree pondered. Was it

even a word?
Suddenly Mala’s eyes smouldered

—flamed. “Is that someone in the

valley. Someone I don’t know? A
girl?”

Cree’s laugh boiled up. “Yes, a girl,

brown one. A smooth white girl who
stays out of the sun and has a soft

body. Not a wild man-girl who
climbs mountains without her robe

—shamelessly naked.”

Mala screamed and jerked at

Cree’s short-spear. And Cree fought

with her to retain it because he knew
she’d kill him, now, if she could.

Cree tossed the spear out of reach.

Then he got his arms around Mala
and held her while she raged. Her
teeth sank into his brown hide. He
squalled and hit her with a flat palm.

She went down, curled herself into

a ball and sobbed.

Cree looked at her, vaguely per-

turbed. He picked up the spear and
growled, “Enough of this. You whine
like a new baby before it’s wiped off.

Get up! You want the yellow flow-

ers, don’t you?”

She was up instantly. The yellow

flowers did it. In this rugged land

there was little enough of beauty.

Blossoms were rare, but in some of

the damp caves, high on the plateau,

tiny blooms gave out a sweetness of

smell, that made the getting worth

great risk—especially to women.

K^ALA WAS off again, floating up
^ the rock like a warm breeze. Cree

scowled and followed her. He moved
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steadily, thinking his thoughts. The
men of the village would laugh at

him if they knew he was making this

climb for a few silly yellow flowers.

Men didn’t do such things. If women
asked for blossoms they got a kick

and were told to get about skinning

the bear their man had brought

home. While they did this, the men
gathered around and told of their

prowess with the spear and the

club. That was as it should be, of

course. That was life as it was lived

during tbe days when the survival

of man on earth was at best an un-

certain thing.

Cree climbed on. He frowned.

Those caves above were dangerous

places. They were where men went
in groups, armed to the teeth, search-

ing for Keeta, after Keeta had raided

the village and dragged away the

body of a wife or a child or a hus-

band. Keeta ruled the caves and

even when the men climbed after

him, each hoped in his own heart

that the great saber-tooth wouldn’t

be found. They |iad to seek him out,

to save face, but a man’s private

thoughts were his own.

Cree wondered why he had been

so fool-hardy. But his wondering was

a gesture only. He knew why he was
climbing. It was pleasant indeed, ly-

ing on the damp cave-floor, vrith

Mala weaving yellow blossorhs in his

hair. He’d done it before and he

wanted to do it again. Mala would

hold the flowers in her arms and

croon to them. Then her brown body
would rub his own, awakening

strange sensations.

Some day he would fight for Mala,

in the square before the village, with

any man who would risk battle to

have her. And she would go to the

winner but Cree knew that he had

been the first to feel the hot touch

of her.

Above him, Mala lewed ever the

sharp edge of the plateau and

dropped a pebble. It hit Cree’s shoul-

der, he looked up, and she flashed

white teeth at him. He crawled over

the edge and reached for her but she

was flying across the smooth ground

toward the rock buttresses that

housed the caves. She selected the

large center cave, and when Cree

went inside, he found her kneeling

by the small spring, her face buried

in the pale, yellow flowers.

He bent over and slapped her,

smartly, upon the posterior. That

was for the pebble she’d thrown. But

Mala didn’t seem to feel it. She tore

a great handful of the flowers up

from their roots, rolled over on her

back and rubbed them in her face.

Her expression was one of odd ec-

stacy. The perfume was a drug.

Cree dropped down and lay beside

her. The perfume of the flowers and

the perfume of Mala was pleasant in

his nostrils and he did a very un-

manly thing. He plucked a flower

and pushed it into her raven hair.

She smiled and turned as shy as a

vagrant breath of summer. Her shy-

ness caused a strange pumping in his

chest.

Mala stretched a brown hand out

and touched Cree’s arm.

"Strong,” she murmured. “You are

the strongest man in the valley. You
could lift the mountain and move it

away.” Her arm stretched upward to-

ward a great boulder on a ledge

above them.“You could lift even that

great stone.”

She laughed and ground a yellow

flower between her white teeth. She

was breathing heavily.

And the first roar of Keeta was a

crash of thunder, rending the hot si-

lence.

T TE CROUCHED in the doorway,

leaving no room for escape.

Half inside the cave and half out, he
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crouched down on his belly, the tips

of his great tusks scraping the soft

earth. Four sinewy legs, like young
trees, were drawn under him. He
roared again.

Languor was washed away in an

instant. They were on their feet. Ac-

tion became merely reaction. As
Cree bent down toward the short-

spear—Keeta lunged, and Mala took

the full brunt of the charge.

Mala’s scream was high and thin

as she went down. Blood, welling

from her throat stopped the scream,

and Keeta, sensing the kill, turned

on Cree before he could move. Then
Cree was down under the great

weight of the cat. The fangs pressed

close and horrible stench came from
Keeta’s throat.

But Cree had gotten his hand, upon
the short-spear. His jab was a puny,

back-handed motion, but it touched

Keeta in his sensitive under belly.

The tiger v/hirled and lashed at the

sting, and Cree was no longer weight-

ed down. He fled the cave, urged on

by the primitive law.

The primitive instinct was simple

and to the point : Survival. Fight, but

only when cornered. Of the three

basic emotions—love, hunger, and
fear—fear was by all odds the strong-

est. Get away ! Keep your skin whole.

Survive

!

So Cree bolted from the cave, but,

even above the fear, was a strange

thought—an alien thought crowding

his mind. It was as if all this had

happened before—as if the incident

were free of time and place—and as

some great consequence hinged upon
it.

He stopped running, laying a hand
across his eyes. Something pulled at

him and that queer, meaningless

word came into his mind. Mon-roe,

mon-roe. Somewhere, he had heard

it before—somehow he knew its

meaning.

Monroe was a new law; a law that

said there were things more import-

ant than living; that living was a

small thing if it had to be done in

shame and in weakness. And he knew
that he had to go back and stand

against Keeta. Whatever the conse-

quences—whatever the results. That

was what monroe meant. Keeta had

killed Mala. Therefore he had to face

the tiger.

He went back swiftly, though si-

lently, sharply alive, and again the

strange feeling came. The feeling

formed a thought in his brain:

This is no dream!

He wondered at it. No dream?
What was a dream?
Keeta squatted at the feast. His

jaw had closed over Mala’s brown
thigh and mangled the bones therein.

The sound stirred rage in Cree’s

heart and he bounded to the circular

ledge upon which was posed the great

'

rock. He moved as a shadow, but

Keeta heard, crouched and snarled.

As Cree lifted the boulder, high

over his head, Keeta sprang, jaws

agape. Live meat awaited him on the

ledge.

Cree pushed the boulder outward. -

He dropped it, and Keeta’s scream

could have been heard down in the

valley. Cree teetered on the ledge,

flailing his arms. Below, oh the cav-:

ern floor, Keta was only half a tiger.

The boulder lay across his middle,

crushing it into the soft earth, His;

hindquarters were dead, inert, but his'

head, shoulders, and fore-claws were

a death trap—a death trap into which

Cree fell headlong.

Cree hit the soft earth. A great paw-’

dropped over his legs, pinning him.1

Keeta’s great jaws ground at his body..?

The two saber-tusks went deep.
;

^J’OW THERE was only the pain.

’ —the agony. There was no flesh,

|
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no world—no time nor space. Cree

had no substance, yet the sabers were

knives heated in some devil-cauldron

for a thousand years. They burned
and their burning became a bright

ball of flame, and the thought came
again. The mon-roe. It was telling

him

:

The agony and the torture are you.

They are all that is left. Hold on to

them as you would hold to your des-

tiny. When they fade, you fade.

When they go, you are gone forever.

Nourish the pain in your conscious-

ness. Make love to the pain as you

would make love to Mala.

Time moved again, and it seemed

that Cree wrestled, for untold eons,

with the agony of his being; folded

the torture to the bosom he didn’t

possess; held agony in the mind he

didn’t have.

Then it began to fade away. It

gentled into a mild, half forgotten

nightmare. There was no more pain.

Only the voice saying; Hold on.

Hold on.

Hold on to what? He was nothing

and there was no pain. How could

nothing hold on to nothing.

A single word—spoken—pierced

his unconsciousness;

“Hypodermic !’’

A new pain—sharp—silvery.

Nothing.

pOBERT CLINTON opened his

eyes and saw Lyle Monroe
bendi.ng over him. Monroe’s face was
gray. His mouth was tight, but now,

relief flooded over him.

“That was a near thing, my friend,’’

Monroe muttered. He took, a deep

breath and went over and got a cig-

arette. He brought one for the dark

haired nurse. She looked down at

Clinton and smiled ruefully, rubbing

her hip.

“I was sitting on your legs but you
got in a couple of kicks anyway. You
can kick, Mr. Clinton.”

Monroe was smiling too, but

weakly. “And don’t try and claim

those two marks on your chest are

from a tiger’s fangs. They’re the

marks of my fists, holding you down.

Somewhat later, Clinton sat across

the desk from Monroe, dragging on a

cigarette himself.

“But it was all so damned real! Tell

me—^yes or no—was it merely a

dream?”

Monroe’s eyes grew vague.

“Who am I, or who is any man, to

answer that? Who can truly say

where dreams end and where realities

begin? Who is anyone to say that our

high-noon isn’t our greatest dream of

all.”

His words stopped, but Clinton

remained silent, and he went on;

"Let’s leave it at this. Your tiger

was in your mind—somewhere in it’s

forgotten depth, and you went back

into those depths and defeated it. You
proved yourself the stronger. Can
you ask for more?"

Clinton shook his head. “I’ll need
one more jolt to make me completely

normal. Something big, like a bill.

Send me a bill big enough to knock
my hat off.”

"D<Mi’t worry,” Monroe answered,

smiling. “I will.”
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Here the surface of the Tom Lund got one glimpse of the

planet was bluish gray and spider, man size, hunched monkey-
vapourous, too heavy to be like in the center of the web as it

called a liquid. On, nearer the South- drifted past.

ern Pole, the bluish gray turned more It roused him from his reverie,

sombre in hue. shocking him from memory to action.

The web came drifting through the He touched the harpoon gun and
thin surface of Saturn, its irides- the harpoon arched in a high, mor-
cence gleaming pallidly against the tar-like parabola, its thin plastic and
blue gray background. It was a heavy steel cable trailing, like some tenu-

web, its strands comparable to one ous strand that would not quite let

inch rope, knobbed, sticky strands, it go free.

Deadlier tham the spiders* poison was the

haired between these two brothers because of a girl
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Standing there, waiting for the

harpoon to fall across the drifting

wreb, Tom checked his equipment.

Space suit, ready and donned, to pro-

tect against the heat and rays emit-

ted by the radio active portions of

the surface. Hand rocket, to propel

himself as needed in space till he

should return again to the lock of

the Huntress. Heat pistol to cut the

silk of the spider from its attach-

ment to the web, and of course, a

flare pistol to frighten the spider.

He was ready. He stood, watching

the harpoon fall, and knew he had
been too long in reverie, and fired

too late. It fell, its thread-like tie

to the ship still retaining the hint

of the harpoon’s parabolic path, drop-

ping where the web had already

passed.

The web turned on edge, swirled,

and was gone, disappearing iri the

blue gray surface. Tom’s last glimpse

of it revealed the red eyes of the

spider gleaming wickedly through

the murk.

He said to himself, “You’ve got to

get your mind off Marty and get to

work. Your hold is only half full of

silk.’’ Even now the great rings of

the planet eclipsed this hunting spot

morning and evening, leaving only

midday to seek the crimson silk that

was spun by the spiders of Saturn.

In a few more days the eclipse would
be entire, and then he would move
on.

A woman’s voice lilted through the

Huntress. “Tom— ! Tom Lund!”

Tom stepped to the nose of the

ship, and looked in the visiplate. He
smiled, for the sight of her always

made him smile. “Hello, Barbara.”

The image in the plate said, “Open

your lock, I’m coming over.”

TC^OMENTS later she stood on the

floor of the Huntress stripping

the helmet from her space suit. She

flashed a quick smile at him, and
said, “I got a call from Martin to-

day.”

He stood, immobile, thoughts tick-

ing through his mind. “You heard
from Marty?”
“Yes, he’s coming here.”

Her presence always stirred some-
thing deep inside him. He had loved

her even before Marty had chosen
her to make love to. Her eyes were
wide and gray, astonishingly clear

and direct. There was the hint of a

curl in her hair, not enough to close

a ringlet anywhere on her head, yet

enough to lend softness to her face.

Now, even though flushed by the

trip from her ship to the HUN-
TRESS, her face revealed its essen-

tail pattern of serenity,

Tom said, “Take off your space

suit and let’s talk about it.”

She stripped off the suit, revealing

a slim figure. “He should be here

tomorrow.”

“When are you to be married?”

“We haven’t settled that.”

“Isn’t that why he’s coming here?”

“Perhaps he wants to see you too,

Tom,”
He looked at her. He thought. The

young fool. Doesn’t he know what
he’s getting. He’s hurting her. I’ll

have to stop that.

Another web showed briefly

through the transparent viewport of

the HUNTRESS. It was gone before

Tom could reach the trigger of the

harpoon gun.

Beside him, Barbara laid a slim

hand on his arm. “I’m worried about

you, Tom.”
' “Worried? Why?”

“You’re a fool to do this alone. One
of these days you’re going to touch

a web.”

He laughed shortly, “What would

that matter?”

She said softly, “If you won’t

think of yourself, thing of Marty.”
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"You are right of course. Who
would look after Marty?”

She dropped her hand from his

arm. She said hotly, “Will you never

change? Marty is a man now. He
doesn't need to be taken care of. He
doesn’t need you to make his plans

and his decisions for him. He’s a

man, Tom. Will you never learn

that?” Her voice softened. “I didn’t

mean that. 1 meant—well, he’s fond

of you, Tom.”
Tom Lund said, “Sure, Barbara,

that’s all right.”

DUT AFTER she was gone he

found hunting difficult. He
missed another cast in his abstrac-

tion before the shadow of the Satur-

nian rings lay athwart the sun, tell-

ing him that this day was over, and
with the passing of the sun the little

moons leaped into sight, four of them

almost full, and two crescent-like,

angled crazily in the sky, while the

other two were not to be seen, hid-

ing somev/here behind the mother
planet.

He thought of Marty as he sat

watching the crazy moons, and won-
dered if this last year of school had

taken some of the wildness out of

him.

He began to move about the HUN-
TRESS, checking equipment, check-

ing preparations against the needs of

the day to follow.

He thought once. Maybe I haven’t

been good for Marty. Maybe there is

something in me that brings the re-

bellion out. Their parents had died

to young, saddling Tom with the re-

sponsibility for his younger brother

at a time when he should have been

carefree and irresponsible himself.

The fuel tanks were his first re-

gard in checking equipment. He
eyed them carefully, checking their

content against calculations and a

•et of graphs. This was critical, the

fuel supply. Once the season had

begun it was too far, and too time-

consuming to rocket back to Terra

or Mars for fuel, and there was a

constant drain on the fuel to run

the repulsors, that kept him hovering

above the drifts where the spiders

passed. There must be fuel, too, for

searching out new drifts when the

old played out; or when, as now, the

great Saturnian rings threw shadows
across the hunting grounds at one

hemisphere of the planet. These
shadows would last years.

Tom grunted with satisfaction. If

he had luck, even though he must
move to the northern half of the

planet, he would have the fuel to

stay till his hold was filled.

Next he stripped the space suit

from his body, handling its not too

fragile construction with an un-

reasonable gentleness. This suit was
his life. If the joints were to stick,

not giving him freedom of actiou

with the propelling pistol, and he
touched one of the webs, that would
end hunting for him forever. He
checked the joints now, lubricating

them until they were frictionless in

their ease of motion. He hung the

suit up and began to strip the har-

poon gun.

The visiplate in the Huntress
again sprang to life, this time a deep
male voice calling, “Tom!”

TTE SLID the parts of the harpoon

gun beside the breech and
crossed the ship. The face of a man
filled the plate, an older man than

Tom, with a big square face, and
hair that was turning gray. There
was vigor in the voice, though, and
vigor in the face as he spoke. This
was Johnathan Ellis, another "silk-

er”, Barbara’s father. He said, “Tom,
I tried the BABY myself. She’s a

honey. I covered every inch of a

hundred square miles, and used
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hardly any fuel.”

“Sounds good to me.”

“I hear Marty’s coming tomorrow.

You’ll want the little ship when he

gets here?”

“Sure.”

“Give me a call when you need

her,- and thanks again for the loan.”

The big man’s face grew more sol-

emn, “About Marty, Tom.”
“Yes?”

“Quit playing God to that boy
when he comes home, Tom. He’s a

good boy, and if you let him stand

alone he’ll be better.”

Tom said grimly, “I guess that’s

my business.”

Johnathan said, "Sure, Tom, but

you know how I feel about you boys.

But if you push him too far, one

of these days Marty is going to defy

you. I wouldn’t want that to happen,

ever.”

It was late morning, next day, al-

most time for the sun to make its ap-

pearance at the beginning of the

short arc above the Saturnian rings,

when Tom heard the rattle and
scrape of a space suit against the

lock.

This is it, he thought. This must
b<> Marty.

A space-suited figure came out of

the lock into the Huntress, stripping

its helmet as it came. Ice-blue eyes

gazed eagerly from beneath tow col-

ored hair.

Tom said, “Marty, boy,” and held

out his hand.

The figure brushed by the hand,
and seized him, locking their two
space-suited figures in cumbrous em-
brace. “Tom, you old space hound,”

the tov/head said, “Hov/ in ether are

you?”

It was curious, Tom thought, that

the sight of one’s brother should

bring so much warmth. It was a new
thought, too, this thought of his

brother as comrade instead of child.

brought on no doubt by the new
solidness that lay in the towhead’s

body, the new confidence in the gaze

of his ice-blue eyes. It was a cu-

riously comforting thought.

Marty looked around. “Looks the

same,” he said. He crossed to the

harpoon gun and laid an affectionate,

hand on her breech. He said, “Emily
still spitting it out, huh?”

“Yes.”

“How about letting me try herr’

Tom said warmly, “That’s a deal.

Stand by, the sun is almost up. The
first web is yours.”

'^HE THIN edge of the sun

leaped over the high curve of

horizon, and the blue grey swirl be-

neath the hovering Huntress began

to take on shape and texture.

One faint thin strand of web
showed momentarily, far away, and
Marty swung the gun up and arced

the harpoon into the sky.

Watching, Tom Lund said, “You
haven’t changed much, Marty. You
still like the thin chance, the odds-

against-you gamble. You’ll never hit

it.”

The trail of the cable through the

murk continued, bearing out his

words. Marty smiled ruefully. “All

right,” he agreed. “I’ll wait for a

good shot.”

Tom Lund said, “That’s the way
to get silk.” Then, “Have you seen

Barbara?”

“I stopped by before I came here.”

“Good. When are you two getting

married?”

Marty squinted through the murk.
“I’m not sure we are. I’m not sure

I’m ready to settle dovm yet.”

“Have you discussed that with
Barbara?”

“Well—No.”
Tom said harshly, “You’ll play

fair with that girl or I’ll break your
neck.”
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Marty looked at Tom, little pin-

points of light beginning to show

through the blue of his eyes. He said

quietly, “I guess that’s my business.”

This was a new Marty. Somewhere
in the last year he had learned con-

trol of himself, yet Tom knew he was

angry, that the rashness was hot

within him.

Behind Marty, in the tcansparant

nose, something flashed briefly. Tom
yelled, “The web, Marty, the web!”

Marty whirled, catching sight of

the drifting web. He aimed quickly,

yet this time with care, and let the

harpoon go.

It was a hit. The hooks of the har-

poon tangled in the web, arresting

the drift through the surface murk,

and stretching the light cable out

from the HUNTRESS. They saw the

spider run out, monkey-like, a few

feet along the cable to see what it

was, his red eyes gleaming balefully

at his lack of prey.

Marty clutched at Tom’s arm, “Let

me go,” he begged, “let me go after

him.”

Tom said, “No. It’s dangerous. You
can cover me, in case I slip and touch

the web. If that happens, shoot

straight and quick at the spider.”

Marty flared hotly, “I can take

care of myself. You’ve got to stop

protecting me sometime.”

Tom turned to the space lock,

leaving his brother seething behind.

He closed the inner door of the lock,

and opened the outer, projecting

himself into space with a few blasts

of the hand rocket. Once out in

space, he looked for the spider.

TT WAS to his right, a big one,

large as Tom, crouched in the

center of its web. Tom was not sure

it had seen him, and he touched a

tiny blast of the rocket to send him
slowly toward it, and adjusted the

repulsor beams of his suit, for he was

falling gradually toward the planet.

He came in then, directly toward the

spider, sidling in toward it, the flare

pistol extended. The spider had seen

him now, and he touched the flare

pistol to project a ball of glaring

light.

The spider ran back to the very

edge of his web to peer balefully

at this new development.

Tom was coming in now, firing the

flare pistol again and again. The
flame was too much for the spider,

and it leaped away from the web, its

heavier body ducking down toward

the center of the planet, far down,
away from these menacing flares.

From the web, down through the

murk stretched the spider’s means of

return, a crimson, gossamer strand

unreeling as he dropped.

Tom came in cautiously. At the

last moment, he ducked under the

web, and working swiftly, exchanged

the flare pistol for a heat gun at his

belt. He adjusted it to the hottest

beam, and with his left hand swept
the beam across the crimson strand,

severing it from the attachment to

the web, and cauterizing it before

the severed end could send touch

impulses to the nervous system of the

web. With his right hand he seized

the drifting end of the crimson

strand, and thrust the heat gun back
in his belt. Now he needed his hand
rocket to return to his ship.

He blasted carefully away from the

web. One touch of that web, and it

would close around him, its sensi-

tive nervous system as reactive to

touch as the fly catcher plants, and
far more swift. At the same time that

the web enmeshed him a message

would be sent along the gossamer

strand to the spider, and the spider

would be flashing back, to send poi-

son into the helpless prey. It might
take some moments to penetrate the

space suit, but it could be done.
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That had been proven, to the sorrow

of many a “silker’s” family.

Tom Lund was back to the Hun-
tress now, tying the strand to the

winch outside the viewport on the

starboard bow. He was through now,

coming inside the lock as the spider

came back from the murk, rolling up
the crimson gossamer inside itself as

it came.

Inside the Huntress, Tom touched

a switch, and the winch began to

turn, whirling up the pencil size

crimson silk onto the reel. The spi-

der was at the winch now, biting at

the reel viciously, but it turned on
unmin'Hing, pulling the silk in a

swirling ribbon from the spider’s

body, winding it tightly. In a few
swift moments it was done, the spi-

der was stripped of his silk. When
that happened, Tom, watching in the

viewport, touched the reverse rock-

ets, and the Huntress blasted away,
inertia sliding the spider off, to fall

through the murk and start its life

again, to spin a new web, and renew
the silk inside its body.

Their quarrel forgotten, Marty
Lund said, “Beautiful work, Tom.
He had a lot of silk too.”

Tom turned, to meet the approving
blue eyes. He smiled, “Thanks, Mar-
ty.”

'
I
'HERE WERE, it seemed, to be

no more webs that day. They
watched till the sun rested on the

edge of the ring, ready to sink, and
no more of the irridescent webs came
drifting by.

Marty said, “Two hours of sun-

light. You’ll have to move north and
find a new drift.”

Tom Lund drew the curtains

across the transparant viewport. The
day was over. He began to move
about the ship in his routine, ready-

ing things for the day to follow.

When Marty came to help he said.

“Never mind. I can do everything

myself. Better clean up and go see

Barbara.”

Marty said, “I wasn’t planning to

go over tonight.”

Tom whirled, “It’s been hard

enough on that girl, waiting for you,

with no one but me to have fun

with. You know what most of these

silkers are like. A girl isn’t safe with

a lot of them. Seems to me you owe
her some good times.”

Marty said, “Same old Tom. Fig-

uring out who owes who what, and
what they ought to do about it.”

Yet Tom could see he was angry
and this new cold controlled rage

was harder to combat than the old

flaring temper.

The sound of rocket jets, and the

voice of Johnathan Ellis from the

visiplate broke between them, easing

the tension in the room.

"I’m coming over!”

A few moments later the big man
was in the HUNTRESS stripping

his space suit. He said, “I brought
the little ship back for Marty.”
The brothers looked at each oth-

er. Johnathan Ellis said, sharply,

“Haven’t you told him?”
Marty was stepping closer, springs

in his step, flares in his eyes. “Told
me what?”
Tom said wearily, “I bought an-

other space ship, a tiny reconnais-

sance ship, to save fuel. I figured

you could use it to search out new
drifts while I worked the old ones.”

Marty’s voice was dangerously low,

“What did you buy it with?”
“I drew our savings for the down

payment, and gave paper for the

rest.”

Marty said, danger still in his

voice, “What about me? What if I

don’t care for this business of silk-

ing? What if I want my share of the

money?”
Tom said, “You’ll stay and help
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with the silking.”

Marty said bitterly, “What else can

I do till the note is paid? Damn you,

Tom!”
"Don’t take it so, Marty. The mon-

ey belonged to both of us, you know
that, even the part I made silking

while you were in school. But I fig-

ured you’d want to help me here, for

a year or so, at least.”

Marty said in soft and bitter tones,

“You would!” and sat down.

Johnathan Ellis let out a long

breath of relief. The crisis had

passed, but the tension still lay in

the room, a sharp atmosphere of

strain. He said, softly, “I left a little

fuel in the Baby to pay for the use

of her.”

“You didn’t have to do that.”

"It was worth it, it saved more
fuel than I left in it. I better go

now.” Jonathan Ellis donned his

space suit, glad to leave this atmos-

phere of bitterness. In the space lock

he shook his head sorrowfully, be-

fore he projected himself out toward
his own ship.

In the Huntress Marty said, grim-

ly, “We might as well take a look

at this ship you’ve sold me into bond-

age for.” He got up, “Come on, let’s

go see her.”

TNSIDE THE Baby, Marty said in-

terestedly, most of the animosity

lost in admiration. “She’ll sit piggy

back on the big ship, won’t she, and
tie in to the big fuel supply for re-

fueling?”

From the fuel gauge, Tom Lund
grunted, “Yeah,” and then explosive-

ly, “Johnathan left a little fuel in

her, huh ! The tank is half full. That’s

enough fuel to take Baby to Terra.”

He snorted in disapproval of such
generosity.

Marty said, “Come on, Tom, let’s

piggy back her. Let me try her.”

At the controls, Marty dropped

her, feather light, on the locking

mount provided on the back of the

HUNTRESS. He said then, “She’s a

little honey, Tom.” Then half apolo-

getically, “I don’t mind helping you
silk, Tom. It’s just that I’d like to

decide something for m}^elf once in

a while.”

Tom said, “Sure, boy. I should

have asked you about buying her, but

it was take her then, or lose her, so

I went ahead and took her.”

They left the BABY to return to

the HUNTRESS. Inside Marty said,

“I have some wire tapes of the as-

tronomy trips we took last year.

What do you say we go show them
to Barbara and her folks?”

“Go ahead. You don’t need me.”

Marty grinned at him, “Oaf,” he
said affectionately. He went to the

visiplate and engaged Barbara in

conversation. A moment later he

turned, “Tom, Barbara wants to talk

to you.”

Looking at her image in the visi-

plate, Tom Lund forgot his troubles

and smiled.

She said, “Tom Lund, you come
on over here with Marty, or I’ll never

speak to you again.”

He said sheepishly, “Sure, Barbara,

if you both want me.”

She said, laughing at him, “We’ll

always want you. Don’t be long now.”

/^NCE THE Huntress was pre-

pared for the next day, and they

had cleaned themselves up, Tom and
Marty joined the Ellis family aboard

their ship. They were an unusual

family, cultured and well educated,

in this dangerous profession that at-

tracted mostly riffraff. Besides Bar-

bara, there were two sons, big

healthy fearless sons.

Marty drew spools of wire from
his pocket. “Where’s the projector?”

“Here.” Barbara showed him.

He began to thread the wire into
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the projector. Written into the struc-

ure of these wires, were both voice

and image, to be stripped and thrown

as a talking three-dimensional pic-

ture, as the wire moved slowly

through the scanner. They saw trav-

elogues of the planets, mixed with

some astronomical science, and now
and then some member of the class

would appear, gazing at the scenes,

or doing something in connection

with the pictures.

As Tom watched, the temper began

to surge hotly in his blood. Now and
them a picture of Marty flashed,

Marty and a girl. She must have

been one of the class, but she was al-

ways close to him. Now, they were
laughing at each other, Marty’s arm
around her.

Tom knew he was wrong. He
should wait—should control himself,

but he felt his legs pushing himself

erect. He heard his voice, hot and

uncontrollable as a blast from his

heat gun saying, “You come on home,
Marty. I’ve got something to say to

you.’’ He wheeled then, trying to

retain some control of himself,

donned his space suit, and projected

himself out of the lock.

Aboard the Huntress he threw
himself, fully dressed, across the

bunk to await Marty’s coming. After

a long time he realized that Marty
wasn’t coming at all.

Hours later, he heard a soft, faint

sound, and opened his eyes to see

Marty softly moving his things out

of the ship. He got up, moved to the

transparent viewport. Marty was put-

ting the things in the Baby. Tom
knew then what had happened. Marty
was quitting. He was taking the

Baby, and quitting, to go back to

Terra.

Tom groped for his heat gun. By
God, he’d stop that. He had the gun
in his hand, and was reaching for the

space suit on its hook when the truth

struck him, when the meaning of

what he had seen in Marty’s eyes

drove home.

Gun or not, he kriew Marty would
defy him. He would defy him now,
forever.

Out the transparent plate he saw
Marty blasting away in his space

suit, leaving the little ship still sit-

ting. Tom thought bitterly, Going to

say good-bye to Barbara, no doubt.

His rage flamed red again as he
thought of her. He got up and went
to the control board. The thought

struck him then, with all the impact
of a blow. The tanks of the Baby
were only half full! There was per-

haps enough fuel to make the trip

to Terra, perhaps not. It would serve

Marty right if he ran out of fuel,

and was stranded in space. He might
learn then, if he didn’t die first.

And the young, impetuous fool

wouldn’t check his fuel before start-

ing the trip either, and once gone,

if he was a little short, he would be

too proud to come back.

Tom thought hotly, I could make
it work. I could drain more of the

fuel from the tank till I was sure he

could not make it. And then, once

he was gone, I might help Barbara

forget him.

Outside the viewport the little

moons seemed to dance in pale glee,

a macabre wavering that added to the

swirling of Tom's mind. For a time

he watched the little moons, till they

quieted in their apparent giddiness,

and when he rose his mind was crys-

tal clear and hard. He moved swiftly

to the fuel controls and began to

pump fuel between the ships.

When he was done, he went back

to his bed and waited. A half hour

later, he heard the roar of rockets,

and he knew the Baby had leaped

from her piggy-back mounting into

space.

He turned on his bed then, hearing
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the faint sounds as she blasted into

the distance, and once the sound was
entirely gone, he closed his eyes and
after a long time fell asleep.

TT WAS late the next morning

when he finally roused, and
v/ent to get his breakfast. Even his

coffee was bitter, and seemed to re-

flect the feeling that lay so heavy

inside him.

He got up, and began to ready him-

self for the approaching sunrise. This

would be his last day of hunting. He
knew that. After his action last

night, there was but one thing to do.

He would go back to Terra. He could

not move north to the new location

now.

He wondered if there were any
chance of catching Marty, yet even

as he reflected he knew it was hope-
less, for the speed of the tiny craft

was far above his own, and the

chance of being able to locate it in

space, even could he catch it, was
infinitely small.

TJE HAD no luck that day. The
* blue gray swirls passed endless-

ly under his ship, but there were no
spiders, no webs, no silk.

It is, he thought, a judgement
against me for being angry with my
brother. The very swirls themselves
seemed to say, “What have you done?
Your dream is dead. Now you’ll never
ride the drifts with your brother.

Never!— Never— ! Never— !”

He closed his eyes against the ac-

cusing swirls, and drew the curtain

across the viewport. This ended it.

He took off his space suit and hijng

it up.

There was a tiny bump, as some-
thing struck the top of the Hun-
tress. The heart of Tom Lund leaped.

The Baby! That had been the shock
of the Baby landing!

I The lock opened, and a space-

suited figure stood on the ship’s

floor. He stripped off his helmet and

stood, blue eyes fixed accusingly on

Tom.

Marty said, “I came back, Tom.’’

Tom Lund stood quiet—thankful,

saying nothing.

The ice-blue eyes never wavered,

“I looked at the fuel gauges, and I

came back. I was too angry to look

last night.’’ He took a step closer,

and his voice shook with emotion.

He said, “You great fool. How did

you expect to move north without

fuel?”

Still Tom stood silent, and Marty
said, anger and warmth mixed in his

voice, “You’ll never change will you?
Filling my tanks would have been

enough. Just filling my tanks would
have let me make Terra, with half

a tank left. But that wasn’t enough
for you. You had to strip yourself

and pump my reserve tanks full.”

Tom Lund said, sheepishly, “You
never know. Sometimes you need ex-

tra fuel.”

Marty said, level-eyed, “And what
about you? Did you have fuel to

move north? Did you have extra fuel

for emergency on the way in? You
did not. If anything had happened
you might have stranded in space.”

His voice was a hard mask to con-

ceal the depth of his emotion, “Damn
you, Tom. It’s time you listened to

me. I’m going to run things around
here a while.”

Tom suddenly wanted to sit down.

Weakness—reaction was upon him,

Marty said, “We move north to-

morrow. You take the BABY, I take

the Huntress. You’re going to have

to get used to the Baby, for half the

time you’ll use her, and I’ll run the

Huntress. Half the spiders I go after

myself, while you sit back and cover

me. From here on, everything, dan-

ger, plans, hazard, is half mine. Do
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you understand that?”

Tom said, “Sure, Marty, sure.” He
was suddenly aware of a great

strength in his brother, strength to

lean on, to depend on; and without

knowing it he had been wanting to

lean on someone a long, long time.

Marty said, “One more thing. You
put on your space suit and go over

to Barbara right away. Tell her you
love her. She’s been waiting to hear

that for years.”

Tom said, “Huh?”
Marty grinned at him, blue eyes

dancing. “I wasn’t at school long this

year before I knew it. She wasn’t for

me. It was just that you liked her,

and things you liked always seemed

the best to me.”

Tom asked slowly, “You’ve told

Barbara this?”

“Yes, now get over there.”

Tom Lund got up and moved to

the space lock in a dream. Just be-

fore he closed the door it was
snatched from his hand, and held so

he could not close it, and the face

of his brother was leering around at

him. His brother’s voice said, sus-

piciously mirthful, “You great fool.

If you’re going out, put on your

space suit.”

"COMING EVENTS .

.

BY

JOHN CORD

CRANSTONE sat in perfect darkness.
The only illumination came from the

instrument panel and the radar screen

—

a vague ghostly green. Through the plast-
dome of the rocket interceptor, he could
see nothing for all the buildings on the
field—as well as the run'way lights—were
blacked out. He knew there were hundreds
of other craft on similar fields waiting
as he was, for “the word”. He fumbled
with cigarette and matches. The light
flared briefly outlining Cranstone’s taut
features.
When? When? The word pounded

through his mind savagely. The War had
already started and everyone knew the en-
emy rocket bombers were well on their
way. And he and men like him were ex-
pected to stop them.
The communications speaker crackled:

“Interceptors eight-oli-six to eight-oh-twen-
ty-four— attention. Enemy rockets have
just crossed the Arctic Circle. Our guided
missiles have knocked down seven. They
are type Ilyin piloted rocket bombers capa-
ble of evasive and defensive action, and
the...”

The words droned on, elaborate technical
phrases and military mumbo-jumbo. Cran-
stone listened with half his mind. He pic-

tured Major Smith crouched over the Com-
munications Desk, soaking up and digest-

ini' vast amounts of information, a cool
thinking machine conscious of only his vast
responsibility. Cranstone’s job was simple.
He just had to use his skills. He just had
to knock down one enemy rocket bomber
to justify his existence. But poor Smith
carried the weight of a successful opera-
tion on his shoulders.

Cranstone thought, I’m glad I’m not

him I The military voice tapered off in the
speaker.
Now it was the human Major Smith

talking: “This isn’t a i>ep-talk, men,” he
said softly, “but you know what the score
is. We can’t let the rocket-bombers get
through. Our strike is headed for Chicago.
You know what that means. Their trajec-

tory shows that anyway. We can’t let

them through. Do your best.” There was
a deep intense pleading in the man’s voice.

Suddenly Smith’s voice faltered, went
falsetto and shrilled. “Now!” it shouted,
“now!” Then simultaneously the starting
light on Cranstone’s instrument panel
winked. He knew the same thing was hap-
pening all around him.

He jammed home the throttle lever. The
gigantic hand of acceleration seized the
rocket-interceptor and flung Cranstone
tight against the seat. This is it, he
thought jubilantly I The roaring hissing
noises faded. Cranstone became one huge
eye focused on the radar screen in front of
him. His experienced eye separated the
pupa that distinguished enemy from friend.

The winking green dot near the center of
the screen by the cross-hairs was hist

He kept the dot there. His distance in-

dicator showed a rapidly decreasing inter-

val. Here forty thousand feet above the
Earth, in utter blackness, his rocket ma-
nuevered to destroy the invader. Cranstone
felt the slight jerk that indicated his rock-
ets were away. The pip started to vanish—then was gone. Cranstone hammered on
the plast-dome and screamed into his
phone: “I got himl I got him!”
Forty thousand feet down and seventy

miles away. Major Smith said softly,

“Scratch ’em boys. Scratch ’em. ..”



MUTANT MENACE
BY

ROBERT SAMSON

CLEARING crouched behind a pillar in

the Museum hall. It was a vast room
compartmented by supporting posts. It was
jet black and Clearing felt that he was put
in space. But it was a good place to hide.

He heard the scuttling noise once more. His
fingers tightened on the heat pistol.

The bio-labs should never have trusted
the tank, he thought. They should have
known the gigantic crayfish would even-
tually stir. Damn Wilson and his foolish

experimenting! Why the hell didn’t he lis-

ten to me? Why let an irradiated crayfish
grow to thirty feet in length? An idiot

could see what a danger that could be.

Now I’m alone with the monster and I’m
supposed to stop him with a heat pistol!

What a joke, he thought sardonically, the
devil is hunting met

There was no chance to get to a commu-
nicator. They weren’t in the museum sec-

tion. And he couldn’t run away. Suppose
the beast slipped into the city? God only
knows what toll he’d take of the unsuspect-
ing before they blasted him to fragments.

The sickening briny stench came to
Clearing’s nostrils. The slithering, clicking
sounds of the gigantic crustacean became
loud and clear. He was on Clearing’s trail.

If it ever got him in the open, it would
be too bad.

Clearing peered around the pillar. He
caught sight of the hideous creature, all

eight-foot claws and wavering antennae.
He raised the pistol and took careful aim.

He squeezed the trigger and the white hot
beam la^ed out. An unearthly ci’y split

the night air and the monster writhed in

agony. Clearing saw a severed claw.
The beast could be beaten 1 Boldly he

advanced on him. The armored crustacean
moved toward him rapidly, the scuttling

madly. Another ray of moonlight outlined

the bulk. Clearing fired once more. Again
the screech! Instinctively Clearing re-

coiled.

The combat went on for ten minutes
more, but Clearing’s weapon, the heat pis-

tol, was more than a match for the muta-
ted crayfish. As bolt after bolt struck

its motions became feebler until finally it

lay still.

It’s dead. Clearing thought; now for
Wilson. He reached the office and flooded
the building with light. Still keeping an
eye on the huge bulk lying on the mnsenm
floor, he got Wilson.
He stared at the man’s face as it came

onto the screen.

“There’s your baby from the tank. Take
a good look at it, Wilson. It almost got me.
You and I must have a talk.’’ Without
waiting for an answer, he flipped the
switch. Carelessly he walked over to the
carcass of the giant.

He was two feet away from the badly
burned claw when the contractual death
agony of the nerveless creature occurred.
He dropped the pistol and turned to run.
But it was too late . .

.

MARBLES IN THE MUD
By EDWARD HENLEY

.and if the Earth ever has an
atomic war,’’ the Astronomer concluded

his talk, “its surface would look much like

that of the Moon. In the latter case it was
a meteoric bombardment, we know, that
made craters on the Moon, like a child,
dropping marbles in a mud-bath. God for-
bid that it should ever happen.’’
The interested little audience applauded

quietly and then broke into small groups
discussing the whole matter.

“It would take a lot of bombs to do that,”
someone commented, sneaking to the As-
tronomer.

“Yes,” he agreed, "it would take a fair
number, but remember that if the bombs
were big enough they’d even blow away our
atmosphere, which would leave the surface
of the planet exposed to real meteoric bom-
bardment just like the Moon is today.
Then in a few tens or hundreds of millions
of years, outside of size nobody’d be able
to tell the difference between the Earth
and the Moon.”

“V/e won’t be alive to worry about it,"

some other speaker laughed. “Remember
the gag about the drunk in the lecture
hall? The lecturer said, ‘...and in twenty
billion years the Earth’ll be a burnt cin-
der.’ A drunk in the rear of the hall hol-
lered out: ‘How many years?’ The prof
looked annoyed and answered, “In twenty
billion years.’ ‘Oh,’ said the drunk, ‘I

sought you shaid twenny mUlyun.' ” There
was a polite laugh and the meeting broke
up.
And then aeons passed...
The Antarian glanced out the port of

the exploration ship. “Here,” he command-
ed, “look, Del-Ion, A set of twin worlds!
Both are badly meteor-scored.”

Del-Ion nodded, “Wonder what lost them
their atmospheres?” he said speculatively.
“It does seem odd. Should we take a look?”

“No, no. We must keep on. The council
is only interested in planetary systems
with life or which once were capable of
supporting life. Those shells?—bah.

.
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SEVEN iAAJOS
Somewhere in the red bosom of Mars was the
secret of his amnesia. But there are times
when losing your memory may save your life!

and burned. The sun was banging desert, and there too lay terror; a
away, a hard and hot yellow. My terror that reached out and resolved

skull was banging away and wouldn’t into scalpels of pain, trying to slice

let me rest. I only knew that behind a warning.

me lay the sweep of the South Mars "Turibek" I think I moaned. “I’ve

Saz:
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got to reach Turibek. . But I didn’t

know why, and then the thought was
gone.

There came again the sound of

'copters. .. or was it only a memory?
I thought I heard them whirring

away in the distance, sweeping low

in a wide search. For a long time I

didn’t move. The whirring wouldn’t

go away, so I knew it must be oc-

curring inside my head. The pain

was coming on again.

I remember reaching a gully and

sloughing through stagnant water and

glimpsing a high, bright roadbed

above. I remember clawing my way
up and leaning against the damp
earth to vomit. That’s when I knew
I could never make it. That’s when
my sawdust insides collapsed, and

I felt the acrid soil of Mars in my
face just before I didn’t feel any-

thing. . .

.

You’ve heard the dream-call of a

person suffering a nightmare? A
weird sort of hoo-hooing, it’s a sound

to chill the spine especially as you
struggle awake and realize it’s com-

ing from your own throat.

"Steady there, Rhal!” I heard that,

too, and then a chuckling wheeze

that reminded me of a rocket-tube

when the fuel is burned out. “Here,

Try this.’’

Glass against my teeth. Familiar!

I clamped around the neck of the

bottle and took a long swallow’ of

raw Martian rotgut. I shuddered and

leaned forward. I became conscious

of a fluid motion beneath me. I

opened my eyes!

I was in the front seat of one of

those three-wheeled Martian vehicles.

Sun-glare hammered across the road-

bed ahead of us, a road that seemed

to parallel the abandoned Canal-

walls. I twisted around to look at

my benefactor.

Most Martians are brown and ugly

and lean. This one lived up to it save

in one respect: he was fatl The tight

leathery skin across his little moon
face whs a blotch of brown and tan.

His hair was a wisp, the teeth but a

memory. Beneath his bulging brow

I saw eyes that were protruding and

lidless and devoid of color, remind-

ing me of la|;ge watery swamp-
grapes.

Anyway, I liked his liquor! I tilt-

ed the bottle for another try. He
grinned at me, showing brownish

stumps of teeth.

He handed me a slip of wrinkled

parchment.

“Sorry, Rhal! I can’t help you on

this. Tomb of the Seven Taajos

—

what does it mean?’’

I took the paper from him. I stared

at it dully. Nothing registered. There

were just those five words in a rag-

ged script: Tomb of the Seven

Taajos. Was the writing supposed to

be mine? I didn’t know who I was or

how I’d come here or why I should

be afraid!

“What is this?’’ My voice—and it

didn’t register either.

“Don’t you know?’’

I shook my head. I stared at the

slip of parchment and tried to think

back. It was no use. I said, “Where
did you see me first?”

"Back there on the road. Walking
along like a man in his sleep!”

“Did I say anything?”

“No. Just handed me that paper.”

He glanced at me sharply. “Yes,

you were mumbling something. Turi-

bek, you had to reach Turibek! Tell

me, Earthman—were you trying to

reach the capital-city on foot? It’s

twenty miles across desert!”

Something warned me, something

of cunning in his voice. I looked at

the man more closely. He was High

Martian, perhaps a political or pro-
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fessional; the expensive cut of his

right-fitting garment and flowing

tunic told me that. Twice he had

used the word Rhal. I recognized it

as a Martian word meaning “red.”

I looked back along the road, but

there were no other vehicles; ap-

parently this highway was very little

travelled. Far across the Canal bot-

tom the desert was a sweep of endless

ochre. That’s the way I had come.

But surely not afoot! Across the

horizon’s rim I saw a thin line that

might be a mountain range, and the

darkening sky over there told me
that a magnetic storm was building

up.

I twisted around to face the little

Martian.

“Why do you call me ‘Red’ ?”

T TE OPENED wide his colorless

eyes. I could see them calculate

a moment. Then he reached forward,

adjusted a mirror so I could look

into it.

“What else would I call a perfect

stranger like you—a flaming-haired

Earthman.” His voice was a soft slur

as he added, “And trying to reach

Turibek on this, of all days.”

I took a look. I saw long red hair

that was tangled and grimed. I saw
a thin hungry face, youngish, good-

looking in a grim sort of way; but

it was a face I didn’t remember.

Deep-set gray eyes searched the

mirror frantically, then gave it up.

“My name is Klaeg,” he was say-

ing. “Doctor Klaeg. Hold still a

minute, Rhal.” His fingers probed

softly at my skull above the left ear.

“Do you feel a pain there, a steady

pain?”

There was something ghoulish

about him and his pudgy fingers

and the way he said the words. I

jerked my head away. I probed with

my own fingers and felt a circular

cut, only half healed, that sliced be-

neath the flesh. A similar cut was

over my right ear, another at the

base of my skull. And I didn’t know
how they came there!

“Amnesia,” the fat little Martian

was saying. I knew that he lied!

“Partial amnesia only. I’m experi-

enced in these things. If you would
allow, I think I could—

”

He stopped suddenly, leaned for-

ward in the seat. I peered through

the crystyte shield and followed his

gaze. Far ahead a dark shape came
winging across the sands. Then I

caught a glint of sun on burnished

blue-and-silver. A ’copter

!

Panic clawed at my brain. I looked

down at my right hand. It had
started trembling. I couldn’t stop the

trembling.

"One of Emperor Bedril’s
Specials.” Faint annoyance was in

Klaeg’s voice. “They’ve been active

today ! I’ve never seen them so

thick!” He peered again, and then
turned to me. “Heading this way.
Better get in the back! No matter
what happens, don’t move!”

T DIDN’T stop to question. I

climbed to the back and crawled
beneath a piece of cloth, a robe of

some kind. Again that aching throb

in my skull. My body started to

shake and I couldn’t stop it. I bit

deep into the back of my hand. I

tell you it’s a feeling, being afraid,

not knowing why you’re afraid....

The whirring blades were close. I

heard a thin whine of atomo-motors

and then that was gone. I knew the

’copter was setting down on the

roadway.

“Don’t move,” Klaeg whispered,

“Don’t make a sound. It’s going to

be all right.”
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I tried to breathe without breath-

ing. The Specials were Bedril’s se-

cret police—from somewhere in the

matrix of my past I knew that. I

pictured the 'copter sitting there. I

pictured the Special coming over to

Klaeg’s car. Then I didn’t need to

picture it because I was hearing it:

a Martian's soft-slurred accents.

“So it’s you. Doctor Klaeg. You’re

on the way back to L’Ottli?”

“Yes. I have a shipment of

medicines for my hospital.’’

“Won’t mind if I take a look?’’

I heard Klaeg laugh amiably. “Go
right ahead!’’

They were standing in the road,

close to the door where I crouched.

I started to picture it again. The
Special was looking down at the

cloth. He was going to lift the

cloth. Then I could feel it—his fin-

gers touching the edge of the cloth.

And Klaeg saying suddenly, his

voice a confident whisper: “Oh, by
the way, Aarnto ....’’

They were walking away, and I

breathed again. I ventured a look.

The Special was tall and leathery

and tightly uniformed in blue. He
listened to Klaeg, and took on a

crooked smile as he accepted some
Martian credits from the fat doctor.

I felt a wetness on my lips, and it

was blood. I didn’t mind that. I

was thinking, why is Klaeg doing

this? Why should he want to help

me? The Special climbed back in

the ’copter, it rose in a sharp climb

and winged away. I skipped out of

Klaeg’s car and stood there still

shaking, still not knowing why I

was afraid...but in that moment I.

think it was fear of this fat little

Martian.

“I’ll be leaving you here. Doc,’’ I.

said grimly, "Thanks for every-

thing.”

The smile left his pudgy blotched

face. “Better not I You’ll never

reach Turibek! As I started to tell

you, I think I could fix up that

head of yours—

”

I only knew that he wasn’t going

to monkey with my head if I could

help it! A fury came over me, I

took a stride forward and Klaeg
tumbled back in haste. That did

something to me. I laughed aloud.

I could handle a dozen like him!

“Look,” I told him. “I don’t know
who I am or what I’m doing here,

but I’m damn soon going to find

out, and I don’t need your help

either
!”

“But you do,” he purred. “You
need my help and you’re going to

need it worse before this day is

over. A case of amnesia like yours

should have attention quick. . .and I

don’t mean from Bedril’s Specials!”

There seemed a secret meaning to

the words, a grim humor, as he

pointed a finger at my chest.

Startled, I looked down. It was
strange I hadn’t noticed what kind of

clothes I was wearing. . .but I

noticed now. They were plain black,

of heavy tough texture and with-

out ornament. A sort of jacket and
pants that seemed a little tight for

me.

The garments of convicts at the

Martian radite pits!

CHAPTER II

'-pHINGS didn’t blur. I didn’t

stagger. I simply stood there

numbed and didn’t feel anything.

Klaeg was back in the car, the ato-

mos hummed to life.

“Well—are you coming?”

I fell back a step, shaking my
head stubbornly.

For a moment his eyes glittered.

“All right, Rhal. I’ve done my best.

My place won’t be hard to find...
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at the edge of L’Ottli, about ten

miles from here.”

As I watched him speed away, I

had a feeling I’d be seeing more

of Doctor Klaeg—and I think he

knew it too! Then a burst of panic

hit me. I turned northeast, then

east, then east-by-south, like a com-

pass on a binge. I plunged off the

road and went tumbling down the

bank, to alight in the soft muck
of the Canal-bottom. Here at least

I was safe from the ’copters! Afar

off I heard the coughing snarl of

a kalamar, but I knew the night-

creatures never came this far.

I was concious of the convict

clothes, and now my terror had rea-

son. But there was no memory of

the Martian prison pits! I must

think! I had to think! From the jack-

et pocket I brought out the slip of

parchment and stared again at the

scribbled words. Tomb of the Seven

Taajos. It might have been my hand-

writing; there was no way I could

tell. I thrust it back into the pocket,

and my fingers touched something

else.

I drew out a thin, curved plexicon

frame. A colorphoto of a girl, three-

dimensional, almost life-like. I

stared long and hard but it didn’t

strike any spark of memory. Her
face had a sullen sort of beauty,

humid and passionate. The hair

gleamed with the black lustre of

hard coal and was drawn straight

back from her fine-chiselled, ivory

features. I thought she might be

an Earth girl, until I stared closer

and saw that her color was a bit

more than ivory, with eyes the pure

swimming amber of a cat’s. I’d seen

this kind before. She was a pro-

duct of two worlds, a Terramars

half-breed.

And the lips—I stared some more,

as a strange kind of chill went

along my spine. The lips were so

garishly red it looked as if she had

been slugged in the teeth by some-

one who hated her intensely!

pHOBOS was a ball of yellow
^ silk on the horizon, and then

Deimos appeared, riding high on

liquid sapphire. Night-shadows were

dancing about my head when I

thought of Klaeg again, and maybe
he was right, and I had to get into

other clothes, and food in my
stomach ....

That’s when I came sharply

around a turn and saw the wreck-

age of the little cruiser.

It was an eight-jet interplanet

job of Earth design, with under-

hull repulsion plates blackened and

twisted. It had crashed down
through an enormous pile of desert

drift, to bury itself in the soft

Canal-bottom. I approached slowly,

clutching at masses of dranga weed
and gnarled, storm-stricken trees.

Suddenly a dark stump rose up and

smote me.

I staggered back, as the man I’d

mistaken for a stump lunged for-

ward. I lost balance and went down.

I squirmed in the muck and brought

up a knee and heard a heavy grunt.

I grabbed out blindly. He crashed

across me, and for a moment his

hair was in my face—thick oily

hair with an over-powering odor of

pomade. Then he scrambled free,

and I heard him crashing away
through the brush.

I followed for a few yards and
then changed my mind, realizing

that he was probably as frightened as

I. He was much too huge to be

Martian, and I’d never known a Mar-
tian with that type of oily odorous

hair. I eased my way forward and
reached the cruiser.

From what I could see in the
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dancing shado'.vs, it didn’t appear

too damaged. I walked around to

the middle port. It was open. Dark
streaks of oil were splashed about.

Then I looked closer, and got a lit-

tle sick, and wondered if it were

oil. .

.

Huddled inside the entrance was

a man. An Earthman, so far as I

I could tell. There was nothing I

could do for him now. The entire

side of his face and part of his

skull was gone, and I realized that

hadn’t occurred in the crash. Some-

one had used a deadly Martian kra

blaster at very close range!

My gaze dropped, and I began

cursing softly. Scattered about the

ground were a variety of objects.

Cheap gilded sandals, tins of Earth

tobacco torn apart, some dark-faced

dolls of heavy plastic, a dozen other

items—all cheap trade stuff from
Earth. It looked as if someone had

gone through the cargo piecemeal,

tossing it all outside.

I stepped into the ship, but all

was a shambles there too. I closed

my eyes and tested my memory.
None of this meant a thing to me,

and yet strangely I felt that it

should. A weakness came over me
as that pain started shrieking

through my skull again. Had I been
here before? Maybe. Maybe I knew
this dead man. Maybe anything!

Maybe I was the one who had

killed him... was that what Klaeg

meant ?

Fright dug deep into me. Again

I touched those half-healed scars

at either side of my skull, and won-
dered how they came there. Only
one thing was clear: those Specials

were on the hunt! I would need a

change of clothes.

I came back to the dead man,

hauled him out and began the

change. It wasn’t a pleasant task

but I forced myself to it. Whoever
or whatever I was, they’d never take

me back to the radite pits!

Suddenly I remembered some-

thing Klaeg had said. Trying to

reach Turibek on this, df all days.

What was going on at Mars’ capi-

tal-city? Why was I so frantically

desperate to reach there? I straight-

ened abruptly as the clear hum of a

‘copter reached my cars. Peering

through the tangle of drift, I could

see the prow lights as it winged
fast and low. This was no Govern-

ment ‘copter! It came in a straight

line from the direction of L’Ottli,

and before I could move it was set-

tling down on the roadbed just

above me!
I thrust the dead man out of sight

and crouched back into the shadows.

Hurried footsteps pelted along the

Canal wall. A beam sliced down-
ward, caught me momentarily. I

hurled myself aside.

“Rhal! Rhal, darling—is it you?

Don’t be afraid...”

A woman’s voice!

^HE mustn’t come down here!^ was my first thought in the in-

stant of panic. Then I was clamber-

ing up the bank, and my thoughts

ran in a swift cold stream. Easy
does it! Easy. This is the break

you need. Get very close, then

knock her out and grab the ’cop-

ter. . .

.

I got close, all right. She ran

into my arms and grabbed hold of

me, sobbing.

‘‘Rhal, Rhal, thank heaven I

found you ! Doctor Klaeg told me
he saw you. He should have made
you come back ! Don’t worry, dar-

ling, everything will be all right

now. . .

.”

Her anxiety sounded real. She

certainly felt real. Her head came
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to just above my shoulders. I pushed

her away, looked into her amber cat

eyes and recognized her as the girl

in the photo.

My head was buzzing again.

“You’ll pardon me. Miss, I just don’t

seem to
—’’

Grief struck her eyes. Her lips

trembled.

“It’s all right, Rhal. Doctor Klaeg

told me it would be like this.” She

held up her right hand, and I saw
a ring set with a large blue azurine.

“I’m your wife! Duura! Don’t you
remember even that?”

I stood there with my eyes com-

ing out of my face. I waited for

something, but it didn’t happen.

Not to my heart, anyway.

“Come, darling. I think the Spe-

cials have stopped searching, but we
can’t take chances! We must get to

the hospital now.” She put a hand
in mine, led me over to the ’copter.

I let her do it. I felt my resolve

flowing away. It was something
about her eyes, I think.

We rose in a steep climb. Far to

the north above the rising dunes I

caught a glow in the sky that I

knew must be Turibsk. . .but we
headed in an opposite direction. My
head felt like a blossom of flame

tugging away. Again she turned

those eyes on me.

“Don’t tremble, dear. It’s all right

!

No one saw the dead man but me—

”

“Dead man?” I sat up quick.

“What dead man? Don’t you try to

scare me!”
She made little crooning sounds.

“Your head is hurt, darling. But
don’t you worry about that, or the

dead Earthman, or anything. Doc-
tor Klaeg will perform an operation

and you’ll remember again. You’ll

remember about the Tomb of the

Seven Taajos—

”

Klaeg. Doctor Klaeg. I remem-

bered him! The fat little genie of

a Martian who wanted to monkey
with my head! I glanced at Duura

as she leaned forward to adjust the

controls. I fixed my gaze on a point

below her right ear; just below the

ear was the best place.

My right hand formed a fist. I

tightened it. My arm drew back.

Duura looked at me and smiled.

Half-breed or not, she was predom-

inantly Terran. In the panel lights

her teeth were white and neat. Her

lips didn’t seem so garish red now,

like in the photo. She leaned over

and, kissed me on the mouth, and

held it, and put plenty of meaning

into it.

“Lay your head on my lap, dar-

ling. We’ll be there soon.”

I did as she said. I looked drowsi-

ly at her. Her profile was perfect

—

all the way down. I sighed and lis-

tened to the soothing thrum of the

motors, and then my eyes closed.

I was very, very tired.

CHAPTER III

T WAS ON my back, something

held me flat on my back while

a huge mottled snake came gliding

out of space toward my brain. It

was a very lovely reptile. It re-

mined me of Venus swamp-lilies.

My eyes wouldn’t open. There

was an oily alien smell and a tumult

of voices and someone was arguing.

“Leave him alone, you fool ! Get

out—get out! Your job comes later.”

“Do it now, Klaeg ! What in hell

you waiting for? Can’t you do it

now?”
“Shut up, all of you! He almost

reached Turibek, thanks to your

bungling.”

The pressure in the middle of my
chest went away, and the oily smell

went away, and the reptile made a
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turn inside my head.

“All right, he’s resting easy now.

We’ll leave him for a while.”

"Damn it, Klaeg, damn it, Klaeg,

can’t you do it now? Do it now,

Klaeg! Do it
—

”

That was Duura’s voice. Duura
of the cruel lips, Duura of the

photograph.

“Look, can’t you get it through

your head he’s in acute fatigue?

He’s got to rest! Twenty-four
hours.”

“Doc! You zure you can handle

thiz? If there’z any zlip-up now...

if the Zpecialz come....” I didn’t

like that voice. It was the oily odor-

ous voice. Where had I smelled that

odor before?
“—strange sort of amnesia. It

seems to be induced ! There’s a

slight bone fracture across the fron-

tal lobe, so I may have to cut deep,

or even use a Scanner to reach the

area. Now get out of here, Dhaarj !”

Far away a door whispered open
and closed with a sigh. The reptile

slid forward and coiled about my
eyeballs. I fell into sleep and

dreamed of a dead man pacing end-

lessly before a tomb tucked away
beneath seven taajos trees. When I

tried to approach he turned and
faced me, and I saw a ragged hole

in his skull, and half of his face

was gone, and he grinned as he

thrust a dark-faced doll at me.

I dreamed other things. I dreamed
I was back on Earth and a man was
telling me something terribly ur-

gent. I listened to him intently and

nodded my head. . .

.

Then I was awake. Something
hurt my eyes. It was sunlight. I

opened my eyes and blinked in the

bright sunlight.

pOR A MINUTE I lay in the white
^ sheeted bed and looked about the

room. I saw some rare old Martian

furniture, but the walls were bare

heavy stone. I crept from the bed and

felt strong. They had dressed me in

soft comfortable clothes.

They!
The fat Doctor Klaeg and Duura

with the azurine ring. I remembered

them instantly. I walked over to a

mirror, examined my head and prod

it gently. Relief swept over me as

I saw that Klaeg hadn’t worked on

me yet.

Bluish light swam across a- sec-

tion of wall, and I had a sudden

feeling I was being watched. I

padded over to a large open window.

I was fifty feet above ground.

L’Ottli lay below me, desolate and

empty, with strange conical struc-

tures crumbing into ruin against

the storm-swept sand. A Martian

mining town, a ghost town, long

abandoned.

The door behind me opened and

Duura said, “Don’t jump, Rhal.

Don’t do that.”

I turned abruptly. Her eyes were

cold, the lips curved and cruel again

like in the photograph. I said, “Did

I sleep long—darling?”

“Long enough. Twenty hours.” She

came and took my arm and she didn’t

smile. “We’ll go downstairs and have

breakfast. I think you need it. Then
Klaeg will want to talk to you.”

I shook her hand aside. “Get the

hell away from me—darling!”

She looked at me without expres-

sion. She shrugged, turned back to

the door and called, “You! Come on

in here.”

The man v/ho entered was Jovian.

He looked at me and grinned

broadly. It didn’t fool me. All Jo-

vians grinned. Some of them grinned

while breaking a man’s vertebrae

!

This was one of the big ones, and

he was ugly. He had long reaching
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arms and oily hair that tumbled

about his shoulders and a face that

looked as if he’d slept in it.

I looked at his hair and sniffed.

I remembered. The man at the

wrecked cruiser.

“You,” I said, “would be Dhaarj.”

“Do I have a choize?” He moved
nearer. “Downztairz, now. Let us

have no trouble....”

So they were going to treat me
gently, like a spoiled little child.

It suited me fine. I walked out of

the room and they were close be-

hind me. We reached a short flight

of stairs leading down, and I

paused.

‘‘Ztraight down,” the Jovian said

as he came beside me, and then I

clamped both hands across his wrist

and heaved. Dhaarj let out an oath

as he tumbled dov/nward. Duura was
screaming at him. I sped back along
the corridor, and for a moment there

was no sound except my heavy
breathing. Then I heard their pound-
ing feet behind me. I turned into a

cross-corridor and
stride.

increased my

They have no weapons! the

thought hammered at me. They want

to save me alive for Klaeg! I was
never more wrong. There came the

hum of a beam past my ear, so close

I could feel the shock of it. That

was a parala-beam I I raced for a

stairway just ahead. I was halfway

up when they came into view be-

low me. Again the parala-beam

lanced out, but I was beyond range.

I reached the floor above . . . and

was sick with the realization that I’d

come into a trap. Only a short cor-

ridor reached ahead of me, ending

against a blank wall. I searched

frantically and then turned like a

trapped animal to wait for Duura
and the Jovian.

My fingers encountered a slight

projection on a ledge behind me. I

whirled, tugged at it with desperate

urgency. A whole section swung si-

lently inward. I dashed inside as

my pursuers appeared on the stairs,

and the aperture instantly closed.

There came an ascending whine of

coils as a metal disc carried me
swiftly down into darkness

'

COILS stopped humming,

the motion ceased and I knew
I must be on ground level. A door

pivpted open. I stepped into another

cold, bare corridor. Far to the left

I glimpsed a small square of light. I

moved toward it silently, half run-

ning, reserving my strength.

It was a greater distance than I

thought, but there was no sound of

pursuit now. Ahead of me the walls

widened out into a grotto with heavy

metal bars reaching down to form a

sort of cage. Across the ceiling a

thick greenish light beat down, but

this was no ordinary light; here was
the raging inferno of miniature

atomic-vortex held in leash by some
unknown means, perhaps a field of

force. There was something wicked
and nauseating about it.

I stared for a moment and started

to move on, when there came a sound

of gutteral voices within the cage.

Several shapes were moving forward

against the downpour of light. Fas-

cinated, I stood there... and the fas-

cination turned to horror.

The creatures peering out at me
were gaunt and faintly furred, with

bestial lips writhing back to reveal

fanged teeth. Their arms seemed

preternaturally long and dangling;

eyes were reddish-tinged and filmed

over with horror, as if they knew
what was happening, were aware

that they had once been men!
And then came the ultimate hor-

ror. They reached claws out to me
and tried to speak. There was a
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pitiful pleading about it. Through
the animal sounds 1 recognized some
words of garbled Martian. Peering
closer, I saw that most of them were
clad in tattered rags of duraplex

—

the sort of clothes that Martian pros-

pectors wore.

Avatismsf Doctor Klaeg was re-

sponsible for this! These were poor
prospectors who had somehow been
captured out of the foothills to serve
in a ghastly experiment!

The impact of it left me stark

and sweating against the wall . .

.

and then the mists of light reached
out. Where it touched I could feel a
tingling at my nerve-centers, a tug-

ging at my brain, an unhealthy pry-

ing beneath the flesh. I fled the

place and I didn’t stop.

Now I could see the square of
light ahead. Horror was still upon
me. Once outside, I could hide in the

ruins of L’Ottli or make my way into

the desert where they’d never find

me! Better still, if I could only learn

where they kept that ’copter . .

.

Breathless, I reached a crystyte-pan-

eled door. I could feel glorious sun-

light just beyond. I pushed through
the door and found myself in a lush

garden encircled by a high wall. And
I stopped . .

.

Sitting at a table beneath a little

arbor was Doctor Klaeg. Duura and
Dhaarj were there too, jabbering

away at him—something about me. I

felt suddenly very weak as Dhaarj

came toward me, grinning.

Klaeg looked up and smiled at me.

.“Good morning, Rhal. I trust you
have slept well? Let us have break-

fast together.’’

'T’HEY FORCED me into a resi-

liant chair at the end of the

table. I needed food, I couldn’t re-

member when I had eaten last. Mech-
anically I gobbled a highly-seasoned

bisque, a pungent broth and a thick

pudding with the cloying odor of

Canal flowers. All the while Klaeg

kept looking at me with those lid-

less eyes.

“You’re feeling better, Rhal. I can

see it already. Maybe you’re even

beginning. . .to remember.’’ He leaned

forward, pudgy fists on the table.

“The taajos trees? The seven taajos

—and the tomb? You ought to re-

member that. Maybe I won’t have to

do the operation—if you remember.”
I felt my guts curl up inside of

me. I was still remembering those

half-human creatures down there in

the corridor. I saw Duura standing

by, watching me expectantly. And
Dhaarj. I didn’t take my eyes off

Dhaarj.

They were waiting for me to

speak.

“I—I don’t know.” I didn't, either!

All this talk about taajos trees. What
did these people want? Calm, there

Red! Stop that hammering in your

skull! That won’t get you any—
I took a tight grip on my nerves.

"Klaeg, I’ll tell you this. I remember
you picking me up on the Canal

road. I remember a slip of paper,

and being afraid of the Specials, and

I remember getting out of your car.

Previous to that, everything’s clear

as mud.”

“Mud settles, Earthman, if you

give it time.”

“Then give me time! Damn it, give

me time to think. I want to remem-
ber
—

” Steady, Red, steady! Stop that

hammering—
"Unfortunately, we haven’t time.

No time at all.”

A picture seared my brain, and

words were tumbling out. “I remem-

ber this! A cruiser that crashed in

the Canal-bottom—an Earth cruiser,

a trader! And I saw a dead Earth-

man there! Half of his skull was

blasted away, and—

”

Klaeg was pushing back his chair.
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He was standing up. He was more
than a fat little Martian now, he

looked mean and ugly, and his bulg-

ing swamp-grape eyes were a glitter.

He was saying, “An Earthman? He
says he saw a dead Earthman? Hal-

lucination. The pressure on the brain,

the frontal lobe ...”

There was more, all muddled up.

Klaeg was talking fast, giving in-

structions to Duura, something about

an operation. I sat there clutching at

my head... and then I saw Dhaarj

coming to help me from the chair. I

didn’t need any helpl I leaped up,

lashed out with my left fist.

It landed flush on the Jovian’s

chin. It was a good solid punch but

it hardly moved him. I then put two
hard rights into his neck and another

beside his ugly nose, and he looked

at me in astonishment. I heard some-

one say, “Not on the head, Dhaarj!”

Dhaarj snorted and hit me in the

solar-plexus,

I bent over and took hold of the

ground and gave it a good hard spin.

It made a beautiful pattern. There
were circles and triangles that

whirled in varying colors. I grinned

as I watched them, and then all at

once something landed on my head.

It was me.

'^HE ROOM was hot and stifling.

From somewhere the breath of

rotting flowers came up like a mias-

ma.

Then the insects. The shrilling of

insects was everywhere. They re-

minded me of the locusts in my
long-ago days on Earth. There had

been an old superstition that the

cry of locusts in such numbers sig-

nalized death.

I stirred weakly and blinked and

saw a white-gowned figure bending

over me.

I couldn’t see what he was doing;

I just stared at his eyes and thought

of a time when I was a kid oh Earth

and caught a locust and looked close

at its eyes. It had mean, bulging,

hateful eyes—just like Doc Klaeg’s

now,

I breathed in some more of the

sickish-sweet miasma, and knew it

wasn’t from flowers.

I dreamed, and in my dreams they

had me tied to a table and were

throwing darts into my bleeding

skull. The heads of the darts were

little metal locusts. There was a

snake, too. The great bronze creature

coiled around my forehead, and made
my brain very hot, and whenever one

of the darts hit me the snake would

have a spasm.

It all went away finally. Sunlight

came, then shadowy Martian night

with a magnetic storm somewhere out

over the desert. During all this in-

terim I saw Klaeg several times

again, bending over me. And Duura
once, propping me up and feeding

me some of that pungent broth. And
Dhaarj always. Every time I opened
my eyes I saw the Jovian’s ugly

bulk in a chair across the room. I

came to have a horrpr of him.

I thought I heard Klaeg saying

once, “He’ll come out of it fast. We
must be ready,”

At last I came awake and stayed

awake, and that was worst of all.

Because I remsmberedf
I remembered me, and how I came

to Mars, and all that went before.

I remembered DeHarries, . Corre-

lator for Earth, and his desperately

urgent voice as he briefed us on this

mission.

I remembered the flight from
Earth. Most of all I remembered the

cruiser, and the wreck of the cruiser,

and the name of the other man in

the cruiser who was my friend. .

.

but he was dead now.

"Manning. George Manning.” I

lay there remembering it all, as dor-
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mant area^ of my brain were pushed
into activity.

DeHarries’ briefing had been

thorough and to the point. Manning
and I were chosen because of our
previous experience in the trade-

lanes. The plans we were carrying

to the Inter-Planet Council at

Turibek were of utmost importance,

but to send a convoy along would'be
to reveal the site chosen for the

secret Council, and might be con-

strued as a show of strength. Such
things must be avoided. Each planet

was sovereign, and hypersensitively

suspicious of the slightest encroach-

ment upon those rights.

Only after years of negotiation

and mutual mistrust had the agree-

ment been reached; each planet to

contribute its top secret for the

benefit of all. This could be the only

means of quelling a growing unrest

that was leading inevitably to war,

Venus had agreed to give up the

secret of her invulnerable, allotropic

metal. Mercury’s contribution were

the vast Solar Discs that protected

her cities from the sun, but were

powerful weapons as well. Mars had

Multi-Energon-Screens. Jupiter was
willing to present the Frequency

Tuner, a hyper space-drive which
every planet had long coveted.

And Earth’s contribution, her most
powerful weapon... I thought of it

now. The Energon directional-beam,

known as the E-Beam. Radiant ener-

gy, heretofore holocaustic but limit-

ed, could now be controlled and pro-

pelled along this beam for unimagi-

nable distances.

I thought of all this, and my mind
went back to George Manning, and

I felt the sweat of my hands as I

clenched them tight. “Manning. I’ll

get even, Manning! I swear it! They
murdered you, but I swear I’ll even

the score!’’

I must have repeated this end-

lessly, before I sat up and looked

across the room, and realized that

by some miracle the Jovian was no
longer there.

CHAPTER IV

T MOVED quickly to the door. It

was locked. That was just as

well, because I wouldn’t stand a

chance in the corridors of this build-

ing. I must get to Turibek and see

Emperor Bedril and bring the offi-

cials back here. Then we could look

for that tomb, and the precious pack-

age I’d hidden. .

.

I hurried to the windows and
pried them open. The ground was a
giddy distance below, but I’d have

to chance it. I swung out and let

myself go and plunged down through

a tangle of razor-edged shrubs. One
leg twisted painfully in the soft

sand.

For a moment I lay there and lis-

tened. All was quiet. The magnetic

storm was dying away across the des-

ert, while Deimos and Phobos raced

in eccentric orbits to cast strange

shadows amidst the ruins of L’Ottli.

My only chance now was the ’cop-

ter. It must be somewhere about

!

Hugging the wall, I moved careful-

ly along the side of the huge ram-

bling building. The place seemed to-

tally dark. I wondered where the

others were; if Dhaarj came back to

that room and found me gone, the

alarm would be out . .

.

I reached the far corner. L’Ottli’s

streets lay before me with strange

conical structures tumbling into de-

cay. Suddenly I drew back, and for-

got to breathe, as excitement ham-

mered away at my brain. Scarcely

fifty yards away on the drifting

sands was the hull of a huge black

spacer.

And I remembered it well ! After

reaching Mars, Manning and I had
followed a course high above the
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South Desert: perhaps we relaxed a

little, with Turibek so near. Sud-

denly, out of nowhere, this black

hull appeared above us. It grappled

our smaller ship with magnetic

beams. . .under a surge of power we
broke away, spun wildly out of con-

trol... and then the crash...

Now, as I crouched in the shadows

and stared at the deadly black spac-

er, I realized that whoever had

brought it here must be somewhere
about. That was a chance I would
take! If I could gain this ship I’d

be in Turibek in a matter of min-

utes. I gauged the distance. By hug-

ging the ruins I might reach it

safely.

I began the move, thankful for

those dancing desert shadows that

helped cover me. And when I’d gone

half the distance, I saw the guard.

A lone man pacing endlessly before

the ship. It was then I heard the

voices, so close at hand that I was
startled. They seemed to come from
a quadrangled ruin just to my left.

Moving closer, I saw a chink of

light in the storm-battered walls.

j^LAEG WAS there, and Duura. ..

and a group of men so strange

in appearance that I was held in

fascination. They were ebony, with

bright green manes flowing about

their shoulders, and yellow eyes that

gleamed fanatically in the flickering

light. One of them, a majestic figure

in long robes, stood iii the center of

the room and watched Klaeg.

Klaeg was pacing with nervous

little strides.

“You never should have come here,

Khi-Ileth! We’re only thirty miles

from Turibek. I suppose you know
if you’re caught, youll fry on Bed-
ril’s torture plates!"

Khi-Ileth waved an ebon hand,

smiled inscrutably. “And you as

well."

I had heard of these people. The
Rajecs, fierce black tribes of the

Outland Deserts, who hated the Up-

per Martians with a hatred beyond

understanding. But they had their

;

science, and in recent years the

tribes had consolidated to carry on

spasmodic wars against the cities

tc the north. Among the Rajecs were

a few renegade Martians, usually

outlaws or embittered “politicals,”

such as Klaeg.

“We brought down the Earth ship

for you,’’ Khi-Ileth was saying. "You
have caught the Earthman who es-

caped?’’

Klaeg nodded, tugging nervously

at his fat fingers.

“And the plans they were carry-

ing? The E-Beam?”
“He hid them! Somewhere out

there in the wastes. And there was
amnesia...! had to operate. When
he comes out of it, we’ll find them
it we have to scour the entire de-

sert!’’

I saw Khi-Ileth’s yellow eyes

flash contempt. “Those plans, so

necessary to your own work. You
had them in your grasp and then

bungled it. The Earthman outwitted

you!”
“We’ll get them, I tell you! Khi-

Ileth . .
.
please go away. Take your

men back to the desert. When things

have developed I’ll contact your ship

by Tele-Magnum.”
“No, we are safe here. , .for a

while. Come. I should like to see

how your experiments in reverse-

thalamics are progressing.”

Reverse-thalamics I I remembered
those half-human creatures I had
seen in the corridor. I pressed near-

er, shifting my weight against the

stone alcove.

“We nave supplied you with be-

draggled Martians from out of the

hills," the Rajec leader was saying,

“so it is right that we should see.
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You are sure this directional-beam

from Earth is what you need to per-

fect your weapon?”
“Yes! I explained it to you be-

fore, Khi-Ileth.” Klaeg paced again

as he talked. “We have long been
aware that the brain has a system
of electro-magnetic tuning, which
intensifies in certain areas where
involved thinking is carried out, but

is almost nil in other areas. Long
ago I tried to perfect a thalamic
ray to increase the tonus of the

brain, which would activate dormant
areas, and in effect, speed up the

evolutionary process. .

.

I saw Khi-Ileth wave an impatient

hand, but Klaeg’s eyes took on a

fanatic gleam,

“In striving for this ray I hit

upon a vibratory rate that worked
exactly in reverse! It slowed down
the brain tonus, reacted upon evolu-

tionary glands and metabolism itself I

Once started, there is no halting it.

It has worked perfectly on Martians
and I know it will work on any
race
—

”

Khi-Ileth interrupted. “The point

being that you have no means of

controlling it, and above all, pro-

jecting it as a weapon. And you are

sure this E-Beam will serve the

purpose.”

“Very sure! Can you imagine the

effect of such a weapon upon an
unsuspecting populace? Or for that

matter, upon an entire space-fleet?”

T FELT my stomach turn over in

a sickening yawn. So that was
the plan! Klaeg in league with these

Rajec devils, engaged in an unholy

experiment that had to do with

reverse-evolution ! I had no doubt

that the resulting weapon would be

used against the Martian populace

...without warning. . .and perhaps

even further if Klaeg had his way.

And I was sick with another realiza-

tion. I knew that the packet entrust-

ed to Manning and me contained

more than the E-Beam plans. There

was a miniature working-model as

well. If Klaeg got his hands on thar,

he could have larger, long-range

beams perfected in a matter of

days!

The thought of it brought me
erect, and I hurried away from there.

I continued along the streets of

ruins. Glancing toward the Rajec

spacer, I saw that the g^ard was
gone! Luck was with me, I hurried

forward ... and a black sinewy fig-

ure came hurtling at me from the

shadows. I had forgoten that these

Rajecs were nocturnal-visioned!

Whirling to meet the guard, I

glimpsed an energast in the dark

fist. He tried to bring it into posi-

tion, but I was too close for that. I

clamped fingers about his wrist. 1

tried to get my other hand about his

throat. He grinned at me evilly and

squirmed away. I felt suddenly weak
from what Kleag had done to my
head. The Rajec was upon me, using

his sinewy strength to bear me back-

ward,

I clung fiercely to his wrist, and

thought of an ancient trick that had

never failed. Moving my feet swift-

ly, I brought his arm behind him
and then threw all of my strength

into an upward leverage. Bones
snapped as the green-maned figure

went sailing backward ... and that

was my error.

He let out a cry of warning, a

shrill “ai-hee!” The sound hung
shuddering in the night, and then

Klaeg, Duura, the entire host of

Rajecs were pouring into the street.

I reached the guard’s energast, but

before I could bring it up a dozen

black bodies were bearing me to the

ground. The towering Khi-Ileth

came forward, pulled me erect and

peered into my face.
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“So. This is the Earthman. Klaeg,

you aie careless!”

Klaeg whirled upon Duura. “Dha-

arj! Where is he? Didn’t you tell

him to stand guard in the room?”

“Yes, I told him to notify us

when the Earthman awoke. You can-

not depend on that stupid Jovian!”

“No matter,” Khi-Ileth purred.

“Klaeg, you are sure this Earthman
remembers now? You must get those

plans !”

Klaeg moved close, looked at me
with deadly assurance. “The opera-

tion was a success. He remembers.

He will take me to that tomb in the

wastes; he remembers even that,

now.”

I surged forward, but felt my
arms twisted fiercely behind me.

“If you wish, we Rajecs have meth-

ods of persuasion—” Then Khi-

Ileth shrugged, his eyes scanned the

sky. "But you are right, Klaeg, it

isn’t safe for us here; there were

too many of Bedril’s Specials about

today. We shall life gravs, but we’ll

be close at hand over in the hills.”

“Good! Rest assured I can handle

the brave Earthman.” Klaeg grinned

at me evilly. “Right, Mr. Vaughn?”
Vaughn. Carl Vaughn. That was

me, and Klaeg knew that I knew it

now, together with all the rest.

Again I tried to leap for his grin-

ning face, but the Rajecs held me
back.

Klaeg’s eyes glittered as he drove

a pudgy fist into my lips. He drove

it again, and seemed to enjoy it.

“That is for the trouble you ha/e

caused! And the delay! It was a

good try, Vaughn, but the game is

over now. You have lost. It was
inevitable

!’’

CHAPTER V

TJ^E WERE in that high-walled™ garden again, just Klaeg and I.

Around and around we walked, end-

lessly; we might have been the best

of pals out for a moonlight stroll

except for one thing. Klaeg kept al-

ways to the left of me, a few paces

away, and in his fat fist he held a

Martian kra blaster, the genuine

thing, the large economy size that

blows ones brains into vapor.

“Walk, Vaughn! I want you to

get used to your legs again. The
dizziness will go away too, and you
can think better.”

I was thinking better. I was think-

ing that if only this brute of a Jov-

ian would keep out of the way for

a while longer, I might have a

chance. I had just seen the Rajecs

lift gravs, and I felt better for that.

I lessened my stride, watching

Klaeg. The bluish light from Phobos

made a fat little genie of him. I

teetered forv/ard, and with unbe-

lievably fast motion Klaeg swung
the kra up.

“I’m really good with this!” he

snapped.

I believed him, as I thought of

the way I had found George Man-
ning. Klaeg had done that. I sud-

denly felt packed in ice from my
lips to the pit of my belly. “Blast

me now,” I said, “and you’ll never

find that tomb!”

Klaeg grinned and pressed the

stud. The force-beam creased my
arm, so close I could feel the crisp-

ing of hairs. I went staggering back.

“A sample!” Klaeg said venomous-

ly. “If necessary, I’ll take one arm
and then the other. I shall leave to

you only your legs!. Now, Vaughn,
about face and march! Out to the

road. We shall go and find that

tomb.”

I marched, and felt Klaeg right

behind me. Rounding the building,

I spotted r grove of trees some dis-

tance away. Duura was standing

there, and Dhaarj. She was standing

very close to Dhaarj, and then I saw
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her on tiptoe in the Jovian’s arms as

she kissed him.

“Talented girl,*' I remarked
thoughtfully. “She bribed me in just

about the same way.”

Klaeg chuckled behind me. “Yes,

she’s good at it. I don’t quite trust

that Jovian! I have a feeling he’d

double-cross me for those plans.”

We reached the road, and there

was the Martian three-wheeler. I

glanced back at Klaeg. “Wouldn’t
the ’copter be faster?”

“I’m taking no chances with you,

Karthman. Get in! You’re going to

drive.”

I slid behind the controls. Klaeg
took the seat behind me, blaster held

in readiness. "You’ll never get away
with this,” I told him. “Manning and
I should have been in Turibek by
now! Bedril must have received a

Tele-message from Earth, that’s why
the Specials are looking for the

Earth cruiser, and they’ll be on the

hunt again tomorrow. They’ll turn

this section inside out...”

“By that time I'll have your pre-

cious plans and be away from here.

There’s a Rajec stronghold over in

the hills, complete with laborato-

ries
—

” Klaeg stopped, glared at me,

and then brought the blaster for-

ward in a vicious arc. The heavy
coils caught me across the cheek.

Blood came down and I blinked back

the tears. “Stop yammering,” he

grated, "and drive!”

I drove, but I said one thing more.

“I don’t see why you keep that Jo-

vian around,” I told him. “You do
all right.”

'T'HE ROAD was a shimmering rib-

bon atop the Canal wall. Below
us the wastes reached away intermi-

nably, bright and deadly quiet under

Phobos* glow. In a desperate in-

stant I thought of twisting the con-

trols to send us plunging down the

bank, but I knew I wouldn’t stand a

chance. I’d have to wait for a bet-

ter opportunity.

“Just drive,” Klaeg grated close

to my ear, “and don’t try to be a

hero!”

I drove and I thought hard. I

thought of the Inter-Planet Council,

the suspicions and accusations that

must be occuring because Earth’s E-
Bcam failed to arrive. I thought of

DeHarries. His plan for secrecy was
good. Everyone concerned had been

thoroughly screened. But somewhere
along the line Klaeg must have had
an operative, who flashed the word of

our coming, and they pin-pointed us

perfectly. This was more than a ren-

egade Martian and a handful of

Outland Desert tribes. It was per-

fect organization!

I drove, and Klaeg chuckled be-

hind me. “The operation was one of

my best,” he said proudly. “A real

challenge to me. I suppose yoi know
what I found?” He thrust a palm

forward and I saw three tiny metal

discs that glittered in the moon-

light. “Neuro-discs, aren’t they? I’ve

heard of them. One on either side

of your skull, another at the base

of the brain. It was clever of your

DeHarries, I must admit that.”

Yes, I knew. I remembered the

Correlator's explanation to Manning
and me. The neuro-discs were plant-

ed just beneath the flesh. At any

real sign of danger, the E-Beam was
to be instantly destroyed, and then

a sharp, direct blow to any one of

the discs would dissolve tiny inner

crystals; this sent minute rays to

the brain which brought an induced

amnesia, thus completely masking

our real mission to Mars.

And I had disregarded the orders!

I had tried to be a hero! Crawling

out of the smashed cruiser, with

some notion of saving the E-Beam,
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I had fled somewhere along the Can-

al-bottom and found a tomb. It must
have been immediately after that

when the amnesia came . . . total and
very real. A bitter self-reproach

welled up in me now, but there was
one thing I had to know.
“My loss of memory," I said. “Was

it real, or a result of the discs?”

“Both, I think. I had to use a

Cerebro-Scanner to reach a certain

area, the corpus striatum, or center

of consciousness. The rest I achieved

by relieving the bone pressure.”

Klaeg was peering forward, watch-
ing the road carefully. We came to

a slight angle that I seemed to rec-

ognize, and he said, “This is the

place. Stop and get out.”

'THIS WAS where the cruiser had

crashed, but it was completely

covered over with desert drift now
to prevent spotting it from the air.

Klaeg shoved me hard, and I went
tumbling down the embankment.
“Keep going!” he said. “And remem-
ber I still have the blaster.”

“You do pretty well without one!”

I plunged the rest of the way down
and Klaeg was right behind.

“Start walking,” he said. “No! Not
that way. More to the left. Now. .

.

keep on a straight line.”

The Canal at this juncture was
perhaps a quarter of a mile wide,

and I was heading straight across

toward the opposite desert. I re-

membered, now. This was the way
I had gone before, running, stum-

bling, clutching a precious packet

tight as a terrible pain tore at my
skull.

“You see, Vaughn, you do re-

member,” Klaeg’s mocking voice

came. “When the Rajec spacer

brought you down I was waiting. I

saw you climb out and start here.

You had a long lead on me, but I

followed. You reached the gullies

over there and then I lost you. After

a long while I saw you heading back

—without the package.”

We kept walking. I began to no-

tice that my legs were still pretty

weak. Tht entwining dianga ham-

pered me, and occasionally I stum-

bled into sink-holes.

“It was when you were heading

back,” Klaeg went on, “that you col-

lapsed. You remember all this now,
Vaughn?”
“You’re doing enough talking for

two,” I grated. “You tell me!"
“I will. You felt yourself going

out. Your head felt funny! You hid

the plans over here, and then you
figured you’d better write down a

description of the place in case you
did blank out.” Klaeg laughed, and
it cut through to my taut nerves. “It

wasn’t very smart, Vaughn. I found
that piece of paper in your shoe.”

No, it wasn't smart. Td bungled it

straight down the line. But a man in

the throes of amnesia, with uncer-

tainty and error upon him.... I re-

member another thing now. “Those
convict clothes,” I said. “I suppose
you dressed me in them, after I’d

collapsed—

"

“A master stroke," Klaeg chuckled.

“I saw you were knocked pretty bad-

ly on the head, and going in circles,

SO

—

“Fine,” I muttered. “You figured

when I saw myself in those clothes,

not remembering anything, Td get
panicky and come along with you.”

“Something like that. I was sure

I could bring your memory back, but
yours was a peculiar type of injury;

I couldn’t use force for fear of
shocking you into permanent amne-
sia."

“And when I refused to come
along with you, Duura supplied the

gentle touch,” I wound it up.

I didn’t care about all this! I only
wanted time to think, to act, to {ig~
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are a way of getting at that blasterl

We walked for two hundred yards

and I said nothing more. But 1 re-

membered the tomb! I remembered
that vividly.

WERE nearing the desert

” now. The coughing snarl of a

kalamar reached us, but it was far

away in the dunes. A pair of arracks

winged low, shrilling raucously.

Once I stopped to stare at a man’s

skeleton that lay deep in the decay-

ing muck, bones shredding away
through the ravages of time and the

elements. God only knew what dark

event in a far forgotten past had
put him there; and was that the fate

reserved for me?
I leaped aside as a crimson reptile

shape with jet black head reared up
in our path.

"Libula!” The cry came from
Klaeg. He blasted past my shoulder,

and the scaly creature vanished, into

vapor. He swung the kra quickly

back to cover me. “Keep going,

Vaughn!”
We reached the far edge of the

bottoms, and I stared about. The
desert reached above us in undulat-

ing dunes. I saw a few scattered

taajos trees leaning low against the

sands away from the desert blasts. I

could never forget this place.

“Well, Vaughn, which way? You
remember!”

I turned left, and we proceeded

along the foot of the dunes,

“Let us hope you are right, Vaughn.
I searched this entire area and
never came on any group of seven

taajos trees!”

That was understandable. Gullies

began to appear, opening out into

channeled ravines that twisted far

into the desert depths. There were
literally dozens of them. A person

could search here endlessly, unless

—

For xa instant I started at a gully

almost hidden by growth. A pair of

trees leaned sharply together as

though guarding the entrance. This

was the place, I remembered it well!

I went ahead with scarcely a pause,

but Klaeg was alert.

“This one, Vaughn! We’ll try

this one just for luck!"

He kept pushing me ahead, into the

ravine, mouthing threats all the

while. Then the taajos trees came

into view; seven of them in a semi-

circular row, with crustaceous white

growths clinging like the remnants of

integument. Stumbling over roots and

loose rock, I passed the first tree and

then the second.

"The tomb, Vaughn, the tomb!

I’ll give you two minutes to find it!”

“How can I remember? It was here

in the middle somewhere. It was
well hidden.” I glanced back, and in

the light of Phobos Klaeg’s eyes

looked pretty wild.

We continued along the trees while

I brushed aside thick desert moss and

searched around the upthrust roots.

I had no idea where the tomb was

now, but I knew what to expect when
I did find it! This mad Martian genie

would blast me as callously as he had

George Manning. Bring him in close!

the thought hammered at me. Your

only chance. . .make a try for the

blaster . . .

.

“I think I've found it,” I said.

"There’s something over here
—

”

He came forward. I straightened

suddenly and grabbed for the gun-

wrist. His speed was amazing. He
leaped a pace to the right, brought

the blaster up and fired. The charge

tore past my ear. I staggered back,

clutched at the overhead branches . .

.

and my feet plunged through some

sort of rotten planking.

I’d found the tomb, all right. I was

standing in it to my hips.

"I could have put that charge right
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through you, Vaughn... but I have

further plans for you !”

A chill came over me as I realized

what Klaeg meant. He intended to

work on me with that reverse-thala-

mic ray, in order to judge its affect

on Terran metabolism!

“All right, Vaughn. Climb out of

there and start tearing those boards

away !”

I was feeling tired now, a terrible

weakness was on me, but the boards

came away easily. On some long-for-

gotten day a man had died, and other

men had built him a ramshackle tomb,

and no one had approached the sepul-

chre for years. It was very black in-

side except for a moonbeam slanting

through the open roof. I could see a

muddy head, without hair or flesh,

but with teeth, that seemed to grin

a greeting at me. I’d seen that skull

before. That’s where I’d put the E-
Beam packet—beside the alien skull.

"It must be there,” Klaeg snarled.

“Drag it out!”

“Not me. Doc!” I drew back a lit-

tle, tried to make my voice scared.

“It’s here all right. You get it out if

you want. There’s—there’s a nest of

libulas in here!”

I heard him give an oath, felt him
press forward. This was the moment!
I brought the' heavy chunk of wood
in my hand up and back, in a single

swift arc. It crashed squarely against

his teeth. I was whirling as he

stumbled back, and then I pounced
upon him. I got hold of his gun-wrist

and jerked it sharply against my
knee. He let out a yell and dropped
the gun.

l^LAEG was squirming like an

ocelan, bringing his knees up into

my groin. I felt fainter every moment.
I let go of the wrist and tried to find

the blaster. Klaeg smashed a fist into

my face.

“I’ll kill you, Earthman! I’ve got

to kill you!” He kept yelling that, and
froth was on his lips. Then he yelled,

“Dhaarj I Dhaarj !” I got a hand
around his throat and he didn’t yell

any more. But I heard the sound of

heavy steps coming down the slope

of the ravine! The Jovian! That’s

when the real panic hit me and I

knew I had to get the kra blaster.

I fumbled and found the blaster.

Klaeg brought a knee into my stom-

ach and I felt sick. I couldn’t get the

weapon around. Klaeg had hold of my
wrist and was bending it backward. I

thought: Dhaarj is coming! If I

don't—
We twisted and rolled and Klaeg

was trying with both hands for the

weapon. I held onto the weapon.

Klaeg was using his knees to keep

me down and I kept getting weaker.

Klaeg was making noises in his

throat and he seemed big and heavy.

He kept coming forward until he got

a knee against my throat. I thought:

the Jovian’s at the first tree now—
Klaeg pressed with his knee and

my head went back. My throat was
hurting and blocking the air. The
knee pressed harder, and it was bad.

Then it was very bad. But I wouldn’t
let go of the blaster. The Jovian will

be here! I’ve got to—
The pain in my throat was a long

tube. It went up to my eyes and down
to my stomach. It twirled and kept
twirling. My stomach was glossy and
purple. My brain was black and burn-
ing. Klaeg didn’t care about the

blaster now, he was trying to kill

me with his knee in my throat!

Slowly, I managed to move my hand.

It twisted and brought up the blaster

and my fingers touched a tiny stud.

It was too late to wonder which way
it was pointing. My finger pressed
the stud.

There came a burst of heat that
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sprayed back upon me. Then a smell

of burning flesh, a shuddering scream
fr<Mn Klaeg. Abruptly the screaming
stopped. The pressure in my throat

went away. I rolled his body aside

and tried to stand up. Dhaarj was
coming, and I was so weak I could

hardly stand, but 1 had the blaster!

I twisted around and saw Dhaarj.

His big shape rushed at me as I

raised the blaster. A hand darted out

and clamped my wrist. He blocked

two of my punches, and he was yell-

ing something, and then I was too

weak to move as he held me at arm’s

length and took the gun.

CHAPTER VI

A NOTHER sound s brought me
** around. Duura was there, star-

ing down at Klaeg’s charred body.

She looked from Klaeg to the weap-
on in the Jovian’s hand.

“So you killed him, Dhaarj ! He al-

ways Sciid you might try a double-

cross!’’ Something of doubt rose in

her shadowed eyes, and then she

shrugged. Her lips looked garish the

way I remembered in the photograph.

She edged close to Dhaarj. “It’s

just as well, honey. We’ll get rid of

this Earthman, then you and I can

go on with the plan! I have all of

Klaeg’s notes, I’m familiar with the

thalamic-ray . . . there will be no stop-

ping us! Khi-Ileth has the Rajecs

ready to move when the time

comes—’’

Dhaarj was smiling at her strange-

ly. “I’m afraid not, my dove. Zo far

az the E-Beam iz conzerned, I have

other planz. But thankz for bring-

ing me here. I have arrived in time.”

Duura stared at him unbelievingly,

and without warning she brought up
her hands and shoved. The Jovian

went back and down as his feet tan-

gled with a taajos root. He fired

once, but the beam was wide of the

mark as Duura sped past me.

“Ztop her, Earthman!’’

Without knowing why, I whirled
and raced after her. She twisted

through the trees toward the opposite

ravine wall. By the time I reached

there she was scrambling upward to

the high desert. I followed, driven

by the urgency in Dhaarj's voice and
his pounding feet behind me.
Reaching the upper sands, I col-

lapsed in a weary heap. Duura had
reached the ’copter just a short dis-

tance away. I forced myself up, stag-

gered toward it, and in the waning
light of Phobos I could see the girl

hunched over the control panel.

There came a familiar humming
sound together with an intersperse of

static. Short-wave Telemagnum! In-

stantly 1 knew. She was contacting

Khi-Ileth in the hills! I hurried for-

ward, but Duura had seen me com-
ing. The overhead rotors were in mo-
tion, the ’copter rose swiftly, poised

for a single instant and then darted

away.

I turned back and saw Dhaarj com-
ing toward me across the sands. A
look of ineffable sadness was on his

gross face. It startled me.

“We have lozt, Earthman.’’

“We?’’

“I am on your zide ! Don’t you rea-

lize that yet?’’

It didn’t make sense to me, and I

kept my distance. Dhaarj went on:

“Zhe iz viciouz, that one! If pozzi-

ble, even worze than Klaeg ! Now zhe

will contact Khi-Ileth, and—’’

"She’s done that already,’’ I told

him.

“Yez. And look.” He lifted a hand

and pointed. Far off toward the rib-

bon of road I saw a puff of flame

that quickly flared and died. “Zhe
haz taken care of the three-wheeler,

Dhaarj said. “We are completely cut

off in the waztez, and when Khi-
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Ileth bringz hiz men. ...” He paused,

then shoved something at me ; a dark-

faced doll of heavy plastic, perhaps

a foot and a half high. "Izn’t it what
you were after, in the tomb? The
E-Beam model?”

SNATCHED it from him. With
trembling fingers I searched for

the hidden mechanism. The doll

swung apart, and I saw the maze of

miniature tubes and coils and lenses.

Purpose rose high and bright in my
brain again! Without looking at

Dhaarj, I whirled and plunged off

into the wastes.

The Jovian came quickly after me.

I felt steel in his fingers as he

grabbed my shoulder.

“Uze your brainz, Earthman! You
would never make it acrozz dezert

—

for many reazonz.”

“I’m getting this through to Turi-

bek! Nothing’s going to stop me!”
“No, Earthman. There iz a better

way. We have not lozt yet!” He was
scanning the desert, off to the left

by the ravines. “Come. I think I can

zhow you!”

I hesitated, then followed. There
was something strange and unpre-

dictable about this man! As we
walked, Dhaarj never once took his

gaze from the gullies twisting below
us. He seemed to be searching for

something. . .and suddenly he vras on
his knees, scraping away sand and
rubble at the bottom of a dune. “I

knew it waz zomewhere cloze!” he

said excitedly. “I could never for-

get!”

Soon I saw ancient stone, a sort of

wall. . .part of a tunnel! I was help-

ing him now, and the rubble came
away fast. I’d heard of the place,

vague rumors about an abandoned

Canal that had been filled with slag

from the Martian mines. But years

ago pirates had conceived the idea of

burrowing through it, making a per-

fect retreat to the desert!

“It leadz to the outzkirtz of

L’Ottli.” Dhaarj was grinning at me
“We zhall return there! The element

of the unpredictable; they will not

be expecting uz!”

We pushed through a door of de-

caying wood, and Dhaarj produced a

torch which he flashed about. The
walls were a glaze of hardened glass

where the heat beams had burrowed.

And then Dhaarj sprang forward.

“Luck iz with uz, Earthman!!” He
was staring at a group of little cars,

ore-cars long abandoned.

“Atomic? Hold that light steady!”

I came forward and studied the con-

trols. They were outdated, but in this

dry atmosphere metal did not cor-

rode; everything seemed intact. I

twisted the rheostats. There came a

sluggish burst of power, an ascending

whine as the rear motors took hold.

Seconds later we were on the way,

as Dhaarj kept the torch centered to

shatter the darkness.

iinpEN MILEZ, Earthman. We
zhould be at L’Ottli zoon!”

“And no doubt Khi-Ilcth is there

already. 1 know Duura was contacting

him.” I glanced at the Jovian. “Why
are you doing this, Dhaarj? If you
were playing on my team, you could

have come in a hell of a lot sooner!”

“Wrong, Earthman. I could not—az

you zay—tip my hand. I had to wait

my time. And juzt like Klaeg, I had
to be zure you remembered!”

“So you could grab the E-Beam for

yourself—or whoever you’re working
for!” I peered through the gloom.

“Jovian Government?”
“Wrong again, Earthman. I’m an

outcazt.”

“Don’t keep calling me Earthman.

My name’s Vaughn.”
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“Who’z arguing?”

There was silence, and my hand
tightened around the plastic doll on
the seat. I pondered. 'Here we were
heading straight back to L’Ottli, and
for all I knew I might be playing

right into Dhaarj’s hands.

"You have the E-Beam, 'Vaughn.

But promize me thiz ; If worzt comes
to worzt—deztroy it! Such a weapon
muzt not fall into wrong handz!”

I’d already made up my mind to

that. Something in the Jovian’s

voice puzzled me. Everything about

him was a contradiction.

“And if you ztill do not truzt me

—

here!” He took the blaster from his

belt, slid it across the seat to me.

For the barest moment I hesitated.

“Keep it,” I said. “We’ll probably

need it, and if I’ve made another mis-

take it won’t matter anyway!”
“Thankz, Vaughn.” In the dark I

felt that he was grinning.

The tunnel continued straight as a

rule, but soon we were on a slight

upward grade. I cut down the speed.

“Az I remember it,” Dhaarj said,

“thiz leadz out at the far edge of

town—

”

“And then?” I had my ow’n ideas,

but I wanted to hear his.

“My plan would be thiz, Vaughn.
Firzt we make our way over to

Klaeg’z laboratory. We’ll find a

Tele-Magnum there. It’z a huge one,

powerful enough to get a mezzage
through to Turibek. Our only chanze
iz to get the Zpecialz over here !”

I nodded, but one idea went clam-

oring in my head. If Dhaarj was so

anxious for the Specials, why hadn’t

he contacted them twenty-four hours
ago? He must have had plenty of op-

portunity. But I kept my thoughts
to myself.

“We’ll try it,” I said grimly.

“Keep that blaster handy.”

•^HE PASSAGE ended abruptly.

We left the car, moved past stone

abutments and thence onto a rocky

incline just behind the ghost-town.

It was that deepening hour before

dawn; Phobos hung low and Deimos
had disappeared. Dimly we could see

the ruins stretching below. ..and we
saw more. The Rajecs were there!

The black spacer was there, with a

desperate activity going on about it.

I caught a glimpse of Duura, scurry-

ing, giving orders. And the towering

figure of Khi-Ileth urging his men
on as they carried equipment into the

spacer.

“Moving!” I whispered. “They’re

moving to Khi-Ileth’s stronghold in

the hills.”

“Wait.” Dhaarj touched my arm.

He peered intently. “They will never

leave yet. Khi-Ileth haz men zcour-

ing the dezert for uz. . .he will not

expect uz here! We muzt act quick-

ly!”

I pointed. “If we circle to the far

side—”

It was too late. A line of shadowy
figures loomed on the slope below.

Rajec guards! I could see their feral

eyes and flowing green hair. The
way they came leaping upward, I

knew they had spotted us. A few of

them held Energasts.

“Keep back!” Dhaarj crouched

beside me in the entrance. The Ra-

jecs came upward like silent ghosts.

An Energast spoke inaudibly. We
felt the shock of it through the stone

mere yards away. Light limned the

scene for a split second . . . and Dha-

arj leaped into view, a gigantic fig-

ure. The sheer audacity of it held

them. Dhaarj had the blaster in ac-

tion, moving in a single wide swath.

I saw three Rajecs go down. A fourth

one fled pellmell, but the last one

came on, trying to swing his Ener-

gast into position. The blaster charge
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caught him squarely, and he went
down in a smouldering heap.

“We’re in for it!” Dhaarj turned

quickly and his face was tragic. Then
I saw his cause for alarm. The Hajecs

below had caught flashes of the

brief skirmish. Dozens of them were

gathering. Others dashed for the

spacer, to emerge with more weap-

ons as Khi-Ileth gave swift orders.

“No retreat now,” Dhaarj said des-

perately. “If they conzentrate thoze

weaponz they will collapze the tun-

nel around uz!” But I paid him no

heed, as I hurried back to the heavy

ore-car and brought it v/heeling to

the entrance.

“Quick! Give me a hand with this!

We’ll have a barricade....” We
swung it across the entrance, as the

first tentative attack came. A few of

the bolts struck close. The car shud-

dered in front of us but the heavy

metal held. Dhaarj returned the fire,

but only for a moment.

“Range iz too far!” he raged help-

lessly. He crouched, waiting, blaster

held in readiness. I ventured a look.

They were coming slowly, spread out

in a fan-like maneuver across the

slope. For a moment the strategy

puzzled me... and then suddenly I

knew! I had the E-Beam. Duura
knew it, Khi-Ileth knew it. They
wanted that Beam, they needed it,

they had risked everything. Now they

did not dare launch a crushing at-

tack which might destroy it! They
had us pinned down and would try to

pick us off neatly.

The E-Beam! An idea leaped high

and bright in my brain. It was only

a model, scarcely more than a toy,

but it might work! All I lacked was
a Power feed... and the ore-car was
atomic ! I hurried to the rear motors,

pried away at the metal encasement.

The lid fell away. I searched the

dark interior. These old type mo-

tors, I knew, were equipped with

atomo powerpacks. . .

.

There came the thut of Dhaarj’s

blaster as he opened up again.

“They’re trying to flank uz” he

called. “I can hold them for a while!

Hurry!” He slid the electric torch

to me.

I found the powerpack, a thin

brick encased in duralloy. Gently I

disengaged the leads to the motor;

then opening the plastic doll, I

stared at the E-Beam accoutrement. I

had heard mere rumors of the work-

ing principle. Parts of the maze I

recognized, but the rest was beyond

my ken ! A hard dismay washed over

me.

Far back in the tunnel came a

shattering roar, a swirl of dust and

debris. Some of the Rajecs must have

gotten past Dhaarj to blast from

above! Our retreat was cut off.

Desperation lent wings to my fin-

gers as I sought out the proper coils

and terminals. I was none too sure,

but I thought I had a glimmering of

it! Stretching out the powerpack
leads, I fastened them tight beneath

a series of contact discs. I was work-

ing it blind. A chance in a hundred!

Trailing the leads behind me, I

hurried over to Dhaarj. He was reel-

ing, near collapse. Then I felt it

—

a wash of power across my brain that

sent me staggering. Dhaarj gasped,

“They’ve zet up a parala-convert-

T GLIMPSED it far on the slope be-

low. A tripoded weapon with pale,

fanning rays reaching out, washing
up to us almost gently. A cortical pa-

ralysis blanket! I felt it clutching at

my brain. With my last strength I

brought the E-Beam waist high,

aimed through an opening and re-

leased the power. The weapon leaped

in my hands like a thing alive. . .and
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then all was inc edible chaos.

But the chaos was below us! The
pencil-thin E-Beam, pale blue and

shot through with streaks of silver,

leaped unerringly to the mark. The
parala-converter vanished in a wash
of flame, taking half a dozen Rajecs

with it. And the Beam didn’t end!

It lanced on interminably, boring

through the nearest building and the

one beyond. Everything it touched

blazed out into fire. The Beam pro-

pagated upon itself, stripping elec-

trons from a certain radius and draw-

ing them inward along the direction

of flight!

I glanced at Dhaar j ; even he was
shaken at the display of Earth’s

greatest weapon, and this was but

a model. The Rajecs were scattering

in panic. I saw Khi-Ileth shouting or-

ders, as with a handful of men he

raced toward the haven of the black

spacer. Before I could redirect the

Beam, they had reached the lock and
tumbled inside.

The grips were growing warm in

my hands, but I swept the Beam
across the black hull. Nothing hap-

pened there! The spacer was tough,

probably allotropic metal. I clicked

off the Beam.
“If they lift gravz, we’re finizhed!

They’ll try to blazt uz out now.”
Dhaarj came erect. “We’ve got to get

dozer. . .we’ll uze the car!”

“Motors won’t work. I’m using the

powerpack !”

“But it will roll,” the Jovian

grinned at me. He was putting his

strength to the task, swinging the

heavy car around toward the slope.

“Get in! Be ready with that Beam!”
He shoved. The wheels took hold,

and he leaped in beside me. Like a

Juggernaut we gathered momentum.
Again I played the Beam in a criss-

cross of shattering fire against the

spacer. Slowly the hull suffused with

dull red, grew brighter, but the metal

held. And now the remaining Ra-

jecs were trying to intercept us. They
converged from all sides of tbe slope,

green hair flowing in the dawn light,

yellow eyes hate-filled and fanatic.

The very silence of the attack made
it the more terrible. No yells, no

screams of pain as they died. For
Dhaarj was using the blaster now
with devastating result. One Ener-

gast bolt caught us at the bottom of

the slope, sent the car slewing to a

halt fifty yards from the spacer.

Again the Beam was growing hot

in my hands. I felt that the coils

were melting under the overload.

And now we were drawing fire from

the spacer, as Energasts lashed out

at us. Simultaneously there came a

roar of power, a backwash from the

tabes. Khi-Ileth was lifting gravs!

A bolt struck the car, washing over

the edge where I crouched. A spiral

of nausea tore at me. I felt myself

going out. The Beam slipped from

my blistered hands ....

Dhaarj snatched it from me. Hrlf

stunned, I saw him tearing away his

shirt, wrapping it around the hot

Beam grips. He aimed... and livid

hell broke loose. A solid, smashing
explosion that rocked the desert. Our
heavy car went spinning like a toy.

Fire and flaming metal hurled about

us. Fragments of the black spacer

caromed into space and through the

buildings of L’Ottli.

Dhaarj had aimed directly into the

rocket wash, and the chain reaction

had carried through the tubes!

Dazedly, I came to my feet some
distance away. The terrain was a

blanket of flame and molten metal. A
few remaining Rajecs fled toward the

upper desert. I saw Dhaarj, the E-

Beam a tangled ruin in his fist; he

clutched at one arm as he tottered

and seemed about to go down.
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I hurried toward him, then sud-

denly stopped as I saw Duura! Ap-

parently she had taken refuge be-

tween buildings during the battle.

Now she raced through the flaming

debris, and I sped after her as she

headed toward a far building that I

recognized as the laboratory. . .

,

/^NE ENTIRE side was aflame,

but she had already disappeared

within. I followed. I could make out

her figure hurrying far ahead

through the corridors. A wall col-

lapsed but she fought her way
through it. For a minute 1 lost sight

of her.

Flames reached behind me, and the

age-old walls shuddered with omi-

nous vibrations. Then I saw her again,

hurrying into a low-arched room at

the rear. I reached the doorway in

time to hear a shatter of sound, and

then I saw her, standing by the tow-

ering Tele-Magnum, smashing it to

ruin with a heavy metal bar.

“That doesn’t matter now, Duura!

The Specials will be here.”

The bar clattered to the floor, she

whirled to face me. Her begrimed

features were a tight mask of hate.

Her eyes w'ere bottomless pools and
colorless. . .a madwoman’s eyes. As
she fell back against a table, one

hand clutched at a square metal case.

And I knew why she had come here.

That case held all of the data on
Klaeg’s reverse-thalamics.

“You haven’t won, Earthman!
There are others who are interested,

and this shall go on! There will be

other times. . .and ways. Neither you
nor the Specials will stop me!”
“You’ll fry on Bedril’s torture

plates,” I told her.

“Bedril!" she spat the word. “I

hate him and all of his superior kind.

As for you—

”

I took a step forward. "Place your-

self in my custody. I can guarantee

that from Earth Government, at

least, you’ll receive less than death.”

“You’re in no position to guaran-

tee! I’m glad you followed me here,

Earthman. . .for it is you who shall

die!” Without warning, she brought

her left, hand around. It held an

Energast.

I hurled myself forward in the

same instant she fired. One edge of

the bolt caught me, sent me spinning

into the wall where I crumpled. It

seemed an eternity as I came totter-

ing to my feet. Duura was gone. Heat
seared the room, and a section of

roof sagged dangerously. I staggered

into the corridor and made it to the

one remaining exit at the rear.

I saw her then, hurrying toward

the ’copter . . . and I saw something

else. From a shattered side of the

building poured a group of crea-

tures I had observed some time be-

fore in the lower corridor! Subjects

of the ghastly thalamic experiment!

Duura spied them too, and in the

leaping flames she must have seen

the hate in their eyes. These had
once been Martians. Perhaps they re-

membered. Duura had only time to

whirl and fire once before they were
upon her. She went down beneath

their claw-like hands. There was
scarcely a sound, and I was grateful

for that. It was all over before I

could move.

When I looked again, they were
moving through the ruins with ani-

mal-like gaits, making their way to-

ward open desert.

COME MINUTES later I found^ Dhaarj. He was searching the

ruins for me, although his right arm
dangled limply, shredded and hor-

ribly burned. I knew ^e would never
use that arm again. Through a gri-

mace of pain he handed me what was
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left of the E-Ecam.

"Nize toy,” He managed a grin, and
stared around at the remnants of

L’Ottli. "I would hate to zee the real

thing in action.”

*‘I hope you never will,” I said

grimly, and went to work bandag-

ing his arm. “While we’re on the sub-

ject, why did you double-cross Klaeg
and Duura? What made you throw
in with me?”

zuch a weapon—even Earth.” He
looked at me long and hard. “But

Klaeg had not zaid you were bring-

ing it to an Interplanet Counzil, that

each planet would have it in future.

When I learned of thiz” —he

shrugged— “I changed my planz.

That way iz bezt.”

I nodded agreement, then came
quickly alert as the sound of motors

reached us. We had scarcely been

“How the hell zhould I know?” He
looked away.

“Better tell me now.”

The Jovian shrugged. “Klaeg zaid

he could get the E-Beam. That’z az

much az I know. I planned to double-

crozz him. . .and dizpoze of it at Ce-

rez Baze.”

“The pirate stronghold !” I ex-

claimed.

“Yez. I told you I waz outcazt. Iz

not right that one planet zhould have

aware that dawn was here. From the
*

direction of Turibek came a host of

’copters, heading straight for L’Ottli.

“My authority takes precedence,”

I said quickly. “I extend to you the

protection of Earth. Perhaps com-

plete amnesty when DeHarries hears

my story! I promise nothing. . .but

I’ll do my best.”

“Thankz, Vaughn. I accept, and I

will take my chanzez.”

THE END

THE LINK
BY

SALEM LANE

The FEVERISH-EYED image in the

video viovi^er gesticulated wildly.

“JanI You’ve get to come overl I’ve done

it I I’ve got it!”

“Take it easy Renton,” the other remon-
strated. "Tell me, what is it?”

“I can’t talk over the video,” Renton
answered, a little less agitatedly. "But I

must see you,” he insisted.

"All right, all right. I’ll be there in ten

minutes.”

Jan stepped from the autocab and hur-

ried into the low gray building that was
Renton’s laboratory. He was met at the

door by his excited friend.

Before Jan could get his coat off, Ren-
ton was at him.

"First of all, not a word! This is the

biggest thing ever!”

Jan extricated himself from the sweep-
ing cloak-coat and settled himself com-
fortably, lighting a cigarette and leaning
back. “O.K. What’s the pitch?”

With an obvious effort Renton calmed
himself. He forced himself to take a low
chair opposite Jan. He started to talk and
as he went on his voice settled more firm-
ly into a grave and scientific tone.

“I’ve made a thought-cell, Jan,. A real

honest-to-God thought-cell! Do you know
what that means?”
“No, I don’t,” Jan answered. “Take it

from the beginning."
"Well, you know what a photo-cell is. You

know what a thermostat is. You know
what a detector is.”

Jan nodded.
"A photo-cell is sensitive to light, a ther-

mostat to heat, and a detector to electro-

magrnetic radiation. That is, you can get
physical movement or electrical currents
from these things.”

“You mean...” Jan sat bolt upright.

“Yes,” Renton said flatly, “I mean just

that. I’ve made a thought cell. Essentially

it’s a simple detector of thought. Come
into the lab and I’ll make your eyes pop.”

They went into the
.
sanctum sanctorum,

and amidst the equipment-littered benches

stood one whose surface was free save for

a small gadget which looked like a radio

chassis or a TV chassis, and a lone twen-
ty-five watt electric light bulb connected
to it by a pair of wires. A cord led to an
electric outlet.

“Look it over." Renton conrunanded.

Jan examined the equipment carefully.
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So far as he could see, there was a con-
ventional radio or video power supply for
generating D.C. from the A.C. lines. The
light bulb of course was obvious. But a
small unfamiliar-looking tube stood mount-
ed beside the rectifier.

Renton watched Jan’s eyes survey the
equipment. “Looks simple, eh?” he asked.
“Well, it is simple. There’s nothing to it,

except that it’s going to change the history
of the world!”

“I’ll bite,” Jan said. “Give me the story.”
“First a . demonstration. Watch this.”

Renton played with the machine. “I’ll just
connect the power line through this switch
—then watch!”
As good as his word, Renton closed the

power-line switch. Nothing happened for a
moment. Then the light bulb went on sud-
denly. Then it blinked off. Then on and
off.

“All right,” Renton said, “you try it.

Just think the light on or off and see what
happens. I’ll stop thinking about it.”

Jan did as he was told. He simply
thought of the light being on. Then off.
Then blinking fast. Then slow.
He turned to Renton and grabbed his

hand. “Renton,” he said solemnly, “if this

is a gag, it’s not funny. If it isn’t accept
my sincerest congratulations. It is tremen-
dous 1”

“It’s the truth, Jan,” Renton said calm-
ly. “I’ve built that damn cell within the
tube. I’ll give you the details even though
I don’t know how it works myself. All I

know is that it’s sensitive to human
thought. I mean, when I think of 'on' it’ll

pfo on. And vice versa. Also I can change
it back and forth. That’s all it will do.
But imagine what can be created with this.

Here is the first real robot!”
Jan gazed at his inventor-friend for a

long time. “Renton,” he said, “this can be
one of the greatest things ever to happen,
or it can be one of the most terrible.

Please play it straight, whatever you do.”
The two men said nothing more but

watched while the bulb went on and off
and Renton’s direction. And in the brilli-

ant light of the laboratory, the blinking of
the thought-cell seemed to be like the
closing and opening of some monstrous
Cyclops who held the destiny of Man with-
in the gaze of his baleful eye!”
“Dear God..." began Jan, in his

mind . .

.

* * *

THE TERRIBLE DECADE
BY STANLEY ABBOTT

Historians, in looking back on the
history of Man, cannot too strongly

emphasize that period in which he seemed
about to destroy himself. The fearful de-
cade,. 2002—2012, now is just a scar on
Man’s memory, though the physical results
of that period have not fully been reck-
oned. “Decade of Death” it has been called,

nor is that an extraordinary or deceptive
title.

As we all know the “Decade of Death”
began with Man’s noblest exploit—his es-

cape into space. 'The famous Rocketeer III
with its seven-man crew arose from that
barren Arizona field, landed on the Moon
and returned. With what pride and power
it filled men and within three years the
first of the “satellite ships” was located
in its orbit around the Earth.
The newscasters and videomen of the

time were fond of referring to these float-

ing satellites as “astronomical observato-
ries” when in reality they were agents for
war and nothing else. All this was a pre-
liminary however. In these years, the satel-
lites, a dozen of them, each belonging to
an intenesely nationalistic nation, including
that of the Americas, became a gigantic
fortress laden with but one cargo—atomic
bombs.
The berj’llium reaction, its fission, made

atomic bombs the property of anyone.
There was no lack of them.

It has never been determined just what
triggered off the dreadful holocaust. Some
researchers tend to believe that it was

purely accidental. It is said that a rocket
torpedo whose warhead was an atomic
bomb, was launched purely by the mistaken
signals of a radar technician. Regardless
of the cause, when it destroyed Paris in
one unbelievable blast, that was the signal
for retaliation and within thirty minutes
after the first rocket had landed on that
fair city the surface of the Earth was
being pocked gigantically and regularly by
the greatest agents of Man’s fiendish
powers. Even now we see evidence of the
intensity of the Armageddon. Gaping
craters that once were cities, still have not
been restored to use.

The hundreds of millions who perished
in that war, the hundreds of cities which
ceased to exist, still haunt our dreams. We
know that it can never happen again. The
Council will see to that.

But we can’t erase the memory and the
mute remains. In a way they are the best
monument. When we ’coptor by the hulk
that once was .Chicago, when we see the
Geiger needle climbing and hear the coun-
ter clicking, we know that we are the in-
heritors of a trust that must never be
violated.

Yes, when the decade ended in ’12 for
lack of industry and combatants, and the
Joiners formed the Council, we were wit-
nesses of a new Era in the Age of Man.
So long as we avoid the forces which led
to that ghastly slaughter, we may hope
that the Earth will not be left as a vast
tomb of Mankind.





by Rog Phillips

Can the CM»arse of history be changed by a
practical joke? Two boys from the future

experimented with their ^^toys’’ to find out!

DEAR Martia," the ma- code number in the phone book. I

tronly woman gushed, must be going now. Please make it

^ "*““You simply must drop in soon, Martia darling.”

on us for the weekend. We have a

delightful place just outside old

Berlin in the early twentieth cen-

tury.”

“Thank you so much,” Martia

answered, her worried young face

lighting up with pleasure. “You

—

you don’t mind if I bring my two
boys, Johny and Georgey, do you
Mrs. Opdenner?” She waited anxious-

ly for the affect of this.

Mrs. Opdenner looked doubtful for

a brief second, then noticed the anx-

iety on Martia’s face and relented

gracefully.

“Of course not, my dear,” she

gushed—thereby proving herself a

trueblue character, for she had heard

of Martia’s two sons. “You won’t

have any trouble finding the place.

We have one of the latest time-

beacons. It will bring you in safely

if you hit anywhere within fifty

years of the place. You can find the
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Martia watched her depart down
the aisles of the yard goods section

of the store, with a look of dreamy
contemplation in her eyes. It would
be wonderful to spend a weekend in

old Europe, back in the days of al-

most prehistory. 6995 A. D. was a

long ways from the early twentieth

century. Only the rich could live

that far back, because it took too

long to commute if one had to come
back to 6995 every day.

Then, with a nervous glance at her

watch, she went on with her shop-

ping. An hour later she left the store

and went to the roof parking lot.

Her car was a semi-wreck sand-

witched in between two gleaming

ones. In fact, all the cars were nicer

than hers. It worked, though, she

told herself, and that was all that

really counted. With the boys, one

ten and the other twelve, it was
much more practical to have an old

car that they could play with.

In her own secret heart Martia was
very proud of her two sons. They
were, she thought, budding genuises.

They had had the car apart more
than once. In fact, she had learned

the necessity of informing them
ahead of time when she wanted to

use it, so they could have it together

for her.

She slipped behind the control

panel. There were gadgets there that

didn’t belong there—gadgets that her

two sons had solemnly warned her

not to touch. There were also several

extra hyper-units way back under the

hood that didn’t cut in with the oth-

ers from the regular controls. But so

long as the boys kept the car work-

ing as it should, she didn’t mind
what they did to it.

Slipping the degrav switch to mi-

nus one and four tenths she rose

slowly until she was a hundred feet

in the air Then she cut it back to

minus one and used the gyro to

switch the nose around to 340 de-

grees. With long practice she next

cut in the forward accelerator to

thirty, and the time speed to seven

years per hour. That combination

would bring her close to home in

twenty minutes.

During the twenty minutes she sat

back and made the plans for the com-

ing outing. Maybe John could come
with them if he didn’t have to work
at the office. There was never any

way of knowing until the last min-

ute.

The time switch threw the ship out

of time travel, leaving the space

speed going. Martia felt an inner

glow satisfaction at having hit it so

closely. She touched the vernier-con-

trol until the scene below was solid,

then guided the car over housetops

until her pwn came into view.

She landed in the driveway, picked

up her bundles, and went across the

lawn into the house. It was a modest

fourteen room bungalow resting in

the space, the very same space, the

real estate man had sworn, as the pal-

ace of one of the movie moguls of the

city. Only his was in real time. Only
the rich could afford to live in real

time, what with factories and busi-

nesses taking up four fifths of the

real world.

The working classes and semi-rich

had to take residence in the world of

imaginary reality—though how it

was imaginary Martia had never been

able to understand, since everything

in it was just as solid and real to

anyone in it as the so-called real

world was when you were in it.

It had something to do with the

square root of minus one which was

definitely an imaginary number, an^

something to do with that number
tying in phases of matter, and mat-

ter not in phase with other matter
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being able to occupy the same space

independently in a way like neither

existed relative to the existence of

the other.

It was dangerous in some ways,

too. You could materialize right in

the same space as something and

blow it and yourself up. But that was
nearly eliminated now with the ad-

vance warning lights that somehow
managed to spray light from the

space location you were about to

enter so that anyone there could get

out of the way. It was quite beautiful

to see a light suddenly appear in emp-
ty air, followed in a brief moment
by the materialization of a sleek, all-

purpose car.

TSyffARTIA laid her packages on

a table and went to the door

again, an eager anticipation in her

manner.

“Johny! Georgey!” she called.

Various noises from the direction

of the yard back of the garage

ceased abruptly. A gate popped open
and two boys came charging toward
the house.

“Hi mom,” they called pleasantly.

Then Georgey, slightly breathless,

asked, “Did you get that pair of

matched-frequency crystals I asked

you to?”

"Oh dear,” Martia said. “I was
going to, but I met Mrs. Opdenner

and forgot all about it. You’ll under-

stand when I tell you about it,

though. Mrs. Opdenner is a very rich

lady I used to know very well before

you were born, and she has invited us

for a weekend at her place.”

"When and where is it?” Johny
asked suspiciously.

"You’ll like it,” Martia said. “It’s

in the early twentieth century, and
just outside old Berlin, that German
city that we bombed until it was in

ruins during the second world war.”

"Aw nuts,” Georgey sulked. “I

wisht it was where there’s Indians.

They were superstitious and we
could have lots of fun with them.”

“Well, you shouldn’t,” Martia said,

trying to look severe. “It’s against

the law to try to affect the real world

of the past—though,” she frowned in

vague bewilderment, “I don’t see

how it could be done. What’s
happened has happened, and can’t be

changed.”

“Yeah, but the Indians would
listen to us and think we were spirits

from the happy hunting ground, with

our new out-phase five-dimensional

solenoid-crystal units—if you’d re-

membered to get them for us,”

Georgey said accusingly.

“I’ll get them,” Martia promised.

“We won’t be going until this week-

end anyway. I do hope your father

can come. He needs an outing.”

«^REAT CAESAR’S ghost!”

Martia’s husband exclaimed.

“What are you kids taking? It looks

like a store to me !”

“Nothing much, pop,” Georgey
said nonchalantly. “Just two heli-

cycles with the new time-dense

blades and souped-up solenoid units

in the time-travel motor. Heck, we
gotta be able to get around a little.

And an ulra-quick cooker with food

packs, and a two pound power pile.

And a couple of fifth-dimensional

leakage resonators—

”

“Where’d you get them?” his

father asked. “I thought you had to

have a license to get them.”

“We didn’t GET them, we MADE
them,” Johny spoke up. “We found

the instructions in an old T-T
pocket book that we picked up in a

second hand bookstore.”

“And what’s that thing?” the

parent asked, pointing to a bulky,

heavy looking object.
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“That’s a translator,’’ Georgcy said

innocently.

“A translator? Oh?”
“Sure,” Georgey said. “Maybe

some of the old Germans are super-

stitious and we can have some fun.”

“Everything but your chemical
gadgets,” John Blake Sr. remarked
dryly. “Good thing I have to work
this weekend. Td have a full job
keeping you kids out of trouble.”

“Oh, we’ve got some chemical

stuff too,” Georgey said. “And also

a couple of ionator jets to attach

to our heli-cycles. We thought it

would be a good idea to be ready for

anything.”

“Well, have a good time,” John
Sr. said fatalistically. “Bye darling.”

He kissed Martia tenderly.

“Call me if you can’t find - any-

thing, John,” Martia said.

“Let me drive, mom,” Georgey
said. “I can save us an hour of travel

time with those souped-up auxiliary

solenoids I added to the time travel

motor.”

“Well, I don’t know...” Martia

hesitated.

“Sure, let him,” John Sr. said. “I

have a lot of confidence in my sons.”

He waved goodbye with one hand
as the car rose gently, Georgey at

the wheel, his mother beside him,

and Johny lost in the pile of stuff

in the back seat; but his other hand
was concealed behind his back, and

two fingers of it were crossed.

A TIME beacon, in case the reader

doesn’t know, is simply a large

red light placed within the hyper-

spiral of an anchored time-bellows,

which consists of two four-dimen-

sional solenoid units, one of which

acts as the anchor and hinge for the

other, which alternately travels for-

ward and backward in time to within

the limits allowed it by its field

generation. Thus, anyone in view of

the space where the time beacon is

situated, and within fifty years of

it, can see it.

Georgey had no trouble finding it.

He simply turned his souped-up

time-motor into full speed, and the

^ace drives to half speed until he

was over the geographical location

of old Berlin—easily done because

of the fifth-dimensional energy leak-

ages that reveal normal objects as

rather cloudy shapes in i-space, and
then hovered stationary above the

beacon until it became solid. At the

same time the sprawling country es-

tate of the Opdenners also material-

ized.

“N i n e t e e n forty !” Johny ex-

claimed, reading the date from the

dashboard as Georgey shut off the

degrav plates for a quick descent,

then turned them to minus five g’s

within a hundred feet of the large

parking area in back of the house.

There were no other cars there,

though the open doors of the large

garage showed the gleaming shapes

of four of them, and space for sev-

eral more.

“Should I put it in the garage,

mom?” Georgey asked.

“Better leave it out until we’re

invited to put it inside,” Martia

said. She was looking anxiously to-

ward the house. Her eyes lit up with

relief as Mrs. Opdenner’s portly

shape came into view, convoyed by
the lanky frame and dark suit of

a servant. Martia waved cheerily, and

Mrs. Opdenner waved back, descend-

ing on them with obvious hospital-

ity.

“Martia darling,” she gushed. “I’m

so glad you came. And these are the

two little DARlings.” Her eyes

mooned at Johny and Georgey who
stared at her without expression, no-

ting the cold analysis the gushiness
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concealed, and deciding they didn’t

like her.

“Johny, Georgey, this is our host-

ess, Mrs. Opdenner, with whom I

used to go to school,” Martia said,

oblivious to all undercurrents in her

enjoyment of the prospect of a taste

of how the rich lived. It cost a small

fortune to transport two or three

hundred tons of masonry, wood,
plumbing, and supplies five thousand
and fifity-five years into the past,

and the hosts of skilled workers to

put it all together.

“How do you dooo,” Mrs. Opdenner
hummed. “Such fine looking young
men. Ah me, it’s one of the crosses

I have to bear that I never had any
sons of my own.”

The two boys squirmed uncom-
fortably, deciding to revise their first

dislike a wee bit—to the extent of

waiting and seeing.

“But come,” Mrs. Opdenner said.

“Jarvis, take their luggage. Martia,

you and the boys must be tired after

your long trip, the hours of sitting

and waiting. I very seldom go up to

the present any more.”

“It didn’t take very long,” Martia
said. “Only twenty minutes.”

“Twenty minutes?” Mrs. Opdenner
said, unbelieving. “But surely that

can’t be right.”

“Sure,” Johny spoke up boldly.

“We’ve got a souped-up time motor.”
“Oh, souped-up, of course,” Mrs.

Opdenner said vaguely, “I must ask

my husband to have one put on my
own car.”

“Better not,” Georgey said coolly.

“Unless you know how to handle it

you’re liable to go into a fifth di-

mensional tangent and wind up in

the stratosphere before you know it.

And unless you can gauge your
temporal acceleration you’re liable

to black out.”

“Really?” Mrs. Opdenner said.

From her expression she was dis-

missing the idea of getting a souped-

up motor. Martia, glancing slyly at

Georgey, realized that what he had
said was just fantasy designed to

discourage Mrs. Opdenner, and said

nothing. She understood her boys,

and through them all boys, with

their jealousy and determination that

the souped-up motor should remain

their own special prerogative.

“Here we are,” Mrs. Opdenner said

lightly, leading the way into the

large living room, big enough to be
classed as an auditorium. “I’ll have
Virginia, my maid, show you. your,

rooms. When you come back down
we can have some refreshment.”

1940,” Johny whispered to

Georgey in the privacy of

their room. “That’s when the Ger-

mans were trying to conquor the

world, isn’t it?”

“Sure,” Georgey said. “All around

us are soldiers and guns and air-

planes, and scientists working in

secret laboratories, and mad doctors

cutting up live people, and concen-

tration camps where people are mur-
dered by the thousands.”

“Wish we could stop the war,”

Johny said seriously.

"You know we can’t,” Georgey said

disgustedly. “If we could, history

would say that it was mysteriously

stopped. But we can sure go around
and see what’s going on!”

“And maybe find somebody super-

stitious enough to pay attention to

us, I hope,” Johny said, a malicious
anticipation in his eyes at the

memory of similar escapades of the

past.

Jarvis came in loaded down with
their myriad articles and let them
slip to the floor with a sigh of re-

lief.

“There you are, boys,” he said.
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"You know — ” He looked nervously
toward the door to make sure Mrs.
Opdenner v/asn’t there—“from the

looks of this stuff you must be
planning on doing a few things. I’ve

always had a hankering to look in on
the past around here. If you find

something interesting I would appre-
ciate it if you’d show it to me. That
is, if I can get away from my duties

long enough.”

Johny and Georgey looked at each
other mysteriously.

“How would you like to see

—

Hitler?” Georgey asked in a hoarse

whisper.

“Hitler?” Jarvis echoed. "That
would suit me fine. If you can find

him let me know.”
He glanced at the door again ner-

vously and hurried out, darting the

boys an encouraging smile as he
left.

“Gee, do you think we can find

Hitler?” Johny asked after Jarvis

had gone.

“Why not?” Georgey said.

“If we could get him bumped off

that would end the war,” Johny said.

“You can’t do it !” Georgey said

disgustedly. "Can’t you get it

through your head that you can’t

change hings like that? Hitler will

live until 1945, then commit suicide.”

“I’ll bet you my share in the

matched crystals against yours th^t

we can,” Johny said firmly. “I

listened to the spool by Hobson a

few days ago, and he says that it

naay be possible to alter history and

that one of these days it may come
about.”

^

“Unknown history, yes,” Georgey

admitted. “But you can’t alter the

facts of known history. Correy is

pretty generally accepted as final on

time relations, and his theory is

that—”

“I know what his theory is,"

Johny said irritably. "It says that all

you can do is alter known things

into new, self-adjusting paterns that

come out the same. But Hobson says

the day will come when that theory

is exploded by some major change

—

and I’ll bet we can make that major

change—^by getting Hitler bumped
off this year. We have a whole week-
end to try it. Are you game?”
“Sure,” Georgey agreed. “We

better get busy and look him up
though.”

"After we go to bed tonight,”

Johny said. “Mom won’t suspect, and

Mrs. Opdenner will think we little

darlings will be sound asleep in our

little beddies with our toys in our

innocent little arms.”

"Huh!” Georgey snorted. “Grown-
ups give me a pain. They think the

age of reason doesn’t start until you
reach their age. Except mom and

pop,” he added graciously.

CCT TURRY UP and get that trans-

lator hooked into the cir-

cuit,” Johny ordered in a hoarse

whisper. “We’ll have to have our

lights out pretty soon or mom will

come in and make us—and we Can’t

get ready in the dark.”

“I’m doing it as fast as I can,”

Georgey said. "Just see that you get

the mounting bolted onto the coptors

right so it will work.”

“Got it,” Johnny said triumphantly

standing back from his work.

“So’ve I,” Georgey said. “Help me
pick this up and put it in place.”

They worked swiftly, and finished

just as their mother knocked softly

on the door.

“Boys,” she said softly through the

door. “Lights out. Time to get to

sleep.”

“O.K., mom,” they said patiently.

Johny went over to the door and

switched off the lights.
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Several moments later there was a

silent whirring as the helicopter

blades lifted the helicycles. This
vanished as the time-motors took

them far enough into the past to

escape from the room.

“Now lets go back to when we
were,” Georgey said. "Just in case

something goes wrong. Get up above

the time beacon.”

It consumed ten minutes to make
it from inside their room to outside

at the beacon. Reality in all time

lines travels at a constant rate, the

same way light does. A fraction of

a second either way from the “now”
of a stream of reality makes it van-

ish or become shadowy. Thus, the

ten minutes consumed couldn’t be

made up. It took ten minutes, and
the house and time beacon weren’t

solid except ten minutes from the

instant of their departure from their

room.

“Let’s stick close t o g e t h e r,”

Georgey ordered tensely. “We might

run into trouble. And let’s go right

down town in Berlin and start from

there.”

'T’HE STREETS of Berlin showed

neither light nor dark. Objects

were visible in i-space solely by their

energy-leakage, which took place on

the sub-space level without relation

to the amount of light or lack of it

visible in real space.'

Johny and Georgey guided their

helicycles along, through people and
through all obstacles, knowing from
long practice that it didn’t matter.

People with minds sensitive to

subspace energies might have sensed

their presence if they concentrated,

but that was not likely.

They had their out-phase crystal-

solenoid circuit working under full

power. It brought to them the faint

murmur of the sounds around them.

and also the full-voiced translations

from the translator.

The translator was so perfect that

it isolated the various voices, trans-

lated them, and brought the conver-

sations in a jumble of simultaneous

voices just as it received them, only

in English.

Johny and Georgey moved here

and there, pausing to listen in to this

person and that one. After an hour

of such aimless wandering they

noticed a woman dressed in a long

black skirt hurrying down the street

by herself.

She seemed intent on getting

somewhere.

"Let’s see what she’s up to,”

Georgey said. “We can adjust the

crystals for encephalographic pickup

and maybe get some of her

thoughts.”

“O.K.
,
” Johny agreed.

“Boy, is this luck,” Georgey mur-
mured as the. woman’s thoughts came
in, fragmentary, disjounted, but

picturesque. “She’s on her way to an

interview with Hitler himself.”

“I’m worried,” came the voice of

the translator, picking up the wom-
an’s thoughts in German and trans-

lating them into English. "Maybe
he’ll be in one of his moods tonight.

Or maybe the victories today will

make him happy. Oh, it’s such a tight

line I walk on. The least step and
I’ll meet his wrath and see some
horrible fate descend on me. I wish

I had never smiled at him. I wish
I had been ill and in bed that day
he first saw me. But I must go on,

playing things his way, letting him
whistle the tune.”

“I’m going to try something,”

Johny whispered excitedly. “Listen.”

He switched the translator to send-

ing, and spoke into it. "And trying

to save your skin while he conquers

the whole world and puts it in slav-
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ery,” he said in a ghostly voice.

“What?” The woman looked

around, startled. “What was that?"

Johny flicked the switch to get her

voice, then back again to sending.

“On edge,” he said. “But you know
what you should do. He loves you,

has faith in you—

”

“Now why did I say he loves her?”

he said, looking at Georgey with

amazement, flicking the switch to

receive so his voice wouldn’t carry

to the woman.
“Loves me, yes,” the woman

thought. “Me. Eva Braun. But he

wouldn’t listen to me in big affairs

—or would he?”

“Of course he would,” Johny said.

“You could pretend you are able to

see Jlfae future. He falls for stuff

like that, and how do you know?
Maybe you CAN see the future?

Maybe it could be arranged.”

“Oh, if I only could,” Eva Braun
thought. “If there were only some

way to keep him from taking Eng-

land—as he surely will in the next

few days. Already his- troops are

lining up and getting prepared to

cross the channel.”

"Tell him he will be defeated if

he does.”

“But he wouldn’t believe that,”

Eva said. “And he might suspect me
of being against him. He suspects

everyone of being against him if

they don’t agree with him on every-

thing.”

“But we will help you,” Johny said

earnestly. “We’ll make him feel that

you are telling the truth.”

“We?” Eva said. “But of course

that was just a slip. llm so frenzied

I imagine my own thoughts are

talking to me like another person."

Johny shut off the translator in a

hurry.

“She almost suspected, then,"

Georgey accused. “You ought to be

more careful in what you say."

“I suppose you would have done

better,” Johny snorted. “Anyway, it

did some good. Now she’ll think

maybe some spirits were talking to

her, and if she’s superstitious she’ll

believe more easily, because people

in these days believed that spirits

were real stuff. Anything they said

was better than anything a living

person could say. Hitler was that

way—say! I’ll bet we could have

some fun with that guy. He’d think

we were spirits and maybe we could

make him do something to wreck

his whole war.”

“We’ll try it out when Eva gets

there,” Georgey said. “Only this time

it’s my turn.”

iipVA MY darling,” Hitler said.

“It’s so good to have you

come tonight. That bloated Goering

has been disagreeing with me again.

I’d have him shot, but the aviators

swear by him, and I’m afraid of what

might happen.”

“There’s your chance,” Georgey

said to Eva through the translator

hastily. “Tell him you have great

fears.”

“Oh, Adolph,” Eva said tenderly.

“I, too, wish something could be

done. Have I told you? The spirits

sometimes talk to me, and on the

way here they were whispering to me

that I must tell you things.”

“What things?” Hitler asked sus-

piciously.

"Tell him Goering wants to be-

tray him and head the new govern-

ment,” Georgey said.

“This hasty attempt to invade

England,” Eva said. “The spirits tell

me it’s a scheme of Goering’s to get

your armies defeated, so he can head

a new Germany.”

"How?” Hitler asked eagerly. “I

already have my staff of mediums
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wlio continually cast horoscopes and

consult the spirits. They say nothing

about possible defeat. They speak

only of victory after victory, with

final triumph. They say we can take

England now, even in spite of her

air strength. They say on land Eng-
land is too weak to resist even a

force of ten thousand troops with

full equiptment.”

“Tell him their advice is false,”

Georgey whispered. Then to Johny,

“Isn’t this exciting? Of course he

never invades England, and all this

isn’t changing anything; but it gets

me, makes me feel like maybe he

would if we didn’t talk him out of

it.”

“I love you, Adolph, darling,” Eva
said. "I have no desire but for you

to succeed because I have no interest

in the world outside of you. The
spirits that talk to me say that your

spiritualists lie because they don’t

know, and must make up something

to save their skins. They say you

will lose if you try to invade Eng-
land.”

“If they would only speak to me,”

Hitler said. Then he became petul-

ant, “It’s strange,” he added. “That

I, who am the Leader, should have

to get the guidance from the higher

forces through others. Why can’t the

spirits talk to ME?”
“Maybe they could—if you would

listen,” Eva said.

“How do they sound?” Adolph
asked eagerly. “I’d like to know how
to listen. Maybe they talk to me all

the time and I don’t realize it!”

"They sound very much like your

own thoughts,” Eva said truthfully.

"In fact, when I first heard them I

looked around, thinking someone

behind me must be saying something,

but no one was near enough to talk

to me.”

“My turn now,” Johny said. "Let

me talk to him.”

“O.K. ,” Georgey said reluctantly,

relinquishing the microphone.

“Tell him to be quiet and we will

ta’k to him,” he said to Eva.

“If you be very quiet and listen

you may hear them talk to you,”

Eva said.

“I’ll try,” Hitler said. He held hia

breath and listened with full con-

centration.

“Hello, Hitler, you jerk,” Johny

said, winking at Georgey.

“I heard them,” Hitler said in awe.

"It sounded a little like my father.”

4<P'VA BRAUN is right,” Johny^
said in a sepuchral voice. "If

you cross the channel you will be

defeated. The English are ready for

your troops. They’ll never reach

shore.”

“But what should I do?” Hitler

said in a whisper. “I can’t just order

my troops not to invade. I have to

have some reason—don’t I?”

“What’s the matter?” Johny asked,

“aren’t you the Leader? Aren’t they

supposed to do what you say? Elng-

land is no good to you. You can hold,

her off from invading Europe in-

definitely. Russia is your real enemy.
Lick Russia and the whole world will

capitulate!”

"They are right,” Hitler breathed.

“What did they say?” Eva asked.

“They gave me the real message,”

Hitler said. “I never thought of it

myself. I couldn’t have. It would
have been too mad. But its very mad-
ness insures its success. They told

me to forget about England and
whip Russia. With Russia defeated

I can have millions of troops and
make every German an officer. It’s

wonderful. At last the spirits talk

to me direct. I don’t need to listen

to my spiritualist advisers any more.

At last I am the true Leader.”
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Eva looked startled. She stared at

Hitler blankly for a long minute. In
her thoughts she said, “Thank you,
whatever you are. That will ensure
his eventual downfall. I’m glad. I’ll

have to stick with him to the end.

Anything else would be death—and
I love him.’’

“Yes, Adolph,’’ she said aloud. “I’m
sure you are the true Leader now.
No one but a real Leader could think

of something so mad it would suc-

ceed in its very madness. A lesser

man would have invaded England.’’

“We dood it!’’ Johny and Georgey
said in unison.

“It’s almost like we had actually

changed the war all by ourselves,”

Johny added thoughtfully.

“Yeah,” Georgey agreed. “But of

course that can’t be true, because it

turned out that way anyway.”
"Well,” Johny said matter-of-

factly, “we’d better get back to our
room. Do you realize we’ve been gal-

ivanting around half the night? Un-
less we get some sleep, mom might
suspect something and take our stuff

away from us.”

“Gosh yes,” Georgey said. “Let’s

get out of here. If she found out

she’d do more than that. She might
even give us a lickin’!”

“Oh, darling Eva,” Hitler said.

“I’ve been so lonesome without you
today. And now you’ve brought the

spirits to me and they’ve shown me
how to conquer the world.”

He held out his arms and Eva
crept into them, hiding the weariness

on her face by burying her head in

his neck and murmuring sweet words.

“What a woman,” Georgey said.

“And the world never knew that

she saved it from defeat,” Johny
said. “You know, I’m going to listen

to the spool on World War II

again when we get back home. Maybe
there'll be something about this on

it. That’s what Hobson says—that

alterations in historical events might

change subsequent events to be con-

sistent with them. We might find

the spools changed to compensate

for this—if we did something to

change things.”

“Nuts,” Georgey said. “Come on. I

don’t want a tanning before break-

fast in the morning.”

CHILDREN SHOULD BE SEEN...
BY

DON ELWOOD
T COULDN’T happen. It was impossible.

Such things simply do not occur.
But it did. And on Metropolis Field too.

That’s what made it double-unlikely. Me-
tropolis Field was the biggest spaceport in

North America. But little Roger Crane
didn’t know that. In fact, little Roger
Crane knew very little. You couldn’t ex-
pect him to know much. He was only six

years old.

The Callislo II, one of the biggest of the

Planetary Fleet Company’s craft, lay in

the loading dock, its six hundred feet of

length pointed skyward. It would be an-
other day before it was loaded and headed
for Mars on its weekly trip. Yet, it had,

as always, a skeleton crew aboard. There
were supposed to be at least four men
aboard the vessel at all times.

The purser had, just at that moment, to

visit his friend at a neighboring dock. Two
watchmen had taken their usual sneak for
a quick drink, the engineer's mate had left

to pick up a book at a near-by store (he’d
have been back in a minute I) and at the
gate the guard turned his back for just
ten seconds.

Little Roger Crane, who was visiting the
offices of his Dad in the Administration
Building, was accustomed to wandering
around freely. Inevitably he hung around
the big rockets, but he wasn’t surprised
when he walked aboard the Callisto II. Ob,
maybe he was a little elated because a
guard didn’t say the usual "go on, sonny,
you oan’t come in here,” but he certainly
didn’t think about it.

Anyhow, he wandered through the un-
guarded gate and aboard the gigantic
space ship. It was very fascinating and no
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one stopped him. He climbed endless lad-

ders and flights of steps and it was lots

of fun! Gee, maybe he’d be a space pilot

some day. Boy, wouldn’t it be fun

!

Roger was very interested when he came
to the big room with all the lights and dials

and gauges. There were funny chairs and
instruments everywhere. And then the trou-
ble came.
To launch a space ship is a simple oper-

ation for a single man. All he needs is

plenty of training and the knowledge of
how to punch buttons in the right sequence.
That’s where chance came in. Little Roger
stood on the pilot’s cushioned chair, fas-

cinated by the rows of buttons. And at
random he began punching them, his meth-
od the same as that of the child who
bangs away at a typewriter.

But the impossible sequence—for chance
—occurred. Roger hit all the right buttons.

The rocket shot skyward and the heavy
hand of acceleration flipped Roger end over
end. Fright paralyzed him as he fell

headlong from the seat. The slight blow
knocked him unconscious.

There’s nothing else to tell. The blister-

ing that the yardmaster got was worse
than that of the purser and the engineer.
The Patrol boarded the errant craft a
million miles into space and all they found
was a frightened little six year old boy,
instead of the gang of crooks that they
expected,, plus a huge space ship with dam-
aged airlocks and automatic bulkheads shut.
That little incident can’t possibly hap-

pen again—not after this—but if you see a
little boy in a space dock ...

...AND NOT HEARD!
BY

FRANK PILLAR

The HELI-TAXI landed smoothly on

the terrace of tlie three-hundredth
floor of the Kerry-Flakeland Hotel in the
heart of that American jewel, Manhatta’.
James Allerdyce (the Third) of Allerdyce
Enterprises, Inc. escorted the beautifully
clad girl into the foyer. “Darling,” he en-
thused to his starry-eyed companion, “this
is it. You’ve never imagined what delicious
food can be. This will be an evening you’ll

never forget.” He sighed gustily and
raised his eyes to the heavens.

Three minutes later under the escort of
the headwaiter and a dozen flunkies, Al-
lerdyce and Gloria were seated in sybari-
tic splendor in the Interstellar Room. To
one side, near the dance floor, an orcliestra

played soft engaging music. Gentle ever-
changing lights played over the crowd. All
was dignity and majestic charm. Here was
North America’s most exclusive hostelry.
But there was a difference.
No waiters pussy-footed around the gor-

geous dining-room. To the right hand of
each diner was an inconspicuous series of
buttons with a roller-list.

“What do I do?" Gloria asked puzzled.
Thinking is not encouraged even now
among beautiful debutantes (Gloria Van
Clayton—Atomic Power, Ltd. nine-hundred
million credits).
“Wine list, hors d’oeuvres, entrees, des-

serts—everything right here.” Allerdyce
tapped the roller list with a bejeweled
forefinger.

After ten minutes of elaborate discus-
sion in which Allerdyce’s gastronomic skill

was made clear, the two started pressing
buttons. Five minutes later the center table
top slid aside, a plunger arose and, robot-
like, they were presented with their drinks.

Gloria looked puzzled: “I didn’t order an
Atom,” she said, piqued, “I wanted a
Clare.” “Funny,” Allerdyce agreed, “I
wanted a Lunar Sour. Something’s wrong.”
Then they noticed others looking angty.
The headwaiter was fluttering around

like a madman. Everj'thing was mixed-up.
People ordered sirloin of beef and got
mashed potatoes. A tipsy boozer ordered
four ounces of whiskey and got a glass of
milk. Foods, drinks, salads, desserts and
what have you became mixed indiscrimin-
ately.

Pierre was paralyzed and his assistants
stood around tearing at their hair. Many
people started to leave.

“I didn’t expect anything Tike this,”
Gloria said as she rose to leave. “What’s
the matter with you, Allerdyce—this place
is a—a—a—” she fumbled and then de-
cided to use the word—“dump!”

Allerdyce nodded in despair, "Yes, my
dear, it is.”

Twenty stories below, the two adolescent
boys crouched in the little room watching
through the open door, watching for paren-
tal interference. -
“Gee, Jimmy,” the dark-haired one said,

“this is fun.”
“Yeah,” agreed the other, “I’m glad Dad

got me the tool kit.” He fumbled with the
box of cutters, splicers, insulators and me-
ters. “Well, let’s do some more.” The two
turned their attention back to the open
panel of the fuse box with its myriad of
fine wires, now looking like a mass of
writhing snakes. The younger boy’s foot
brushed against a book on the floor. "The
Young Electronic Experimenter,” it said in
bright red on its cover...

*

BEGINNING WITH THE MARCH ISSUE OF
AMAZING STORIES 196 PACES!



TOMORROW
He was sure that the blast of the atom bomb could not reach

him iiwe. ihen why was a nameless terror swelling witiiiii nim?

(RjuamU SioAm

H e thought, “In the begin- It was odd that any fear could

ning the earth was without touch him now, in these hushed sec-H e thought, “In the begin-

ning the earth was without

form and void; and darkness

was upon the face of the deep.”

The quotation came up from child-

hood memories. Waiting here, with

the hushed voice of the announcer
whispering through the loud speaker,

“Zero minus ten seconds, zero minus
nine seconds, sero minus—” the quo-

tation sent an odd scurry of fear

through him.

It was odd that any fear could

touch him now, in these hushed sec-

onds before this atom bomb test, odd
because he had thought his nervous

system was so saturated with fear

that it was no longer capable of reg-

istering any increase of tension.

This shelter, designed as an ad-

vance observation post, was many
miles away from the scene of the

explosion. It was safe enough, ac-

cording to the calculations, uniess

—

Mankind, past and prasent, stood

waiting to learn if there was

to be a possible future
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He thought: “Fear was useful once.

Because men were afraid, they ran

!i»way—and lived another day. They
ran from the mammoth, from the

great cave bear, from the packs of

wolves of the dawn world, and be-

cause they ran away from forces that

were stronger than they were, they

survived. I wish—

”

The wish was meaningless. There
was no place of refuge, no cave, no
deep bomb shelter that would save

him now, if this test was what he
feared it was.

"What now, little man?” he
thought.

"Zero minus seven seconds,” the

loudspeaker answered.

In just seven seconds this new
bomb would explode.

The first atom bomb had seemed
powerful enough when it had been
tested. But this new one

—

It was all quite simple. An ordina-

ry shotgun shell consists of a primer

and a powder charge When struck

by the firing pin, the primer ex-

plodes. This minor explosion ig-

nites the powder in the shell.

/”XUT THERE in a few seconds

they were going to test a bomb
that used an ordinary atom bomb as

a primer. When the ordinary atom
bomb exploded, a temperature of

several million degrees would result.

At this temperature, lithium and hy-

drogen will explode with approx-
imately twice the violence of ura-

nium.

They thought of it as a super
weapon. But what if it wasn’t a

weapon? What if it was star-stuff?

It was this question that was driv-

ing Nicholson mad.
"Zero minus five seconds,” the

loudspeaker said.

Five seconds more and they would
know the answer. He thought:

"Write in five seconds the history

of the human race, the history of the

children of earth. Start with Pekin

man, with Java man. ...”

Evidence existed which indicated

that Pekin man lived possibly half

a million years ago and that he l^new

something about fire. For this

length of time, men had had the

secret of fire.

They had had the secret of nu-

clear fission for less than twenty

years. In this length of time, they

had learned to build bigger and bet-

ter bombs.

“Bigger and better,” Nicholson

thought. "Always we have wanted

something bigger and better.”

It was this wish for something bet-

ter that had eventually made Pekin

man into homo sapiens. The wish had

always seemed a laudable ambition,

except, possibly, when applied to an

atom bomb. Maybe there was an atom

bomb that was too big ....

“Life is an intruder in the cos-

mos,” Nicholson thought. "And as an

intruder, it is constantly being kicked

out the door.”

"Zero minus three seconds.”

The voice had acquired a hypnotic

quality now. Around him Nicholson

was aware of men frozen and motion-

less while they waited for the ex-

plosion that was to come. Probably

it had been the same way when the

first atom bomb had been tested. No
one had been sure then, no one was

sure now. The calculations said....

But what if the mathematics lied?

What if some unguessed factor exist-

ed that made all the figures wrong?

“Zero,” the loudspeaker said.

'^HERE WAS a moment of si-

lence, of nothingness, during

which Nicholson was aware of an

urge to scream. "Stop this test
!”

But nothing could stop it now. The
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equipment actuating the bomb was

automatic.

The moment of silence ended in

sudden frantic sound as meters de-

signed to detect various kinds and

various intensities of radiation be-

gan to chatter. The first blast of ra-

diation had reached the shelter.

There was no sound as yet, sound

would come later.

"Stand by for the shock wavel”

a hoarse voice said. Nicholson’s

voice. He did not realize he had
spoken. Under his feet the solid

concrete jumped.

Nicholson fell. Around him thun-

der roared. The concrete bounced up
and down like the head of a mon-
strous drum.

"This is it," he thought. And knew
he was right. This was it.

Two pictures appeared in his mind.

The first was that of his mother,

the second that of his wife. Inexplic-

ably they blended into one picture.

The two women were back in the

United States, thousands of miles

FIVE FAST HOURS
By Steve Lyons

S
PACE is shrinking and time is growing,

both BO fast that we’re left with our
heads swimming. In a year or so, a British
jet airliner will be put into regular service.

And it literally will go faster than the
wind. The six powerful jet engines that'

drive it will hurl it between London and
New York at the rate of six hundred miles
an hour!

This fantastic figure is only a starter.
Within ten years that incredible speed may
be doubled or tripled, for the rocket men
will then begin to have their say. Shortly
no point on Earth will be verj' far away
from any other point. At last distances
will be measured in terms of hours and
mighty few of them.

Science fiction simply cannot keep pace
with reality when it comes to physical ac-
complishments. All the things that are
commonplace today were the potential
miracles of yesteryear. This luxurious air
transport which will soon sweep the world
is as surely a part of fantasy as if it

didn't exist. But it does. What prognostica-
tions can we make now?

from the scene of this test.

How long would it be before they

knew what had happened? Would
the reaction take an hour to reach

them? Or would it travel with the

speed of light and be there practic-

ally instantaneously?

He did not know. “Go quietly,

dear children,’’ he thought. “Go quiet-

ly away from this earth. Go along

now, to your far-off home.’’

He was not sorry. He was not

afraid. Once such emotional re-

sponses as sorrow and fear had been
useful to the race of men. Now-
Under him the concrete jolted

—

and flared into heat measured by the

millions of degrees....

About three years later, the length

of time light uses to travel from the

solar system to the star Antares,

astronomers on the planets circling

this star noted with calm interest

the sudden appearance of a new nova

—a new star—in that section of the

sky which once had been occupied

by the planet Earth.

SUPERMAN—
SUPERMARKET!

By Henry Gade

The grocery store of the future has
already been built! And that’s no gag-

line either. Some inventor put together a
store which is practically a robot. You
walk into the place and shop by punching
buttons. When you’re through, you walk
out, pay an automatically tabulated bill,

and pick up your boxed goods. This store
was far too advanced for this jet age
though. It’s been closed down—a failure.
People couldn’t take the machine-age grro-
cery.

The inventor philosophizes that his in-
vention still will be the coming thing. A
new idea, he maintains, is always hard to
get across. And he’s right. The shopper
of a century hence will do even less prob-
ably. He’ll just talk into a microphone
from his living room and the goods will
be delivered automatically. This little fail-
ure has set us to wondering how many in-
ventions have died an early death simply
because people weren’t ready for them?
We’ll just have to stick around until 2050
to see what’s become of the super-sux>er-
marketl



Conducted by ROG PHILLIPS

A LOT HAS happened since last

month. For one thing, I attended the

World Science Fiction Convention at

Cincinnati, and met a couple of hundred
very fine people, all of whom I found I

liked very much, and all of whom I would
like to have for personal friends. I’ll tell

you about the convention; but first I want
to tell you about another thing that has
happened.
Amazing Stories has a new editor now.

He isn’t exactly new, since he used to be
editor of Mammoth Detective and Mam-
moth Mystery a couple years ago, and has
just come back to his old desk again. His
name is Howard Browne, and between you
and me he’s a nice guy. I don’t think we’ll

have any trouble with him.
He has lots of plans for a bigger and

better Amazing that I hope pan out. He’s
a good editor and a good guy. Let’s ^ve
him a big hand. (“Ouch I” Howard just
said. Guess my hand struck too far down
when I was patting him on the back.)
But if you could meet him you’d like

him. He’s almost as big as Art Rapp says
I am, a good bowler and poker player, and
has a deep sense of humor that fits with
mine.
He knows what a good story is and plans

to bring you the best. More of them, too,

since he plans on giving Amazing more
pages than any other stf prozine on the
stands. And the CLUB HOUSE will con-
tinue to be a regular feature, so you guys
and gals that put out fanzines can still

count on a plug in Amazing, and you fans
who want to know where to get the fan-
zines can still get that information here.
The Cinvention was a howling success.

Ray Palmer and I went down together. I

stayed until the end, but Ray had to get
back to Chicago early so didn’t stay after
the second day.
Most of us were at the Hotel Metropole,

where the convention was held. The meet-
ing hall was the Metropole’s banquet
room, and the whole mezzanine was more
or less taken over by the fans—the lobby
too. It was in the lobby that I unwittingly
staged a water pistol battle with a few
fans and innocent bystanders, not real-

izing the pistol was loaded, and even soak-
ing an old lady who was passing near. I

Was stone sober at the time, too.

There were a couple of hundred of us

there, all told. Don Ford and the other
Cincy fans really put on a good show. At
the auction there were dozens of originals
of illustrations and covers from the various
stf magazines of the past year, including
some from Amazing Stories. More than one
fan took an enviable prize home with him
to hang on the wall of his den.

There were plenty of authors there, too.

I didn’t make a speech, but there were lots

of good speeches by authors and fans.
Vince Hamlin, father of Alley Oop, took
over the limelight while he was there. He’s
a very popular fellow. The Alley Oop ori-

ginals he donated for the auction went like
dollar bills for forty-nine cents at the
Mint. There are probably two dozen fans
with an Alley Oop pinned on the wall in
their rooms right this minute.

If I were to tell you of every thing I

enjoyed at the convention it would take
you three days to read it, because every
minute was full of enjoyment.

On the voting for the next convention
site I was appointed vote counter. Maybe
some of you wonder why I gave it to Port-
land instead of New York then—heyl
What am I saying? But it could almost
have been crooked. In fact I could have let
it go to New York for 1950 without being
crooked. This is the way that came about:
On the first vote there were four possi-

ble cities to vote on. New York and Port-
land, Oregon, won the most votes. The sec-
ond voting was to choose between these
two. There were three of us counting the
votes, and on the count it turned out that
New York had sixty votes, and Portland
had fifty-nine votes. That was too close to
let it go. I carefully recounted, making
sure none of the vote slips were stuck to-
gether. It came out a tie, sixty to sixty.
The third voting switched a few votes ei-
ther way, as people changed their minds,
giving Portland a plurality of four votes.

So in 1960 the World Science Fiction
Convention will be held in Portland, under
the auspices of the Portland Science-
Fantasy Society (PSFS). They will have
a high mark to aim at, because the Cin-
vention surpassed all previous conventions
so far that it will probably never again be
equaled. But if anyone can do it, the
PSFSers can. They are a very active
group, with lots of enterprising members.
Just as the CLUB HOUSE was open to
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the Cinvention Committee, and helped

make the Cinvention a success, I offer its

pages to the Porcon Committee to help

make the Porcon an even better success.

How about it, Don Day?
From Cincinnati I went to New York on

a combination vacation and business trip

(the only kind of vacation I have time for),

and met the ESFA group. (Eastern Science

Fiction Association.)

At the ESFA meeting I was guest speak-
er. Dr. Tom Gardner told me I was to

speak for an hour. Did you ever try to

tallc for a solid hour? Anyway, at the end
of five minutes I was talked out. Of the

literally thousands upon thousands of jokes

I know, I couldn’t even remember one. The
first time I ever came to Chicago I was
here three weeks, and told jokes the whole
three weeks without repeating myself.

But there I was, standing in front of an
audience of fans, their mouths agape wait-
ing for words of wis—entertainment, fifty-

five minutes to go, and nary a thought.
What did I do? I went into a Null P

pause. Coming out of it, I uttered these un-
forgettable words; “Any questions?” For
fifty-five minutes I answered questions.

After the meeting we all went over to a
nice eating spot in Newark where Forrest
Ackerman and I were the guests of the
ESFA group at their banquet. It was real-

ly wonderful meeting all those very nice
people. Science Fiction fandom is about
the finest group of people you could ever
know, and no kidding.

I had quite an unpleasant five minutes
while I was in New York. I stayed at the
MacAlpin Hotel which is in the same block
as the Empire State Building. My room
was on the seventeenth floor. I’m an ab-
sent-minded cuss, and in my time have
poured coffee in the sugar bowl and the
cream pitcher, cream in the sugar bowl,
put sugar in the cream pitcher, poured
syruji down my back and scratched my
pancakes at breakfast, and things like

that.

Well, I was doing some typing, and got
up to stretch my legs. I went over to the
window and leaned out. Seventeen floors
below me was the sidewalk. I thought,
“Boy, what that could do for me.” Then
1 went back to my typewriter. A few min-
utes later I heard ambulance sirens con-
verging toward the hotel. Dozens of them,
it seemed, were coming to screaming stops
on the street below.
Suddenly the possible meaning of it

stmek me. My fingers froze above the type-
writer. I broke out in a cold sweat. Run-
ning to the window I looked down, then
pulled back into the room with a sigh of
relief. You see, I thought maybe I had ab-
sent-mindedly jumped out. I mean, after all,

I am absent-minded. What I mean is, I

still break out in a sweat when I think
what a close call it was. Those ambulances
could have been coming for my body!
The fan convention is over. I met many

old friends for the first time in person at
the Cinvention. Milt Rothman, Art Rapp,

Jimmy Taurasi, and so many more I can’t

begin to list them. I made lots of new
friends. Don Day, Nancy Moore, Bea Ma-
haffy, and the rest of the Cincy group.

(By the way, some of the fanzines given

to me at the convention for review got lost

somewhere, so if you gave me one and I

don’t review it, you’ll know what happened
and forgive me.)

All of you who attended the Cinvention
can say the same thing: you cante away
richer in friendships. And those of you
who didn’t attend—well, I hope you can
be at the next fan convention in Portland.
Now we come to reviews of the fanzines.

Let’s see, where did I put it? By the way,
the Cincy group is getting a mimeograph
outfit with their share of the proceeds of

the convention, so one of these days soon
they’ll be sending a fanzine for review.

SLIGHTLY DIFFERENT: Alan M.
Grant, 129 Edgemore St., Fayetteville, New
York. No price listed b^ause I can’t find
the zine. Maybe I reviewed it already last

month. I have a letter from Alan, its edi-

tor, wondering what became of it. In three-
quarter syllable words he really tells me
off, so please, some of you send him at
least a nickel and get his fanzine to make
up for it. He concludes his letter with,
“P.S. eye amm making a nam fore mye-
self inn Fandom. Sorry i kant menshun itt

hear.” Send for his fanzine and find out
what other fans are calling himl Exclusive
in the current issue of SLIGHTLY DIF-
FERENT! Send him a dime. Then you,
too, can call him one.

MUTANT: 15c, 2^25c; bi-monthly;
Michigan Science Fantasy Society, Stewart
Metchette, 3551 King St., Windsor, Ont.,
or George Young, 22180 Middlebelt Rd.,
Farmington, Mich. The contents page lists

William James, Norman Ashfield, Ed
Cox, Art Rapp, Richard Avery, and Don
Vetowich as contributors, with Nelson and
Rotsler as interior artists, and R.G.
Rowe as cover artist. Three short stories
and three poems. Avery beats .4.rt Rapp by
about six lengths with his take-off on the
Raven in the same rhythm, titled “Rain”.
But Art didn’t do so bad with his poetry
either.

The MSFS is a very nice bunch. They
were just about all at the Convention. They
dragged me off to a burlesque show one
night, with me pretending I didn’t want to
go, and holding my han^ in front of my
face (while I peeked through my fingers)
all through the show. Redd Boggs was
among them. We all wound up about two
in the morning drinking coffee in a ham-
burger joint.

SPACEWARP: 16c, 9/$1.00; Art Rapp,
2120 Bay St., Saginaw, Mich. . The Sep-
tember issue featuring an account of the
convention. You know. Art Rapp had the
most unusual flash camera I’ve ever seen

—

or rather, flash bulbs. With most cameras
the bulb merely flashes. With His they
“ffffft” besides. Hope he sends me the pic-
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ture he took of me. I hope everybody who
took a picture of me sends me one.
Art titles his Cincy report, “Vas Ve Ef-

fer In Cincinnati?” It’s an excellent story
of the convention, complete with cartoon
illustrations. Art must have had his glasses
on upside down and saw me through the
bifocals, though, because he describes me
as being six feet six. I’m only six feet two
and a half. Art reminds you to be sure
and send your dollar for the Porcon to
Donald B. Day, 3435 N.E. 38th Ave., Port-
land 13, Oregon. One of the sketches drawn
by Ray Nelson to illustrate the Cincy ac-
count is of a grinning fan with his arms
full of original art work he bought at the
auction, but with no trousers, implying he
hocked them to get money for another illo.

Some of them just about did that. Walter
Coslet of Montana spent a small fortune
on buying things at the auction. And it

was Erwin Stirmweis I accidentally shot
with an automatic water pistol, not know-
ing it was ’

FANTASY-Tlnituii: luc, ui- weekly;
James V. Taurasi, 137-03 32nd Ave.,
Flushing, New York; first September is-

sue. This also contains the report on the
Cinvention. I met Jimmy at Cincinnati, and
also at the ESFA meeting in Newark, New
Jersey. Glancing over his report I see
I forgot to mention that there was a
Miss Science Fiction present at the Con-
vention. Lois Miles was Miss Science
Fiction of 1949. A very beautiful blonde
from New York. And Ted Carnell, who
came all the way from England to attend
the convention, was in my opinion the best
speaker the^'o.

ROCKET NEWS LETTER: 15c,
$1.50/yr; Wayne Proell, 10630 S. St. Louis
Ave., Chicago. Official organ of the Chi-
cago Rocket Society. September 1949 issue.
There’s a nine-page article on “The Design
of a Practical Space Ship”, by Wayne Pro-
ell, in this issue that should be a must for
all stf writers. A few of the details are of
interest here. The ship would take off like

a plane rather than a rocket, and would
Weigh one to three hundred tons. It would

take about three hours to leave the Earth
behind, and could reach the Moon in sev-
enty hours. The rest of the journal is taken
up with rocketry abstracts and club news.

If you live in or near Chicago you
should look into this group. They are a
very active bunch, and are primarily in-

terested in that next great achievement on
the list, the first trip to the Moon. They
believe it’s coming very soon, mayl>e in

1950. Let’s hope so!

SPATIUM

:

10c; journal of the .Central
New York Science Fantasy Society; Harold
W. Cheney, Jr., 584 E. Monroe St., Little

Falls, New York, with Ron Stone, Dik
Hollister, and Jim Goldfrank helping him.
Irregular schedule.
The feature article this issue is “The

Creator”, by Ron Stone, and is about Stan-
ley Weinbaum, a great stf author. Articles,

book reviews, and a letter department make
up the rest of the issue. If you live around
Utica, New York, you should get in touch
with this group. If you don’t you’re missing
half the fun of being a fan.
SPACESHIP: 5c, published quarterly,

Bob Silverberg and Saul Diskin, 760 Mont-
gomery St., Brooklyn 13, N.Y. . First story
in this issue is “John Brown’s Cellar” by
Bob Silverberg. It starts out, “John
Brown was my neighbor. One day he
walked into the cellar to get something
and never came out.” Driving straight to-

ward the ghoul in the first line I

Bob asked me to announce the formation
of a new APA, to be called the Junior
Amateur Fantasy Association. Should be
Press instead of Fantasy, so I combined
the two on my own. But it will be known
as JAPA. It will limit its membership to

twenty-five, with age limit at eighteen
years. Write to him if you’re interested.

SCIENTIFANTASY: “Fandom’s Pro-
zine”; 20c, 75e/yr.; Bill Kroll, 1031 & John
Grossman, 1037 W. 18th, Des Moines, Iowa.
In the same block. Small enough to fit in

your pocket. A professional photo-offset
job, with artwork that any prozine should
envy. One of their illustrators, Hannes

(Continued On Page 154)

THOUSANDS EVERYWHERE ACCLAIM THIS

New Psychology Of Life!
Have you unrealized hopes? Ate the better things of life always
just beyond your reach?
Times have changed—but have you? Adopt a new psychology

of life and MASTER YOUR PROBLEMS. It takes no greater
mental effort to achieve results when you know how.
Let the Rosicrucians show you how, by the use of simple laws,

you can apply the powers ofyour mind to bring a’oout startling

changes in your life. If you are sincere in your desire, write for

the free Sealed Book. It will point out how. you may obtain this

most helpful information. Address: Scribe M,Z.H.

The Rosicrucians (AMORC)
SAN JOSE CALIFORNIA



SELLS FIRST STORY AT 60

**311106 I am crowding threescore, my objective in taking the N.LA.

course was not to become a professional writer. However, while still

taking the course, I sent an article to St. Joseph Magazine. It was

immediately accepted. Encouraged, I wrote others. Our Navy accepted

them and asked for more. All thanks to N.LA”—^Albert M. Hinman,

1937 East Silver Street, Tucson, Arizona.

How do youKNOWyou can H WRITE?
Have yon ever tried?

Have yon ever attempted even the least bit of training, nnder competent guidance?

Or have you been sitting back, as it is so easy to do, waiting for the day to come when yon will

awaken, all of a sudden, to the discovery, “I am a writer”?

If the latter course is the one of your choosing, you probably never will write. Lawyers must he law
clerks. Doctors must he internes. Engineers must be draftsmen. We know that, in our time, the egg does
come before the chicken.

It is seldom that anyone becomes a writer until he (or she) has been writing for some time. That is

why so many authors and writers spring up out of the newspaper business. The day-to-day necessity of
writing—of gathering material about which to write—develops their talent, their insight, their back-
ground and their confidence as nothing else could.

That is why Newspaper Institute of America bases its writing instruction on journalism—continuous
writing—the training that has produced so many successful authors.

Learn to write by writing
'^TEWSPAPER Institute training is based on the New York Copy Desk Method. It starts

and keeps you writing in your own home, on your own time. Week by week you receive
actual assignments, just as if you were right at work on a great metropolitan daily. Your
writing is individually corrected and constructively criticized. Thoroughly experienced,
practical, active writers are responsible for this instruction. Under such sympathetic guid-
ance, you will find that (instead of vainly trying to copy some one else’s writing tricks) you
arc rapidly developing your own distinctive, self-flavored style—undergoing an experience
that has a thrill to it and which at the same time develops in you the power to m^e your
feelings articulate.
Many people who should be writing become awe-struck by fabulous stories about million*

aire authors, and, therefore, give little thought to the $25, $50 and $100 or more that can often
be earned from material that takes little time to write—stories, articles on business, fads,
books, current events, sports, homemaking, local and club activities, etc.—things that can easily
be turned out in leisure hours, and often on the impulse of the moment.

A chance to test yourself
Our unique Writing Aptitude Test tells whether you possess the

fundamental qualities necessary to successful writing—acute observa-
tion, dramatic instinct, creative imagination, etc. You’ll enjoy taking
this test. The coupon will bring it, without obligation. Newspaper
Institute of America, One Park Avenue, New York 16, N. Y. (Founded
1925).

Newspaper Institute of America,

One Park Ave., New York 16, N. Y.

_ Send me, withont cost or obligation, your 'Writing Aptitude Test and further information about
^ writing for profit.

Mr. )
I Mk.

}
I Miss )

Address

^ Lj Check here If elisihte under the G. I. Bill of Rights.

1 (All correspondence confidential. No salesman will call oa you.) 63-B<360

^^Pyright 1949 Newspaper InsHtute of America,

VETERANS:

TbisciHiise

approved hr

Veteians’ Trahiiif
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IP I Send YOU
THIS FINE SUIT-

WiU You Wear It a
and Show St to Friends?BM

AmAKins plant Nomoney needed! 1 want
an ambiaooSp i^rt man in yoor town to

tohelp TOO takemnmordtfo and earn i

up to $10.00 in a day. Uy eeneatlonal J

plancan bring yoggoodmoney cnayl I

No Exporienco Noeded«*No I
House •to«Noiiso Convaeslns 1
Eiperienee Dot necessary. Amadng
low price mean Ug Inemne tor yoa M
withoat hoDse-to-boasecanyaaslDg.
wmI •mulna.ebance to ff«t rowwaeatm a BONUS wlthoot vviam oBo cobC

Sand for FREE ClotbSaiqilnl

aVBB«rutB aeuliic plotto. TbIa.Io

MmGrMt.STDNC'nCUICor^ I

032 S>Tlwwap Stnat A
Dapt,M77. ^aa0o7»lB» J

IfYouGetUpNigtits

Tiy This FREE
If your sleep Is dletvbed by getting up many tiraeo at idght

due to Irritation of Bladder or Urinary Tract, try PALMO
TABLETS at our liak if you have never used them. All you
do is elmply test 20 Tablets FRES from the Full-SUe Pack*
age we send you. If palliative relief doesn't surprise and
delight you, return extra tablets and you pay aothing for

the trial, SEND NO MONET. Mail name and address today
and we will send your PALMO TABLETS by return mail

postpaid. For Adults Only. Addrees H« D. POWERS CO.»

Dept. 2>12» Box 13S, Battle Creek, Mlchlgen.

... ©EX READY TO LlVf! * • •

Will you gamble Ic to win happiness, blpger Income, love? Why
accept rear, uncertaluty, ethyneas, miseraltlA lachs? “Plenty for All
Who Use Secrets «f NA'j URUAw**. is theme of Insplrlog 10*pae«
tnok, MOUNTAINS OP GOLD. It's FllEUI Win yeur share of Ike's
good thru NATUlir.AW. Send name to
INSTITUTE OF NATUNLAW, Dept. XSSOia, agog Main, OsIIm, TeX.

(Contlnned From Paso 152)

Bok, is an outstanding artist. Tiie fiction

and articles in this issue are also of vei^
high quality. And there’s a stf comic strip

by John Grossman, one of the best of fan
artisans. This should be a collector’s item.

It’s perfect in every way.

SCIENCE FANTASY AND SCIENCE
FICTION

:

4/65c, quarterly; Franklin M.
Dietz Jr., P.O. Box 696, Kings Park, Long
Island, New York. I met Frank at the Cin-

vention. A quiet, intelligent fellow who
takes fandom very seriously, and his fan-
zine shows real editorial and publishing
talent. S.F. & S.F. is the official organ of

the Fantasy Artisans, and' so always has
top quality fan artwork. There’s a guest
editorial by Kenneth Slater, British fan,
and a report on the New 'York Conclave
which had a couple of big New York pro
editors in attendance. The cover is an ex-
cellent three color phot.o-offset job.

CANADIAN l< ANDOM: no. 16; with a
Mac cover!; 10c; Ned McKeown, 1398 Mt.
Pleasant Ri, Toronto 12, Ontario. Twen-
ty-six pages, letter size. There’s a nice

short story, “Thou Art My Brother”, by
Eric Dom. Several articles and features.
The editorial concerns something all Can-
fans should leaiii about, but which can’t

be mentioned in the CLUB HOUSE.
Best article in the issue is “The Funda-

mental Problem” by Alastair Cameron. It

discusses the question of nuclear forces,

those little known forces that bind the
parts of an atomic nucleus into a whole.

SCRAP-BAG: Vol. 2, no. 1; the variety
fanmag; 25c; Charles Henderson, 2146 E.
13th St. S., Salt Lake City 6, Utah. High-
light of the issue is a short stoiy by E.E.
Evans, entitled “Problem”.

Mystery: since this copy is the first of
volume two, how come it’s a first issue?
But from the editorials there’s plenty of
activity going on down in Utah.

STATEMENT OF THE OWNERSHIP. MANAGEMENT, AND CIRCULATION REQUIRED BY THE ACT OF CON-
QRESS OF AUGUST 24, 1912, AS AMENDED BY THE ACTS OF MARCH 3. 1833, AND JULY 2. I94C

(TITLE 38. UNITED STATES CODE. .SECTION 233)

Of Antzlni StorlM, Pybllihed Maathly st Chlags, llllnoii, tor Octobor I, 1949

X. Iba names and addreasge Ihe publisher, edlti^r rnttnayinp editor, and bu^ess managers are: Publisher William B.

ZiiT, 185 N. Wabash. Are., Chicago 1, lU. ; Editor, Howard Browne, 165 N. Wabash Are., Chicago 1, IlL : Managing EdltM,

William L. Bamling, 166 N. Wabash Are.. Chicago 1, 111.: Business Manager, A. T. Pullen. 18S N. Wabash Are., Chicago 1, 111.

2. Ihe owner Is: (If owned by a corporation. Its name and address must be stated and also Immediately thereunder the names
and addresses of stockholders owning er holding 1 peicent or more of total amount of stock. If not owned by a corporation,

the names and addrosaefl of the IndlTidual owners must he glren. If owned by a partnership or other unincorporated firm,

its name and address, u well as that of each individual member, must be glren.) Ziff-Davis Publishing Company, 185 N.
Wabash Are., Chicago 1, ni.: William B. Ziff, 185 N. Wabash Are., Chicago 1, 111.; B. G. Davis, 185 N. Wabash Ave., Chi-

cago 1. IlL; A. Ziff, 185 N. Wabartk Are.. Chicago 1. UL; S. Daris, 185 N. W’abash Are., Chicago 1, Dl. 3, The known
bondholders, mortgagees, and other security holders owning or bolding 1 percent or more of total amount of licnds, mortgages,

or other securities are: (If there are ntme, so slate.) Modem Woodmen of America, Bock Island, Illinois. 4. Paragraphs 2
and 3 include. In cases where the stockholder or security holder appears upon the bo(^ of the company as tru-stco or Id any
other fiduciary relation, the name of the person or corporation for whom such trustee la acting; also the statemoits in the

two paragraphs show the affiant's full knowledge and belief as to the circumstanees and condltione under which stockholders

and security holders who do not appear upon the books of tho oMnpany as trustees, bold stock and seourlUea In a capacity

other than that of a bona fide owner. 8. Ihe averagp number ct copies of each Issue of this publication sold or distributed,

through the malls or otherwise, to paid subserlbera during tbo 12 SMniha precediiK the date shown above was:

(This information is required from dally, weekly, eemlwoekly, and triweekly newspaper only.) A. T. PULUSN. Business

Manner. Sworn to and subscribed before me this 22nd day of tettomber, 1M9. [BBAL] AliDEBT H. WI’^THOFT, Notary
Public. (My commission expiree April 8, 1$60.)
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Ben Singer’s hoax about Bob Tucker
dying found some victims here. There’s a
very touching paragraph about Tucker’s
death. For the benefit of those of you who
weren’t at the Cinvention, Ben Singer
pulled a hoax about Bob Tucker dying.
A lot of people believed it. Bob, a good
natured guy, didn’t resent it. A hoax like
that could be carried too far. Suppose Bob
Tucker died now. No one would believe it.

WONDER-, one year subscription siiven
for one copy of any stf or fantasy maga-
zine sent to Michael Tealby, 8 Burfield
Avenue, Loughborough, Leics., England.
Mr. Tealby sent a letter with this issue of
his fanzine, saying, “Through your review
of my fanzine I’ve found some good friends
over there in the United States.” I’m hap-
py to hear that, and hope more of you
write to him.
The contents of Wonder this time in-

clude two short stories, “Futility”, by
Cedric Walker, which is about the best
story l’\e found in a fanzine for some time,
and “Legacy”, by Peter J. Ridley.

I have a letter from the Golden Gate
Futurian Society, the fan club of San
Francisco. It’s from William D. Knapheide,
1084 Portola Drive, San Francisco, asking
me to announce that anyone interested in

joining the Frisco group contact him or
Mrs. Rose Davenport, 137 Cherry Ave.,
South San Francisco, the secretary.
John York of 17 W. 32nd St., N.Y.C.,

has sent me the cover of what will be
Weird Unsolved Mysteries no. 2, 26c.

Calvin T. Beck. 135 W. 47th St., New
York 19, asks me to announce “the exist-

ence of our club, the International Science
Fantasy Correspondence Trading Club, a
service to all fans interested in good dis-

cussions of factual science and the ex-
change of ideas in relation to science...
This isn’t a club intended for older fans
.or men of the sciences, but for amateur
scientists and new fans as well as veterans
fandom and advanced researchers.” Sounds
like a nice group, but any group is only
what its members make it, so make it a
better group by joining up yourself. Write
to Cal, and be sure and enclose a stamp
to pay the postage on his reply.
Morton D. Paley of the A.B.C. Science

Fiction Club, 1455 Townsend Ave., New
York 52, asks that I announce the existence
of his club. It looks like there’s about one
stf club to each neighborhood in New York,
but if you’ve ever been there you’d real-
ize that the city can stand that many.

This is written on September 22, 1949.
If any of you sent me anything for review
prior to this date and it hasn’t been re-
viewed in this and previous CH’s, it either
didn’t reach me, or got lost in the shuffle
of my poor filing system. If so, I hope
you will send me another copy and men-
tion the fact that you were overlooked.
Send everything for the CLUB HOUSE to
Rog Phillips, Box 671, Evanston, 111.

—ROG PHILLIPS

THE MOST AMAZING
NEWS OF THE DAY

Is th»t< llTing At the bottom of the Atmosphere, wo ore ot
the ocnter. not as we thought at the top, of the earth.
Aa the Greeks bellered. oreatioa gtiems from us. The atars,
suns, planets, and all other heaTenly phenomena constitute
the earth’s electronic accoumanlmect, each performing or>
guUo funcUons in it. and in our Ures. as vital as those
of Our eyes, hands, and hearts.

In’ his reordering of the new facts of physics, prefaced
by the late si>lr Arthur EddlngtoD. or Cambridge UDlTerdiyi
ftigland.

B
Samuel Both describes such a revolutitm In our cone^tloii
of the world tiiat. compared with It, the changes wrought
by the two world wars fade Into inalgniAcance. For In-

^ stance,

I Do You Know
that the most dl^ant of tbo stars Is as clo.se to you as this

C pagef « . . the law of graidty is not what you learned It

P was in school? . . . the earth is not one of those brass pin*
points In the night sky! . . . except for the photons* move-

C meats within their orbits light has no velocity?
272 amaxlni pages. $3.00

P In spite c/ fundamental differences and prejudices we know
that and poor, Russians and Americans have only one

C world to live in. The reality of this one world ns n aeten*

P tide fact emerges in a new book

y WORLD SENSORIUM
^ by Dr. Oliver Reiser, the great humanist, of the Depart*

ment of Philosophy of the University of Pittsburgh. The
importance of our understanding where we are in the world

C makes tJbe reading of this book a lemwselees must,

P 320 pages. $2.00

P Does the human voice make on indestructible. Indelible no*
ord In space? Ttus tremeoUous scieKitiAo certainty is the

C theme of

E THE VICARION
E a novel by Gardner Hunting whose hero Ands the secret
P turning on these records. You con Imagine for yourself
I what l^bens, brut you cannot imagine the marvelous sclen-
C tide timing of this prophetic work.

I 397 pagee. $2.00

IDEAL BOOKS
21D Firitoa SL, N. Y. C. 7
Oefitlemen: I enclose — for the books chewed
below, I may return nny or all for full credit if not ca«
tlrely pleased.

PEEP-noi F OP THK PRESENT
O THE won. )> SlilNSORIUM
THE VK'ST'.i.ON

O THE 'rHrU:.fi BOOKS

City. Zone. State.

Name

No. A St
Send C.O.D. 1 enclose $1 as binder.
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THIS IS THE REAL McCOVT
Here’s a breexy collection ot rlb-tlchllng, rlp-roarins
humor. Over 150 DIFFERENT pocK.ct size caxtoona

red hot lafts and alluring PlD>()p Gals lo poses that
will thrill you. Just the way you love to sec 'em. All this lo
one paeXafe. Shlpp^ prepaid NOTV Tor a limited time only
Cor ll. No C.O.U. NKVEH BEFORE SOLD AT THIS
LOW PRICKI Rush yourorder NOW before price goes up.
AOKO. DspL 535 Boi Ofr-K.. G.P.O.. New YorX. 1.

YOUR SONGpomsSETTOMSK
For DatalU and Terms af Our Complete Service^

Send Poems and Inquiries to:

BROADWAY MUSIC SERVICE
Dept. Dr Room 5 ia

1B74 Broadway New York IPr N. Y. I

HOLLYWOOD Model of the Month
A beautiful Hollywood Model is selected each
month . . . and portrayed in 6 frlamoxous color
poses. Send for **Miss iFebruary’* Nowl
Set of 5 Color Slides $2.00
Sot of 6 Fine Grain Neffativea 1.90

Addreac aH erderi #e

JAMES J. BRADFORD
1302 Breodway Berbank* CaHf.

INVENTORS
Patent laws encourage the development of invett^
tiona. Our firm is registered to practice before
the U. S. Patent Office. Write for further partic-
ulars as to patent Detection and procedure and
**laTeatioa Record*^ form at once. No obligation.

McMORROW. BERMAN & DAVIDSON
Registered Patent Attorneys

tS66 Victor Building Washington 1. D. C.

MEN—ARE YOU POPULAR WITH filRLS?)
Do ttaer flock around you because of your appearance, personally
or charmf Are you a leader at dances, parties and social paUkor-
tnirsT If not you are uisslns tbe best part of your lUs and you
should find out why.
Send 91,00 for our personality questionnaire—Wbenyw receive
It answer all the questions and return It td us. we will rste
you on appearance, personality and sociahllity and return It to
you with any nceessairy suesestlons.
This 91 -00 Investment could easily be the turnlsg point ot yourkis 91.<
,.-e so do..
name and i

PLANS THAT SELL
OZONK DARK 19 , N. V.

Vorld Trade firro offers men and women plan lor f
big pay pceitiong or imlimited-proAt businesses i

of their own in Eaport>lmport. Mail order / ,

World'Wide without capital, from home, or tragi'
abroad. Write today for Free Booh State if veteran. Airmail reaches ns
over night The Meitlnper Co 1422-KF WesTwood. los Angsles 24. CoM.

BUtCK SORCERY
Somettilng new in ChemioAl Maoie. Water suddenly tarns Id
I nk while NO ONE IS NEAR THE GLASS. Guaranteed to
flinaze you and your friend*. Send only $1.00 for eomplet# Ut.

BLACK SORCERY P. 0. Bo* 2 Rahway, H. J.

STRENGTHEN Yevr ITSiraai
YE&^you can now build yourself a powerful speahtnir and alneinc
voice with this omozlng new scienlHieatly sound tested method. Self,
trsininr ... no music or piano required. Results GUARANTEED.
Just send your name for the sensational details. FREE chart of your
vocal mechanism IncludodI Please stAlo your age.
PERFECT VOICE INSTITUTE, SIikUo B-U, 1141 S. Wibaili Av,. Chku. 5, HI

FABLES FROM THE
FUTURE

By
’ JOSEPH HILL

MIGHTY BIOLOGICALS

The future holds terrific promise,

for out of the biological labora-

tories of today are coming discoveries

which are just a shadow of what is likely

to come. Science can only whisper of drugs
which may cure anything, can only hint of

surgical techniejues of incredible skill, and
can only delicately imply the impossible

miracle of immortality.
Gerontology, the study of old age, is fast

becoming a major branch of medicine
which will assume increasing importance
because birth rates are decreasing and
more and more older and old people

are major parts of the population of the

countries of the world. In the intricate

probing into the mystery of old age, we
can see enormous possibilities. True, im-
mortality seems an impossible end. No one
really asks that, but it is certain that the

life span is being extended. It is perfectly

possible that the man of the year two thou-

sand may expect to live a hundred years

or more just as we of today expect a lon-

gevity of sixty or seventy years. And the

scientists of the future will keep pushing
up that age limit. It is perfectly imaginable
that the year twenty-five hundred will have
many persons two hundred years old,

alive and healthy. Think of the infinite

advantages and tremendous learning op-
portunities of such a condition. If we can
just hang on another fifty years...

. + *

SKIN DEEP

I
KNOW YOU may not believe this, but

I tell you it is true. And if you doubt
me, you can find the detailed story in any
one of the encyclopedias. Just go to the

Mini-plate section, get a projector and see

it on the screen for yourself. It happened
so many hundreds of years ago, that it is

hard to believe that it could have been at

all.

People once hated each other because

the color of their skins was different 1

Now, don’t laugh ; it’s true. There were
naturally white and black and yellow and
red-skinned people, and they feared and
hated each other because of that—and for

no other reason 1 There were some of

course who didn’t, who realized that was
silly. But they were a minority. Sometimes
those mass executions which were called

“wars” happened because of this strange

attitude.
All right I If this class doesn’t stop

laughing I’ll have it disciplined—and you
know what that means I Now give me your
attention.
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This weird condition existed until
_
Dr.

Harriman of the Dermatological Institute

discovered the nature and cause of pig-

mentation. And when his discovery was an-
nounced, everyone, all over the Earth
wanted his skin changed to white. Can
you imagine thatl
Twenty years after the pigmentation

process was found, all the world consisted
of people with white skins I These things
sound strange to you because you can't
imagine how desperately people felt about
the matter of color.

Fortunately times have changed. The
fashion experts realized they had a won-
derful instrument at hand. And now we
are all slaves to it. As I look at you, and
see you with your vari-colored skins, rang-
ing through the entire spectrum, I can’t

imagine anything different. It seems nat-
ural to me.
You, Lady Senn, look beautiful with that

rich Tyrrhenian purple skin. And you also,

Lady Fane, with that rich golden-yellow
hide. Personally I prefer my own black
covering. There seems to be less glare to

it, although my wife makes me change my
color to blue for evening wear. She her-

self favors a brilliant green skin that I’m
very fond of.

I’d like a couple of you to prepare a re-

port on this subject. Xaxen, and Cronet!

—

both of you will prepare to talk during
the next lecture period on the subject of

“Color and People’’ and I want you to
catch the atmosphere of hatred and dis-

trust that was once felt. Do you under-
stand? Very well—class dismissed!

ULTIMATE EVOLUTION

A GROUP of us, writers, the editor, a
couple of artists and a science-fiction

fan or two, were lounging in the comfor-
table office, talking. Inevitably the gab-
fest drifted away from the jokes, ran
through the general subject of women and
then warmed more to the favorite subject
of memorable stories. A host of stories

popped up as favorites of one or another,
ranging from the well-remembered "Adam
Link” series to some of the Phillips super-
epics.

For a while the babel was confusing,
each reader asserting that his selection was
the best.

Even as we talked, you could almost see
each man visualizing the tremendous im-
pression each story he fondly recalled had
made. The talk quieted down somewhat
and the room became filled with the ghosts
of science-fiction past, as well as cigarette
smoke.

In a momentary lull in the conversation,
we were astonished to hear Brady talking
rather loudly

:

“You haven’t—not a one of you—men-
tioned the best one of all.” He said the
words with an edge of bitterness. Brady
was a rather quiet mouse of a man, a
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likeable fellow who followed a-f closely but
usually had very little to say.

Somebody laughed.
“I suppose you know the best one,” one

of us mildly taunted.
For once Brady met the issue.

“Yes," he said positively,” I can name
the best and most impressionable science"

fiction story. It was Alas, All Thinking,
by Harry Bates.”
No one said a word. We were recalling

the story—or trying to. Encouraged by
our silence, Brady went on:
“The story was simple. A time-Traveler

from the present journeys into the remote
future. He lands his machine, steps out and
finds the Earth sort of a barren prairie.

The Earth has receded from the Sun and
now is a little glowing coal in the sky.
The T-T looks arpund for people—and
finally he finds some. They live in simple
mud huts, they aren’t many, and they do
nothing. They are the ultimate evolutionary
adaptation of human beings. Some are in
the advanced state, being nothing but huge
heads supported by a bracket on a wall,

their vestigial bodies of no use whatsoever.
“The T-T discovers that these people

have one objective and that is to sit and
think, to do nothing but cogitate and med-
itate on the Nature of the Universe. In
the advanced stages their metabolism is so
low that they’re fed capsules by a machine
which pops the pellets into their mouths t**

Brady paused and noted our interest.
There was a pleased little smile on his face.
He was the narrator now.
Jimson said; “I remember that story

too. It was good at that. But it wasn’t the
greatest. Not by any means. Why, I re—"
“Wait a minute,” Brady cut him off. “J

haven’t finished.”

We nodded and he continued:
“Anyhow the T-T took a less repulsive

specimen back to his own time, the Twen-
tieth Century and tried to teach her some-
thing about life. But her mentality was
dominant and all she could do was to spec-
ulate about the nature of love.”
He stopped. We waited.
“Go on,” I urged.
He shook his head. “That’s about all there

is to it. The rest of the story is unimpor-
tant and anti-climactic.” There was a pecu-
liar ironic smile on Brady’s face and 1 had
a funny feeling that something was dif-
ferent about him.
He got up, his eyes unrevealing behind

their thick lenses. He walked toward the
door. All of us felt the oddness. It was in
the air.

When he reached the door, his appear-
ance became even different. He took off
his hat. I had never noticed it before but
his head was remarkably large. Hia heavy
overcoat fell open and his body seemed
amazingly slim.

“So long,” he said and there was irony
in his tone. He waved a pipestem arm ana
vanished through the doorway. I couldn’t

shake off the feeling that gripped me. For
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a bare moment I’d have sworn he looked
like one of the creatures in the story he
had just described.
“Aw, he’s a nut,’’ Felton said mockingly

and the matter was closed. I still shudder
a little when I think of Brady’s face
though. Could it be?. .

.

» * *

BOOMERANG!

1
CAN’T WAIT to see her face, he
thought. Tonight’ll really be fun. I won-

der if she’s learned to use the thing yet?
Oh well, he assured himself, it can’t be
that complicated. His mind tripped on, im-
agining the wondei'ful dinner he was go-

ing to get.

Bill Newton had just spent three hun-
dred dollars for the new induction heating
range. It looked much like the conventional
kitchen type, but as the blui'bs had it, “no
flame, no warmth, no heat—but it

COOKS!” It was really quite simple when
you got down to it. It contained a four
kilowatt radio transmitter with suitable
switches and heating coils. All you did was
to locate the food to be cooked within the
circle of a coil, press the timer button and
in fractions of a minute, your food was
cooked 1 Induction heating wasn’t new, but
these '55 kitchen model ranges, using it,

were.
Newton entered the apartment gleefully.

He swung open the rear door. He wanted
to enter the kitchen first so as to surprise
Louise.
As he swung the door open, he stood

stock still. The peaceful happy scene he
expected to see never materialized. Louise
was at the opposite end of the kitchen,
her back to the wall, her eyes wide in min-
gled astonishment and dismay, touched
perhaps by terror.

Bill dropped his brief case. His gaze
shifted from Louise to the range. He heard
Louise’s rapid intake of breath.
“Oh Bill,” she sobbed, and ran into his

arms. “It just happened.”
“I know, darling, I know,” BiU soothed

her, "it’ll be all right. Just wait until you
get the hang of it.” Then he burst into
laughter in spite of his efforts to suppress
it.

For the kitchen W'as a culinary sham-
bles. Particles of meat, gobs of potatoes,
were splattered all over the walls and ceil-

ings. 'The room looked as if a little boy
had been flinging eggs and meat and veg-
etables at random, enjoying their splat
against the walls.
When Louise stopped sobbing long

enough to e.xplain. Bill discovered what had
happened.

“I just put the foods on, honey,” Louise
said, "and turned on the switches. Then
everything happened at once. I thought the
stove would explode.” She wiped a generous
gob of potato from behind her ear.
The serviceman who came out twenty

minutes later found the trouble in a hur-
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ry. He couldn’t keep from grinning aa ‘Be

explained it to Bill.

“One of the switches shorted,” he said,

“and that overloaded the transmitter. Nat-
urally the gadget poured a terrific amount
of heat into the food all at once. Only one
thing could happen and did—the food had
to explode. That overloaded transmitter
was shoving maybe ten or fifteen kilo-

watts of power into a potato. Bang! Up
she goes. Don’t worry about now, though.
It's O.IC.”

“I don’t want to go back to gas or elec-

tricity, dear,” Louise said, noting tbe rath-

er crest-fallen look on b.er husband’s face.

* *

SPACE WRECK!

Remain calm atid do not lose your
head.

The words repeated themselves over and
over again, like a child’s rhyme, in Com-
munication Officer Linton’s mind. Yes,
that’s what the manual said: Remain calm
and do not lose your head.

Linton shivered in the confines of his

space suit. Panic and terror fought to grip
him. How impossible this was! Eight min-
utes ago he’d been in a rocket Speedster
reporting to the Lunar base. In his mind’s
eye, Linton saw the gauges on the panel
go awry, then felt the flaring incandescent
heat as the rocket-radioactives let loose.

What a miracle that he’d been ejected by
the blast without shearing his suit against
a piece of metal. Yes, what a miracle!

—

to be left floating free in the vastnesses
of empty space.
And the words of the manual which

they’d aU memorized went through his
thoughts again. But it had been so aca-
demic when they’d studied it. Who expect-
ed ever to be in this situation? It was
merely a remote possibility.

It was? Who are you kidding, brother?
That’s where you are right now. Momen-
tarily Linton wanted to scream aloud, to
shout. He fought down the rising panic.
Think, you fool, he told himself. Think!
The suit will keep you alive for twenty
hours. Surely the automatic radio pulse
that instantaneously flares out at the fir.st

sign of trouble in a spacecraft, blasted out
here. Don’t worry. The patrol will pick you
up. It's only a matter of time. Be sensible.

Linton had, as have all spacemen at one
time or another, imagined what it would
be like to be marooned alone in interplan-
etary space. But in his wildest fancies he
had never thought it could be so terroriz-
ing. Being lost in space was lilce—was like—no images would come to mind. Here a
man was the smallest tiling in the Uni-
verse, less than an atom. IIow could they
find him? He was going to die.

You're in the Moon’s gravitational field,

he told himself. Eventually your perfect-
ly preserved body will plunge into the
pumice dust like a splashing meteorite.
And no one will ever know. Linton. Clay,
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twenty-four, Communicationa Officer, died
because of a technical accident on a Lunar
mission. Yes, your name will be inscribed
on the service rolls.

With an effort Linton forced himself to
stop the dangerous cynical trend of
thought. The awkward metallic balloon that
housed him needn’t be my coffin—they’ll
find me before—before... Suddenly the
phones in the helmet crackled: “Patrol
Six-Oh-Nine—we’ve caught an emergency
radio pulse. Are you in the vicinity? Key
in your low power transmitter.”

Linton ga.sped. He pushed the button in

the sleeve. And then he fainted . .

.

“Well, Linton” the executive officer
was saying in the pilot room of the pa-
trol craft, “was it very bad out there?”

Linton looked up at him. There was a
wry smile on his pale face.

“No,” he answered, “it wasn’t too bad.”
But he continued to stare out the port and
the stars winked back at him.

* * *

VISITOR TO THE FUTURE

CAIUS SEPTIMUS, centurion of the

Fourth Legion, sweated and groaned

with his seventy men, through these rocky
fastnesses on the edge of the Nigerian
desert. Caves and gaping slashes in the
Earth testified the strangeness of the
world.

Curse Clauc^us, Caius thought, curse him
a thousand times! He grinned wryly, but a
centurion obeys a proconsul. If Claudius
believed the silly tale of the giant reptile,

brought in by some half-witted natives, he,

Caius, would have to seek it out for the
proconsul.
The grumbling men toiled behind him,

their armor intolerable in the humid beat.

Now they were walking two abreast down
a narrow defile. On Caius’ right was the
mouth of a dank and gaping cave.

Suddenly a hideous scream split the air.

There was a rumbling earth-shaking sound.
Everyone stood paralyzed for a moment at
the apparition that greeted them. Caius’
Roman training had taught him nothing of
the prehistoric dinosaur; he didn’t know
that such things as Tyrannosaurus Rex
ever existed on the Earth. All he saw was
a monstrous reptilian thing, its mouth gap-
ing like a huge furnace, its lungs bellow-
ing, and its body emitting an overpowering
stench of decayed and rotten flesh.

It rumbled from the cave trampling
down a dozen men in its path. Caius went
white with fear, but as a legionary he
could not betray his proud Roman heritage.

He stood stock still, raging at his men. A
few obeyed him, crouched, their shields

overlapping, planted their pila butts in

the earth and waited the onslaught. It was
terrible. They were bowled over like nine-
pins, and the monster waddled past with
the trivial pikes hanging from his thick
and stinking skin.

Caius stood to one side. He seized a pila
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from a soldier. With all his strengfth he
flung it and had the satisfaction of seeing

the weapon strike deep into one of the

beady eyes. The giant threshed in agony,

half-blinded, still a powerful machine of de-

struction.

A dozen more men fell before its wild-

flailing tail. Its horrible jaws crunched

other. It dreadful little forefoot which
hung from its chest did damage too.

The legionnaires had scattered and even

Caius crouched behind the bole of a heavy
tree watching the monster fearfully as it

thrashed about. Caius’ pila had penetrated

the brain, but the rudimentary nervous

system took time to send the message of

death. Grunting and blowing the dying
monster fled into the jungle.

When the sounds of terror died away,
the legionnaires reassembled. But Caius

gave not his usual tongue-lashing. The fear

was too great within him. A few brief

commands and the remnants of the com-
mand returned the way they had come.
Caius’ name is unknown now, but he had
been the first and last man on earth to see

a living dinosaur, a strange remnant of

the world that existed before the conception

of Man. What Caius thought is not re-

corded. What he felt we can easily imag-
ine!

PLANET BUSTER!
By

BOB VANIER

Not long ago, pictures were released

showing the explosions of some new
atomic bombs somewhere in the South Pa-
cific—Enewetok or some other re’note isle.

The pictures showed mushroom shapes
much like the ones we’ve seen.
But according to the blurbs and captions,

these new bombs are considerably more
powerful. No area-destruction figures were
given, nor were efficiencies quoted, but not
much was left to the imagination. Bigger
and better atomic bombs are in existimee
and still bigger and better in the making.
What will the future be like? No physi-

cists have testified to a limit to bomb size.

Does this mean that maybe in ten or twen-
ty years actual “planet-busters” will be
made?
When the first bomb was dropped, many

speculated on the possibility of destroying
the world either through a chain reaction
or through a bomb huge enough to shatter
the planet. Then, the idea was pooh-
poohed.

Is it now possible for this thing to hap-
pen? We hear no denials, and are begin-
ning to feel like a little boy sitting on a
powder keg. And our fuse is time.
We want to think of the year 2000 as a

time of technical miracles, with freedom
and happiness for everyone. We don’t want
a new Nova to appear in the Solar System
then. .

.
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ALL the SECRETS of a CON MAN;..

fieveakd!

The True Story of

“Yellow Kid” Weil

America's Master

Swindler ... As Told to

W. T. BRANNON
Ace Writer of

True Detective Stories *

"Yellow Kid” Weil took more than $8,000,000

from gamblers, business men, bankers, and un-

wary strangers in the course of his amazing career.

You will gasp with disbelief as you read the in-

side details of his fantastic swindles, of his lavish

living, expensive cars and yachts, and beautiful

women.

The "Yellow Kid’s” career began at the race

tracks, where his many ingenious schemes brought

him sizable sums from gullible bettors.

From this he progressed to elaborate set-ups

which involved fake money machines, bogus min-

ing stock, off-color real estate deals, and luxurious

gambling houses. He rented suites of offices and

even entire buildings, completely furnished, and

operated by stooges hired to impress his prospects.

At one time he operated both a bank and a hotel.

He was famous for the elaborate detail with which

his schemes were planned and carried out.

His favorite prey was the man who already had

plenty of money but wanted more. To such men
Weil would pose by turns as a banker, a mining

engineer, a famous author, or a wealthy broker.

His story is not doaored nor whitewashed. The

adventures of this master rogue are stranger than

any fiction, and they are set down just as they were

related to W. T. Brannon, famous writer of true

detective stories.

The "Yellow Kid” takes you behind the scenes

of the get-rich-quick confidence games. He reveals

how victims are found, how the build-up works,

and how the switch-off system keeps them from be-

coming suspicious.

This book will tip you off to the methods of

swindlers and, as Erie Stanley Gardner says, "It is

required reading for everyone who wants to keep

from being a sucker.”

Buy "YELLOW KID ” WEIL today at your

favorite book store, or send $3.00 direct to the

publisher for your copy of this amazing book.

ZIFF-DAVIS PUBLISHING COMPANY
Dept. F, 185 North Wabash Avenue • Chicago 1, Illinois


